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ABSTRACT 
ENGLISH-DERIVED WORDS IN SIERRA LEONE KRIO 
This thesis is divided into four sections. Section One 
is introductory, and starts with a mention of the theories about 
the origins, and definitions of pidgin and creole languages. It 
also discusses the historical and linguistic background to Krio, 
tentatively postulates an acrolect-basilect continuum and under- 
takes to describe the dynamic state of native Krio speech. The 
section ends with a phonological study of Krio. 
Section Two discusses the Phonology of English-derived 
words in Krio. It examines the eclectic nature of the British' 
influence, discussing the systemic, phonotactic and phonetic fea- 
tures of the various British accents that may have contributed to 
the formation of modern Krio phonological structure. The contri- 
bution of the phonological structure of the African substratum is 
also discussed and reference is made to similarities with other 
creole languages. Section Two ends with a study of the correspon- 
dences between stress patterns in the English forms and tone patterns 
in the Krio cognates, as well as tone patterns in creolised forms 
and calques. 
Section Three is about the Morphology of English-derived 
words in Krio. It deals with the effects of decreolisation on 
inflectional and derivational morphology as well as Krio creations 
from English patterns. It also examines word-compounding, and the 
phonology and morphology of English-derived reduplications in detail. 
The final section is entitled: The Lexico-semantics of 
English-derived words in Krio. It considers the question of when 
an English word can be regarded as acceptable as a Krio word; the 
various historical as well as current sources of the English-derived 
vocabulary of Krio; conditions affecting their adoption and the 
lexical fields they occur in; the word classes from which adoption 
has taken place and word class functional shifts and splits; lexical 
innovations in Krio, including lexical splits and folk etymology; 
the semantics of reduplications; and, finally, semantic modifications. 
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FOREWORD 
X 
This thesis is a phonological, morphological and lexico-semantic 
study of English-derived words in Sierra Leone Krio. Two fundamental 
questions may be considered at the outset; the definition of an 
English-derived word in an English-based creole such as Krio; and, 
secondly, the nature of the data on which the study is based. 
For the purposes of this study, an English-derived word is 
defined as a word whose form or the form of whose parts can be attested 
in English. In this respect, we can distinguish between: (i) carry-overs: 
i. e. forms that have been lifted whole from English and that have 
undergone minimal phonological and/or semantic change in Krio; (ii) calques, 
i. e. compound words that are 'translations' into English-derived words 
of African lexical items (see Chapter 10); (iii) incoinings, i. e. words 
created by combining existing morphemes to give new lexical items that 
have different meanings from those of their individual components. 
Although English-derived components are our main concern, 
cases of mixed etymology (e. g. African + English or vice versa) will 
also be considered. 
In spite of the fact that (ii) and (iii) involve non-English- 
derived features, they will be considered as pertinent because they 
involve English-derived lexical material. Furthermore, the boundaries 
between these categories are not always easy to discern, partly be- 
cause the source may not be known and partly because a word may have 
a multiple source, i. e., it may resemble a word from another language 
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as well as one from English, and indeed both these sources may have 
contributed to the form or the meaning in Krio. 
The data for this work come primarily from my intuition 
as a native speaker of Krio. It could be objected that intuition is 
unreliable because of its subjectivity. To take account of this 
objection, wherever possible, these intuitions have been supported 
by reference to A KRIO-ENGLISH DICTIONARY by Pyle and Jones (OUP, 1980) - 
I was one of the editorial assistants of this work - and other native 
speakers of Krio (about 20) whom I came into contact with during 
the period of my research. Furthermore, any other method of research 
would not have been practicable for a study of this kind. The collection 
of an adequate corpus would not have been possible within the time 
available, if indeed it would have been possible at all. A corpus is 
in any case open to many more objections, especially the arbitrary 
limit it imposes upon the data to be examined. 
A further discussion of all these matters is undertaken 
in Chapter 12. 
SECTION ONES 
INTRODUCTION 
CHAPTER - ONE 
THEORIES AND DEFINITIONS OF PIDGINS AND CREOLES 
1.1 Theories about the origins of Pidgins and Creoles 
One question that has exercised the minds of creolists 
since the early twentieth century is whether pidgins and creoles 
have a common 'genetic' origin. This has given rise to conflict- 
ing theories. 
First was the POLYGENETIC THEORY or theory of par8, Uel, 
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independent development. As early as 1914, Schuchardt - the 
'undisputed father of pidgin - creole studies'.. (De Camptin Hymes 
1971, p. 31; in Valdman, 1977, p. 9) - wrote: 'there exists no 
common Negro creole ... we have no divergence, but rather a 
parallelism' (1914c, p. 95). Later writers, e. g. Gobl-Galdi(1934), 
Hjelmslev (1939), Bloomfield (1933, pp. 472-5), Hall, (1966) and 
Koefoed (in Hancock, 1979) demonstrated their polygenetic sympa- 
thies by postulating what has been called the 'baby talk' theory. 
This theory states that, from the fifteenth century onwards, pidgin 
languages came about in this ways when a West European explorer. and 
trader discovered territories in Africa and Asia he was too confid- 
ent of the superiority of his culture to be interested in the in- 
digenous languages; so, he initially offered his own language to 
the natives, who, in turn, naturally, could only imitate it halt- 
ingly, as any language learner would do on first acquaintance with 
a new language. Thereupon, the European would conclude that the 
natives were mentally incapable of grasping the complexities of 
his superior language and settle for using the natives' poor imita- 
tion of his speech 'adding some of the patterns of baby talk commonly 
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used by mothers and nurses in his country'. The native would also 
transfer to the pidgin some of the features of pronunciation, 
grammar and vocabulary of his own language (Hall, 1966, p. 5 and 
in Hancock, 1977 Vol. 1, No. 1, p. 30). 
Being 'the most vigorous defender of polygenesis' (De Camp, 
in Hymes, 1971, p. 20), Hall also argues that some of the 
English-based pidgins and creoles, like Neo-Melanesian (now Tok 
Pisin), Chinese Pidgin English, Sranan and Gullah are derived 
from a Proto-Pidgin English, proof of which can be discovered from 
structural (phonological, grammatical and semantic) correspond- 
ences between the pidgins and creoles, on the one hand, and the 
Proto-Pidgin-English, on the other. Similarly, other pidgins and 
creoles, i. e. Dutch-based and French-based, for example, can be 
derived from their Proto-Pidgins by the comparative method 'with 
historic verisimilitude and resultant validity' (ibid, p. 120). 
The polygenetic theory has been so widely criticised that it 
has lost its popularity. Alleyne, for example, (in Hymes, 1971, 
p. I77) points out that the so-called phonological correspondences 
necessarily result from the use of lexical items from the European 
base language and therefore cannot be regarded as evidence of the 
historical origin of the phonological system. He also comments on 
the'absurdity; of referring to the African element in creoles as 
'borrowings'. 
The 'baby-talk' theory has also been widely criticised. 
Koefoed (in Hancock, 1979, P"37) asserts that there is 'solid 
documented evidence' for it in at least one cases that of Portuguese 
West African Pidgin (Nano, 1973); but Hancock (1975, pp. 216-218), 
for example, while describing Naro's arguments as being 'attractive 
and convincing', treats the whole hypothesis with scepticism on the 
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grounds of insufficient historical evidence. Writing in 1965, 
Whinnom had argued, with the support of Taylor, Stewart and Valdman, 
that one serious reason for doubting the 'baby-talk' theory was 
the fact that 'while Standard French and French Creoles are not 
mutually intelligible (and almost certainly never were ... 
) the 
various French creoles are mutually intelligible from Louisiana 
to Haiti to Dominica to French Guiana to Mauritius and Reunion - 
in the middle of the Indian Ocean (pp. 509-510). (This assertion has 
been denied, however. Also1Hancock (1969, P"35 n. 8 maintains 
that 'a pidgin in its initial stages is usually comprehensible to 
metropolitan speakers (although not vice versa)') . Another critic 
of this theory is De Camp (in Hymes, 1971, pp. 19-20), who notes 
that the typological similarities shared by creoles of whatever 
stock are too great for coincidence and that the language learning 
process between master and slave, in the case of Jamaica at least, 
was reciprocal. (See also Givon jp, in Hancock, 1977, PP"3-33). 
The theory which superseded the polygenetic was the MONOGENETIC 
THEORY. It states that all pidgins and creoles with European lan-" 
guage bases originate from a fifteenth century Portuguese Pidgin, 
which in turn may have derived from Sabir, the Lingua Franca of the 
Mediterannean. This language may have come into existence around 
A. D. 95 (Hancock, in Valdman 1977, p. 283)" 
In the Middle Ages, at different times and in different 
places, Sabir had vocabulary that was 'predominantly either Italian, 
Spanish or French, with a great or less admixture of Arabic and 
Turkish' (Whinnom, 1965, pp. 523-524). This language was 'in later 
centuries split into dialects by partial relexification' (ibid, p. 524) 
or lexical replacement. Relexification is a phenomenon that is 
closely associated with and indeed vital to a logical explanation 
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of the monogenetic theory. The argument is that it was through 
this process that most, if not all, European-based pidgins and 
creoles changed their genetic affiliations from Proto-Portuguese to 
English, Dutch, Spanish and French, as the case may be. As Hall 
(1966, p. 121) points out, the process of relexification is an on- 
going one in languages. In fact, though the monogenetic theory 
has also been criticised in recent times, relexification as a 
linguistic feature continues to engage the attention of scholars. 
Hancock (in Valdman and Highfield, 1980, p. 63) even claims that it 
has become central to creole study. 
The monogenetic theory began to feature as an attractive 
proposition when scholars like Douglas Taylor (1956,1957,1960 
and 1961) highlighted the similarities in the verb systems of the 
Caribbean creoles and their many parellels with the creoles of the 
Far East, and suggested that both Papiamento and Sranan were also 
pidgin Portuguese relexified. R. W. Thompson (1961) noted the same 
similarities and concluded that the West African coastal Portuguese 
lingua franca might be the parent of all Caribbean, African and 
Far Eastern pidgins and creoles. William Stewart (1962) discussed 
the concepts of 'restructuralisation' and 'relexification' and 
concluded that it was more convincing to regard creoles as relex- 
ified forms of a single prior language than as restructured forms 
of their European bases. Whinnom (1965, pp. 522-7) suggested that 
Sabir was the ultimate source of all the European-based pidgins 
and creoles of the world. Arguing in favour of a Portuguese parent- 
hood, he maintained that 'if Portuguese pidgin particles survive 
in a pidgin or creole, this must surely be regarded as conclusive 
proof of a Portuguese pidgin origin' (p. 520). Other supporters of 
the monogenetic theory include Valkhoff (1966, p. 3); B. Bailey(1966, p. 5) 
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Cassidy (1961, p. 405), Voorhoeve (1973), De Granda 
(1976, pp. 11-12). 
As has been noted, the monogenetic theory has been very much 
criticised in recent times. Before mentioning some recent objections 
to it, we may note that Schuci&rdt had, as early as 1909, anticipated 
such a postulation. While acknowledging the pioneering activities 
of Portuguese sailors on the coasts of Africa and Asia, he consi- 
dered Portuguese items in non-Portuguese-based pidgins and"creoles 
as borrowings into these languages rather than relexifications. 
Nor did he seem to regard Sabir (Lingua Franca), which he analysed 
in some detail, as the 'ur-Creole'- to use Thompson's term (Whinnom, 
p. 522) - (See Gilbert, 1980, p. 9). 
In more recent times, Hall (op. cit. p. 122) for example, has 
observed, inter alia, that: 
the argument from relexification assumes that only abstract 
syntactic patterns are valid criteria for determining ling- 
uistic relationships and that phonological and morphological 
correspondences are not relevant. 
He points out that English, for example, 
has been extensively relexified in the last thousand years, 
with morphemes from French, Latin and Greek; yet it is still 
to be classified as a Germanic, not a Romance, language, 
because its fundamental stock of morphemes shows systematic 
Germanic influence as do its basic syntactic structures. 
Hall also asserts that relexification cannot be separated from re- 
grammaticalisation (1975, pp. 181-187). 
Hancock (1969, pp. 11-12) accepts the presence of a Portuguese- 
derived, nautically influenced proto-pidgin with the coming of the 
English to West Africa in the sixteenth century. Criticising the 
relexification hypothesis, he calls our attention to the fact that 
few traces of Portuguese are to be found in the Atlantic creoles 
today: 'Gullah and Krio each have less than one percent; Jamaican 
Creole about two percent and Sranan four percent' and doubts that 
words for such basic things like 'man, woman, eat, work, kill, etc. 
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Would need to be replaced'. He therefore suggests the term 'supra- 
lexification'- lexicon-building rather than lexicon-replacement. 
We may note, however, that although Portuguese-derived words may 
form only one percent of the Krio lexicon, the frequency of usage 
of some of them, e. g.: säbi (know), 
ip kin (child), b1 .y (basket), 
nä (multi-functional preposition), is extremely high. 
Alleyne (in Hymes, 1971, p. 169 ) argues that 'very few 
systematic correspondences have been explicitly pointed out which 
have any possible relationship with Portuguese'. 
Valdman (1977, p. x. n. 2), Saugott (in Valdman, 1977, p. 76), 
Chaudenson (ibid, p. 259) and Bickerton (1975 and in Valdman, pp. 50-62) 
are other critics of the monogenetic theory. They have pointed out 
that it is too inadequate to be truly monogeneticsince it can only 
be applied to some European-lexicon languages; it cannot account 
for non-European-based pidgins and Creoles. Bickerton and Edwards 
(1976, p. 27) even consider it preposterous. Its greatest weakness, 
in spite of its attractions, as Todd (1974, P"39) notes, is that 
it is 'not proven'. 
The trouble with any one genetic approach, as recent scholars 
seem to maintain, is that it raises too many questions that cannot 
be satisfactorily answered. It is reasonable to assume, as Todd 
argues (ibid, p. 43), that although some pidgins and creoles are 
undoubtedly related, others may have grown up independently. This 
means that both the mono- and polygenetic theories have plausible 
points in them. 
We must also consider the UNIVERSALIST theory, (Todd, ibid, 
pp. 42-49)= Givon(in Hancock, 1979, ' PP-3-33); Chaudenson (iii Valdman, 
1977, pp. 271-272). This view simply states that the 'simplification' 
features of pidginisation reflect an appeal to linguistic Uni- 
versals and this is the commonest element in pidgins 
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and creoles. As Todd (p. 4.2) puts it: 'one could express this 
view ... by suggesting that pidgins and creoles are alike because, 
fundamentally, languages are alike and simplification processes 
are alike'. Bickerton (in Valdman, 1977, PP"55-56) has criticised 
this 'universalist' view as proceeding from misguided judgements. 
Such a criticism does not, however, detract from its appeal. 
The most recent theory about the origins of creoles has been 
propounded by Bickerton (1981). It is the 'LANGUAGE BIOPROGRAM' 
theory and it argues that questions about the origins of creole 
languages are directly related to questions about how children 
acquire language and how human language originated. It points out 
and discusses some striking grammatical resemblances (in the NP 
and VP systems) between creoles widely separated in location and 
origin, arguing that these several elements were not derived from 
their antecedent pidgins but were 'invented' in the sense that the 
first generation creole speakers produced rules for which there was 
no evidence in the previous generation's speech. This, he argues, 
is because 
languages independently invent rules when these are demanded 
by the structure of the language plus functional requirements 
(P"55). 
They are able to do so because 
many of the pre-requisites for human language were laid down 
in the course of mammalian evolution, and ... the most 
critical of those prerequisites ... was the capacity to con- 
struct quite elaborate mental representations of the exter- 
nal world in terms of concepts rather than percepts 
(PP"294-5). 
Bickerton concludes that 
creoles, far from being "primitive" in anything but the sense 
of "primary", give us access to the essential bedrock on which 
our humanity is founded (p. 300). 
Interesting as this bioprogram theory is, it makes many bold 
claims which are beyond the scope of this thesis to discuss. 
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Definitions of 'pidgin' and 'creole' 
Much has been written about pidgin and creole languages since 
they began to be the subject of serious study in the nineteenth 
century. However; there is still no general agreement on a simple, 
comprehensive definition of them. As Todd puts it (op. cit., p. i)s 
'the many-faceted nature of human languages is unlikely to be 
encapsulated in a few sentences'. De Camp also notes (in Valdman, 
1977. p"3) that some definitions are sociolinguistic: ' e. g. a 
pidgin is an auxiliary trade language'; some are historicals 'a 
pidgin may be spontaneously generated; a creole is a language that 
has evolved from a pidgin'; some include formal characteristics: 
'restricted vocabulary; absence of gender, true tenses, inflec- 
tional morphology, or relative clauses, etc'; but, 'to a creolist, 
almost everyone else's definition of a creole sounds absurd and 
arbitrary' (p. 4). Consequently, we are also not always sure what 
languages to classify as pidgins and creoles. All this points to 
the very complex nature of the languages that were once written 
about in the following disdainful tones: 
'it is clear that people used to expressing themselves with 
a rather simple language cannot easily elevate their intel- 
ligence to the genius of a European language. When they were 
in contact with the Portuguese and forced to communicate with 
them, speaking the same language, it was necessary that the 
varied expressions acquired during so many centuries of civi- 
lisation dropped their perfection, to adapt to ideas being 
born and to barbarous forms of language of half-savage peoples'. 
(Bertrand-Bocande, M. 1849. De la langue creole de la Guinee 
Portugaise. Bulletin de Is, Soci4t6 de Geographie de Paris, 3 s6rr 
12. s pp"57-93" This quotation: p. 73, cited by Guus Meijer and Pieter 
Muysken in Valdman p. 22). 
Meijer and Muysken also note (Valdman, p. 25) that the French 
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linguist Lucien Adam, in his book Les idioaes negro-aryen et 
aleo-aryem (1882). 'suggests that creole languages are nothing 
but non-European languages with European lexical items', adducing 
numerous calques to substantiate his argument. 
The dramatic change of attitude towards these languages is 
attested by the fact that many modern linguists now agree that: 
'pidginisation and creolisation have become central to linguistic 
theory' (Traugott, in Valdman, p. 91). 
Although we still have no precise definition of pidgin and 
creole languages, we may note some traditional observations con- 
tained in the ever-growing literature on these languages. 
Robert A. Hall Jr., once celebrated as 'the greatest specia- 
list in Pidgin and Creole' (Valkhoff, 1966, P"37 n"33), makes the 
following observations: 
for a language to be a true pidgin,, two conditions must be 
met: its grammatical structure and its vocabulary must be 
sharply reduced ... and also the resultant language must be 
native to none of those who use it ... 
a creole language arises when a pidgin becomes the native 
language of a speech-community. 
(1966, p. xii) 
These views still have devoted adherents today, but they 
have also been widely criticised. This kind of definition of 
pidgins and creoles has, for example, been called 'static' 
(Muhlhausler in Valdman and Highfield, 1980, p. 20). Instead of 
the 'static'- iew, the 'dynamic' view has been advanced and has 
been demonstrated for Tok Pisin by writers such as Sankoff and 
Brown (1976, pp. 631-66), Muhlhausler (1976a, pp. 238-450), and for 
Hawaiian Pidgin English by Bickerton and Odo (1976). It asserts 
that pidgins can only be described adequately if they are regarded 
as dynamic processes which change considerably with regard to their 
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grammatical complexity during the course of their lives. (see also 
Ferguson and De Bose in Valdman, 1977, pp. 120-121). Moreover, 
there is the justifiable claim that no static model of any lan- 
guage is adequate. 
Concerning structural reduction and what Hall (1966, p. 86) 
describes as 'simplified versions of fundamentally European lin- 
guistic structures', reaction has been very sharp. De Camp (in 
Hymes, 1971, p. 15) puts it urbanely when he says: 'it is now 
considered debatable whether the less-redundant pidgin is simpler 
or more complex than the standard language'. Voorhoeve (ibid, p. 189) 
explains that 'reduction' or 'simplification' does not mean that 
pidgins are simpler languages than non-pidgins, but that they seem 
simplified in comparison to their model'. Alleyne (ibid, p. 172), 
on the other hand, states bluntly that 'there is no linguistic 
evidence to support this idea of simplification' in the case of 
creole languages and that, on the contrary, there is 'strong lin- 
guistic evidence that English and French in their full morpholo- 
gical systems were used in the contact situation'. This argument 
seriously challenges the baby-talk theory, more criticisms of which 
will be noted below. In an article which seeks to highlight the 
difficulties involved in trying to define 'creole' typologically, 
Giyon (in Hancock 1979, pp. 3-)3) strongly argues thats 
we have no shred of real-controlled-evidence to suggest 
that either Creoles are characterised by the lack of 
inflections, of that 'Creolisation' involves the reduc- 
tion of inflections. A11 we know is that with respect 
to the inflectional morphology, a Creole language will 
follow the structure of the substratum language (which 
contributed the bulk of its grammar. In most creoles 
discussed, in the literature this was a non-inflected 
language) rather than that of the lexifier language (p. 20) 
which in most cases was a highly inflected European language. He 
concludes that it is because of a poor understanding of Universal 
" my addition 
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Grammar that pidgin and creole languages are condescendingly de- 
described as having reduced inflections and simplified, 'common 
denominator'. 'minimal. ' (Gobl-Gäldi, 1933) or 'optimal' (Hjelmslev, 
1939) grammar. Todd (op. cit., p. 88) also notes that 'no single 
feature exhibited by pidgins and creoles is unique to these lan- 
guages'. 
The view that a creole arises when a pidgin becomes the native 
language of a speech community is widely shared, but, again, it has 
its critics. Hynes (1971, p. 84) says, for example, that 'the start- 
ing point of creolisation need not be a pidgin, but may be a 
pre-pidgin continuum, or a subordinated language-variety of some 
other sort', (tee also Bickerton, 1981, p. 5). Taylor (1977, p. 151) 
comments on the unsatisfactory nature of such a definition which 
depends on historical knowledge that may well be lacking. Other 
critics of this view are Sankoff (in Valdman and Highfield, 1980, 
p. iy+); Alleyne (in Hymes, 1971, p. 171) and Bickerton (1977). 
Hymes"s 1971 definition of pidgin and creole, though not 
entirely satisfactory, as the literature suggests, is still influ- 
ential (Rickford in Valdman, 1977, p. 191; Andersen in Valdman and 
Highfield,, 1980, p. 273). It states that: 
pidginisation is that complex process of sociolinguistic 
change comprising reduction in inner form, with convergence, 
in the context of restriction in use. A pidgin is a result 
of stich a process that has achieved autonomy as a norm .... 
Creolisation is that complex process of sociolinguistic 
change comprising expansion in inner form, with convergence, 
in the context of extension in use. A creole is the result 
of such a process that has achieved autonomy as a norm. 
Modifications of these definitions have been made since 
then. Todd (op. cit., p. 3), for example, notes that some features 
could be unique to the pidgin so that 'reduction in inner form' 
includes getting rid of redundancies. Manessy (in Valdman, 1977, 
p. 129) comments that the word 'convergence' in Hymes's definition 
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does not appear, in Africa at least, 'to be necessarily related to 
the process of pidginisation nor entailed by it'. Ferguson and 
De Bose (Valdman, 1977, p. 113) maintain that 'no definite point 
of transition from a pidgin to creole can be identified'. Note 
also Whinnom (in Valdman and Highfield 1980, p. 208, n. 1) who informs 
us that Sankoff and Laberge (1974) observed that the same language 
may exist as a pidgin and as a creole, without noticeable differen- 
ces; and that Obilade (1978) remarked that in certain bilingual 
communities it may be impossible to regard the pidgin-creole as a 
discrete pidgin or creole. 
It is clear from the foregoing discussion that no clear def- 
inition of pidgins and/or creoles has yet emerged. 
For the purposes of this thesis, I wish to adopt John Rickford's 
definitions of pidginisation, creolisation and decreolisation as 
being useful, though not necessarily completely adequate, for my 
description of Krio. They are in Valdman, 1977, PP. 191-2 and, as 
the author admits, the first two are modifications of Hymes (1971,. p. 84) 
(1971, P. 84). They are as follows: 
1. pidginisation begin(s) when a language is used only for 
very limited communication between groups who speak dif- 
ferent languages.... It undergoes varying degrees of 'sii- 
plification' and 'admixture'. 
This process is identifiable in Sierra Leone today mainly in the 
larger towns of the provinces. 
2. creolisation is the process by which one or more pidginised 
variants of a language (emerging from an initial multilin- 
gual contact situation... ). are extended in domains of use 
and in the range of communicative and expressive functions 
they must serve, Frequently, but not necessarily, this pro- 
cess is associated with native use by children born into the 
contact situation. The pidginised variants are usually 
assumed to undergo 'complication' and 'ezpaation' of lin- 
guistic resources in the process, and the term creole may be 
used for any new stable variety that results from this process. 
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This is probably the historical explanation far what we know as 
modern Krio. 
3. In decreolisation the creolised varieties lose their 
distinctive features and begin to level in the direction 
of the original target language. This change occurs in the 
multilingual contact situation as the social and economic 
pressures to use the target language in more and more 
domaains become increasingly pronounced, and as opportun- 
ities to master the language improve. A (post-) creole 
continuum of dialect varieties exhibiting varying approx- 
imations to the standard form of the target language is one 
typical result. 
Fyle (1977, p. 5) maintains: 'the present-day orientation of 
Krio is towards the languages of Nigeria and of Sierra: Leone'. 
I prefer to describe the influences from these languages as interest- 
ing instances of 'admixture' which are not significant enough to 
signal an orientation towards them. They are to be perceived in 
the pidginised varieties of Krio. File in fact 'hasten(s) to add' 
that 'it is not possible to justify on linguistic grounds (his) 
own thesis'. 
In Sierra Leone today there exists a clear acrolect-basilect 
continuum. 
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CHAP. T R' : Toi© 
BACKGROUND TO KRIO 
2.1 Historical Background 
The Portuguese were the first Europeans to settle on the 
Upper Guinea Coast in the mid-fifteenth century (Fyfe, 1962, p. l; 
Kup, 1961, p. 8; Rodney, 1970, p. 14; Peterson 1969, p. 19). The 
coast was divided into five 'trades' or districts (Kup, p. 12) and 
Sierra Leone was one of them. Serra Lyoa was the original name 
the Portuguese explorer Pedro da Sintra gave to the peninsula in 
1462 because of its 'wild-looking, leonine mountains' (Fyfe, p. 1). 
The Italians were famous for map-making in the sixteenth century 
and their influence helped to create the modern form Sierra Leone 
(Kup, P-3)- Since the nineteenth century, the name has been used 
to refer to the whole country, the present boundaries of which 
were delimited in 1897 (Fyfe, pp. 544,549). 
The chief occupation of the Portuguese in Sierra Leone was 
trading. They exchanged European goods for slaves, ivory, (Fyfe, p. 1) 
and gold (Kup, p. 8). They enjoyed a comfortable relationship with 
the natives and some of them - the. lancados (those who had 'thrown 
themselves' among the natives) (Rodney, p. 74) or tangomoas (those 
who had adopted the local religion and customs) (Rodney, p. 74; 
Boxer, 1969, p. 31) who their own. countrymen regarded as renegades 
(Kup, p. 12) - even married the local women (Kup, p. 12; Fyfe, p. 1; 
Rodney, p. 84; Mathurin-Mair, 1978, pp. 20-21). There emerged along 
the coast a significant Afro-Portuguese community whose dominating 
influence lasted till the end of the eighteenth century. It com- 
prised a few whites, many blacks and a powerful mulatto core. 
Rodney (p. 203) says of them: 'generally racial admixture was 
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matched by cultural hybridisation'. Their peculiarities of lan- 
guage, dress and religion identified them as 'a community with a 
different heritage and a different social purpose from the mass 
of the Africans'. 
Portuguese influence in the area dwindled significantly in 
the early to mid-seventeenth century (Kup, PP. 13-26, Rodney, p. 126) 
and the British 'ousted the Portuguese almost without opposition' 
(Rodney, p. 127). A similar pattern of miscegenation, practised 
mainly by British traders and pirates, quickly created Afro-British 
half-castes 'augmented by black grumetes sharing their values' 
(Rodney, p. 216). These mulattoes merged with the Afro-Portuguese 
to form a group of about 12,000 by the end of the eighteenth century 
(ibid. from Machat, 1966, p. 129; Mathurin-Mair, p. 21). They con- 
tinued to exhibit traits of their cultural ambivalence in their 
life-style and may have formed the 'indigenous' nucleus of the 
Creole-type society that was to emerge in the nineteenth century. 
Two centuries after the British became involved in the 
trans-Atlantic slave trade, they succumbed to rising humanitarian 
appeals for its abolition. A botanist called Henry Smeathman, who 
had lived for three years (1771-4) on the Banana Islands near the 
Sierra Leone river, considered the place ideal for the establish- 
ment of an agricultural settlement based on free labour. He 
dreamed of a 'free community of equal black and white citizens _ 
living in a society based on the principles of democratic liberal- 
ism' (Peterson, p. 18, from P. D. Curtin, 1965, pp. 16,96-97). At 
that time, the island was governed by the Caulkers, an Afro-English 
family. However, Smeathman died before he could realise his dream 
and it was Granville Sharp, an even more ardent philanthropist, 
who was to give the idea a 'radical, exciting governmental form' 
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(Peterson, p. 20). His own vision was 'rational and humanitarian' 
(-i6id, p. 22). Evangelists, liberal reformers and a group of 
social reformers, called the Clapham Sect, helped to strengthen 
the campaign. As a result of their efforts, a group of 411 desti- 
tute but emancipated African ex-slaves (' i61d ; p. 22-23; Asiegbu, 
1969; Wyse, 1980 (2), p. 5) and some English women (Hancock, 1971, 
1.1.0.3; Fyfe, p. 19) arrived from London in 1787. They were called 
THE BLACK POOR. These people had been slaves, in overseas planta- 
tions, who had escaped to London or had accompanied their masters 
to the metropolis. In their destitution they had created a social 
problem for the British government. When they arrived on the coast, 
Captain Thompson, who led the expedition, purchased land for the 
settlement from the Temne chief, King Tom, and called it Granville 
Town - after Sharp (Peterson, pp. 23-24; Fyfe, p. 20). Today, part 
of the site is occupied by State House, the official residence of 
the Head of State (Fyfe, p. 20). 
However, the adverse weather, disease, war with the Temnes 
and the fact that some fled to other parts of the coast to redis- 
cover their roots (Hancock, 1.1.0.3)-reduced their number to forty- 
eight by 1791 (Wyse, p. 6; Hancock, ibid.; Peterson, p. 27). 
The next group to arrive were THE NOVA SCOTIANS. They were 
ex-slaves, from the American colonies, who had bought their free- 
dom by fighting with the British during the American war of inde- 
pendence. One of their number, Thomas Peters, had gone to London 
to complain about the ill-treatment of his fellow freed slaves who 
had been offered asylum in the British settlement in Nova Scotia. 
Peters secured redress when the British government decided to trans- 
port, free, to Sierra Leone 'those ... negroes who wished to depart' 
(Porter, 1963, p. 25). 
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In March 1792, a little over 1,100 'Nova Scotians' reached 
Sierra Leone, forty of whom died within the first few weeks of 
their arrival there (Wyse, p. 8). They were joined by the survi- 
vors from the 'Black Poor' group and together they began the colony 
they named Free Town, with Lt. John Clarkson'of the Royal Navy, 
who had led them to the settlement, becoming the first Governor 
of Sierra Leone. 
In September 1794, the settlement was razed to the ground by 
the French, who left behind 120 European sailors taken from ships 
they had previously captured (Peterson, p. 31). Hancock (1.1.0.7) 
suggests that this attack almost annihilated the settlers, but we 
learn that the survivors rebuilt the town, albeit with great strain, 
and 'Freetown became more comparable in plan to a European or 
American commercial town of the early nineteenth century' (Peterson, 
p. 32). Streets were also given British names like 'Water', 'Oxford', 
and 'Westmoreland' - names that remained in use till the early 1970s. 
The third group of settlers were THE MAROONS. They were de- 
scendants of slaves who originally came from the Gold Coast but 
had been taken to Jamaica in the West Indies. They had fought sev- 
eral. times against the British and were eventually persuaded to 
lay down their arms in return for an amnesty (Porter, p. 33, from 
Dallas, 1803). Instead of being granted an amnesty, however, they 
were expelled to Halifax in Nova Scotia, where the bitter winter 
of 1796-7 forced them to petition to be removed to a more agreeable 
climate (Fyfe, p. 80). But it was not until 1800 that 550 of them 
were brought to Sierra Leone. They were to have been settled in 
the Banana Islands, south of the peninsula, but had arrived at a 
timely moment to be used, with their escort soldiers, to crush a 
local rebellion. They were, therefore, settled in the colony. 
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By the end of the decade, however, the original number had 
dwindiec4as some had migrated to their original home and others 
had died from disease. 
Between 1808 and 1864, a large group of LIBERATED AFRICANS 
or RECAPTIVES arrived in the colony from as near as Bullom, only 
a few miles away, to as far away as Zanzibar in East Africa (Hancock, 
1.1.3.0). They were people who had been illegally enslaved after 
the abolition pronouncement of 1808. The British Navy 'recaptured' 
them off the Guinea Coast and resettled them in Freetown. 
Wyse (pp. 5-6), citing the contemporary records, strongly 
makes the point that 'at least until the 1820s, the vast bulk of 
emancipated slaves came from the vicinity of Sierra Leone and neigh- 
bouring Guinea' and that it was after 1820 that names of predomin- 
antly Yoruba origin began to appear in the registers. This was 
because of the Yoruba wars in the nineteenth century and the fact 
that prisoners of war, who were being shipped to America as slaves, 
became recaptives. 
Their large numbers-7,114 out of about 11,100 Liberated 
Africans (18448 census) - and their resilience ensured that they 
long maintained their individuality and exercised a 
pervasive influence on the society of the colony. The 
culture and attitudes which they brought with them from 
their homeland contributed to most aspects of social 
life and custom. (Bradshaw, 1966, p. 61). 
These were the main heterogeneous groups that formed the 
Creole society of Freetown in the nineteenth century. 
2.2 Linguistic Background 
There does not seem to be total agreement about when and 
where the Krio language started. Some writers have argued that 
Krio started in the Americas, as a result of the Atlantic slave 
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trade, and was later brought to Sierra Leone. This, they main- 
tain, happened when Freetown, its capital, was established as a 
haven for freed slaves towards the end of the eighteenth century. 
The following are some statements which support the argument: 
(1) The basis of Krio is, no doubt, the Jamaican dialect 
of the Maroons (Berry and Ross, 1962, p. 4); 
(2) Krio ... may be said to have begun with the arrival 
of the Maroons in Freetown in 1800 (von Bradshaw, p. 12); 
(3) An offshoot of Jamaican Creole is found in Africa ... 
under the name of Krio (Hall, 1966, p. 17); (4) It is clear, at least, that the origins of Krio stretch 
to the other side of the Atlantic; to the United States 
and the West Indies where survivals seem to indicate 
the development of distinct creole dialects before the 
return of the Sierra Leone settlers in 1787 (Jones, 1971 
pp. 66-67). 
Hancock (1981, p. 248) suggests that Berry was the first person 
to make this assertion and that. he may have been influenced by 
Cassidy's Jamaica Talk (1961). This work neither asserts nor 
suggests a Jamaican origin for Krio, though its contents show that 
Jamaican Creole has many similarities with Krio. 
To support his argument, Jones (1971) cites Cassidy and Le Page 
(1961) and Hancock (in Spencer, 1971). But none of these authors 
states or even implies a Jamaican origin for Krio. Hancock in fact 
declares (pp. 115-116)s 'the origins of Sierra Leone Krio go back 
perhaps two centuries beyond the date generally given for its origin, 
that is c. 1800'. 
The Americo-Caribbean origin theory has been re-stated by 
more recent writers on the subject, some of whom cite the tradi- 
tional sources. In Spitzer (1974, p. 240) for example, we reads 
The basic form of this language had probably been shaped 
in the West Indies and the United States by the ancestors 
of the Maroons and other ex-slaves who eventually settled 
in Sierra Leone. 
Fyle and Jones (1980, ppcvis. ' & xviil. ) also strongly suggest this 
view and Kelly (1981, p. 2655) relies on Spitzer (1974). 
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It is possible that these writers were influenced by the 
following facts: 
(i) the Freetown settlement was established by the British over a 
century after they had colonized the West Indies (Le Page, 1960, 
pp. 10-18; Cassidy and Le Page, 1961, p. 18). Alleyne, (1980, p. 24) 
gives the following chronology of British expansion in the Caribbean: 
1623 - St. Kitts, Nevis; 1625 - Barbados; 1628 - Barbuda, Redonda; 
1632 - Antigua, Montserrat; 1651 - Surinam; 1655 - Jamaica; 1670 - 
South Carolina (U. S. ); 
(ii) for some time, the creole language most widely studied and 
in the greatest detail was the Jamaican variety - (see Cassidy and 
Le Page, 1967, pp. xVii-xxxii : for extensive bibliography dating 
from the seventeenth century); 
(iii) some of these works on Jamaican Creole had revealed very 
interesting grammatical and lexical parallels with Krio (e. g. Cassidy 
and Le Page, 1961, pp. 17-32; Cassidy 1961; Bailey, 1966). 
All this may have led these scholars to conclude that Krio must 
have been brought to Freetown by the Maroons who came from Jamaica 
in 1800. For one thing, The Maroons were probably the most stable, 
homogeneous group to be settled in Freetown when the colony was 
established. If the above reasons were indeed responsible for the 
Americo-Caribbean origin theory, then it is perhaps not superfluous 
to observe that, while the presence of parallels in two or more 
languages may indicate their relatedness, we cannot determine which 
language preceded which merely by the date of the earliest litera- 
ture on them. Indeed, from Cassidy and Le Page, (1967, pp. xli-xlii) 
we learn that Jamaican Creole probably has sixteenth century links. 
with Pidgin Portuguese and Pidgin English. Note the following: 
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in particular, its patterns may have been influenced by 
those already established ... for the pidgin Portuguese 
and subsequent pidgin English of the West African trade. 
As we shall see later, this is probably true for Krio too. 
Another theory of the origin of Krio argues that the lang- 
uage started in Freetown, after the founding of the settlement, in 
the early to mid-nineteenth century, as a result of the contact 
between the diverse groups of settlers. This view is stated in 
Jones (1956, pp. 97-98); J. Berry (1959, p. 289; 1961, p. 1); J. Peterson 
(op. cit. p. 286), who is here quoted: 'Krio, the language of the 
Creole, had developed from the Liberated African's earliest con- 
tact with the English Language'. This second theory seems quite 
logical. In the light of historical evidence, however, it needs 
some qualification. This leads to the third theory. 
The scholar who has done the most to advance this third - 
domestic but pre-settlement - theory is Hancock (e. g. 1969, pp. 12-13; 
1971 (1.2.0.0,1.2.4.0); 1972 P"7; 1974, P"23; 1977a, p. 161; 19771), 
p. 282; 1980, pp. 17-19; 1981, ppz47-g). Some other supporters of 
this theory are Fyfeýwho writes (1964, p. 219): (Krio was) 'based 
originally on the lingua franca English spoken on the coast in the 
eighteenth century'; Wilson et al. (1964, p. 4): 'perhaps its earl- 
iest form was the lingua franca spoken along the Guinea Coast be- 
tween the first European traders and the indigenous West African 
populations'; Alleyne (in Hymes, 1971, p. 185 n. 10): 
It is convenient but not strictly acceptable to assume that 
Krio was brought to Africa by Jamaicans who were 'repatria- 
ted' there in the 18th century. The dialect brought to Sierra 
Leone by Jamaicans may have found a similar English-based 
dialect existing there. My work ... suggests that the dialect brought by Jamaicans found another similar English dialect 
already existing in Sierra Leone 
(cf. Jones (1962, pp. 19-26). Jones is represented in all three 
conflicting camps, Berry in the first two. This suggests their 
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lack of any strong conviction about the origins of the language); 
Dillard (1972, p. 140). The documented argument follows. 
Before the ascendancy of the British and during the period 
of Portuguese domination between the late fifteenth and early to 
mid-Seventeenth centuries, the language spoken along the Upper 
Guinea Coast was 'Creole Portuguese' (Valkhoff, 1966, Ch. II, 
pp. 51-76,241; Rodney, op. cit., p. 203). An important reason for 
the spread of this Portuguese Pidgin, as it really was, is this. 
Before the arrival of the Portuguese, there were indigenous lingua 
francas in the area - e. g. the Temnes and Bulloms, who lived in the 
Northern parts of Sierra Leone in 1594; spoke Sherbro (Kup, op. cit., 
p. 128) - and Manding was the most important one. (Dalby, 1970/71, 
p. 285). These lingua francas answered to the socio-linguistic 
needs of particularly the inland natives (ibid, p. 286). But when 
the Portuguese came, the West Africans had to learn their language 
or a modified form of it, to communicate with them (ibid). One 
does not have to believe in the monogenetic theory to accept this 
argument since Portuguese control of the area at this time is an 
established and undisputed fact. The Portuguese language has in 
fact left an indelible mark on the linguistic complexion of Sierra 
Leone, because, as Hancock (1971,11.2.2.0) notes, Portuguese-derived 
lexical items survive substantially in other indigenous Sierra Leonean 
languages apart from Krio. 
As has been noted above, (1.2.1), Portuguese power declined 
and faded away in the seventeenth century, giving way to British 
ascendancy. At first, the British had to speak the Portuguese-based 
lingua franca (Dillard, in Hancock, 1979, pp. 261-263); but they 
promptly showed that they: 
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preferred to stick to their mother tongue and to implant it 
in the foreign country; hence such present day Creoles as 
Krio in Sierra Leone. _ (Valkhoff, op. cit., p. 57)" 
We learn of early signs of a Pidgin English from Moore (1734, p. 294): 
The English have in the River Gambia much corrupted the 
English Language by words or Literal Translations from 
the Portuguese or Mundingoes. 
Hancock (1969, p. 13) adduces further evidence of a pre-1800 . 
English-derived pidgin on the West African coast by quoting an 
example of the pidgin recorded in the journal of Captain Hugh Crow, 
written around 1780. It is the speech of a fifteen year-old African 
boy being brought to England on board his ship. The pidgin is as 
follows: 
Massa Crow, something bite me too much, and me no can see 'im, 
and me want you for give me some was' mouth, and two-mouth 
tacken. 
Hancock translates this extract into modern Krio, thus demonstra- 
tang the remarkable structural similarity between the two states 
of the language. The translation is as follows: 'Mersa Ka-o, s.: )ntin 
de bEt mi tümos; a n' ) ebul fo sf ä. A wä mek ju gi mi E5 wasm't, E 
wä t=sis' (p. 32, n. 32). Hancock, in fact, maintains (p. 12) that 
the English-derived pidgin developed alongside the Portuguese 
pidgin soon after the English came in the sixteenth century. This 
has been challenged by Voorhoeve (1973, P"137), whose assertion 
that the earliest mention of the existence of a local African 
English dates from 1734' does not touch the pre-settlement hypothesis. 
Refuting Berry's (1959) assertion, Dalby (ibid, p289) refers 
to 
clear evidence - in the writings of Mrs Falconbridge from 
the early 1790s - that Black English was already in use 
among the Temne people of Sierra I one when the Freetown 
settlement for liberated slaves was first established there. 
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(see also Hancock, 1969, p. 13). Dalby is using 'Black English' 
here to mean: 'English adapted to the West African cultural and 
linguistic background' (p. 289) and he argues that it gradually 
replaced Black Portuguese as the major lingua franca on the West 
African coast. This is the point at which Dalby and Hancock differ. 
Hancock (1972, p. 7) suggests that the English-derived creole spoken 
here at this time was not 'a vehicle for trade, which already ex- 
isted in the pidginised Portuguese, but ... the domestic language 
of several separate limited areas'. 
Hancock (1972) also notes (p. 7) that the main variety of 
English West Africans heard in the sixteenth century was nautical 
and that: 
in addition, in its eclectic lexical content and gramma- 
tical features, it reflected regionalisms from nearly every 
part of the British Isles, and differed in this important 
respect from all regional insular English dialects. 
This was because of the different regions from which the seamen 
came and the distribution of the major British ports. Modern 
Krio retains convincing evidence of sixteenth to eighteenth century 
lexical, as well as morphological and syntactic features 
now either geographically restricted to non-standard 
English dialects or which have become obsolete in modern 
English altogether (ibid, p. 8). 
Hancock also cites Matthews (1935,1937), who studied the phonology 
of sailors' pronunciation of English between 1650 and 1783 after 
examining 200 log-books from the period, and whose findings show 
phonological correspondences in modern Krio 'with exact or 
near-exact parallels'. Here are some examples: 
ivin evening ('eying' in Matthews), wer veer ('wear'), 
la in lightning ('liting'), wet white ('weight'), 
msk make ('meck'), es hoist ('heis'), neks next ('nex') 
(I have substituted my own Krio orthography for Hancock's). 
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Hancock (1971) has a more comprehensive list. 
Phonological data derived from written sources should be 
treated with caution, of course, but the coincidence is at least 
striking. 
We have more, irrefutable, lexical evidence in Hancock (in 
Valdman, 1977, p. 282), for example, Krio: kastament (customer) 
'from a protoform 'customant"... last recorded in English in 1575 
(O. E. D. ) ... "lighten" 
(lightning) (cf Krios la in); "even" 
(evening) (cf Krio: ivin); etc., obsolete in print by A. D. 1600'. 
Hancock also mentions phonological features which reflect sixteenth 
and seventeenth century British pronunciation e. g. 'muskyat (musk- 
rat) - itself from obsolete "musk rat" (last recorded use in fact 
from Sierra Leone, 1794 (O. E. D. ) )'. Other features arelpalataiised 
velar as in Krio gyali (galley), kyan (can); Krio '/ai/ for modern 
Standard English /oi/ ... 
/// as a normal reflexion of /ai/', (see 
also Section Two). 
From the foregoing, it is clear that the pre-settlement hypo- 
thesis is the most attractive, since there is clear evidence of 
non-Jamaican, British sources here. If we accept it, we can add 
a few more facts to the linguistic background. 
We may now consider how the various groups of settlers in- 
fluenced the incipient Creole. One common element in the first 
three groups of settlers - The 'Black Poor', The 'Nova Scotian s' 
and The 'Maroons' - was that 'they all spoke - and some wrote - 
some form of English' (Jones, 1956, p. 9; Spencer, 1971, p. 14). 
The 'Black Poor' had lived in London long enough to achieve pro- 
ficiency in English; the advocate of the 'Nova Scotians' - an 
African named Thomas Peters - proved remarkably fluent and eloquent 
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in English. when arguing their cause to a group of Members of Par - 
liament in the House of Commons (Jones, ibid). Wyse (1980 (2), p. 9) 
mentions the fact that most of the 'Nova Scotians' had been born 
in America and therefore spoke English. The 'Maroons' also, were 
said to have some knowledge of English, albeit a 'peculiar dialect 
of (it)' (Dallas, 1808, p. 92). At this point, we may pause to con- 
sider the linguistic contribution of the 'Maroons'. A distinction 
between some features of 'Maroon' speech and 'Settler' ('Black. Poor' 
and 'Nova Scotian') speech has been attested (Rankin, 1836, quoted 
in Jones, 1962, p. 20), but we have noted (2.1) and Hancock (1981, p. Z1 8) 
confirms that within a decade of the arrival of the 'Maroons' in 
Freetown adverse circumstances and emigration had drastically re- 
duced their numbers. Hancock (ibid) further notes that 'the most 
stable non-indigenous population during the early years consisted 
of the Afro-Europeant. from the'pre-settlement period who were scat- 
tered along the coast outside the colony'. We have no evidence of 
the overwhelming influence the 'Maroons' are supposed to have brought 
upon the incipient Krio. 
Commenting on the variety of English that emerged from the 
interaction of the heterogeneous groups of 'Creoles', Spencer 
(ibid) says: 
we may assume that London English, creolised English of the 
slave plantations of Carolina and elsewhere in the southern 
states, Jamaican English-based creole, the existing pidgin- 
ised English of West Africa, the speech of British sailors, 
and other influences equally various, all contributed their 
quota to the language which eventually crystallised as Krio. 
The most significant 'other influences equally various' were 
from the 'Liberated Africans'. Coming as they did from diverse 
backgrounds, they complicated the linguistic situation. Koelle 
(1854) reports that about 150 languages were spoken in Freetown 
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at that time. Standing out from the crowd was Yoruba. As Hancock 
(1971,111.1.3.0) says: 'with the exception of English, Yoruba has 
provided more lexical items in more semantic areas than any other 
language'. The Kwa substrate of Krio is also attested in the 
grammatical structure of the language. Many other lexical, sem- 
antic and particularly tonal features also demonstrate the essen- 
tially African quality of Krio. 
Applying the Universal substratum theory (already mentioned), 
Givon (in Hancock, 1979, pp. 22-23) argues that three conditions 
must have been met in the formation of Krio: 
(i) Lack of common language: If any one Kwa language was 
shared by most speakers in Freetown at the time of 
the inception of Krio, it is unlikely that Krio would 
have arisen, (since there would have been no pressing 
need for a new language). 
(ii) Lack of effective bilingualism: ... some members of 
the Kwa-speaking ... group could communicate with 
members of the English-speaking ... group, but could 
not use English to communicate with each other. 
Therefore English could not become the lingua franca 
of the Kwa population there. 
(iii) Common Language - group background: The largely Kwa 
grammatical structure of Krio strongly suggests that 
the majority of the population which participated in 
its rise came from a common Kwa language background. 
As far as the lexical inventory of the early stages of Krio 
is concerned, Hancock (1969, p. 31 n. 25; 1971,1.2.4.4) suggests 
two main periods of supralexification. The first was probably 
during the earliest years of pidgin acquisition, when the Africans 
were now attempting to communicate with the English instead of the 
Portuguese sailors. The second would have been perhaps a century 
later, i. e. about the mid-seventeenth century when the pidgin was 
stable enough to sustain it. 
Both these theories, particularly Givon's, sound reasonable. 
It is however unlikely that the Krio lexicon remained unchanged 
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with the advent of the four main groups of settlers. This means 
that there must have been further instances of supralexification. 
However, this too remains a matter for conjecture. 
2.3 The origin of the term 'Krio' 
There-is some controversy about whether the word 'Krio' comes 
from English 'creole' (and ultimately from Portuguese crioulo or 
Spanish criollo or from Yoruba akiri o. Valkhoff (1966, pp. 38-48) 
gives a detailed account of the history of the word 'creole' in 
the Western European languages of Portuguese, Spanish, French, 
English and German, concluding that the core meaning is 'persons 
and animals bred and nourished in the intimacy of a farmer's or 
colonial's household' (p. 45). This reads like a benign interpre- 
tation of the master-servant, master-slave or master-subject cir- 
cumstances of the original 'creole' settlers. 
Wyse (1979,1980 (1)) also discusses the history and appro- 
priateness of otherwise of the term 'creole', noting, inter alia, 
that, early this century, 
a new form of the old term "Creole". was. introduced:. into. the.; 
literature (on Sierra Leone). The term was "creeo"or "creo" 
because "that is the name the interior people know then by" 
(1979, P-410- 
He notes further: 
the term Krio rather than Creole is now preferred, and Nicol 
(1949) and Professor Clifford Fyle (personal communication) 
even derive the term from Yoruba words. Thus Kiri (verb) 
to walk about , and Yo (adjective), full, satisfied, give Kriyo, to walk about and be satisfied. This is an attractive 
explanation of the origins of the term "Krio". 
See also Wyse 1980 (pp. 16-18) in which, relying on Pyle (cf kyle 
and Jones, op. cit., p. 203), he concludes that 'linguistically the 
form "CREOIE" could hardly be the antecedent of KRIO.... ' To quote 
S 
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the relevant sentence from Pyle and Joness 
phonologically this derivation (i. e. from Yoruba Akiriyo) 
is much more plausible than Krio < Creole, especially as 
the disappearance of a final. /1/ has not been found to 
occur elsewhere in the language. 
(entry under Krio, p. 203) 
However, as Hancock points out (1981, p. 12), quite a few English- 
derived words have lost their final /1/ in Krio, and, what is more, 
several are given in K. E. D., e. g. kabudu < Eng: 'caboodle'; pEku- 
pEku <Eng: 'speckle + speckle' (p. 287); ramshaku <Engs 'ramshackle' 
(p. 308). This therefore seriously weakens Fyle's argument. More- 
over, note Wyse's mention of the fact that the term 'creeo' or 
'creo' - 'the name the interior people know them by' - in which 
the final /I/ has been dropped, did become known, early this century, 
as an alternative one to 'creole'. In fact, the dropping of dark 
/1/ after a back vowel in English-derived words regularly occurs 
in Cameroon Pidgin which has been heavily influenced by Krio, e. g. 
botu, botru for 'bottle', kandu for "candle', pipu for 'people'. 
This linguistic feature is not just African either, as it occurs 
in Cockney as well as Australian English. 
Apart fror all this, to reject the links with English 'creole' 
would be to turn-a blind eye to the historico-sociological as well 
as linguistic facts associated with the word 'creole', in so far 
as it applies to the Krios and their language. 
According, to Wyse (1980 -(i), pp. 17-18), Nicol argues that 
when the Liberated Africans, wha were overwhelmingly Yoruba, first 
arrived in Sierra Leone, they used the word Kiriyo very often in 
reference to the children who habitually walked and played about 
the streets. Hence, a typical remark about then in Yoruba would 
be: 'Kiriyo ni won nies Kiriyo ni won nse-(Their name id Kiriyo, 
and so they are, i. e. "wakabot")x. This is suppodedly how the word 
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Krio came about. But Wyse also clearly states (p. 18)s 
if we remember that CREOIE (spelt thus) in the mid-nineteenth 
century meant the "present generation", i. e. the children, 
an appelation which came to be applied to all the children 
of the Settlers and Liberated Africans generally, then the 
origins of the name of the people called Krio become fas- 
cinatingly simple to explain:. 
He is apparently inadvertently accepting not only that the word 
'creole' was in fact used to refer to the Krios but also that 'Akiriyo' 
was the Yoruba 'explanation' from a fortuitously similar-sounding 
formulation from their language. (Note that, as Hancock observes 
(1971,111.1.4.8) 'creole' is far older than the ca. 150 years that 
the Yoruba have been in Sierra Leone. ) But in Fyle and Jones, the 
claim is that 
Nicol, F. S. F. O (1949) gives Y. AKIRIYO "those who habitually 
go about paying visits after a church service", a reference 
to a Krio custom which continues to the present. 
Another version translates akirio as 'scrounger' (Williams, in 
West Africa No. 3293, Ist September 1980, p. 1659 - Professor 
Michael Banton quoting "Pa" Mahdi, himself an Aku). Which then is 
the relevant interpretation of akiriyo as it applies to the Krios? 
Taking all these facts into account, however, it seems reas- 
onable to conclude that Krio comes directly from English 'creole',, 
which certainly predates akiriyo, and that akiriyo may have later 
reinforced the English-derived form. This kind of reinforcement 
and dual etymologies are common in creoles in particular And con- 
tact languages in general. (See also Lexico-semantics section on 
conflation). 
2.4 The position of Krio in Sierra Leone today 
Sierra Leone, in West Africa, has a population of 31 million. 
according to the 1974 census (Background to Sierra Leone, 1980, p. 12). 
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Krio is spoken as a native language by the Krios, who live mainly 
in the western area, with a population of 314,350 (ibid, p. 233). 
There are eighteen tribes, each with its own language, but the 
main tribal groups are Mende - 30%, Temne - 25%, Limber - 8%. 
Apart from the 2% mother-tongue speakers of Krio, about 80% of the 
country's population use the language as a lingua. franca (Fyle, 
1973, p. 4). And, as Dalby notes (1981, p. 6), Krio is 'the most 
widely spoken second language throughout Sierra Leone as a whole'. 
2.5 Varieties of Sierra Leone Krio 
Two main dialects of Sierra Leone Krio have been recognised 
(Hancock, 1971,1.3.2.0 - 1.3.3.4; A. Johnson, 1974, pp. 9-12; Fyle 
and Jones, op. cit., pp. ix-x). They are: (1) Western Area or 'native' 
or 'standard' Krio (to use Johnson's terms)-the creole spoken in 
Freetown, also referred to as K1 (Jones, 1971, pp. 69-71; Hancock 
(ibid)); and (2) The pidginised varieties - spoken mainly in the 
Provinces, also referred to as K2 (Jones, 1971; Hancock (ibid). ) 
These main varieties are arguably divisible into further 
sub-dialects, e. g. in the Western Area, 'Aku', 'Muslim' or ' 
(Fburah Bay) Krio' (spoken in the East End of Freetown); "Tillage 
Krio' (spoken in the Mountain and Peninsular villages of the Western 
Area); ' äremän Krio' (spoken by 'street boys'). 
Although na iesearch data can be produced to support this 
submission. an acrolect-basilect continuum may be tentatively pos- 
tulated, which transcends geographical location and'is compatible 
with degree of acquaintance with and proficiency in English, i. e. 
the greater the speaker's competence in English the-lilmlier. it is 
that he will speak acrolectally. - A mid-mesolectal, typically % 
Freetown, variety will. be regarded as the norm. It is hoped that 
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a tolerable 'definition' of this variety will emerge as we progress. 
As a 'static' approach is not the most desirable in describing any 
aspect of a language, especially a creole, I shall comment on var- 
iational potential where it is relevant. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
I 
A PHOUOLOGY OF KRIO 
3.1 The Phonemes 
(a) The Consonants 
Twenty-six phonemically distinctive consonants will be 
recognised, each tending to occur marginally or non-centrally in the 
syllable. They are the following: 
/p b/, It d/, /k g/, /kp gb/, /rn/, /n/, /fl/, /T/, 
/1/, If v/, /9/, Is z/, /13 /, /(/, /h/r /tS d3/, 
(see chart on p. 42} 
The glottal stop [, 2] tends to occur idiolectally, for 
emphasis or to express surprise or disappointment, only in syllable 
initial position and prevocalically, as in [ Zeböl (an exclamation 
indicating surprise or disappointment). 
The status of /0/ and /h/ as distinctive phonemes in Krio 
is controversial. The only other work in which they are recorded 
as such is Fyle and Jones (op. cit., p. xix), where /0/ is described 
as 'a marginal phoneme, occurring only in certain hypercorrected 
forms and in new loans, both from English'. Such 'hypercorrected' 
forms, e. g. /A/'with; /Kink/think' are largely acrolectal. 
Forms like /brEe/ breath and /rib/ wreathe are, presumably, what 
Fyle and Jones refer to as new loans. They are not acrolectal, nor 
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indeed are variant forms possible in modern Krio. 
/h/ is usually described as a feature normally used for 
emphasis before vowels and is said to be not phonemically distinctive 
(e. g. Hancock, 1971, p. 47; A. Johnson, 1974, p. 13). The use of [h] 
for emphasis is not in dispute, but, like Fyle and Jones, I do not 
think it would be an exaggeration to regard it as marginally phonemic. 
It occurs as the indispensable initial element in four words recorded 
in Fyle and Jones (p. 141) 
(1) haven L (id. ) adv. 
1. sound sug6zsting greedy & voracious eating... 
(2) sound suggesting sudden violent & unlovely 
death . (2) hawn-hawn LL (reduplicated form of prec. 
v. be over-greedy, be voraciously grasping, 
esp. for food . (3) 'he-he-he L-L-L (id) adv. sound of suppressed 
laughter . (4) -Ei n-h, n HL (id) adv. sound of croaking 
of many frogs. 
Fyle and Jones even argue that /h5h, / might be said to contrast 
phonemically with /3-: ý/ (expression of mild concern/surprise), but 
in doing so they seem to ignore the nasal vowel element in the former. 
/h/ also occurs idiolectally, if erratically, as an acrolectal 
feature in English-derived words. 
It seems reasonable to conclude that /h/ and /9/ are recently 
acquired distinctive phonemes in Krio and this seems significant for 
the future of English-derived words in the language. 
Typically, the plosives, the labio-dentalyalveolar and 
palato-alveolar fricatives, and the palato-alveolar affricates are 
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in voiceless and voiced pairs. The nasals, lateral, velar fricative 
and approximants are voiced, and the glottal fricative is voiceless. 
The Plosives 
/p/ as in /fit/ (spit), /pijül/ (people), /päp/ (tear); 
/b/ as in /bit/ (beat), /b'b---5/*/ (boy), /lib/ (live); 
/t/ as in /ti/ (tea), /tits/ (girl), 
It-III (eat); 
/d/ as in /dü/ (do), /dodo/ (large navel), /e/ (head); 
/kp/ as in /kpo/ (rub down child's body), /kpEkft/ (small 
bits of food), (non-final); 
/gb/ as in /gbö/ (become hardened, /äßö/ (a kind of herb), 
(non-final); 
/k/ as in /ki/ (key), /köko/ (a bribe), /käk/ (cock); 
/g/ as in /ei/ (give), /gogo/ (a hook), /b g/ (beg). 
Krio observes the fortis/lenis opposition in plosive, and, 
for that matter, fricative and affricate pairs. Coomber (1969) 
notes that this is sometimes the only distinctive feature when the 
voiced consonant is devoiced or weakly voiced, especially in final 
position, where the voiced, devoiced and weakly voiced are often in 
free variation. In emphatic speech, however, no devoicing seems to 
occur in lenis plosives initially after a pause or finally before a 
pause and a final lenis plosive can be so heavily voiced as to 
create an auditory impression of a slight [i] following. 
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/p/, /t/ and /k/ are aspirated in all positions, even 
preconsonantally. Hancock is wrong on this point (ibid, p. 48). 
Examples are: [phYint] (print), 
CphIphül] (people); ýthithj (tooth); 
[khfam] (cram), CdA*khs] (duck), [d, 550khla] (doctor). Aspiration is 
heavy prevocalically and finally in the word, audible but not heavy 
after /s/. All stops are strongly released finally. /kp/, however, is 
never aspirated. 
There is also a tendency towards slight affrication in the 
pronunciation of /t/, especially prevocalically and finally. /t/ and 
/d/ may be dental 
[t), [1 in some idiolects. n- 
When homorganic sounds occur at word boundaries, one of the 
consonants, usually the final consonant of the first word, is elided, 
e. g. /pot tö/ (report to) becoming jötö], /bad tin/ (bad thing) 
becoming [bätIn]. No elision occurs when speech is slow or deliberate. 
/t/ and /d/ tend to be released laterally when followed by /1/ 
in medial position, e. g. Cwf tj 
j (whitlow), [aäli] (hardly). There is less 
consistency when they are pre-lateral in initial position, though 
aspiration seems to occur after the fortes. There is also little 
consistency after the other plosives. Lateral and nasal plosion never 
occur finally in Krio as they do in RP English with the syllabic variety 
of the lateral or nasal. 
The labio-velar pair have been adopted from African-derived 
words in Krio. Each is one sound as a result of the simultaneous 
articulation of /k/ and /p/ in one case, and /g/ and /b/ in the other. 
UNIVERSITY 
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Both stops are released simultaneously and function as a single 
phoneme. 
The Nasals 
/m/ as in /mi/ (me), /mäma/ (mother), /aam/ (himlheir, it); 
/n/ as in /nä/ (it is), /mina/ (too much), /an/ (hand); 
/p/ as in /ßta/ (garish), /burl/ (extra), (non-final); 
/I/ as in /tk2d'/1 (good friend), /bal gä/ (palm kernel), 
/t J/ (town). 
/I/ only occurs intervocalTically in compounded words, e. g. /dý 
Il/ 
(downhill). 
The opposition between /m/, /n/, /. V/ and /I/ is sometimes 
neutralised. In preconsonantal position and especially before 
plosives, they become homorganic with the consonant when the 
consonant is not separated from them by a pause, e. g. 
äbut 
[gYändäd(J (grandfather); [tE1tjäd] (ten yards), but 
[tl 
g'd] 
(thank God. ). 
Sometimes, a prevocalic or prepausal nasal consonant is 
realised as the nasalisation of the preceding vowel. This is 
especially so in slurred or rapid speech, e. g. /du 
äm/ (do it) becomes 
dü a] /sum e"Z/ (some head(s)) becomes [s5ed]. 
Only attested in this item (see K. E. D. p. 258), more common in 
non-native speech. Some native speakers do not accept it as 
Krio. 
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Nasal consonants function syllabically only in African-derived 
words, e. g. /'kid'/ (good friend) (Fyle and Jones, ibid, p. xix). 
The lateral 
/1/ as in /It, / (law), /oli/ (holy), /oil/ (old). 
The voiced lateral non-fricative is always alveolar. It'is 
never velarised or dark but is always clear. Wilson et al. (1964, p. 8) 
assert, quite wrongly, that : 'Krio 1-sounds are.... very strongly 
labialised (pronounced with the lips rounded as for the vowel u)'. 
As observed above, /1/ is affected by lateral plosion when 
following plosives and tends to be realised with slight friction when 
post-consonantal. After voiceless consonants in the same syllable, it 
also tends to be partly voiceless. 
Syllabic 1, [1], does not exist in Krio (as noted above). 
The fricatives 
/f/ as in /fä/ (far), /bäfä/ (kind of hut), /äf/ (half); 
/v/ as in /v_&s/ (vex), /fivä/ (fever), /sev/ (save); 
/ý/ as in /AE1ria/ (Thelma), /tüee%/ (toothache), /brIt / (breath); 
/s/ as in /se/ (say), /sisi/ (older sister), /es/ (raise); 
/z/ as in /zip/ (zip), /Yeza/ (razor), /bäz/ (foil plans); 
as in /jä/ (deteriorate),. /äJ-Sý/ (loose dress), /kjäj/ (cash; 
this form, particularly the /Ä/, is acrolectal. The usual form is /tltät/. 
) 
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/3/ as in /Iiji/ (respect), /mEý"%*/ (measure), /rü3/ (rouge) 
(idiolectal, single ecamp1e) 
Al as in /Its/ (rice), /YaYe/ (roam the streets), /w / (wear); 
/h/ as in /haü(n)/ (sound suggesting greedy eating), /Eht/ (yes), Aft 
(non-final). 
Turner (1965) says that Krio /f/ and /v/ are realised as 
and 
[flor [ß ] respectively, but Hancock rightly observes' (ibid, p. 49) 
that this is not the case. They are labiodental fricatives. 
The r-phoneme has traditionally been described as the voiced 
uvular fricative 
[B] (e. g. Berry, 1961, p. 4; Ladefoged, 1966, p. 66; 
Jones, 1972, p. 39), but it is true to say that, for most Kl speakers, 
the realisation of this phoneme is a retracted voiced velar fricative 
(not an advanced), as Hancock (ibid, p. 50) says. This is the usual 
variety in all positions in the word, even when it is in the alveolar 
environment, e. g. after /t/ or /d/das in : 
CtladeJ (the other day), 
[di 
g1(drag). It is articulated with not very conspicuous friction. 
/h/ has been commented on above, but two further points may 
be noted: - (i) non-native Krio speakers tend to retain initial /h/ 
in English-derived words)though native speakers normally do not have it. 
(ii) in some KI idiolects, [h)is inserted initially where even English 
does not have it, e. g. /hebül/ (able). 
,0 
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The affricates 
/tf/ as in /týaf/ (chaff), /mätJis/ (matches), /wä4 (watch) 
/d3/ as in /4. i/ (speak angrily), /ä4a/ (haja), 
/ý/ (judge). 
The approximants 
/w/ as in /we/ (way), /swE/ (swear), /äw/ (how); 
/j/ as in /jEk/ (scare), /wäjä/ (wire), /bäj/ (buy). 
They are normally voiced, but are partly devoiced when 
immediately preceded by a voiceless plosive in the same syllable. 
When final in a word, they could be considered as functioning 
vocalically as the second element of the falling diphthongs /aw/, /aj/ 
and/nj /. 
/w/ and /j/, like /h/, may also be used initially and 
prevocalically, for emphasis- /w/ occurring before /u/ and /q/;. /j/ 
occurring before 4. /rand /h/ before /a/, /e/, /E/ and e. g. 
/wol/, instead of /öl/ (old), /jit/, instead of /ft/ (eat) and /het/, 
instead of /et/ (hate/eight). 
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Krio consonants 
Co w CO 
Co 
44 Ici Co 1 Co -I a 1 .1 au 0 Co 0 41 ° ý "A 1.4 -I w i 1 i 0 cc a 1 ca ca ü 0 o '0 0 
ov 
cu a a 
i 
a , -44 Q 
ö, 
aQ c 
o 
a 
Co a 
v 
ý ý 
Plosive pb td kp gb kg (2) 
Nasal mn3 
Lateral 1 
Fricative fv9sz S3 h 
Affricate tj d3 
Approx- jw 
imant 
This chart contains all the phonemes in all the varieties of Krio 
described. The glottal stop is not phonemic in any variety, but 
/h/ and /0/ are acrolectal. 
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(b) The Vowels 
Twenty-one vowel phonemes will be recognised - eleven 
oral and ten nasal - each tending to occur centrally in the syllable. 
The articulation for each nasal vowel is similar to that for its oral 
counterpart, the only difference being that, for the oral sounds, there 
is velic closure, but not for the nasal ones. Seven of each type are 
normally monophthongal and are not usually diphthongised and the 
remaining three are diphthongal. The oral monophthongsare /i, e, E, a, '3, o, 
u/ (in acrolectal speech /e/ and /o/ may be diphthongised to /ei/ and 
/ou/ or /au/), the nasal monophthengs are jr, e, E, 4,5, o, ü/, while 
the oral diphthongs are /ai, au, zi, oi/ and the nasal, /al, äu, St/. 
/oi/ may be considered a marginal diphthong as it only occurs in the exclam- 
ations of distress: /oi/, /wöi/, /woiojä/. These are falling, not rising 
diphth a gs (as Hancock (ibid, p. 52) says), with their first element 
slightly more prominent than their second. Th1y could also be represented 
as /aj, aw, 3j/ and /äj, aw, SJ/ respectively. 
Other vowel sequences, e. g. /i6/ as in /bitn/ (behind), 
/ia/ as in /bfä/ (beer) and /i, /, as in /p 
ß'/ (pure), are not treated 
as diphthongs, but as vowel sequences (each in a different syllable). 
Acrolectal diphthongs like /is/ and 101 are also possible, 
as in /bib/ (beer) and /d6a / (dare). 
Vowel lengthening is only allophonic and not a phonemically 
distinctive feature in Krio. Conspicuous lengthening of any vowel, 
though, may have suprasegmental significance (see below). 
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Distribution of the vowels 
/i/ as in /it/ (eat), /pit/ (spit), /ti/ (tea); 
/f/ as in /rsäi/ (inside), /sIs/ (since), /pi/ (ideophone 
expressing intensity of looking); 
/e/ as in /ed/ (head), /bed/ (bed), /de/ (day); 
/e/ as in /e 
Ent/ 
(old & shabby), /reif / (rinse), /gre/ 
(only); 
/Q/ as in /gyp/ (help), /pes/ (pipe), /swE/ (swear); 
/E/ as in /Eý/ (agreement tag), /s-Es/ (sense), /fZ/ (nothing); 
/a/ as in /ät/ (hut), /pj/ (tear), /pä/ (old man); 
r/ as in ako/ (partner), /basül/ (bounce), /pä/ (upon); 
/7/ as in /j)? / (up), /pit/ (pot), /ro/ (raw); 
/ý/ as in /ott/ (hunting), /sSti/ (something), /ham h'/ 
(sound of croaking frogs); 
/o/ as in / p/ (hope), /pat/ (report), /do/ (door); 
/o/ as in (non-initial), /öö So/ (an evil spirit), 
/kpo/ (intensity of distance); 
/u/ as in /us/ (which), /pat/ (put), /kü/ (intensity of 
activity; 
r/ as in (non-initial), /kufa/ (bluff), /Ebü/ (first name); 
/ai/ as in /ald/ (hide), /said/ (side), /bäi/ (buy); 
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/äi/ as in (non-initial), /pät/ (pint), /mäi/ (take care); 
/au/ as in /au/ (how), /faut/ (wake-keeping hymn), /nau/ (now); 
/au/ as in /aus/ (ounce), /b s/ (bounce), /bau/ (bound); 
/o2/ as in /'u1/ (oil), /sal/ (soil), /bii/ (boy); 
/ýý£/ as in /Jitm^t/ (ointment), /d31t/ (joint), //sS / 
(a deaf person). 
The following charts will best describe the approximate 
places of articulation of the vowels: 
1.2. 
iUl 
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3.2 Syllable Structure 
In Krio, a syllable comprises a vocalic element, as its 
nucleus (which may or may not enter into combinations with consonantal 
elements) and a tone. A syllable cannot have more than one tone. 
The general structural pattern of a syllable in Krio is 
C0-3 V C0-3. The number of words with an initial cluster of 
three consonants is on the increase. Those with three final consonants 
are much fewer. Almost every word with two or more initial or final 
consonants is an English-derived word. Words from African sources 
tend to have a CVCV pattern. The following are the permissible 
combinations: 
V, CV, CCV, CCCV, VC1 VCC, CVC, CCVC, CCCVC, CVCC, 
CVCCC, CCVCC and CCCVCC. 
V: All oral and nasal vowels, except /hi, S, ü, äi, au/ 
i 
as in /e/ (the letter a, an. exclamation of surprise); 
CV: as in /dä/ (that); but some consonants have restricted 
occurrence, e. g. /31 / only occurs initially with /a/, // 
and /u/; /h/ only with /e/, /ä/, /e/; /E/ and /5/; /kp 
only with /a/, /e/, /E/, /o/, /3/ and /u/; /gb/ only with 
oral vowels; /z/ does not occur with // or with nasal 
vowels. /h/is always inikiai in the sytia61e; 
C ýý(: as in /p*fe/ (pray). Words with more than one initial C tend 
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to be English-derived. Initial CC clusters occur as 
follows: - 
p+1,1, j; w 
w after p, t, k, b, g, s, 
T; 
t+Y, w, j; 
k+1, Y, j (+a, + u), w; 
b+1, Y, j, w (+E); 
d +Y, j, w; 
g+1, y, j (+ a, + u), w; 
m+j (+ u); 
n+j; 
1+j (+ u); 
f+1, ä, j; 
v+j (+ a+ u); 
s+1, w, p, t, k, m, n, j; 
S +Y (+ au + at +E+ i); 
CCCV: as in /spie/ (spray). Initial CCC clusters occur as 
follows: 
s+p+l, '; 
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s+t+y, j; 
s+k+y, j, w; 
Final -V: as in /swg/ (swear). All vowels, oral as well as nasal, 
occur finally. 
VC: as in /äk/ (hawk). //, h, kp, gb, p / do not occur 
finally. /w/ and /j/ only occur finally as the second 
element of the diphthongs /aw/, /aj/ and /7j/. 
VCC: as in /arcs/ (ask). Final-CC clusters occur as follows: - 
p+s; 
b+s; 
t+s; 
k+t, s; 
m+p, s; 
n+t, ti , d, d3, s; 
9+k, g, s; 
1+p, t, k, b, d, tj 9 d3, f, v, 
d, 
s; 
f+t; 
v+s; 
sop, t, k; 
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/', z, f , 3, w, j, h, ]l, kp, gb/ do not combine with other 
consonants in final position. /m, n, vj, 1/ do not occupy 
final position in a final CC cluster; /B, d, tS, d3, g/ 
are never the first element of the cluster. 
CVC: as in /tjý tf/ (church). Any Cl except /g/ +v+ any C, 
except the ones excluded in VC above. 
CCVC:. as in /tYD k/ (truck). As for CCV above + any C3, except the 
ones excluded in VC above. 
CCCVC: as in /sp' d/ (spread). As for CCCV above + any C4, except 
the ones excluded in VC above. 
CVCC: as in /bönk/ (sleep). Any C1+ final CC clusters permissible 
for VCC above. 
CVCC: as in /dPj ks/ (junk). This pattern is not very common. 
C2 C3 = /N/ + homorganic plosive, e. g. /d3onks/, kants/. 
C4 = /S/. 
CCVCC: as in /dr'k/ (drunk). As for CCV and VCC above. 
CCCVCC: as in /st%i'g/ (string). As for CCCV above, except /spl-/ 
+ final CC clusters permissible for VCC above. Items with 
this pattern tend to belong almost exclusively to acrolectal 
varieties (except e. g. /skwtcs/ (clandestine lover). 
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3.3 Prosodic features 
1. Length It has been noted (p. 43) that vowel lengthening 
is not phonemically significant in Krio. It is however, of supra- 
segmental importance and is used, inter alia, for: (a) Intensification 
(a way of expressing superlativeness), in which case the most important 
word(s) in a sentence have both their'vowels and their continuant 
consonants (to some degree) lengthened, e. g. [ýJ I s: w:: i:: t, or 
[i; 
s: w: i:: t 
(It is very delicious); (b) Emphasis, e. g. in what in English would 
be contrastive stress, e. g. 
[di b! D b0 bEtE, bat di ti:: ti::. 
(The boy is tolerable, but the girl is absolutely unbearable); 
(c) Listing - all the words in a list except the last have their vowels 
lengthened, e. g. 
Ca 
gE P. *ga: , mi 
lk, bYe: d, b,: t Cn c3am1 
(I've got sugar, milk, bread, butter and jam); (d) Surprise or 
disappointment, e. g. 
PO.: 
jü : sE :: f] (exclamation implying: 
'how could you be so stupid/thoughtless/unreliable, etc. ); 
(e) With the adverbials söffe) / ='excessively', e. gti bit äm sö: te:: 
' 
'he beat him excessively/mercilessly/ for a long time'. 
2. Tone Krio syllables are characterized by tone, 
not stress. This is a feature contributed by its African sources. 
Three tones are distinguished - (1) /// (H) -a level high which 
may occur in any position fn the word; (2) /A/ (F) -a high falling, 
which only occurs in utterance final position in some words. Within 
the utterance, all falling tones which may characterize isolate words 
become high tones; (3) /\/ (L) -a low level, which may occur in any 
position in the word. 
The tones are lexical, e. g. (a)/köko/ (a swelling); 
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(b) /köko/ (a bribe), as well as grammatical, e. g. (A) /go/ (lexcial 
verb , 
'g9'), (b) /gö/ (auxiliary verb indicating futurity). 
Most monosyllabic words have a high falling tone in isolate 
form. 
The following features are observed in relation to tone: 
(a) downdrift - when two high tones are separated by a low tone, 
the second high being realized on a slightly lower phonetic pitch level 
than the first high tone, e. g. Lab3de H-L 
yH (man's name); 
(b) downstep - typically, when the conditioning low tone which 
causes downdrift is lost or assimilated to the level of the preceding 
high tone (see Hyman & Schuh, 1974, pp. 84,92. See also Hancock 1981, 
P-2,49) who gives the examples: kusht HyH (well done); wetin H4'H (what); 
uy stf HJ'H (yourself) and tum3s H41 H (too much). 
(c) upstep - typically before high-tone ideophones, e. g. 
iful pim LH*H Iit is full to the brim'(Hancock, ibid). 
The tonal combinations recognised are as follows: 
H as in bra (male chum) 
F of " bre (shout) 
L of to to (future time auxiliary) 
HH of " koko (swelling) 
HF as in buldig (bulldog) 
HL of to kipa (keeper) 
LH it of t¢nki (sense of gratitude) 
LF is to kalbas (Calabash) 
LL to of g6gE (goitre) 
HHH it to konani (gossip) 
HHF of of chatab3ks (chatterbox) 
HHL of to fok. pD (two cents) 
HLL to to labs e (exclamation of disbelief) 
LHH of to igbak-3 (wooden spoon) 
LLH of to i ak a (tortoise) 
LHF It to dawnstiaz (downstairs) 
LLF of to k3l-3nayz (cononize) 
LLL of to igbalt (the 'holy of holies') 
LHL it to koluman (coal woman) 
HLH it to Lab3de (man's name) 
HLF of of sstade (yesterday) 
LLLL It to kp3tj-kp3t, (sound of boiling) 
LHHH of of abandawa (very fat woman) 
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LLHH as in bogobogo (rubbish) 
LLLH of to rotimbElj (gluttony) 
HHHH " to kpatakpata (completely) 
HLLL - not attested. Hancock's fgbiwari (1971, p. 59) should 
be HHHL 
HHLL as in fitifata (to one's heart's content) 
HHHL "" febiari (February) 
HLHL "" biubiu (sound descriptive of bubbling liquid) 
HLLH - not attested. Hancock's bisabodi (ibid), should be LLLH. 
HLHH as in esent&IE (dog's name) 
LLHL "" elimc. ntri (elementary) 
LHLH to of eku, dü (Muslim Krio greeting) 
LHHL to " tku: )ss (Muslim Krio Sunday greeting) 
LHLL to " F-kuaf. 2 ( to of funeral greeting) 
HHLH of " bongadama (a faraway place) 
HHLH it " gbangbaode (in the open) 
LLHHH "" falamakata (imitation) 
LLHHL "" 2pityuniti (opportunity) 
LLLHL "" baniyandama (mankind) 
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LHLHH as in ekeln oti (barefaced liar) 
LLLHH IN " gEr. m hsk! (finery) 
LLLHHL It of rtspnnsibiliti (responsibility). 
Tone and intonation interact in Krio. For more on this and 
for a comprehensive treatment of tone in Krio, see A. Johnson (1974). 
C. 
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SECTION TWO: 
THE PHONOLOGY OF ENGLISH-DERIVED 
WORDS IN KRIO 
36 
PART ONES NON=TONAL FEATURES 
CHAPTER FOUR 
PHONOIAGICAL SYSTEMS 
4.1 Introduction 
An examination of the English input in modern Krio reveals 
the truly eclectic nature of the latter language. There are many 
phonetic and phonological features in it which have parallels in 
regional accents from almost every part of the British Isles. We 
have noted the impact of the nautical variety West Africans came into contact 
with in the late 16th century (see . 
2.2 above ). Hancock 
(1972, p. 7) notes that. at that time: 'a ship bound for the Guinea Coast 
out of, say Glasgow, would have unloaded and taken on cargo, as well as 
crew, at several coastal towns (e. g. Liverpool, Bristol, Plymouth) 
before leaving British waters'. 
Apart from the sailors, there were the colonists, mainly 
from Britain, North America and the West Indies, who settled in Freetown 
during the nineteenth century and must have brought with them different 
varieties of English. 
While the core component of the English-derived lexicon of 
Krio may be traceable to the foregoing, if a faithful account of the 
dynamic nature of modern Krio is to be arrived at, it is essential to 
consider more contemporary influences. In this respect, the influence 
of RP calls for some discussion. It must be noted that Krio had 
existed as a language before RP emerged as the socially prestigious 
pronunciation of Standard English in England. The English contribution 
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to the earlier phonology of Krio could therefore not have in any way 
come from RP. However, RP has greatly influenced more recent English 
derivations; the following are some of the main reasons. 
English is the official language and only language used for 
education in Sierra Leone. The only accent of English still considered 
truly 'English' is an accent modelled on RP. A book on the pronunciation 
of English is only considered, by most local educators, to treat the 
subject seriously, if it prescribes such an accent. This preference is 
buttressed by the fact that RP-type pronunciations tend to be the only 
kinds heard over the BBC World Service, which is very popular in Sierra 
Leone, and from which news broadcasts are relayed daily. Also, even 
local broadcasters in English are only considered acceptable if they can 
employ an accent modelled on RP. * It is also interesting to note that 
West Africans in general (excluding Liberians), while revealing distinct 
British-oriented pronunciations, demonstrate such obvious features of 
local language interference that they can by no stretch of the imagin- 
ation be considered RP-oriented speakers. Yet the only Oral English 
examination available for '0' Level candidates all over West Africa 
is' based on an RP model. 
American varieties of English pronunciation undoubtedly 
inundate the local cinemas, but an American accent is not taken 
seriously in Sierra Leone, except when used by native Americans. 
* the writer has personal experience of this as a freelance 
broadcaster on Sierra Leone's national radio. 
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At best it is considered 'foreign'; at worst, comic, cheaply 
theatrical, reckless, false. American films and literature (in the 
broadest sense of the term), have contributed their quota., to the 
vocabulary of modern Krio (see Section1f), but the tendency has been 
for such items to be recast in the mould of the existing Krio phonological 
system. 
In the ensuing examination and discussion of the non-tonal 
features of English-derived items in Krio, several factors will be 
taken into account. Although, it may be difficult to prove conclusively 
that a particular phonological feature came from a particular British 
accent, especially in the case of items that are pre-nineteenth century, 
parallels between particular accent features and Krio items will be 
noted where they occur. Some of the evidence has been taken from THE SURVEY 
OF ENGLISH DIALECTS (S. E. D. ) (H. Orton et al., 1962). It is believed 
that the dialects described in this work were already established in 
or even before the seventeenth century (Mr. S. Ellis - one of the co- 
authors - personal communication). The accents of Welsh, Irish and 
Scottish English will also be seen to be germane to the discussion. 
The people of Wales, parts of Scotland and Ireland learnt English as a 
second language at about the same time that Africans were learning 
English. Indeed, some of them as British seafarers on the West African 
coast, could have provided the models which the Africans learnt. 
For descriptive convenience and for the reasons already mentioned, 
not because it is necessarily assumed to be the source of the Krio 
pronunciation, RP will generally be used to represent English, but 
relevant features in regional accents will also be highlighted. -- 
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Krio has inevitably been and continues to be significantly 
influenced by its African environment. The most important phonological 
feature from this source has been its tonal input - for our purposes, 
the fact that a tone system is consistently substituted for a stress 
system in English-derived words. Apart from this, the phonemic systems 
of Krio show similarities with its West African neighbours. These will 
also be pointed out as will other relevant phonological parallels. 
Being a creole language, Krio shares many phonological features 
with other pidgin and Creole languages, particularly English-based ones. 
Where evidence is available, such parallels will be noted in the discussion. 
4.2 Vowel Systems 
Twenty-one vowel phonemes are recognised in the Krio system - 
eleven oral and ten nasal. The nasal vowels are the counterparts of 
the oral ones. In each case, seven are monophthongal and three 
diphthongal. * Compared to RP vowels, they are relatively peripheral. 
For the front monophthongs, four heights are represented; for the 
back, three. A fully open back vowel does not occur. There are no 
phonemic distinctions of length and vowels tend to be more on the 
tense than the 'lax side. In its vowel system and indeed its phonemic 
system as a whole, Krio is typically West African (see below). 
(For combinatory possibilities/syllable structure, see 
3.2 above). 
* the marginal Krio diphthong /oi/ does not have a nasal counterpart. 
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The RP system as described by Gimson (e. g. 1980) has twenty 
vowels and the details show marked differences from Krio. The main 
differences in the phonological systems are: the distinctions between 
the 'pairs' ; /ii/ and /: E /, /äe/ and /Q: /, /D/ and /3: /, /4r/ and 
/u: /; the presence of the central vowels /A/, /a/ and /3: /; the 
presence of the additional diphthongs /La, Ea, Va/; and the absence 
of nasal vowels. Realisation differences include the diphthongisation 
of /e/ to /ei/ and /o/ to /Vu/. It has been observed that some RP 
diphthongs and triphthongs are becoming monophthongised. /: ). '/ has 
for some time been commonly recognised as an alternative for /tsa/, 
signifying a merger for pairs like poor and pore. Hughes and 
Trudgill (1979, p. 27) note that /6a/ is becoming /E: /, and that both 
/aia/ and /ava/ are merging with /Q; / (also Wells, 1982, p. 239). 
These changes indicate that some of the differences between RP and Krio 
are fading away. 
By and large, the RP system can be re-stated symmetrically 
(grouping all the short/lax and long/tense vowels together) as follows: 
(a) Short/lax monophthongs /2, E, , A, P, V / as in 
'pit', 'pet', 
'pat', 'putt', 'pot' and 'put' respectively. 
/a/ is also short/lax but it differs from the foregoing 
because it is usually found only in unstressed syllables, unlike the 
others which may be found in both stressed and unstressed syllables. 
It would also be possible to consider [e] as an allophone of /A/ 
(cf. O'Connor, 1973, p. 153; Wells, 1970, p. 233). 
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The duration of the traditionally short vowels varies 
according to phonetic environment and some, e. g. /-&/, have some 
quite long allophones. 
(b) Long/tense monophthongs: /1: , a:, 3: , u:, 3: 
/, as in bead, 
'bard', 'board', 'boot', 'bird'. These are usually realized as diphthongs, 
especially when final in open syllables -a feature not necessarily 
found in other British accents. The RP monophthongal system, then, is 
as follows: 
1: I 
GI m 
Do. 'D 
u: -v 
3: a 
S 
I' 
(c) Diphthongs: 
(i) glides to /I/ /ei, ax, aI /, as in 'bay', 'by', 
'boy'; 
(ii) glides to %v/ /atr, AV /, as in 'no', 'now'; 
(iii) glides to /a/ (centring) 4a , Ea , V3 /, as in 
'sheer', 'share', 'sure'. 
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(d) Triphthongs: /ala/, as in 'fire' and /qva/, as in 'tower' 
have been mentioned above. 
Regional accents considered potential sources of Krio vowels 
will now be brought into the discussion. Only systemic deviations from 
RP which have significance for Krio will be considered. Where mention 
is made of a particular accent, the broadest form of the accent is being 
referred to, otherwise, qualifications will be made where necessary. 
1. The short (lax)/long (tense) opposition is not generally a 
distinctive feature of Scottish and Irish accents. The vowels of 'beat' 
and 'bit' are distinct in both and those of 'pot' and 'port' contrast 
only before /p, t, k/ in the Irish variety (Hughes & Trudgill, ibid, p. 77), 
though, this is a quality distinction, not one of length or tension. 
Like Krio, Scottish accents have only one variety of each of the [a], 
[u] and [7] sounds, and Irish accents, of the 
[a] and [u] sounds. 
The 'Scottish monophthongs are "pure" - there is no trace 
of diphthongization' (Hughes & Trudgill, ibid, p. 70); so are the 
Krio ones. 
2. Northern and Midlands English accents are particularly 
famous for the absence of distinction between RP/v/ and /A/ and 
only have /v/ which is used for both sounds, thus making 'buck' and 
'book' homophonous. In fact, in Middle English, no such distinction 
existed. The split of Middle English short /u/ into /v/ and /A/ took 
place in the 17th century, but did not affect the 'broad' accents of 
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the North of England. In Krio, there are some English-derived 
items with an /u/ vowel where RP and other British accents have /A/, 
e. g. from 'shove' - Southern and other accents /JAv/, Northern /Juv/ - 
we have Krio /fu'b/. More commonly, though, where these Southern and 
other accents have /A/, Krio has ///. This correspondence compares better 
with the fact that words like 'one', 'tongue', 'none' with RP and 
Southern /n/ have /ro/ in most of the North, cf. Krio /tDj /, /n: *)n/. 
Note also that RP and Southern /n/ may, in a number of cases, 
also correspond to Krio /a/, as in /wan/ (one) - RP /win/; Krio: 
/5än/ (sun) - RP /sAn/; Krio: /rämpül/ (rumple) - RP /'rAmpl/. 
This compares with the Cockney realisation of /A/ which is'a front vowel 
ranging from a fronted CV t] to a quality like that of Cardinal 4, [a] ' 
with, e. g. 'love' being realised as [lav] (Wells, 1982, p. 305). 
3. In broad'Tyneside in the North of England, RP /3; / as in 
'first' /f3: st/ is /3: / - /f3: st/, making 'first' and 'forced' 
homophonous (ibid, p. 66). In Krio, RP /3: / is typically /3/, cf. fps 
(first). 
4. Like Krio, Scottish English has no /Ia, 3:, 'D V, X, Q, a/. 
Of these sounds, Irish English has only /y/. 
5. Like Krio, both Scottish and Irish accents have only three 
diphthongs, /ai, qv ,: )I /as in 
'by', 'now', 'boy'. 
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6. Before the 19th century, the sounds which are now /eI/ and 
/au/ (diphthongs) in RP, used to be [e: ] and Co: ] (monophthongs) in 
Standard English. But, in what has been called 'Long Mid Diphthonging' 
(Wells, ibid, p. 210) in the dialects from which RP was to emerge, 
diphthongisation to [1] and Eu] , respectively, took place, giving 
[e IJ 
and CoV] (more recently, Eat] ). This was around 1800 and it was only 
'a realisational change involving no alteration in the system', (ibid). 
This diphthongisation has not influenced Scottish and Irish accents 
and has only recently begun to feature in parts of Western England (ibid, 
p. 347). In the North of England, both [e: ] and [£t] exist, the latter 
representing the reflex (see also, Ekwall, 1975, p. 16), of a historical 
post-vocalic velar consonant, identifiable by & in the spelling. Thus 
`eight' 
, 
'straight', 'reign' have /L. I/, and contrast with 'late' q 
'rain', 
'rein'twhich have /e/ (Wells, 1970, p. 238). Here also, RP /5v/ is 
[? ] (Hughes & Trudgill, op. cit. p. 57). Welsh English has both [eQ 
and [EI] and [ou] and [o] in opposition. In some areas, /Ei/ is used 
in words which have! or y in the spelling, but /e: / is used otherwise, 
e. g. 'maid' is /mtid/ but 'made' is /me: d/. These areas also have [ou] 
in words spelt with w, u or 1, and [o] otherwise, e. g. 'know' is /nou/ 
but 'no' is /no/ (Wells, 1970, p. 23*). As in the Scottish and Irish 
varieties, in Krio, only /e/ and /o/ exist. 
7. RP /1 , Ea , Va / do not exist in Scottish or Irish and, for 
that matter, other rhotic accents, especially typical of Western and 
North Western England. For these sounds, [I(r), e(r), u(r )] are used 
respectively. Post-vocalic /r/ used to be typical of English 
pronunciation; but in the 18th century, /r/ 'disappeared before a 
TEXT CUT 
OFF IN 
ORIGINAL 
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consonant or in absolute final position ' (Wells, 1982, p. 218). While 
RP and many other accents observe this dropping of In, the accents 
referred to here still retain it. Non-rhoticity is prestigious in England 
and Wales, but 'Scotland and Ireland are fairly solidly rhotic, except 
for a relatively small number of speakers having close class connections 
with England and RP' (ibid, p. 221). Krio is essentially non-rhotic, but 
prepausal r occurs in wEr /weV/ (wear) and char /tje Y/ (tear) where RP 
has /wta/ and /tc. a/, i. e. /E, a/ in each case, cf. [js:, I] and [ja43 as Lanca 
and Yorkshire pronunciations ofIhear; RP /hia/ (S. E. D. VI. 4.2), though the 
RP vowel in this case is 11a l not /E /. Prepausal r also occurs in 
Krio bEr/bE / (bury) (cf. RP /berg/) and kEr/k / (carry) (cf. RP/katri/)" 
The few instances of pre-consonantal r in Krio do not seem to be in English- 
derived words., 
In Welsh speech, which is generally non-rhotic, RP /Ca/ is 
usually realised as [ý; ] (Wells 1970, p. 238). This also happens in 
Liverpool, where /3: / also is typically [F-] , though 
[3 ] is also heard 
(Hughes & Trudgill, op. cit., p. 61), cf. Krio /f/ in /w2Y/ (wear) 
(RP/wEa/) and_in /sEkjülä/ (circular) (RP /s3: kjala/). 
Welsh speech also has no Aa/ or /tsa/, so that 'fear' and 
'poor', etc. are disyllabic, with vowel sequences of /i/ or /u/ plus 
/a/, while 'serious', 'furious', etc. have /-ir/, /-iUr/, cf. Krio 
/slYißs/ (serious) (RP /'si-ari-as/). Wells (1982, p. 298) notes that 
'near - RP', where it is rhotic, may also allow the dropping of 
[aJ in these environments. 
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The following chart represents only the sounds we have just 
discussed and the accents in which they occur. They are compared with 
the usual Krio correspondence in each case. 
RP Scottish Irish Welsh Northern/ Cockney Krio 
Midlands) 
a a a 
4 
ro 
U U u u 
u: 
A vtýý 2 i-äß+3 7 
(u, a)3 
3: E: h: 47 (E, a)6 
el eee: /EL e: /E17 e 
btr 00o, ir o/3v 0 
8 
is 1(r) I(r) z(+ a) I(r) i(+j)(+a) 
Ea/E: e(r) e(r) E: f. (r)(E: )10 (E/el 
U u(r) - u(r) Iu u(r) i(j)u 
1. /3: / and /v/ contrast only before /p, t, k/. 
2. Although /v/ is the usual Northern and Midlands correspondence 
of RP /A /, /D/ occurs in a few common words in most of Northern 
England, e. g. 'one' 'tongue' and 'none' (Hughes & Tradgill, 
op. cit., pp. 27-28). 
3. RP /A/ usually corresponds to Krio /*/, but there are a few 
cases of Krio /u/ and /a/. 
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4. In Liverpool speech RP /3, and also /Ea /, are usually /E: /. 
In 'broad' Tyneside and some other accents, RP /3: / is /': /. 
5. RP /3: / usually corresponds to Krio /h/, but, in a few cases 
/E/. and /a/ occur. 
6. In some areas of Wales /EI/ is the usual correspondence of 
RP /el/ 'where the spelling includes 1 or y, but /e/ (i. e. 
[e: ] ) is used otherwise'. (Wells, 1970, p. 238). 
7. In parts of Northern England /EI/ is used where RP has /el/, 
when 'eigh' occurs in the spelling (Hughes & Trudgill, 
op. cit. p. 57). Otherwise /e: / is the reflex. 
8. In the same areas as for note 6, /au/ is the usual reflex of 
RP /au/ where the spelling includes w, u or 1, but /o/ is 
what is found otherwise (Wells, op. cit. ). 
9. For some speakers, many words with ow or ou in the spelling 
have /3u/. 
10. See Note 4 above. 
11. Where RP has /13/ and /Ea/, Krio usually has only /i(j)(a)/ 
but in some cases, RP /Eä/ corresponds to Krio /£/ or /e/. - 
Berry (1961, p. 8) observes that the opposition between 
RP /EÖ/ and RP /13/ is retained in Krio but only before 
a following syllable released by In. This is no longer 
true of current Krio, since we can find items which 
contradict this principle. For example, the following, 
hitherto acrolettal, but now increasingly mesolectal, forms 
should be noted: 
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(1) Krio: /b (j )a in/, cf. RP /'bfarV3/ (bearing); 
(2) Krio: /d 
i(j)afin/, 
cf. RP /'dta ri1/ (daring); 
(3) Krio: /i(j)a1ij(g)/, cf. RP /'Ia rIO / (earring); 
(4) Krio: /i(j)ä 
fta/, 
cf. RP /'hiar'1: fta/ (hereafter). 
Using key words as examples representing the sounds under 
discussion, we can re-present the chart thus: 
(Note that the words chosen are also found in Krio): 
RP Scottish Irish Welsh Northern/iidlands) Krio 
hat ä2 aaa 
heart a= 
pot 
port 
cod ro 7 
cord 
full 
u u u 
fool 
shove u 
A 
tongue I 
first 
3: 
'" * " 
7 
circular 
* F: 
mate e e: 
el e e El EI e 
eight 
*see note 4 above 
I 
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RP Scottish Irish Welsh Northern/(Midlands) Krio 
no 
au 00000 
know (2u) (av) 
serious ta(r) 1(r) I(r) I(-f )(r) I(r) i(i) 
swear 
fairy 
furious 
ta/E(r) e(r) e(r) c(r) e(: )(r) £ 
e(Y) 
va(r) u(r) u(r) -Tu 
(r) i(j )uY 
From all this, we may conclude that in their vowel systems, 
regional British accents show many features that are similar to those of 
the Krio vowel system. A general pattern of simplification seems to 
emerge. 
4.3 Consonant Systems 
Unlike the vowel systems, the consonant systems do not differ 
too much in the British accents or from the Krio system. The English 
accents do not have the following phonemes which Krio has: %1, kp, gb/, 
although Wells (1982, p. 179) notes that in some Irish and Scottish 
speech the [Ji] in words like'new'[P :] could be considered to merit 
phonemic status rather than being regarded as a realization of /nj/. 
In Krio, however, the nasal in the derived word nyu is typically 
alveolar, followed by [i] or, in some cases, the vowel /i/, /j1/ 
only occurs in this word in some basilectal or non-mother-tongue 
speech. 
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The only English consonant phoneme that does not seem to 
occur in any variety of Krio is /6/, for which /d/ is usually 
substituted in English-derived words. In the rest of this section, 
we shall see where parallels or similarities exist between regional 
British accents and Krio. 
Starting with the /3/ " /d/ correspondence, we may note 
that it has been observed in Chapter Three (P-37 ) that many idiolects-_ 
have dental rather than alveolar plosives ( [t] , 
[d] ). This compares 
with Southern Irish English which also lacks /0/ and /a/, having /t/ 
and /d/ in their place and which accent may have also influenced some n 
varieties of Scouse, which also have /t/ and /d/ instead of /0, J/ (Wells, 
1982 pp. 178,180,371). Some varieties of Scottish English have also 
lost the /t-8, d-6/ oppositions (ibid, p. 399). Also, in Cockney and 
Liverpool speech, among other accents, initial /$/ may be /d/, hence 'the' 
may be /da/, 'there' /dta /. From examples like 'wether' ['wE. da j 
((S. E. D. 111.6.8) some Southern accents) and'farthings' [fa: din 
((S. E. D. VIII. 7.2) any accents), we see that this correspondence can 
also occur medially. In fact, from the case of%adderIbeing rendered 
[a'Aaz] (S. E. D. IV. 9.4), we learn that /d/ and /5/ are in free variation, 
though normally /d/ occurs after /a/ and /fj/ after /E/. Here are examples 
of the /Ll/, v /d/ correspondence in the accents and in Krio: 
RP & some other accents; Southern Irish/Liverpool/ Krio 
Cockney, etc.; 
this Ars/ /dzs/ /dis/ 
farthing /'fa: T3/ /'fa: din/ 
(except in Liverpool & /fadin/ 
Cockney) 
smooth /smu: '/ /smud/ /smüd/ 
(except in Liverpool & 
Cockney) 
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/h/ and /0/ are, inter alia, idiolectal or acrolectal in 
Krio (see "Chapter Thlee: pp. 34_-35 _. ). Typically, though, /h/ does 
not occur in an English-derived word in which there is a pronounceable 
h in the spelling in the English form. In the British accents, 'h- 
dropping' is a very common feature. It is something of a shibboleth and 
is associated as much with the lower classes as with geographical 
location. RP, some Southern accents, North-eastern England, Scottish 
and Irish speech tend to retain h. In South Wales and some other non- 
h-pronouncing areas in Britain, h tends to be pronounced only in 
stressed positions. This feature can be compared with Krio in which h 
is sometimes used for emphasis not only in places where it is pronounced 
in h-pronouncing accents but erratically in pre-vocalic position, e. g. 
Chebül] ebül (able). In many accents, including the following, h is 
variably absent: Bristol, West Midlands, Yorkshire and Liverpool 
(On the status and history of /h/ in English accents, see Wells 1982, 
p. 253). 
We have seen that /8/ is a recently acquired phoneme in Krio 
(Chapter 3, p. 35 ). Traditionally, where /e/ occurs in many British 
accents including RP, /t/ or less commonly (and only non-initially in 
the word) /f/ has been the correspondence in English-derived words in 
Krio. However, the incidence of Al is growing and spreading slowly. 
Parallels can be found in some British accents for the /e/ ev /f/ and 
/8/-v /t/ correspondences. In Cockney, for example, and less commonly 
in Bristol and some other South Western areas as well as in Cheshire, 
the contrast between /6/ and /f/ is lost in all positions in the word. 
Also, in Southern Irish English, parts of Derbyshire, Oxfordshire, 
Yorkshire and the Isle of Man, /e/ becomes /t/ or /n / (ibid, passim). 
Here are examples: 
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1. /0/, v/f/ 
RP, etc. 
both /bavß/ 
Cockney, etc. Krio 
/bauf/ /böf/ 
bathtub /'ba: 8tAb/ /'ba: ftib/ /bäft-3b/ 
f (note that /baUtn*ab/ 
is also heard 
acrolectally). 
or /tA/) 
RP,. etc. Southern Irish/ Krio 
Isle of Man, etc. 
three /Bri: / 
teeth /ti: g/ 
/M ri: / /t, 
t/ 
/ti: / /tit/ 
In North Wales, parts of Scotland and Ireland, where there is 
Gaelic influence, the RP contrasts /s/ versus /z/ and /f/ versus /3/ 
are generally absent and the voiceless fortis sounds are used in each 
case (Wells, 1970, p. 239; 1982, pp. 180,413). The voiced lenis versus 
voiceless fortis distinction exists in Krio, as it does in RP and most 
other British accents, in the case of these sounds, but there are 
cases in which parallels with the local accents exist. This means 
that, whereas the absence of the lenis feature is systemic in the 
South Welsh accent. for example, in Krio it is not. It is either 
distributional or incidential(to use Wells' term (1970, p. 243) 1. e. 
'the incidence of one phoneme rather than another, in a given word or 
a group of words'). In most words in which RP /z/ corresponds to 
Krio /s/, the feature occurs finally in the word. It can be medial, 
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as in visit (Krio: /vCsit/), in a few cases. Distributionally, 
in RP and many other accents, words with the plural -s inflection 
are pronounced with /-z/ after voiced sounds and /-: z/ or /-az/ 
after sibilants. In Krio, however, such English-derived words usually 
have /-s/ or /-is/. 
1 
Incidentally, the spelling of the English form 
of the word may affect its pronunciation when it comes into Krio, i. e. 
the -s in the spelling is retained as /-s/ in the pronunciation. 
The following examples illustrate the point: 
(a) Distributional or inflectional -s: 
RP, etc. North Wales, etc. Krio 
gallows /'g-ap-latrz/ /'g-'rlav s/ /galos/ 
shoes /fu: z/ /'S U: 2. / /süs/ 
clothes /klav(4) z/ /klav(*)s/ /kl s/ 
(b) Incidentialor spelling -s-: 
RP, etc. North Wales, etc. Krio 
as / atz/ / zs/ /as/ 
nose /navz/ /nays/ /nos/ 
trousers /'trQVzaz/ /'travsas/ /tIfIsis/. 
The (b) examples have been categorized as incidential 
because, though they represent a common feature, it is by no means 
in every case where s occurs in the spelling of the English form of 
One exception is /boz/ probably from English bow +s- (decorate 
with a ribbon). 
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the word and is pronounced /-z-/ in most British accents, that /-s-/ 
also occurs in the pronunciation of the English-derived form in Krio. 
We see this in the case of English rise and Krio /faiz/, English use, 
and Krio /jui/. These examples probably reveal the current influence 
of RP and similar accents, because these are relatively recent words 
in Krio and may even be considered acrolectal. Moreover, the fact 
that there are cases where /z/ corresponds to /s/ in spite of rather 
than because of the spelling of the English form, leads one to suspect 
, 
that /z/ is a relatively recent phoneme in Krio, especially as the items 
in question usually have more recent, if acrolectal (in some cases) 
forms with /z/ as variants. Note the following examples: 
English Krio (older form) Krio (more recent form) 
drizzle /djisul/ /dIizul/ (acrolectal) 
crazy /k%s/ /kkez1/ (acrolectal) 
lazy /les/ /lez'I/ (acrolectal) 
Curiously, though, the correspondence may even be reversed, i. e. 
RP etc. /s/, but Krio /z/, in a few words, as in the examples: 'price'- 
RP etc. /prass/, but Krio /plait/, InurseryI- RP, etc. ' 
but Krio 10 /nýziý/, 'garrison) - RP, etc. /'gr-rls(aM/, but Krio 
/gagfzln/. 
In most cases in which /3/ in RP and most other accent's 
corresponds to /$/ in Krio, the feature is incidentialand the English 
form of the word has -sion- in the spelling, e. g. 
Ivision, 1decision I 
(cf. Matthews, 1935, p. 242, in which sailors' pronunciation of words 
like 'occasioned' and 'provisions' is recorded as 'occashoned' and 'provishong 
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The Krio form in each case is /-f: )n/. Krio /m Efo/, the older and 
nowadays, basilectal, form of /me/ (measure), is an exception to this 
general rule. Here are examples of the /3 /r-,, /f/ correspondence: 
RP, etc. North Wales Krio 
measure /'m¬y/ /mE$) /, (/m£3/) 
vision /'vI)(a)n/ /'vIS(z)n/ /viyan/ 
decision /dI'sI3(a)n/ /dI'sIS(a)n/ /dls1f-3n/. 
Berry (1961, p. 12) claims that 'the opposition voiced $voiceless 
fricative is a recent innovation in the Krio phonemic system' in 
the cases of is, z, 5,, /. In the light of the foregoing discussion 
one doubts if his simple verdict is true. 
An important reservation must be re-iterated concerning the 
approach adopted here. As has been suggested earlier (p. 58), it is 
most important to note that the comparison with systems from British 
regional accents is not intended to imply that these accents are the 
undisputed sources of the features found to be common to them and 
Krio. A multiplicity of factors must have contributed to the Krio 
systems, not the least of which were the English speakers from diverse 
places all over the British Isles and from whom the first'Krio speakers 
acquired part of the English-derived vocabulary of the language. 
Since this thesis is concerned with English-derived lexical items in 
Krio, it seems reasonable that it should take account of all potential 
English-speaking influences on Krio pronunciation. Some of the 
parallels noted may be merely fortuitous. In some cases, however, 
it is possible to conclude with reasonable justification that a 
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particular accent, is probably the partial source, as in the 'example 
of /A/ in RP, other Southern and non-mainland accents which correspond 
to /acs/ in Northern accents, reflected in Krio: /Gkümba/, cf. 
English (Northern) /'kju: kümba/ but RP etc. /'kju: knmba/3 Krio: 
/fü b/, cf. English (Northern) /j'w/ but RP etc. /jAv/. No non- 
British accent or language that has influenced Krio pronunciation to 
any significant extent has /R/ in its phonemic system and English 
/A/ usually corresponds to /o/ or /a/ in Krio. 
The discussion of regional British accents has only been 
vis a vis Krio and has not been undertaken in any detail, since that 
would have delved into facts irrelevant to this thesis. Indeed, we 
are not even sure which facts are relevant, even where there appear 
to be parallels. 
English-Krio Phoneme Correspondences 
Vowels 
1. 
i. 
3. 
4. 
English Krio 
i: 
I 
eI/e: /(£I)N 
e 
e 
E ^r E 
a2. /a 
a 
4: /a: 
-/it/(eat); /pit/ (spit) 
-/de/, (day)' 
-/&/ (red) 
-/bad/ (bad); /pat/ (part) 
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English Krio 
5. 'b/3 
- /pit/ (pot); /n^ t/ (nought) 
6. au/o/(au) o- /go/ (go) 
7' v 
iv 
U u- 
/fül/ (full); /fül/ (fool) 
u: 
8. A /u/(D)/(a)'V 3, u, a- /1ov/ (love); /J 
üb/ (shove) 
/sän/ (sun) 
9. 3: /3: /(.: ) 2, a- /wid/ (word); /län/ (learn) 
10. 8/(i) a, /beta/ (butter) and words ending 
in -er and some with -or, e. g. /dokta/ 
(doctor). Otherwise, -or inspires a 
spelling pronunciation with /h/. 
Note: There are no central vowels in the Krio system (8,9,10 above). 
11. aI (al) rU at - /wain/ (wine) 
12. QU/(au) eN/ au - /au/ (how) 
13. I/(o i) 7i- /ail/ (oil) 
14. I2/(I(r))/(I(+8)) Mý(ý (ýö i(j)a/ (dear), /sij(jj s/ (serious) 
15. i(j)a/(e)/(E()f)) -/bi(j)a/ (beer), 
/e/I(/ (area), /tffy/ (tear), /se/ (swear) 
16. U ö/(u(r))/ru) N /ij''3/u -// (sure), /pij3/ (pure), 
/djüYin/ (dining) 
17 aua awa-/pawa/ (power)? 
18 aIa 11/ aja - /faja/ (fire). 
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English-Krio Phoneme Correspondences 
Consonants 
English Krio 
1. p 'V p- /pa/ (pa) 
2. b b- /bi/ (be) 
3. t il/ t- /ti/ (tea) 
4. d N d- /de/ (day) 
5. k rv k- /kä/ (car) 
6. g cj g /gi/ (give) 
7. ßS n/ kp _ /äkpä/ (wasteful) 
8. eV gb - /gbo/ (old, stale) 
9. m m- /mi/ (me) 
10, n (-N) ti n -/n^j / (no) (ý) 
11. ti 1) - AA)/ (tongue) 
12. V-/` ja/ (garish) 
13. B " t, (A) - /t 
)k/ (think); /fit/ (wreathe) 
14. 0 lý d- /dEm/ (them) - (systemic) 
15. v t%/ v, b, (f) - /luv/ (love), /lib/ (live), 
/u f/ (move) 
16. s s- /si/ (see) 
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English Krio 
17. z N z(s)-/d3 
äz/ (jazs), /rozis/ (realization 
of Eng. plural -s after voiced sounds) 
18. J '/f P/ (shop) 
19. 3 ný 3 (d3) - /mt3'/ (measure); /pr'stidj/ (prestige) 
20. tf i tS - /ttýts/ (church) 
21. d3 d3- /dj. 7d3/ (judge) 
22. r N 
ö /1^5n/ (run) 
23. h v $ (not phonemic in English-derived words) 
24. j rv j /. ice/ (yes) 
25. 1 -%1, " 1 /1A 3/ (law) 
26. w e w /wi/ (we) 
4.4 The Contribution of West African Phonemic Systems: 
The Krio. phonemic systems reveal a compromise between and 
synthesis of West African and British English systems, since the two 
major inputs from which Krio evolved were, to a great extent, pan-West 
African-particularly Kwa (see p. 28- - Linguistic Background) - and 
pan-British. Because the vast majority of the first Krio speakers 
already had African mother tongues while acquiring the English-derived 
vocabulary of the Pidgin that was to be creolised, they pronounced the 
new words using the sound system of their mother tongues rather than 
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adopting the unfamiliar ones of English. This kind of substitution 
is an axiom in second language learning. It is also a linguistic 
fact that where there are common features in the two languages or language 
types involved in the learning situation, these common features are 
reinforced. Some of the features of regional British accents that we 
have seen occurring in Krio are also found in some of Krio's West 
African neighbours. The following are some of such features: 
(a) Vowels: 
(i) the absence of the tense/lax distinction with a 
tendency towards tenseness - this distinction is very 
rare in West African languages; 
(ii) the absence-of central vowels - central vowels are 
rare in West African languages; 
(iii) the presence for monophthongs over diphthongs - 
diphthongs are rare in West African languages. 
(b) Consonants: 
(i) the absence of the dental fricatives /8, 
& 
- these are 
almost universally absent in West African languages. 
Ladefoged (1964, p. 27) notes that out of 61 languages he 
examined only one (Sherbro) has the voiceless dental 
fricative /8/. 
(ii) the absence of the voiced alveolar fricative /z/ is a 
common feature of some Kwa and Manding languages; 
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(iii) the absence of the voiced palatal fricative /3/ is 
almost universal in West African languages. In 
fact, even in English, it is relatively recent and 
restricted in occurrence. 
The case of the voiced labio-dental fricative /v/ deserves 
special comment. There are English speakers, randomly spread in both Southerä1 
and Northern England, who use /b/ or /f/ where most others would use /v/. ' 
Hence, it is possible to hear /seb(a)n/ for /sEv(a')n/ (S. E. D. VII. 1.6)., 
/swib(a)1/ for /swiv(2)1/ (S. E. D. 1.3.5) and /d4fkat/ for /dnvkavt/ 
(S. E. D. 1.1.7). * However, this practice seems erratic and largely 
idiolectal and as such, does not seem to be of systemic significance 
in any regional accent. Modern Krio has all the three phonemes in 
question but early Krio does not seem to have had /v/ in its phonemic 
inventory. In English-derived words with /v/ in the English form, 
/b/ tended to be substituted non-initially and /f/ invariably finally. 
Nowadays, such Krio forms are either archaic or used by very old people 
or are in current use but with semantic specialization, while the more 
recent form with /v/ is also present but may be characterised by 
semantic and/or collocational differences. See also English and Krio 
sound correspondences above. Here is an example of each: 
*Cassidy 
and Le Page (1967, p. viii) referring to Wright's 'English 
Dialect Grammar', p. 279 note: '/b/ for /v/ occurs sporadically in 
English dialects before /1/ or /n/ intervocalically and finally in 
one'or two words of French origin. 
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(i) English source - 'liver' 
> older Krio form - /liba/; more 
04, % recent Krio form /lIva/. Nowadays, the older form-/liba/ 
only means 'audacity', 'brashness', 'courage', as in the 
i 
sentence: BOW, yu a liba 0! _ 'Boy you are really 
(ii) 
audacious. 
' The more recent form refers only to the body 
organ found in animals, as inSÄ want kaw liva = I'd like 
some cow liver. 
English source - 'move'> older Krio form-/müf/, more recent 
Krio form-/müv/. The older form now means 'to move house', 
'to go away', 'to be very fast (of a vehicle)', while the 
more recent form means of purgative) move the bowels'j'of 
boy and girl friend) be going out together', '(of a young man 
or woman) be a great socialite'. 
As far as Krio's African neighbours are concerned, quite a 
few of them have no /v/, e. g. Yoruba, Limba, Temne, Loko, but they 
all have /f/ and /b/ which they use ;n loan words from other languages 
in place of /v/. 
Systemic features found in Krio from only West African sources 
are the palatal nasal /p/, and the voiced and voiceless labio-velar 
plosives /kp/and /gb/ - consonants; and the nasal vowels. No words 
with /kp/ and /gb/ in Krio are English-derived. 
It may be noted that h-dropping is not a West African 
phenomenon. All the West African languages that may have influenced 
Krio have /h/ in their systems. It therefore seems that the feature 
may have been adopted from English dialect sources. 
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We have earlier noted that the people of Wales, parts of 
Scotland and Ireland, were also second language learners of English 
at the time of the inception of Krio. The fact that their phonemic 
systems share many features of simplification with Krio also reinforces 
the theory that in the language learning process, there is always a 
tendency towards simplification and towards the carry-over of mother 
tongue characteristics. 
On the whole, however, compared with the vowel systems, the 
consonant systems do not reveal much evidence of simplification - except 
for the case of /0/ and /, 6/. Otherwise, the Krio system seems more 
complex than the British ones described. 
4.5 Systemic Similarities between Krio and other Creoles 
Creole languages, by definition, have many common features, 
but they also differ in many details. This is true phonologically as 
it is true for other kinds of linguistic structure. Phonologically, 
some Creoles are tone languages, e. g. Krio and Saramaccan (Taylor, 1977 
p. 157), while others are stress languages, e. g. S ranan (Echteld, 1962, 
p. 15) and Tok Pisin. Some of them have the tense/lax distinction in their 
vowel systems, e. g. Jamaican Creole and Saramaccan, while others, e. g. Krio 
and Sranan, do not. In fact, Hall (1966, p. 29) notes that the tense/lax 
distinction in vowels often disappeared in the earlier stages of English- 
based pidgins, but (p. 30) was restored at 
.a 
later stage (see also 
Alleyne, 1980, p. 39). Krio, and for that matter, Sranan, it seems, 
are, however, cases of creole languages in which such a restoration has 
not taken place. (Alleyne (ibid) wrongly states that tense/lax 
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distinction can be found in Krio. He also discusses the possibility 
that English may have had this distinction during the initial contact 
period with the speakers of the incipient Krio and that such a distinction 
began to appear in English later, 'and was then transferred into Jamiacan, 
Krio and Gullah. ' 
, 
If such a transfer has taken place in Jamaican and 
Gullah, it has not in Krio) Invariably, it seems that each pidgin or 
creole has its own discrete phonemic inventory which is not identical 
with any other pidgin's or creole's. This is more obvious in the vowel 
systems. But in the consonant systems too there tend to be differences. 
Krio, for example, shares the labio-velar plosive pair /kp, gb/ with 
Saramaccan, though it does not seem to do so with other non-African creoles. 
But, although modern Saramaccan has phonemic /h/ but no /r/ (Taylor, 
1977, p. 159), /h/ is not phonemic in Krio while /r/ 
W is. Even Nigerian 
Pidgin English, which seems to come closest to the Krio systems, has 
phonemic /h/ (Mafeni, 1971, p. 107), which Krio does not have. In short, 
no pidgin or creole language seems to have identical phonemic systems 
with Krio. It must not be forgotten that every pidgin and creole 
language has a historical and linguistic background that is in many 
ways peculiar to itself. As Hall (op. cit., ýp. 25 says): 
usually.... the languages in contact have 
been a European tongue and some variety or 
varieties of speech indigenous to the area 
where the pidgin has been formed. Often 
these have been not merely one native language 
but several, or even a large number.... 
We therefore must not think of a pidgin as 
representing ä simple bilateral fusion; it is 
rather a development of a single language... 
with strong influences from one or more 
others, sometimes a great many, and usually 
non-European . 
However, there are some phonological features that may be 
considered characteristically creole and that, as we have seen, Krio 
demonstrates. Some such features are as follows: 
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(1) Few contrasts in vowels and the tendency for them to be 
peripheral almost to the exclusion of central types. 
(2) The high degree of susceptibility of vowels to nasalisation, 
even when nasal vowels are not phonemically distinctive. Hall (ibid, 
p. 29) observes that such nasalisation is not common in English-based 
pidgins and creoles, but is present in the French-based ones, particularly 
those with African substrata. It would seem that in many English-based 
pidgins and creoles, too, which have had contact with African languages, 
this phenomenon occurs,; e. g. Sranan (. Echteld, op. cit., p. 14); 
Jamaican Creole (Wells, 1973, p. 12); Nigerian Pidgin (Mafeni, op. cit., 
p. 109); Cameroonian Pidgin (Gilman, 1979, p. 277); Saramaccan, (Taylor, op. 
cit., p. 246); Saotomense (ibid, p. 254). Alleyne (ibid, p. 35) says all 
oral vowels have nasal counterparts in Saramaccan, Sranan and Ndjuka. 
This shows their similarity with Krio. 
(3) The widespread presence of the palatal nasal /31/. 
(4) The general absence of the dental fricatives /8/ and A/ for 
which the plosive counterparts /t/ and /d/ are used. 
(5) In older forms particularly, the general absence of the contrast 
between the voiced labiodental fricative /v/ and the voiced bilabial 
plosive /b/, in which case /v/ is replaced either by /b/ or/and sometimes 
by its voiceless counterpart /f/. Alleyne (ibid pp. 60-61) notes that 
all 'Afro-American dialects' show evidence that there was only one 
labial fricative at the earliest stage of development. 'English, Dutch 
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and Iberian /v/ was everywhere remodelled to /b/ leaving /f/ as 
the only labial fricative'. 
(6) The tendency for Ch) to be more of a phonetic than a phonemic 
feature in many creoles. 
There are two features of systemic significance in Jamaican 
Creole that are of nothing more important than historical significance 
in Krio. They involve the diphthong /31/ and the consonant combinations 
or, as some call them, palatalized velar stops /kj/ and /gj/. 
The RP diphthong /3I/ as in /tall/, /gr3In/ does not 
exist in Jamaican Creole. Instead, /ai/ is used; so'toil' is pronounced 
/tail/ and 'groin' /grain/. This means RP /3I/ is rendered /ai/ in the 
Jamaican Creole vowel system. Krio also has a few items like /glfa'. n/ 
(groin), /natäi/ (nut oil) RP /'I1/ /pama1/ (palm oil). But these 
are the exceptions rather than the rule, since RP /: )I/ is normally 
Krio /0i/. Dobson (1957, Vol. II, p. 262) and Cassidy and Le Page (op. 
cit. pp. li and lii) note that /aI/ was used in polite speech in 
English after 1700 in items in which /0I/ would be used today. Wells 
(1982, p. 171) also notes that this feature still occurs in some rural 
speech in England and Ireland. Jamaican Creole has apparently con- 
sistently and invariably retained this feature, whereas in Krio it 
is 
only to be found in a few older items. 
The status of /kj/ and /gj/ has also been treated as phonemic 
in Jamaican Creole, as the following minimal pairs show: 
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/kjata/'scatter and 
/kjaan(g)/an't and 
/g j ad/ `gag' and 
/gjaadn/`F, arden and 
/kata/cotter; 
/kaan/'corn; 
/gad/ God; 
/gaadn/ lGordon' 
Cassidy & LePage 
(op. cit., p. lvii 
In modern Krio, however, although the /kj, gj/ sequences are 
also found in some older items, these combinations are by no means 
phonemic. As in the case of Jamaican Creole, they occur only before 
the low front vowel /a/. In the item /skjamp/ (scamp) in Krio, the 
/kj/ is even preceded by an /s/ which has apparently never been elided, 
even though initial /s/, in older forms of English words spelt with 
sk-, st-, 12-, was usually elided when the words came into Krio. Words 
with /kj/ and /gj/ in Krio are either invariable in form, e. g. 
/gjäli/ (cf. English 'gaily') ='kitchen'; /i(jäs/ (cf. English 'cask') 
are in common use all right, but have alternative, if acrolectallforms 
without the sod, e. g. /kjandül/ni/kandul/ (candle); /grad/`-V/gad/ 
(guard). ( See also Chapter Five on this). 
Cassidy and Le Page (ibid) note that these two reflexes can 
be traced to '17th to 18th century British /kj/ and /gj/ before low 
front [a] and [a: ] as contrasted with /g/ before low-back (See 
also Dobson II 
§ 
379). They also point out that these combinations also 
occur in Twi (a Ghanaian language of the Kwa family) in which'palatal 
/kj/ and /gj/ are in complementary distribution with velar /k/ and /g/. 
We may also note that where /3: / occurs in most British accents, there 
is [3] in (basilectal) Jamacian Creole (Wells, 1982, p. 139), cf. Krio, 
in which it is commonly C. 7 or 
[a] 
- usually, the spelling determines 
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which, except in b, d (bird). Features like these that are found to be 
common to two contributory languages to a pidgin or creole tend to be 
reinforced and firmly rooted in the resulting language. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
PHONOTACTIC POSSIBILITIES 
Introduction 
We have examined the phonotactic possibilities of Krio 
(3.2); we now compare them with English. 
5.1 Vowels 
There are differences in the occurrence of vowels in the 
two languages, but the majority of these are the consequence of the 
differences between the phonemic systems. The following points can be 
made. 
The tense/lax distinction 
We have seen that R. P. (but not Scottish and Irish accents) 
has a tense/lax distinction, but Krio does not. This means that the 
distinction of vowel types in Krio vowels is somewhat different from 
their corresponding RP forms. 
1. Final vowels 
RP has no final lax vowels (except /3/ and /I/). In Krio, 
in which there is no tense/lax distinction, all vowels can occur 
finally (but they will be 'tense'). In RP and most Northern English 
accents, words do not end in unstressed /i/ but rather in /1/, e. g. 
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/'sltI/, /'va.. 1? /, /'k'Df1/. Only foreign words break this law. But 
in popular London speech, as in much of the South of England (e. g. 
Bristol (Wells, 1982, p. 349) and Norwich (ibid, p. 341) and the 
peripheral North (Liverpool, Newcastle, Hull, Birmingham, (ibid, p. 303)) 
'happy' may end with [i] rather than [s]. Thiscompares with Krio in 
which /i/ is used in such English-derived words in this final position, 
e. g.: /s1t'/, (city), /väll/ (valley), /käfi/ (coffee), /api/ (happy). 
Wells (ibid, p. 166) also reports that qualities similar to [e] are 
the typically Scottish preference in these cases. This is not typical 
of Krio, but some English-derived words, particularly some (but not all) 
ending in the adverbial marker -li (-ly) may be pronounced with a final 
/e/, e. g. /nfale/ (nearly), cf. 
['rnd 
e:, ile] which Wells (ibid, p. 446) 
records as occurring in the Scottish-Irish area. 
Wells (ibid, p. 441) reports that, typically, in Belfast, /E/ 
can occur in open syllables, while /e/ is excluded from them. The 
exact opposite obtains in nearly all other accents of English, which 
have either /e/ or /et/. Krio has both /E/ and /e/ in open syllables, 
but the opposition here is not one of tense versus lax. Examples are: 
/swL/ (swear), /te/ (stay). 
In many bas: Alectal local British accents, final lau! or 
/o/ is avoided and /a/ (or /i/)preferred. Hence 'window' and 
'pillow' become /'winds/ and /'plla/, making 'pillow' and 'pillar' 
homophonous (Wells, 1970, p. 241). /a/ is a lax vowel which can 
occur in final position. In Krio, there is no /a/, and /a/ 
regularly corresponds to /a/ in these cases (Wells also notes (1982, 
p. 318) that, in London, the [a] in such words being final may well be 
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quite open) cf. Krio: /w(ndä/ and /p 
i1ä/ for the respective words. 
We may note that /wfndö/ and /p ilö/ are also acrolectal forms in Krio. 
2. Tense/lax before -r 
In RP, close, long (tense) vowels and wider diphthongs cannot 
occur before /-r/, without an intervening /a/. Rhotic accents have no such 
restrictions, which are also less severe in most regional non-rhotic accents. 
There are, for example, widespread local pronunciations like /'piriad/ 
(RP/'ptarlad/), /'airiI/ (RP/ 'aia rir/ or /aarif/) (Wells, 1970, 
pp. 240-241). In Krio, whic k has no /a/ in its system, these vowels can 
occur before /'/ as in the examples: 
/djuYin/ (during), /ai1iý / (Irish). 
Vowel reduction 
n 
/p6jod/ (period), /tf eil/ (tbar), 
Where RP and similar accents have /a/ and /I/ respectively 
in the prefixes 1con-land1ex-; in accents throughout the North and in 
parts of the Midlands, /0/ and /E/ (full forms) are used instead. 
Also, the first syllables of 'advance' and 'object' (verb) are 
/ad/ and /ab/ respectively in RP, but /a/ and /v/ in the North (see 
Wells, 1970, p. 245 and 1982, p. 363 for more examples). This means 
that Northern English accents do not use the reduced forms /a/ and /I/ 
in these words and this makes them similar to Krio, which does not, in 
any case, have /a/ and, for that matter, reduced vowels. In Krio, the 
foregoing examples are pronounced as follows: 
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(1) 'ex-' _ /eks/ as in / 
kspIt/ (expect); 
(2) 'con-' = /kin/ as in /k3ntrol/ (control); 
(3) 'advance' = /ädväs/; 
(4) 'object' = /i) t/. 
/a/ and /I/ are also avoided in finalciosed (unstressed) 
syllables in Welsh (Wells, 1982, p. 387) and Bristol accents (Hughes and 
Trudgill, 1973; p. 48) so that 'moment' (RP ['mavmantJ ) is pronounced 
['mo: 
mant] and 'goodness' (RP ['gvdnas/'gz, dnis]) is ['gudnes] . Wells 
also notes that suffixal '-ed' and '-est' are often pronounced [-Ed] 
and [-Es j respectively. All this compares well with Krio, in which 
we have /mömtfnt/, /güdnFs/, /iet3ed/ (wretched), and /letes(t)/ (latest). 
Further instances of the preference in English dialects for the 
full form of the vowel over the choice of P/ are recorded in the S. E. D. 
For example)frthe word 'horseman' (S. E. D. 1.2.2) the pronunciation 
/D: sman/ was recorded in parts of Yorkshire and that of /hvsmae n/ in 
the Isle of Man. For 'yardman' (S. E. D. 1.2.2 /jä: dman/ was offered in 
Staffordshire; for 'cowman' (1.2.3) /kauman/ was also observed in 
Shropshire. 
There are many English-derived words ending with man, whichp 
as. a Suffix, has a diversity of functions that will be discussed later 
(see pp. 2V43,252 5). an is, of course, always pronounced /man/ in Krio. 
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Incidental differences 
These are differences in the occurrence of specific phonemes 
that have not been determined by differences in the English and Krio 
systems. They may have historical or dialectal significance. 
(a) Lý/ and /a/ 
One of the sound changes from Middle English that has affected 
many accents of current English is the backing and rounding of /a(: )/ 
after /w/ in words like 'wasp', 'swan', 'squat's though not before a 
velar, as in 'quack', 'wag' (Wells, 1982, pp. 211-212; Ekwall, 1975, 
p. 15). However, Wells argues that this pronunciation with /a/, which 
occurs in the Welsh-speaking areas of North and many parts of South 
Wales (other such words being 'wash' and 'quarry') is more 'likely to 
have originated as a spelling pronunciation (particularly, since in 
Welsh orthography 'wa' always stands for /wa(: )/) than as 'an archaism 
preserving a Middle English vowel quality ' (pp. 386-7). 
In Krio, such words - which are derived from English forms 
in which 'a' occurs in the spelling and is pronounced with /v/ after 
/w/ and before a non-velar in most accents of English - are, as in 
the Welsh accents just referred to, consistently pronounced with /a/. 
They may have come into Krio before the backing and rounding was 
completed. On the other hand, as in the case of the Welsh accents, they 
may have been influenced by the English spelling; that is, if they were 
not in fact directly derived from the Welsh forms. Examples in Krio are: 
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(1) /waswäs/ (wasp), cf. Welsh /wasp/ 
(2) /was/ (wash), cf. Welsh /waf/ 
(3) /skwät/ (squat), cf. Welsh /skwat/ 
(4) /kwa 
/ (quarry), cf. Welsh /'kwarI/. 
(b) /3; / and /at / 
These are considered here not from the standpoint of historical 
sound change but because they have been 'observed to offer a 1selectional 
difference' between some Northern (and other) accents on the one hand (which 
use /i: / in 'either' and 'neither') and RP on the other, which uses /a1/ in 
these words (O'Connor, 1973, p. 183). Wells (1982, p. 78 & 291) in fact 
seems to acknowledge this variability between /i: / and /al/ as occurring 
within mainstream RP, but is unwilling to commit himself about the social 
implications of this. Other words affected are 'divorce' and 'direct'. 
In Krio, the typical choice is /ai/, and pronunciations with /i/, which 
are rare, tend towards the acrolectal. 
(c) Cell vs [ji7 and Krio /E/ vs /ai/ 
In the North of England there is variation between [Ei] 
and [?. Il. O'Connor only recognises [u] and does not acknowledge any 
variation with [a1] (1973, p. 168), but Wells (ibid, p. 376), suspects 
that some speakers, as in Scottish accents, may have [at] before a voiced 
fricative and finally, but [EI] elsewhere. Some of his examples are 
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'like' [, Elk], 'mind [mEind] , 
'five' [faiv] and 'in my time 
Ein 
'maz 
Ittim]. Krio appears to be similar in the sense that it has 
/£/ 
or /e/ in older forms of words which, in their English model, are 
pronounced with /aI/ in RP and similar accents but with /ii/ in the 
Northern accents we have mentioned, under the same phonological conditions. 
So, the Krio counterparts of the examples Wells gives are the following: 
(a) /l'k/ (like), cf. Northern English Lleik]; 
(b) /mFn/ (mind), cf. Northern EnglishrmLind1; 
(c) /faiv/ (five), cf. Northern English [faiv]; 
(d) /nä ml tfm (in my time) cf, Northern EnglishIn%mat 1teiml. 
We must note, however, that most of the older forms in Krio with /E/ 
or /e/ are complemented by more recent forms with /at/ (deriving from 
RP influence) and that this has semantic and collocatioMconsequences 
as well. This particular feature of semantic specialization in older 
and more recent derivations resulting in doublets or even triplets from 
the same single form in English, e. g. Krio tEm and taym from English 
'time' will be discussed in greater detail in Section Four. Voorhoeve (1970, 
pp. 53-54)-also discusses this phenomenon in Creoles. For nowone 
example will be used to illustrate how more recent variants, which are 
not necessarily or simply acrolectal, have semantic and collocational 
consequences. Using the foregoing examples, we may note the following: 
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Form 
older: /tEm/ 
more recent: 
/ta'Im/ 
5.2 
'time' 
Meaning 
(1) time (2) good/enjoyable 
time especially at a party 
(3) regulate a watch, 
engine, etc. 
(4) be on the alert for an 
opportunity to accost, 
approach, revenge, etc. 
(Fyle & Jones, 1980, p. 361) 
Consonants 
The CVCV structure 
Usage 
mesolectal and basilectal; 
acrolectal, mesolectal & 
basilectal; 
tern and taym only over- 
lap in semantic and 
collocational range for 
meaning (1) in all the lects 
in which they occur. 
Krio and other creole languages are noted for their tendency 
to simplify consonant clusters in initial and final positions in the word. 
This tendency helps to maintain a CVCV syllable structure, which is often 
attributed to the African substrate influence (see West African Phonotactic 
Systems, 5.4 below ). Correct as this impression may be, we may also 
note the tendency in a number of specific developments in British accents. 
(1) t/d elision 
The practice of eliding second elements of consonant clusters, 
particularly /t/ and /d/ is almost universal in accents of English. This 
happens especially in informal speech. Wells (1982, p. 327) singles out 
Cockney, in which he says these sounds are elided ='in non-prevocalic 
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environments including some where RP could not elide them''. One 
of his examples is: " et33: n 
'1£fl 'turn left': This compares well 
with Krio /lelf/ (left) as in 1£. f an (left hand(ed)) and /difItn/ 
(different). Also, the S. E. D. records several examples, and from 
various dialects, of the dropping of /t/ and /d/. For example, the 
dropping of /d/ is noted for 'fold' (S. E. D. 1.1.9) in Herefordshire 
(/fo: ± /), cf. Krio /föl/-, for 'belly-band' (S. E. D. 1.5.7) in the Isle of 
Man and in many Southern dialects, cf. Krio /btlz ban/; for 'rounds' 
(S. E. D. 1.7.15) in some dialects randomly spread over the British 
Isles, cf. Krio /raus/; for 'mouldbread' (S. E. D. 1.8.8) quite commonly 
in the dialects, cf. Krio /mölbied/. The dropping of /t/ is also noted 
for 'sawdust' (S. E. D. 1.7.15) in the Isle of Man; for 'waistcoat' 
(S. E. D. VI. 14.11) in many Northern and Southern dialects, which have 
a pronunciation strikingly similar to Krio's - /wf: s -/, cf. Krio 
/w kot/; for 'don't care' (S. E. D. IX. 4.10) in Gloucestershire (/do. nkja/), 
cf. Krio /dölkja/. 
In his study of Sailors' Pronunciation in the second half of 
the 17th century, Matthews (1935, pp. 230-232) also notes instances of 
the non-pronunciation of /t/ and /d/ - medially often (i) before and 
after /s/ as in 'yes e. -rday', 'woscots', (cf. Krio /jfslde/ (now obsolete)', 
/wzsköt/; (ii) before and after /f/, cf. Krio /ätä/ (after) in the phrase 
/Y. 7äätä/ (run after); (iii) after /n/; (iv) after /p/, as in 'caper', 
cf. Krio /kjäpin/ (now archaic); (v) after /k/; finally after 
consonants - particularly after /s/, /n/ and /p/, as in 'nex', 'againse', 
'las', 'wen' and 'kep', cf. Krio (nFks/ (next), /agens/ (against), /las/ 
(last). 'Wen' and 'kep' are the past tense forms 'went' and 'kept'. 
Past tense forms of English-derived words are not usually found in Krio, 
although exceptions like wtnt in the unique phrase yu go went, said in 
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defiance to mean you will go nowhere!, brok (break), ltf (leave)., occur. 
The forms wEn and kSP are not found in Krio, however. Matthews even 
notes cases of the dropping of final /t/ after vowels, which does not 
seem to occur in Krio. The non-pronunciation of /d/ is noted in cases 
similar to those for /t/, but mostly after /r/, for example, medially, making 
' pounds' become 'pouns', cf. Krio 'hands' become 'haus', cf. 
Krio /has/, 'landlord' become 'lanlord', cf. Krio /l1(n)l, d/, 'Wednesday' 
become 'Wensday', cf. Krio /w'sde/. We may also note what typically 
happens in Krio when /d/ is elided after /r/ medially - the nasal loses full 
realisation while the preceding, usually oral vowel, becomes nasalized; 
also, the s in the English orthographic form, usually pronounced with 
a voiced sound /z/ in most British accents, is pronounced in Krio with out 
voicing (see also discussion on the /-ns/ sequence). 
But, again, the speculative nature of this exercise must be 
borne in mind. Alleyne (1980, p. 44) warns against the temptation to link 
the fact of the infrequency of occurrence of final consonant clusters 
consisting of C+ (dental) stop (1, n+d; s, k, p, f+ t) in British 
English dialects in the 16th - 17th century 
[as Wright reports (1905: 
p. 295,307)] and also of the 'optional rule for the deletion of the 
stop, especially in informal styles in some phonetic environments" 
in many regional varieties of modern English, on the one hand, with 
the status of consonant clusters in some "Afro-American dialects" 
(i. e. mainly creoles). He says: 
'One would have to accept that the rule which 
in British dialects seems to have always been 
optional and to have applied only to some 
clusters became generalized in the development 
of Afro-American dialects. * 
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He therefore concludes that, because 
the phenomenon in these Afro-American 
dialects is so widespread and all-pervasive... 
it is simpler and more plausible to view it 
as an aspect of a syllabic structure which has 
its origin elsewhere than in 16th-17th century 
dialectal English alone''. 
(2) Syllabic consonants 
In RP and similar accents, syllabic ['], 
[rý and 
[n1 
are quite 
common variants of [al], [ar] and[an], which is sometimes realised as 
j 
and syllabic [M] following /p/ or /b// or [73 after /k/ or /g/. 
[1 
[ný 
can occur medially or finally in the word, but 
[Ti 
can only occur 
medially. In some Southern accents, including Cockney, there is a general 
tendency to use Dn] after fricatives where RP has [n] as in the words 
'seven', 'prison'. Southerners also often use [a}] or 
-uv] 
where RP uses 
[j] 
as in; 'parcel', 'raffle', 'middle' 'table' (Wells, 1970, p. 243; 
1982, pp. 320-1). The S. E. D. also records several instances of 
[Vi' 
and 
[-a 1] 
, and of 
Ctn] and [enl in both Southern and Northern British 
accents. Examples which show similarity with Krio are given in 
the following discussion. 
Krio has three correspondences(not, as Hancock, 1971, p. 86 
maintains, two) for English final syllabic 
[Q: (a) /-S1/ as in 
/lebtl/ (label), /f; iEl/ (funnel); (b) /-ul/ as in /andul/ (handle); 
/ebül/ (able); (c) /-al/, as in /loka% l/ (local), /nsmal/ (formal). 
Some examples from the S. E. D. of pronunciations similar to the 
Krio forms are: 
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(1) S. E. D. 1.5.6 ['andvf] (Gloucestershire), cf. Krio 
/andul/ (handle); 
(2) S. E. D. 1.9.11 ý akstf] (Oxfordshire), cf. Krio 
/agzül/ (axle); 
(3) S. E. D. V. 1.16 Cju: sfu±J (Randomly in Northern accents 
and in the Isle of Man), cf. Krio /jusfül/ (useful), 
(acrolectal); 
(4) S. E. D. V. 8.7 [ketv}J (Gloucestershire), cf. Krio /kftul/ 
or acrolectal - /kEtül/ (kettle); 
(5) S. E. D. V. 9.4 ['f vn a 1] (Isle of Man), cf. Krio /f: )"n*E*, l/ 
(funnel). 
The orthography of the source forms seems to be one 
element determining some of the Krio correspondences, e. g. (a) Lel' 
(as in 'label') /-tl/, though there are some exceptions like 'navel' 
with /-ul/; (b) '-al' (as in 'local') j /-al/, with the exception of 
'principal' with /-ul/, apparently from confusion with 'principle'. 
Where the orthography has '-le', or '-il' in source form, as in 'pencil', 
'civil', 'evil', 'devil', Krio has /-ul/. We*have also noted 'navel' and 
'principal'. Examples from the dialects and from Krio show greater 
incidence of the back high vowel occurring before final /1/ which 
in many English accents is velarised or dark [1] . This velariaation 
may have considerably influenced the lower more fronted vowel. [a] 
that other accents have as an alternative to syllabic (1 , 
j. Krio, in turn, 
iot 
may have been influenced by these accentslespecially in cases where 
orthographic conditioning has not been strong enough. This is in spite 
of the fact that the typical Krio final /1/, even after a back vowel, is 
not velarised. 
English final syllabic /n/ has the following correspondences 
in Krio: /-in/, /-in/, /-en/, /-En/, /-an/. (Hancock, 1971, p. 89, 
acknowledges only the first two). Examples are /b stiin/ (button), 
/p'sin/ (person); /vife n/ (vision), /m1 n/ (mission), /bi(ten/ 
(Britain) - an acrolectal wordy the more common word being /%g1an/-; 
/pätan/(pattern); /iden/ (heathen). Hancock (ibid) notes that /-in/ 
'treflects the common English pronunciation of the 17th century and 
continues the normal reflex of newly-acquired items with syllabic final /n/ 
in the source-form. The variant /--Dn/ only occurs in anglicized vocab- 
ulary, e. g. /tilivifj3 n/ (television)''. The S. E. D. also has many words 
with /-in/, e. g. 4gja: din/ (1.7.8 - Cheshire), cf. Krio /gadin/ (garden); 
/'kusin/ (V. 2.10 - Lancashire & Yorkshire'cf. Krio /kü: J? n/ (cushion); 
and some with /-an/, e. g. AEvan/ (Vii. 1.9 several Northern & Southern), 
cf. Krio /lF-vin/ (eleven). Note also the aphetism of the first syllable 
of 'eleven' in both the dialects and the Krio word. /Ilevin/ is a 
common standard variant in Krio. The writer confirms that /-in/ is the 
usual Krio substitution - note the frontness in position qF tI1e articulation 
of /i/ and /n/ -; but it is not quite true to say that the variant 
/-3n/ only occurs in anglicized vocabulary-. /bifiten/ e. g. is definitely 
anglicized vocabulary, but many Krio speakers would not consider /vifj n/ 
or /d3 
j kfý n/ (junction) anglicized. It seems that /-3n/ is the reflex 
of only words spelt with 
b4 ion 1 or . 
ý-sion" in the source form. 
Many such words, admittedly, tend to occur in 'anglicized, or 
acrolectal vocabulary. 
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The correspondence pattern of English syllabic [j] in 
Krio is different from that of syllabic [13 and syllabic [n]. Some 
words (the majority)are very similar in form to the syllabic variant 
of their sources, while others reflect spelling pronunciations. Here 
are examples of both types: 
Type 1 (a) /laibYi/ (library), cf. English /'lalbrl/; 
(b) /tX3rl/ (treasury), cf. English /'tre3rx/; 
(The S. E. D. (c) /lebra/ (labourer), cf. English /'lebra/. 
1.2.4, gives /1e: bra / (some areas of Shropshire) and 
/'le: bja/ (parts of Durham). 
The case of /sLktVi/ (secretary), cf. English /'sekratri/ shows 
the loss of the medial syllable in Krio. 
Type 2 (a) /nasisEifu/ (necessary), cf. English /'nEsasri/ 
Onrýsasarl/); 
(b)/tcmpvrari/ (temporary), cf. English/'tEmpn (/'tempararj/). 
These spelling-influenced forms are also closer to the non- 
syllabic alternative forms in English. 
We may also note that, in English, the syllabic alternatives are 
variants of forms with an /a/ which does not exist in the Krio system. 
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3. The linking /r/* 
The vowels Aa/, /E/, /rya/, /a: /, /: ): /,, /3-. / and 
particularly /a/ are usually prevented from occurring immediately 
before a vowel by the use of the linking /r/ in many local, particularly 
non-rhotic British accents (Wells, 1970, p. 241; 1982, p. 222 ff; Gimson, 
1975, p. 219). Hence we have /'fa: r )'we /, /'m3: rand'm3ý: /, /äEar'Iz/. 
The linking In, which could be seen as influenced by the CVCV structure, 
also occurs in Krio, but in relatively restricted circumstances. It 
is found after /a/, /e/, // / and, usually, but not always before /am/ 
(Krio's epicene or perhaps 'genderless', third person singular object 
pronoun). Ostensibly, the feature is one of epenthesis rather than 
liaison. In the example /farm/ (for him/her/it), the first word /f, / 
comes from English 'fort In very slow speech, this example would be 
/f3 am/. We may argue that r does not occur in the spelling of Krio. 
But this is only so if we are using a (semi-) phonetic orthography 
(which we are in this study); otherwise, a 'ghost` final r may be 
regarded as existing in the 'underlining form' of the Krio word, since r 
is apparent in the English orthographic model. If this argument is 
accepted, then we can call this feature the linking /r/. Other 
examples like /b 
ram/ 
are: 
(a) after /a/: 
(1) /b')täräm/ (butter it); 
(2) /wataram/ (water it); 
(3) /fibarxn/ ('favour' i. e. resemble(s) it); 
* /r/ will be used for both English and Krio r in this sub-section. 
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(b) after /E/: 
(4) /pEpEräm/ (pepper it); 
(c) after b/: 
(5) /firEva/ (forever). 
(In these examples, Krio /a/, /E/ and /o/ correspond to English 
schwa /a/, after which the linking /r/ most commonly occurs in English); 
(6) /f'rfd/ (forehead) 
(d) after /o/: 
(7) /bi% 40. foräm/ (before him/her/it). 
In these examples, Krio /3/ and /o/ correspond to English /H: /. 
A clear case of epenthesis involving the intrusive r is seen 
in the phrase /LEgöräm/ (let go of him), where neither /lEgo/ (let.. goý 
nor /am/ (presumably 'him') has r in the spelling in the English model. 
The phrase /fälaräm/ (follow it) also shows an example of epenthesis, 
as no r occurs in either 'follow' or 'him'. It is possible in this 
case, however, that since /a/ is a regular Krio correspondence of /3/, 
which is the commonest English vowel for final syllables with r in the 
spelling, final /a/ in Krio fala is, by false analogy assumed to 
correspond to English /a (r)/. Epenthesis with /r/ is relatively 
restricted in Krio. As in English, it does not seem to occur after 
words ending in /i/ or /u/ and is severely limited in incidence after 
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/a/ and /o/) unlike RP and similar accents, in which it is intrusive 
after some words without orthographic r, e. g. /'l3: ran'3: da/ (law and 
order), /'tfaZneram. TAý/ (China and Russia). Another Krio example after 
/o/ is the phrase /töräm/ (to him/her/it). 
Other Phenomena 
Nasals 
A. The Velar nasal - /5/ 
The status of the velar nasal in English is a matter of controversy. 
Generativists argue that English has no underlying velar nasal /I/ and 
that all surface occurrences of [1)] are derived by rule from underlying 
/n/ or /ng/. ' (Wells, 1982, p. 61). [1]] is invariably the realisation of 
the orthographic sequence: j! & or n before & or k. But we can also argue, 
as other phonologists do, that from examining minimal pairs, e. g. 
'sin' /sin/ and 'sing' /szj/, we see that /1)/ is not merely the phonetically 
environmental (assimilatory) realisation of /n/, since we have two completely 
different words here. In terms of phonemic theory, nocther explanation 
seems logical than to postulate a velar nasal phoneme /I/. These are 
synchronic explanations. Historically, however, [ 97 is the result of 
a consonant cluster of nasal plus /g/, which shows that the nasal was 
'always phonetically homorganic with the following plosive'(ibid, p. 188). 
Words like 'sing', 'wrong', 'gang' ended with underlying /ng/, realized 
phonetically as 
[Dg]. In the 17th century, the [g] ceased to be 
pronounced in educated London English and this gave rise to a third 
nasal phoneme /i/ (which is always final in the syllable). Another way 
of putting it is to say that the two consonants, /n/ + /g/, became one - 
AV, referred to as NG Coalescence (ibid). 
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This coalescence is absent in the Midlands and 
Middle North of England, including Birmingham, Manchester and Liverpool, 
in some London Jewish speech (p. 189) and in parts of Wales (p. 390). 
In these accents, '-words never end with [1] , at least not after a stressed 
vowel; and the [g] is also retained before a suffix-initial vowel or 
Liquid, thus L'silga] , 
['sii. gan ti siijg1n -v 'siijgst3g3'' (p. 365). 
These accents also have rhymes not found in R. P., e. g. 'singer', 'finger' - 
/'sxiJ ga/ and /fjl ga/ (Hughes & Trudgill, 1979, p. 34-5 make the same point). 
Krio, like the above accents, usually realises the plosive fully 
in English-derived words in which RP and other accents have /ij/, hence, 
"1 
we typically get /t-3ijg/ (wrong), /batg/ (bang), /si g/ (sing). This is 
especially prevalent when %/occurs prevocalically and prepau5au7. 
Preconsonantally, however, the /g/ may be dropped, e. g. i1ij di b. l/ (ring 
the bell), but /bWfjg am/ (bring it). /ý/ can also be final in the 
syllable or word in Krio, as in the following instances: 
(1) /gEjg/ (gang) and /d ijg/ (dung) -cf. /dam/ (Isle of Man and 
Staffordshire - S. E. D. 1.3.12)-have idiolectal variants without the 
plosive /&q/ or /dim/ (older form) (which shows that English 
/g/ can correspond to Krio /m/, although this is untypical and archaic). 
(2) Perhaps the only example of invariant final /I/ in an English- 
derived word with RP I/ is /täß/ (tongue). Here, an inconsistency may 
be noted. Krio can distinguish between 'down' and 'dung' thus: 
/80 / and /d g/ (though, as we have seen 
[dpa 
may also be an idiolectal 
variant of /d v) g/) to avoid homophony. But no such avoidance of 
homophony is possible between 'town' and 'tongue', which are both /tog/. 
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At the upper end of the acrolect, /t 
ün/ for 'tows' is however 
conceivable. 
(3) For English 'thing' Krio has the forms [tire], [tin or Fti]; 
for 'things', Krio has [69s] and 
[tIks]. For '-thing' words, e. g. 
'anything', 'something', 'nothing', the final sound is either the 
alveolar nasal or a nasalised vowel -[I]. Wetin (what) (a creole 
creation from English 'what thing') also falls into this pattern. 
These observations for (3) are true for the items when they 
occur in isolate form or in utterance final position. They are, of 
course, subject to assimilation, as all nasals in Krio are, when used 
within the utterance, e. g. [s)nt%g*ap] : 'something gets up'; 
[ 
sýntim pas 'something passes'. 
(4) Final /-I/ is used in Krio in words without underlying [-fig] 
or without ng in the orthography in source form. These words are: 
(a) /dad/ (down) - English /dann/; 
(b) /tot/ (town) - English /tann/; 
(c) /pýrj/ (1) (pound) (Z) (pawn) - English (1) /patted/; 
(2) /P2: n/. 
In each case AI/ is not subject to assimilation or any other 
kind of change in any position in the utterance. This may be a strong 
reason for recognising /'j / as an independent phoneme in Krio. To further 
the argument, we may note the minimal pairs: (lA) /d`n/ (finished), 
(note also /don/ (1) Y and) then', (2) perfective marker 'has/have') - 
(1B) /61/ (down); (2A) /tA3n/ (become, turn) - (2B) /t / (town). 
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We cannot find minimal pairs for the case of /p'2ij4 except that 
the form /p'n/ for 'pawn' seems to be gaining some ground but is at 
present only to be found in some idiolects at the acrolectal end. 
It would be wrong to conclude that in Krio, all English- 
derived words like 'down', 'town', and 'pound', i. e. with /-4vn(-)/ 
are pronounced with because other such words, like 'ground', ' 
'round' and 'sound' are not pronounced in that way. They are: 
(a) /gTýn/ (ground) - English /gr4vnd/; 
(b) / /und/ (round) - 
(c) /saind/ (sound) - 
English /ravnd/; 
English /saQnd/. 
The pronunciation of these words with the velar nasal /rj/ 
has also been observed to be typical of the Caribbean, even for 'round' 
(which becomes /rA, / (Wells, 1982, p. 572), 'ground' /gnu/ (Cassidy & 
Le Page, 1967, p. 211)-(my transcription based on wells' suggestion, 
ibid)-, etc. Wells remarks that it is 'an unusual development' whose 
'origin is obscure' and 'does not... appear to be due to the substratum influence 
of an African language although it does occur in West African Pidgin English" 
(ibid), from which he mentions the example of /grob/ (ground) (ibid, p. 
634), which, as we have seen, however, does not occur in Krio. What 
seems obvious is that in the English form, the diphthong /ov/ in these 
words has a back articulation, nearer the position for the velar than 
for the alveolar nasal. This, however, does not explain why items like 
/gYon/, /ä und/, /saünd/ and /k3nt/ (count) have not been thus affected. 
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They may, of course, beraore recent derivations and therefore closer 
to the English model. Also, the cases of Krio /li)g/ from English 
/li: n/ (lean), and Krio /pa-qks/ from English /pa. nts/ (pants), with 
/i: / and /3,1/ being front vowels, seem to nullify the argument. We 
might note that Hancock's (1971, p. 76) examples of final /tj/ in Krio - 
'/Il)/ "hang", /tr3r)/ 'strong", /lire/ 'lean"-')i. e. without final /g/ 
are not typical of Krio. These words all take a final/g/ after /I/. 
We have noted that /p*j/, when it represents 'pawn', has 
the possible acrolectal alternative form /pin/. When. /pit/ represents 
'pound'ýit refers to money, i. e. either one or multiples of pounds 
sterling, or two leones or multipps of two leones (the 'leone' being 
the unit of currency in Sierra Leone and two leones being thought, by 
Sierra Leoneans at least, to be conceptually equal to one pound). 
/p3j/ also represents a now archaic form referring to pound(s) in weight. 
The form /pün/ or /paü/ has now replaced /pal/ (pound(s) in weight) 
and is also an acrolectal variant of /p`oýj / (pound(s) in money). This 
form can also take the Krio reflex of English plural -s in both-uses, 
realized as [p üs] (cf. RP and other accents ['paundz]), and interestingly, 
also with a singular denotation in some basilectal and non-native varieties, 
which may have an undiphthongized form - 
[pasj 
, as in: wä 
äus/ 
i 
pas ten 'One pound ten' (three leones). The form cannot take the -s 
plural. 
/d'i)/ (locative) 'down' has a more recent and acrolectal 
variant /daün/, which is usually found in certain compound words and 
A collocations into which /d3rj/ may or may not enter. Here are 
examples: (a) /d a 
n-ätýd/ (down-hearted) - /d 
j-at&d/ does not exist; 
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(b) /d ütaün/ (downtown) - /däot3/ is also possible; (c)/d ü to a'b/ 
(down to earth) - /dogto 
tllae / does not exist; (d) /daüi to natln/ 
(down to nothing) - /dal to natin/ is also possible (see Fyle & Jones, 
1980, p. 66 for more examples). /daün/ (sometimes /daü/) is also 
the Krio form of 'down' when used as a verb. The form /dD^j/ is never 
used as a verb. 
/t'tJ/ (town) also has a more recent and acrolectal variant 
/taün/, which, like /dann/ (locative) may be found in compound words, 
as we have seen from the example /daü tann/ (downtown), the variant of 
/8909/. It seems that when 'town' is part of the name of a town, the 
form /t: DI/ is more usual than the form /taunHHt ü/, which is highly 
acrolectal. Here are two examples: - 
(i) (a) /fVi"toI/ (Freetown) - mesolectal & basilectal; 
(b) /fYitaün II fyit ü/ - acrolectal; 
(ii) (a) /alýnt'j/ (Allen Town) - mesolectal & basilectal; 
(b) /alF-ntaünIta1 ntaü/ - acrolectal. 
To refer to 'town' in its locative use, i. e. parts of a town, /taünfltaü/ 
is not usually used, except perhaps in the case of /daunt n/, e. g. 
(a) /bfgtn 31/ 'big tows' ='city centre; whereas /b(g 
tun/ =a big town; 
(b) /isai tý/ 'inside town' = 'in the heart of . town', 
whereas /taün/ in this context is incorrect in Krio. 
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When 'town' is used as part of a compound noun in which it 
is the first (adjectival) element, it is invariably /taünll tai/, as 
i 
in (a) /tükläk/ (town clerk); /tann-al/ (town hall), Hancock(1971, p. 
51, note 2) gives the form 043 1'` for 'townhall" but it is now obsolete. 
(5) Ideophones do not occur in English, but abound in African 
languages. Krio is no exception. English-derived ideophones may even 
be found in Krio and one at least - /k 
j(k ')/ (sound of knocking), which 
is a possible metathesis of English 'knock (knock)' /'npk (npk/ - 
has final %/. 
Nasals 
B. English '-ing' 
Broadly speaking, English-derived words with an -ing suffix 
in source form may function as verbs in the "present continuous' 
form, nouns (abstract or concrete), or adjectives. Their grammatical 
behaviour is discussed more fully in * Section Three below . Here, 
their phonological behaviour is considered. Wells (1970, p. 245) notes 
the widespread nature in English accents of the pronunciation of -ing 
with /n/ as opposed to /i / in RP and similar accents. Discussing this 
''-ing variable', he observes (1982, p. 262) that 'this variability is 
neither exclusively British nor a recent innovation'. He in fact 
declares that the form with /1)/ 'is now associated with higher social 
and more formal speech' and the form with /-In/ or /an/, 'with 
lower social class and less formal speech'. Using 'running' to" 
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illustrate the point, he says that `the special spelling "runnin! " 
is sometimes used tD show the [n] form'. Strang (1970, p. 238) says that 
both the alveolar [n] and velar []forms are to be found in early Middle 
English and were once distinct, '-inde' ending the particle and 
'-ing(e)', %the verbal noun. The spelling with -ing eventually 
became 
standard for both, but the pronunciation with [n] seems to have been 
very common in educated speech and certainly quite fashionable in 18th 
century England (Wells, ibid) In fact, Wyld (1936 p. 289) (quoted in 
Wells, ibid) considers [-1q] an innovation, if not a spelling 
pronunciation which arose in the 1820s. In his study of sailors' pronun- 
ciation in the second half of the 17th century, Matthews (1935, p. 239) 
also makes the point that the pronunciation of final '-ing' as [in] or 
[an] was common among the 17th century seamen e. g. 'stinkin', 'standirr', 
'pa, rtin'. But then he also records that, in the logs he examined for his 
study, there were almost as many spellings in which 'ng' is substituted for 
'n' - the sailors, he is convinced, used phonetic spellings - as 
there were in which 'n' is substituted for 'ng' (p. 240). 
Krio most usually has /-in/ in such words, as in the following 
examples: (a) /f1SIn/ (fshing); (b) /anýaitin/ (handwriting); (c) 
/Evalastin/ (everlasting). Preconsonantally and sometimes prepausally, 
/-in/ is subject to the usual environmental constraints. Prevocalically,. 
the nasal preserves its alveolar identity. 
There are some exceptions to the general ('-ing'> /-in/) 
rule however: (1) The words /äd3oini/ (adjoining) and /k'*nf/ (cunning) 
have neither a final nasal nor a final nasalised vowel in any variety 
of Krio. The only apparent phonetic reason for these exceptions is, 
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perhaps, that, because /n/ precedes /i/tan unnecessary preponderance of 
nasality would have been felt to be present in the words. This is 
also perhaps responsible for the widespread form /da'1nTIIum/ (dining 
room), which, admittedly, has a nasalised vowel but not typically a 
fully realised nasal following it and before /ä/. But then1there are 
many words, similar to /äd, *ini/ and /konu/ in their source form, that 
have not undergone such a process. They may be more recent derivations. 
Examples are: (a) /monin/ (morning), (b) /t ' nln/ (training), (c) 
/minln/ (meaning). Note, however, that)in / 
(vln/ (evening) we see 
the elision of the first /n/; but then cf. Matthews (1935, p. 238), who 
notes how late 17th century English-speaking sailors omitted medial n 
before -ing, as in 'lightingil liting' and 'eving', for example. 
(2) In the word /fTaipän/ (frying pan), the '-ing' element is completely 
ý dropped, while in /flä1Sip 
s 
at least modified to the nasalisation 
of the diphthong [ai]. We can., howeverrfind at least another word 
with the diphthong /ai/ completely unaffected - /däii(n)män/ dying mars). 
The difference here may be as a result of the difference in tone pattern 
between the first syllable of /f)(aipän/ or /fläiSip/ (low tone) and that 
of /daii(n)maan/ (high tone). A 
In some words to which -s has been added to the '=ing', the 
[1] is typically 'restored', sometimes accompanied by the suggestion of 
a very weakly articulated [k3, as in this example: [Yäuding s] 
'roundings'((l) a kind of round, local bean cake; (2) a kind of woman's 
hairstyle) (cf. O. E. D., 1979, (. 831 'some part of a woman's head dress - 
now obsolete in English). Other examples are /täit 
4s/ (tight fitting 
clothes), /safiir3s/ (something very soft), /döegi s/ (over-long, untidy, 
slovenly woman's dress), /smgl% s/ (smelly thing or person), /fülins/ 
(woman's dress with full gathered sleeves). These words, most of which 
are Krio creations from English derivations, are only used in deliberately 
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humorous/familiar conversation. There is another such word which, 
however, does not have /Y - /fling 
ins/ (flimsy dress which tosses about 
with the wind when worn). This is probably another case of dissimilation. 
All these words have the tone pattern LH, which is usual for familiar and 
informal words (see '. ; hagter. Beven. : ). 
The few instances of straight derivations from English '-ings' 
are pronounced /-ins/ or /-Ts/ in Krio, e. g. /göitins/ or /gö(t's/ 
(greetings), /bEdins/ or /bEdis/ (%eddings5, and have the tone pattern 
HL. 
l 
Nasals 
C. The /-ns/ Sequence 
The sequence /-ns/ (i. e. in syllable final position) seems 
to be phonologically unacceptable in the South of England. The epenthesis c. { /t/ 
usually interrupts the sequence, so that 'mince' is pronounced /'mints/, 
'fence' /'ftnts/ (Wells, 1970, p. 242). Wells gives an explanation for 
this: 
in a word such as 'mince' ['mans), for 
example, three adjustments of the organs 
of speech are reVITed, .. to effect the 
transition from [n] to [s]: the tongue 
tip has to come away from the alveolar 
ridge, converting the complete occlusion 
into a fricative-type narrowing, the soft 
palate has to rise, converting the nasal 
into an oral articulation and the vocal 
co. r ds have to stop vibrating. Unless 
all three changes happen simultaneously, 
a transitional segment will result. For 
example, if the soft palate completes 
rising before the tongue tip comes away ; 
from 
the alveolar ridge, an epenthetic plosive 
will come about, thus ['mints] ý19ö2,1.95ý 
. 
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The Krio correspondence of /-ns/ in the words which in 
English are 'fence', 'beans', 'rinse' and 'ants', is /-ntf/. The 
Krio forms are /f5ntf /, /b1ntj/, /i'entf / and /anti/. This last word 
does have a /t/ that is not epenthetic in its English form and, 
strictly speaking, should not be considered as a word with the /-ns/ 
sequence. In the English accents in which the epenthesis of [t] occurs, 
however, all such words have the sequence L-ntsi. This therefore makes 
'ants' look/sound similar to the other words. 
Till very recently and only in highly acrolectal varieties, 
the sequence /-nts/ did not occur in Krio and English-derived words with 
/-nts/ in source form either {gad / nT/, as. int/ants/ (ants) or /-bks/, as in 
/panks/ (pants). For the change from alveolar /s/ to palato-alveolar /f/ 
fricative, we can find parallels in English accents thus: 'rinse' may 
be /AEnS/ or /. rnf/ in Yorkshire and /. izntJ'/ - closer still to Krio - 
in parts of Oxfordshire (S. E. D. V. 9.8. ). 
Not all cases of English /-ns/ have the /-ntf / correspondence in Krio, as 
the examples of /wäs/ (once) and /bos/ (buns) illustrate. But when the 
affricate /t$/ does not occur in this position, the vowel before the 
nasal becomes nasalised and the nasal consonant is lost before final I-s/. 
The Krio words under discussion have upper mesolectal-acrolectal 
variants which are also /Ies/, /f 
^, 
s/, /b? s/, but not /äs/, apparently 
to avoid homophony with the same form meaning 'hands'. 
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1) / and /d; / 
Theccurrence of 13 1 is restricted in English as it is in 
Krio. In English it is only found initially in loan words, e. g. 
'gigolo'. It occurs commonly in medial position in words like 'vision', 
but is again restricted to foreign, particularly French, words in final 
position, e. g. 'prestige', 'garage'. In this position)it is usually 
replaced by /d3/ in many popular accents (Wells, 1982, p. 180). 
Writing about accents in Belfast, Milroy (1981) SdyS Vat. 
f3/ 
may not occur finally but only medially for some people. 
In Krio, /3 / does not occur initially in an English-derived 
word. We have seen (Consonant Systems, p. 75) that it can occur medially, 
though in very few words - not in 'vision', e. g. -. Finally) 
like the 
accents referred to above, /d3/ is found where other accents of English 
have /3/s as in the words /b4d)/ (beige), /Vüd3/ (rouge), /p)istid3/ 
(prestige), /gal j/ (garage). 
r -Ce] 
As has been observed (Consonant Systems, P. 65 ) Krio is 
essentially non-rhotic, or perhaps semi-rhotic, since I)'! may occur pre- 
pausally in certain words after /E/, /e/ or /a/: - /t$ 11 - tjeY/ (tear); 
/b / (bury), /s '/ (wear), /k? i/ (carry), /a/V(r) and the Arabic-derived 
word /n/ (a kind of Bedouin). 
The effect of preconsonantal r on English-derived words can 
be found in the items /wöYok(ö)/ ('noun/verb - labourer hired to carry 
load on head; engage in such labour (Fyle ä Jones, 1980, p. 396)') 
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- cf. English: 'work, and /woätm/ (worm), cf. English 'worm'. The 
dialect pronunciation /w3K3 mz/ (S. E. D. 'IV. 9.1), recorded for parts 
of Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, Yorkshire and Derbyshire compares 
somewhat with the Krio forms, also cf. Corn. 'worom' (Hancock 1971, p. 142). 
In place of the schwa in the last two items, Krio repeats the vowel in the 
first syllable. This kind of identical vowel repetition is also seen in 
/woioko/, which is a good example of a word with a CVCV structure, 
demonstrating one of the African influences on Krio. (on w(o)roko in 
Sranan cf. Alleyne, ibid, p. 46). The forms /wöYök(ö) and /wD6 m/ are 
probably Krio modifications of superficially non-rhotic forms like 
/w3Wamz/ and it seems certain that no English-derived words have pre- 
consonantal r. Also see Johnson in Hancock & De Camp, 1974, pp. 
120-121. In Krio, the forms without r, i. e. /fog/, /wok/; and /win/ 
also exist. /wöýok(ö)/ has a different meaning from /wok/ or the 
acrolectal variant /wok/, which means 'work', whereas in most of its 
uses, /wpm/ is the acrolectal variant of /wýäým/. /fö, b/ is an essentially 
idiolectal variant of /fDO/, though tending to be more common among 
children (rather than adults), who may, alternatively, labialise the 
initial /4/ - 
[foQ1; One or two instances of preconsonantal /y/ are 
however found in words of non-English origin - e. g. /b( / (thank 
you)- Madingo, Susu, etc. < Arabic 
of /käýämýký/ý from Tetnne. 
/ka m, k, 
/ (teacher) - variant 
Wells (1970, p. 242) notes that "a tap or approximant, clearly 
/r/ from a synchronic point of view occurs as a reflex of post-tonic 
intervocalic /t/ throughout the North of England: 'get off' - 
/g£rlpf/, 
'got it' /'gprzt/'. This means that /t/ is excluded from this position 
in the accents in question. 'The historical origin of the T-to-R rule; 
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writes Wells, 'must lie in the Tapping of /t/ as [r], and then the 
phonological reinterpretations. 6f 
[r] 
as /r/' (1982, p. 370). 
In some idiolects or in jocular or lighthearted speech, 
particularly among young people, Krio observes a similar feature, e. g. 
/S p/ (shut up); /gd4. / (get off), ýcf. 
[P. 4 'vp), ['g i, f1 
(ibid - in the middle and far north of England); /gt. Yýut/ (get out). 
In each of these examples, the It! can be regarded as the realisation 
of the t of the first of the two words. In this case, the realisation 
of Y for many Krio speakers is not the typical retracted velar fricative 
but a post-alveolar tap/flap [f] . The word /g 
Yap/ (get up), which has 
been standard in Krio for a long time and is recognised as one words 
is a classic case of the fusion of the two English models (with the first 
elided, the intervocalic /t/ changing to /r/. which becomes the second 
element of an initial cluster and the /A/ of 'up' changing to /a/, (cf. 
/tinap/ 
- which seems to be the only other example of /A/ in 'up' 
becoming /a/ - usually, it corresponds to /h/, e. g. /sftöp/). 
Sometimes this intervocalic /t/ is only subject to assimilation 
of voicing rather than becoming /Y/, /t/.. - /d/, as in /gtd. f/, 
/gedäut/, /1aidawe/ (right away). 
The Krio'word /baýof/ (bag off - Fyle & Jones, 1980, p. 26; 
'bad off' - Hancock, 1971, p. 73 - meaning 'resist authority noisily'. 
Fyle and Jones' etymology seems preferable, because /bag2f/ has a 
similar meaning) shows /g/ changing to /Y/ and not surprisingly, as the 
typical Krio /'/ is articulated near the position for /g/. 
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Semi-vowels: /j, w/ 
In English, /j/ may or may not occur between certain consonants 
and /u/ in the various regional accents. In RP, for example, it is 
variable after /0, s, z, 1/ as in /s(j)u: t/, /rx'z(j)u: m/, /l(j)u: d/ 
(Wells, 1982, p. 207). In Krio, like some (particularly Scottish) 
British accents, /j/ is frequent in this position, although one or 
two exceptions like /sut/ (suit), a derivative-- /sutebül/ (suitable) 
and acrolectal /lünätik/ (lunatic) (other lectal form. - - /kresmän/) 
occur. K. E. D., p. 356 records süss d (/süsäid/) as a variant of syüsäyd 
/sjusa d/ (suicide), but this variation has not been confirmed by other 
native speakers. 
/j/ may also occur initially, as in: /jes/ (ear(s)) /jäi/ 
(eyes), /jeeVin/ (earring), /j. ii/ (hear), where. /j/ is epenthetic. 
This feature has also been found for the pronunciation of 'hear' in 
several English accents: (a) S. E. D., VI. 4.2 - Lancashire, /j3: l /, 
Yorkshire /jai / (hear), and some Southern accents; (b) S. E. D. VI. 4.1 
/jalz/, /jEJ / (some Northern), /j3:. A z/ (Lancashire) - 'ears'. 
Cassidy (1961, p. 46) records that the pronunciation of 'ears' as 'years' 
was once widespread in England, 'whence comes the pun on the length of 
"donkey's years". 
The case of Krio /Lä/ (year), however, is perhaps the isolated 
exception and complete reverse. Many English accents have initial /j/. 
But cf. S. E. D. VII. 3.18 /1151a / (this year), which was recorded for 
many dialects. The absence of /j/ in this isolated case compares with 
the practice in the Swansea Valley of South Wales in which semi-vowels 
cannot occur before the phonetically corresponding vowels /1: I/, /u: V/, 
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so that 'year' and 'yeast' are pronounced without initial /j/ and 
'woo' and 'woman' without initial /w/ (Wells, 1970, p. 242,1982, p. 390). 
We may also note that /uman/ (woman) also occurs in many Southern accents 
(S. E. D. VIII. 1.6). Krio has more instances of items demonstrating the 
latter rule, e. g. /uman/ (woman)(but /wümanayz/ (womanize) - obviously 
recent, acrolectal and only in this form), and the Krio forms of English 
'wh-' words - /u(dat/ 
(who (thatj), /us/ (which/whose), etc. In Krio,, 
however, there is no phono., tactic law precluding initial /j/ and /w/ 
from occurring before the phonetically corresponding vowels, as the 
examples /jild/ (yield) and /wül/ (wool) show. In fact, these semi- 
vowels can be used as homorganic reinforcers of the vowels /i/ and /o/ 
or /u/, respectively, for emphasis, in certain words, e. g. [jit] (eat 
voraciously, greedily); [ wöl] (very, very old); [wunä] (you (emphatic)). 
In Wells' analysis of long vowels and diphthongs, /j/ and /w/ 
occur only syllable-initially (including in syllable-initial clusters). 
In 7n7 analysis, the Krio diphthongs Zy, aw and ay are treated phono- 
logically as Aj/, /aw/ and /3y/, which means that /w/ and /j/ may occur 
finally in the syllable in Krio. 
/j/ may have a different status in Krio and in RP aid similar 
accents. In certain words which in RP and most other English accents 
have the initial cluster C+j (e. g. 'cure', 'pure'), the /j/ does 
not occur in corresponding Krio forms. This is partly because RP /jua/ 
sometimes corresponds to Krio /ijl)/. We thus get Krio /kij7/ and 
/p %3 / from RP /kju2/, /pjua/. (A parallel relationship exists between 
RP /Ia/ and Krio /jja/ in some words, as /d 
ijä/ ('dear' - expensive), 
cf. R. P. /di8 /; /b ifa/ (beer, bear, bare), cf. RP /bia/ or /bfr/). 
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The S. E. D. reports that [w] is heard after 
[b] 
and [ p] 
in Wiltshire and Dorset in words like 'poison' (IV. 11.4); 'boil' 
(/bwa*/, 6.11.6 - particularly Southern). This is a labio-velar glide 
in words with the vowel /ht/. The correspondencesin Krio are; English 
(RP and similar accents) /: )i/ or /ava/. Krio /we/ as in: /bw&l/ 
(boil), but not /bws/ for 'boy' (fie acrolectal variant /bzil/ also 
exists); /pwIl/ (spoil) (/spSil/ is a highly acrolectal variant 
but in slightly more common use in the phrase sp 
yl(t) 
chayld 
(spoilt child)); /puZm/ (poem), cf. RP /pavam/. 
/k, g/ + /I/ +V 
The initial sequences /K/ + /j/ and /g/ and /j/ occur in 
probably all accents of English. In RP and similar accents, /kj-/ 
only occurs before the high back vowels - /v/, /u: / and /up/; and 
/gj-/ only before /u: / (Gimson, 1975, p. 244). In some other, regional 
accents, however, the sequence can occur before the front and central 
vowels as well (though no case before the high front vowels /j: / 
or /1/ seems to have been noted). This is a feature which, in some 
Irish accents for example, especially in the speech of older, particularly 
Catholic males, has been noted to occur as a palatal onglide before 
a/, as in the examples [KjE: b _' Xj bl 'cab' and in other such 
words like 'can' and 'car' (Wells, 1982, pp. 442,446; also Hughes & 
Trudgill, 1979, p. 78). From the S. E. D. Iwe also have-evidence of the 
widespread nature of this feature in English accents. Here are examples: 
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(a) S. E. D. 1.5.8. 'girth' - [gja8](parts of Yorkshire); 
- [gjAO], 
rgj; Te, (noted in Herefordshire); 
(b) S. E. D. 1.7.8 'garden' - [gjb: dyn] (noted in Cheshire); 
(c) S. E. D. VI. 13.4 'gasping' - 
[gjEpEn] (Northern); 
- Cgj4: ps], 
[gj4: ks] (noted in Gloucester- 
shire); 
(d) S. E. D. VIII. 1.3. 'girls' - 
[gjal: 
z' (noted in Cheshire);, 
(e) S. E. D. 'cartshed' - 
fkJa: tSEd , 
[Yja: tavsJ (noted in parts 
of Cheshire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire and Gloucestershire); 
(f) S. E. D. V. 8.7. 'kettle' - 
Ckjf tf] (noted in Herefordshire); 
(g) S. E. D. IX. 3.8. 'catch' [kj*. tf] (noted in Yorkshire and 
Cheshire) 
(h) S. E. D. IX. 4.10. 'don't care' 
[Io'vft1cja] (noted in Gloucestershire). 
Dobson (1957, Vol. II, p. 952, 
§ 379) too records the fact that the 
palatalisation of /k/ and /g/ before front vowels was general particularly 
in 18th century Britain and was even regarded by some as 'essential to 
good speech'. 
In Krio, /Kj/ and /gj"/ occur before the back vowel /u/, as 
in /kjüb/ (cube/ and /agju/ (argue), as in RP; but they also occur 
before the front vowel /a/. In this respect, Krio is unlike RP and 
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more restricted than other, regional accents in its allowance of the 
combinations before front vowels. The status of /kj/ and /gj/ in Krio has 
been touched on (Systemic, p. 8 7 ). The following classification is intended 
to further illustrate their position. As a general comment, it must be 
said that this kind of palataliaationpas in the regional British accents 
is now vestigial in Krio and is no longer productive; that is, if it ever 
was productive, but this residue is not entirely insignificant, as we 
shall see. 
Alleyne (1980, pp. 58-59) is wrong in saying that Krio does not 
'as a rule... show the palataliSed variant of /k/ before front vowels. But 
Jamaican and Guyanese have a 'palatalised k which occurs before /a/'. 
1. Invariable /kj/ and /g,. /: - /kj/ 
(a) /kjan/ (Can, i. e. tin container); 
(b) /kjändül/ (candle). Only in compounds is the form /kandül/ used, 
as in /kändülstik/ (candlestick); /kändülwik/ (candlewick). 
These are, in factpacrolectal vocabulary . Mori commonly, kyändül 
is used for 'candlestick' and a reference to 'candlewick' is 
di kyandul 'i wik (the candle's wick); 
(c) /kJant/ (cant, i. e. lean or bend to one side); 
(d) /kj wud/ (camwood); 
(e) /kjap/ (cap); 
(f) /kjas/ (cask); 
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(g) /kj t/ - rarely used to refer to a pussycat. The more 
common word is us. Because of the 'stealthy' nature of 
a cat, the word kyät is used more to mean 'thief' as in 
the phrase tifin kyat (thieving cat) or it 
(f ilk kyat 
(he's a kleptomaniac. ) 
The form /kät/ is a recent derivation, perhaps less than 
twenty years old, almost exclusively used by young people - 
in their teens and twenties - to mean 'a young party-loving 
male' as in the expression kül 
kat (attractive, 'with-it', 
suave, party-loving youth), (cool cat). In the 1970s, in 
particular, it was also used by Fourah Bay College (University 
of Sierra Leone) students to refer to a male who smokes 
cannabis or takes drugs. 
A female counterpart was also described as a kates -a Krio 
creation which shows a random application of the English feminine 
suffix '-ess'. (See also Morphology, p. 22(* ). 
(h) /kjatbw£1/ ('cat boil' -a small but painful boil); 
(i) /kjatfi / ('catfish' = the fish 'Arius headeloti' (Fyle & Jones, 
1980, p. 211); 
(j) /skjamp/ (scamp); 
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(a) /gjal/ (girl, young woman). The form /gal/ does not occur 
except when affected by morphological circumstance. For 
example, /gal/ can be the first element of the compound 
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/gälfren/ (a not particularly acrolectal variant of 
/gjälfran/ (girlfriend), (which indeed is almost basilectal)). 
/gal/ can also be the second element of the compound /beb'Igäh/ 
(a (newly-born) baby girl) a common variant of /bebigjäl/ or 
/bebigjäli/ (which has the extra sarcastic meaning 'petted 
child/woman' and is also a female name. Finally, /gal/ can 
take /s/, which may function as follows: 
(1) as a plural morpheme in /gals to gals/ (girls to girls); 
(2) as a possessive (apostrophised) plural in /gals skul/ 
(girls' school; Methodist Girls' High School); 
(3) as a suffix that can be used to express derision, as in 
if 
you sf gals ij 
nks 
we 
i bin de spot 
At 
= 
'you should have seen her cheaply bought dress which she seemed 
to feel on top of the world/superior in'; or hypocorisrn, as 
in gais, adu o. - hello, my (girl) friend. 
(b) /gjäl p'Ikin/ ('girl child' - 
ip kin is from Spanish - (1) baby 
or young girl; (2) remarkable young woman; 
(c) /gjall/ ('galley' - kitchen). This is now an archaic word 
only used by older people in a humorous tone. The common word now 
is k%h'ln. 
(d) /gjp/ (gape, yawn, slap, etc. ). Fyle & Jones (ibid, p. 14Q) 
give 'gap' as an alternative source form to 'gape'. But the 
semantic overlaps between gyp and 'gape' are adequate enou to 
exclude the possibility of 'gap' being a source form.. Also, 
although /gfap/ seems a logical reflex of 'gap 'phonologically 
speaking, cf. [gj«: ps) and 
[gja: ks] (Gloucestershire realisations 
of 'gaping' - S. E. D. VI. 13.4). 
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2. Variable /kj/ and /gj/ 
(a) /kjambül/ (Campbell) - older basilectal 3 /kämbül/ - 
more recent, coamon; 
(b) /kjaambül-t, 39/ (Campbell Town)- older basilectalt/kämbül-toJ/ 
- more recent)acrolectal; 
(c) /kjan(t)/ (can't) - older basilectal : /kan(t)/ - more recentp 
common; 
W /kjäpln/ (sea captain) - older form, now obsolescent ; /kapten/ ., pkan' 
possibly because of the almost total relegation - sealsports 
to oblivion of the seafaring activities of the days etc. This 
of incipient Krio. Note the similarity to form has now 
'capen' (which also drops /t/ after /p/) replaced 
recorded in Matthews (1935, pp. 230). /kj 
pin/ 
almost 
completely in 
every variety 
of Krio. 
(e) /kj $/ (cash, (a lot of)money) ; /kä$/((1) (noun) small change, 
coins; (2) (verb) to cash a cheque). 
-/Rl / 
(a) /gjad/ from 'guard' - (verb) (protect, keep an eye on) - 
in common use: 
/gad/ (1) noun -a railway guard; (2) (verb) only in compounds 
or collocations, e. g. /gad agens/ (guard against), 
/gadfýf3Ina/ (guard of honour); 
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(b) /gjädjýum/ (guardroom) older, more common ; 
/gädYüm/ (guardroom) - more recent, acrolectai ; 
(c) /gfalfitn/ (girlfriend) : /gälfYEn/ý 
(d) /bebigjäl/ (baby girl) : /bebigäl/; 
(e) /gjälik/ (garlic) - older, more common : /gälik/ - more 
recent, acrolectal; 
(f) /gjambül/ (gamble) - (verb) play a gambling game; 
/gambül/ (verb/noun - take a risk in anticipation of gain, 
such a risk). 
These examples also show how variant forms from single English 
words can be grammatically and semantically significant (see Section Four). 
3. 
(a) 
Eng lish vowel correspondences for /a/ after /kj, gLL 
Eng lish /., a: /, v Krio /a/ 
Krio 
(1) /kja'mbül/ 
(2) /kJ an/ 
(3) /kjändül/ 
(4) /kjäp/ 
(5) /kjäpln/ 
English 
/k(j)Xmb(a lky)l/ (phonemes within brackets 
/k(j)ae. f ý4: n(t)/ occur in some accents). 
/k(j)a. nd(aIIv)i/ 
/k(J)ae.. / 
/k(j)ae-P(t)(Z)n/ 
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Krio English 
(6) /kjäs/ /k(j)x'1 Q: sk/ 
(7) /kj ä, ) / /k(j 
)2er / 
(8) /kjat/ /k(j)ä-t/ 
(9) /skjamp/ /sk(j)r-mp/ 
(10) /kjäwud' /k(j) t mwvd/ 
Ed 
(1) /gjad/ /g(j)a: d/ 
(2) /g l/ /g(j)m l/ (only. in very informal speech) 
(3) /gj l/ /g(j)mli/ 
(4) /gj lik/ /g(j)q: lik/ 
(5) /gjambui/ /g(j)ae. mb(ajtv)l/ 
(6) /gjap/ cf. Gloucestershire 
/gjc: ps/, /gja: ks/ (gaping). 
(S. E. D. IV. 13.4). 
(b) English /3,3:, e (z) ~ Krio /a/ 
These correspondences only occur in two items with /gj/, 
which, as we have seen, have stylistic or regional variants that 
are consistent with the Krio /a/tv English 4&, CU/ pattern: 
Krio English 
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ýi) 7gj / %i3)alI s: lý 
(2) /gj p/ /90)ei1)P/" 
4. English /E31 Krio /ja/ 
Normally, English /ja/ and /w/ correspond to Krio /i(j)a/, 
as in 'beer' - English /bia/ 
N IKrio %bi(j )ä/. 
'bear' - English /bEa/ 
This is particularly common in word final position. Two exceptions have 
been observed that may perhaps be regarded as Krio's attempts to reduce 
the number of homophonous words in its lexicon. Thus, Krio is able to 
distinguish between (i)'deer', (2) 'dear (expensive)', (3) 'dare' - 
English /dia/ (I & 2), /dem/ (3)N Krio /dfa/, on the one hand; and 
'darling' - English /dza/vKrio /djä/. Also, the form /iä/ can 
mean (1) /hea/ 'hair'; (2) /jLa/ 'year'; (3) Aa/ 'ear' only in 
English-derived compounds, e. g. /i'rinjjiäriý5g/ - acrolectal variant 
of /jeZn/ (earrings); (4) lea/ 'air' - only in English-derived 
compounds, e. g. / amel/ (airmail); (5) the first morpheme in /iärmn/ 
(hearing) only in the phrase 
äd If £ rbn 'hard of hearing'; (6) the 
first element of the reduplication / äiä/ (Hear! Hear! ). The regular 
Krio word for 'hear' is jIrf (discussed earlier). As a contrast to 
/iä/, /jä/, as an English-derived word, means 'here'. 
To return to the main issue, in keeping with the general 
tendency, English 'care' /ke/ (but cf. [dobtikja] 'don't care' - 
S. E. D. IX. 4. I0) corresponds to Krio /kýjä/. But all the Krio counter- 
parts of the derivatives of'care'with suffixes have /kja-/. They are /kjäf h/ 
(careful), /kj üli/ (carefully), /kjäfü]. nfs/ (carefulness), /kjälf-'s/ 
(careless), /kjältsnEs/ (carelessness). These are all acrolectal forms. 
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More commonlysforms longer than kyäful are expressed with separate 
morphemes, e. g. kyaful wan/fashin = kyafuli, 
When kyaful/kjaful/ means be careful', as in: yu 
%% kjaful wit 
äm o (you should be careful with it, you know), it is not acrolectal. The 
form bikýful /bikjaful/ also exists, and can be one word, e. g. 
yü f) vEx( blk"gful (You should be extra careful) - non-acrolectal; 
or two words, e. g. yu g(t) f-3 bi kyaful (you have to be careful) - 
acrolectal. 
No cases of words with /gfa-/ in English have been found in 
Krio. 
To conclude this discussion of /k, g/ + /j/ + V, we may note 
that this kind of'palatalisationis not productive in Krio; more recently 
acquired words with English /kae)la-/, / gae4I0.: /^J Krio /ka/ and /ga/, 
e. g. Krio /kamp/, cf. Eng. /k-2emp/; Krio /kä/ cf. Eng. /kct: /4 Krio 
/gas/, cf. Eng. /gW-s/; Krio /gadin/, cf. Eng. /'goad(s) n/. 
Metathesis of /k/ and /s/ 
The pronunciation /aks/ for 'ask' is quite widespread in 
popular English accents, (see S. E. D. IX. 2.4). Crystal (1980,. p. 225) 
gives it as an example of a performance error caused by a slip of the 
tongue. It may perhaps be easier to pronounce than /aplc/, but it is 
also an example of a historical pattern of metathesis. As Dobson puts 
it (Vol. II9 p. 1005,3 438): "The OE metathesis of sc to es accounts 
for ax "ask" '. 
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In Krio, the forms /äks/ (ask) and /ds/ (desk) also 
occur, but /liks/ for 'Lisk' (family name) is very doubtful, except 
perhaps in non-native pronunciation. Also, /riks/ (risk) cannot 
be regarded as the typical Krio form since it is definitely the non- 
native variant of /3Csk/ and native speakers only use it to mock non- 
/ki'ips/ (crisp) seems more a case of pronunciation native Krio speakers. 
error, especially in very young speakers, than a typical Krio pronun- 
ciation (cf. Hancock, 1971, p. 94). The point is that English final/-sk/ 
does not always correspond to Krio /-ks/. The final /k/ may be dropped, 
as in /kjas/ (cask), or the /-sk/ may be maintained, as in /öisk/ or /kYfsp/, 
or the variant, but not necessarily acrolectal, forms /ask/ and /dESk/. 
Indeed, in some circles, the form /a"ks/ is good-humouredly 'corrected' 
as! in the following exchange: 
AS 8ß8ü1 
(ask him) 
B: ifaals am Ii go day 
(if I axe him he will die). 
% Of course, Speaker A may retort: na Krio a de toki 'I'm speaking Krio 
(not English? '. But this defence is more of a suggestion that Speaker B 
is being finicky than an assertion of the wrongness of the form /ask/. 
It is), howeverytrue that /äks/ and /dens/ are older and basilectal forms and th4 
there are more English-derived words with/-ks/ - but non-metathetical - 
(e. g. /w 
ks/ *(l)'waxr (2) 'fail an examination'; /täks/ 'tax'; /mflk's/ 
'mix'. 
The PhonotacticSof RP and of English-derived words in Krio- 
a summary 
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As has been observed earlier, RP has greatly influenced the 
vast majority of recent English derivations in Krio. All CCC clusters, 
for example, may have been derived from RP. A comparison with the 
phonotactics of RP, where relevant, therefore, is attempted below. 
In general, there is a high degree of correspondence : 
between the phonotactics of RP and that of the English-derived words in 
Krio, so the differences will be given more prominence. 
RP has a potential syllable structure of C0_3 VC 0-41 whereas, 
as stated in the'Krio Phonology'C hatIe r(p"'G ), that of Krio is CO-3 
VC0-3. There is a growing number of words with triconsonantal initial 
clusters in Krio, but triconsonantal final clusters are harder to find. 
As stated above, perhaps every word with triconsonantal clusters - 
initial or final - and, decidedly, the majority of words with bi- 
consonantal clusters - initial or final - are English-derived. 
The following is a comparative account of the relevant phono- 
tactics of RP (mainly from Gimson, 1980, pp. 237-253) and those of English- 
derived words in Krio, presented in a concise but comprehensive way. 
1. v 
RP Krio 
/i: / (the letter 'E'; /i/ (the letter 'E') 
weak form for 'he') /r/ (his/her/its) - weak form of /In/, cf. 
English 'him' 
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RP Krio 
/Q: / (are) /a/ (1. exclamation, 2. usual for 'I') 
/3/ (or) 
/ei/ (the letter A) /e/ (1. exclamation, 2. the letter 'A') 
/ai/ (1. exclamation, 2. the letter 'I', 3. 
acrolectal for 'r') 
/au/ /o/ (1. exclamation, 2. the letter '0' 
3. '6w2' ). 
/u: / (weak form of 'who) /u/ (usual form for 'who') 
(weak form of 'how) /au/ usual form for 'how') 
-E weak forms for 'and'- usual 
5 form /En/) a 
2. Initial V- 
In RP, all vowels occur initially, except /v/ and /va/. 
In English-derived words in Krio, all but the nasal vowels /17/, /i/, 
/ö/ occur initially. 
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3. 
RP 
Initial CV- 
Krio 
does not occur initially. /ý/ does not occur initially in 
English-derived words. 
2. /3/ has restricted occurrence /3/ does not occur initially in 
word-initially and is only Krio. 
found in foreign words. 
3. /z/ does not occur with an /z/ does not occur with /2/ and is 
/2/- type vowel and is also restricted in occurrence in 
relatively restricted in Krio. 
this position. 
4. /h/ occurs normally and only /h/ is also only syllable-initial but 
syllable-initially. has very restricted occurrence in Krio. 
It is either acrolectal in a few words or, 
when used more commonly, has only phonetic 
(emphatic) significance. 
5. /8/ occurs normally. is in very restricted use and is 
found in this position only acrolectally 
in very few words. From my observation, 
only: 
/b/ + /a/ in /9aok(s)/ (thanks) 
/A/ + /A/ in /Oalmä/ (Thelma) 
/0/ + /, / in (thugs) 
/@/ + /i/ in /Btk/ (thick) -highly idio- 
lectal. 
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RP Krio 
6. /r/ is not phonemic in RP /r/ is phonemic and only occurs 
initially, before /a/, as in /3iams/ 
/yams) -a variant of /jams/ -, and 
/faYi31 a/ (farina). 
4. Initial CCV- 
RP Krio 
p+1, r, jp+1, r, j, w (+E ) 
t+r, J, wt+r, j, w 
k+1, r, j, w k+1, r, j (+a, + u), w 
b+1, r, j b+1, r, j, w (+E) 
d+r, J, w d+r, j, w 
g+1, r, j, wg+1, r, j (+a, + u), w 
m+jm+j 
n+jn+j (+a, + u) alternative to 
1+j1+j (+ u) only in /ljük/ (Luke) 
f+1, r, jf+1, r, j, (w - idiolectal in /fw, 
A/ 
'fourth') 
v+jv+j (rare, only in /vju/ (view) 
RP Krio 
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e+r, w 
s +-1, j, w, p, t, k, m, n, f 
S 
+r 
s+1, j, w, (p, t, k, ) m, n 
f+r 
h+j 
(a) In RP /Cj/ occurs only before u-type vowels. This is also 
largely true for English-derived words in Krio, except for the sequences 
/kj-/, '/gj-/ and /nj-/which can also occur before /a/. 
(b) The sequences /pw-/, /bw-/ and /fw-/ are not possible in RP, 
but /pw-/ and /bw-/ (+ /F-/) and /fw-/ (in /fwoe/, an idio- 
lectal variant of /fD&/, /fro8/) occur in Krio. 
(c) /Q/ can combine word initially with /r, j, w/ in RP, but 
doesitot enter into consonant clusters in Krio. 
(d) The occurrence of /s/ before plosives in word initial position 
in English-derived words in Krio is discussed below. 
(e) /h/ can occur as the first element of an initial cluster with 
/j/ in RP, but it does not enter into consonantal clusters in Krio. 
5. Initial CCCV- 
RP 
s+p+1, r, j 
+t. +r, j 
Krio 
s+p+1, r 
+t+r, j (+a, +u) 
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RP Krio 
s+m+j - 
+f +r - 
(a) Initial triconsonantal (CCC) clusters are quite common in and 
can no longer be regarded as 'foreign' to modern Krio. (cf. Alleyne, 
1980, p. 45, who says that in Jamaican and Krio there is a rule which 
deletes the initial consonant of a cluster of 
Es + stop] and yields forms 
such as kin 'skin', ton 'stone', pun 'spoon'). The first C (Cl) is always 
[s](which shows that initial [s1, which used to be dropped in older items, 
e. g. tön 'stone', pun 'spoon') has been restored. The second C (C2) 
is always a fortis plosive ( [p, t, k3); the third C (C3) is either a 
liquid ( [1, r] ) or an approximant ( Cj, w] ). Here are examples: 
n (1) /sp en/ (sprain), (2) /sp iit/ (split), (3) /stäen/ (strain), (4) 
/si3u/ (stew), (5) /sklu/ (screw), (6) /skwäjä/ (square), '7) skjamp/ 
, 
(scamp). 
Items with initial triconsonantal clusters are admittedly 
more recent, but they already by far outnumber older forms without 
initial [s]. This means that Krio has many such English-derived words 
that have no variants that have, lost initial [s]. A few examples are: 
(1) /spYen/ (sprain), (2) /splaj / (splash), (3) /styok/ (stroke), 
(4) /stju/ (stew), (5) /skYu/ (screw/, (6) /skwäjä/ (square), (7) 
/sjkänp/ (scamp). 
All older forms without initial [s] appear to have variants with 
initial [s], e. g. (1) /tIf"jga/, /t rig/^/ /st 
6og/ 
(strong); 
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(2) /pli / N/split/ (split); (3) /kIatJ/ /sWatf / (scratch). 
None of these variants seems to be a mere alternative form of the same 
word. Differences in usage may not simply be lectal either; in many 
casesythey are semantic and/or collocational as well. 
This triconsonantal structure has apparently become so familiar and 
nativis¬d that items like /skwä$/ (squash), /stýen/ (train (of thought) 
/spit/ (pleat) might have resulted as much from folk-etymology as from 
hypercorrection. 
We may also note the case of /skj'mp/ (scamp) in which, far from 
discouraging a triconsonantal cluster, a third consonant - EJ] has been 
added. This word may never have lost its initial [s]. 
There is also the word /skw^Eks/, meaning 'paramour', and 
used in familiar speech, but the etymology of which is probably not 
English, in spite of its English-sounding word structure and the fact 
that it is reminiscent of Krio /skwii/ (squeeze), which can also mean 
'paramour'. It may even be a Krio creation. 
(b) In RP, /CCj/ occurs only before /u: / or /va/, but, in English- 
derived words in Krio, it cad occur before /a/ as well as /u/ in the 
sequence /stj-/ as in /stfaz/ (stairs), and only before /a/ in the 
sequence /sjk-/ as in /skj 
map/ 
(scamp). 
(c) Fyle and Jones (1980, p. 350) record the item 's utom 
HL(E. ) sputum.... ', which would make /spj-/ possible in Krio. 
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(d) The sequences /sfr-/ as in'sphragid'(O'Connor, 1973, p. 230) 
and /smj-/, in the single case of'smewP(Gimson, 1980, p. 241), have no 
correspondences in Krio. But, even in RP, they occur in very few words. 
The O. E. D., 1979, only lists (for the sequence /sfr-/". sphragid(e), 
fsphraKistes; IsphragisticOand'sphragitid: For that matter, the sequence 
/skl-/ is also in very restricted use in RP. 
6. Final-V 
In RP, all vowels, with the exception of IF-, Y-, A V/ can 
occur finally. In English-derived words in Krio, all vowels, oral 
as well as nasal, can occur finally. Here are examples: 
Oral vowel Nasal vowel 
/ti/ (tea) /ti/ weak form of /tiq/ (thing) 
M/ (day) /gc/, cf. 'grain' (only) 
/swV/ (swear) /d'/ (them) 
/pä/ (Pa) /pa/ (upon) 
/rA3/ (raw) /d3/ (done) - weak form of /dDn/ 
/do/ (door) /do/ (don't) 
/Ju/ (you) /st'/ (soon) 
/bai/ (by, buy) /mai/ (mind) 
/nau/ (now) /baü/ (bound) 
/b'i/ (boy) /d3'ý)i/ (join) - weak form of /d3in/ 
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7, Final - VC 
(a) In Gimson's phonemic analysis of RP (1980) which may be 
taken as standard, /r, h, J. w/ do not occur finally. In English- 
derived words in Krio /r/ occurs finally in a few items (see p. 116) 
but the rest do not. 
(b) In RP, 15/ does occur finally, though in restricted circum- 
stances, but in Krio every case of an English final 1-3/ corresponds to 
Krio final /-dj/. 
(c) In RP, /iJ/ occurs only after /I, öe,, A , V/; in English -derived 
words in Krio, it occurs after all vowels, except /a, o, u/ and the 
diphthongs /ai, au, Di/. 
Final consonant clusters 
In RP, final clusters are far more complex than initial ones. 
This is largely because of the inflectional changes English words undergo 
to express the following grammatical states: 
il) pluralty/possession, third person singular concord, e. g. 
/-fs/, as in 'laughs'; /-dz/ as in 'words'; /-ksts/ as in 'texts'; 
(2) the past tense, e. g. /-vd/, as in 'loved'; /-tft/, as in 
'hatched'; /- kst/, as in 'jinxed'; 
(3) ordinal numbers, e. g. /-fs/, as in 'fifth'; /-ks0/, as in 
'sixth'. As O'Connor says, (ibid, p. 230), if English did not have 
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these inflectional endings its syllable structure would comprise no 
more than three-consonant clusters initially as well as finally. At 
present, Krio has a few English-derived items in their plural (with -s) 
form. Alsolincreasingly one or two English-derived but simple to 
pronounce, ordinal numbers, e. g. /fps/ (first), /tad/ (third), /f2l/ 
(fourth), /fie/ (fifth), are heard. . 
However, as the examples of /fDs/ 
n 
and /fiB/ show, Krio tends to simplify final clusters, and since there 
is little inflectional morphology, it tolerates only up to three final 
consonants in one syllable. In the remaining tabular analysislit will 
be seen that the main differences between RP and Kxio final cluster 
patterns are as a result of the inflections in question. Further 
examples showing how Krio modifies these 'unfamiliar' clusters are: 
(a) RP /-d8/ Krio /-t/ as in 'width' As Berry notes (1961, 
p. 12) 'anglicizing 
(b) RP /-tS/ Krio /-t/ or /S/ as in 'eighth' pronunciation gives 
/wits/ and ets/. 
(c) RP /-kst/ Krio /-ks/ as in 'next'. 
Another kind of modification involves the substitution of a more 
familiar consonant for a less familiar one, as in RP /-tie/ 'v Krio 
/-tjk/ in 'strength'; RP /-136/"v Krio /-jt/ in 'length'; RP /-ns// 
Krio /-nt/ in 'month'. Examples like 'length' and 'strength' also 
show how the relative complexity of morphological forms in RP affects the 
ability of some English-derived words to 'settle comfortably' in Krio. 
In expressing abstractness, English can simply modify the form of a 
word, e. g. 'long' - adj. > 'length' - abstract noun, 
'strong' - adj. > 'strength' - abstract noun. 
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In Krio, however, abstractness is typically expressed by a syntactic 
" 
wan/ (its strength). phrase, e. g. /i lop p wan/ (its length); /i t9f 
The cluster modifications we have discussed occur when the typical means 
of expression is abandoned. 
8. Final -VCC 
RP Krio 
p+t, Q ,s p+s 
t -I-$, st+s 
k+t, s k+t, s 
b+d, zb+s 
2 +, to - 
g+d, a 
tf+ t- 
d3 +d- 
m+p, d, f, 8, z m+p, s 
n+t, d, tS, d3,8 , s, zn+t, d, tit d3, s 
+ k, i, z, 8 Ii + k, 
.a19t 
1+p, t, k, b, d, ti , d3 , m, 1+p, t, k, b, d, tf, d3, f. v, 
D, s, 
J 
n, f, v, 8, s, E3 
s 
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RP Krio 
f+t, e, sf+t 
v+d, zv+s 
+a, Z- 
s+p, to ks+p, t, k 
z+d- 
+t 
+d 
(a) The RP rule that voiced sounds take the voiced variety of 
grammatical -s, (as in /bFdz/, /dogz/) does not apply to Krio. Final 
-s after a voiced or voiceless sound is pronounced /s/; hence /b + s/, 
/m + s/, /1+ s/, /v + s/. 
(b) In RP, /g/ does not occupy final position in a final CC 
cluster, but in English-derived words in Krio it does, after /9/. 
(c) In RP, /Q/ occurs after /p, t, d, m, n, V) f/, but in 
English-derived words in Krio, it only occurs after /1/ in very few words, 
A 
e. g. /F-18/ (health). 
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9. Final -VCCC 
In RP, there are 49 possible final CCC combinations. (0' 
Connor, ibid; Gimson, ibid, p. 250). Plosives, nasals, fricatives and 
the liquid /1/ can be the first element; all of these, except /1/ 
and the affricate /d3/ can be the second element; and Is, t, z, d, 8 / 
can be the third element of the combination. 
This pattern is rare in Krio and only English-derived words 
exemplify it. It is either: 
(a) n+t+s, as in /pants/ (pants) 
or: 
(b) +k+s, as in (1) /d3 
ijks/ 
cf. Eng. 'junk' - (individual 
groups of hair in woman's arrangement of hair (K. E. -D,, 
p. 156); 
(2) /d3'jks/, cf. Eng. 'junk' (junk); 
(3) /pa'gks/, alternative pronunciation for 'pants' 
(4) /wolks/, cf. Eng. 'work' - archaic meaning of 'flog' - 
A" 
Fyle & Jones, (p. 396) suggest that the /n/ and /s/ 
add an ideophonic quality to the word 
(hit hard and heavily as with stick). 
10. Final -VCCC 
This pattern occurs in RP'only rarely as a result of suffixation 
to CCC of a /t/ or /s/ morpheme, e. g. /-mpts/''romgts..., /-mpst/ 
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11Alimpsed: ý... /-lfOs/"twelfths; /-ksts/'texts; /-ks&s/, "sixths, 
/-nds/'thousandths"' (Gimson, ibid, p. 253). Such items simply do not 
exist in Krio precisely because the language's grammatical/morphological 
characteristics are in this respect different from those of English. 
Most words of four or more syllables (excluding reduplications) 
% 
are English-derived, e. g. D p2tyuniti (opportunity); rýsp'nsibI'1et't 
(responsibility). 
5.3 hetism 
Some English-derived words have been subject to aphetism - the 
disappearance of the first syllable of a word- as in the examples: /bat/ (a*' 
/bus/ (abuse), /n'2f/ 'enough' (plenty of), /pän/ (upon), /pöt/ (report). 
Aphetism is a feature shared by other creoles (see, e. g. Cassidy, 1961, 
p. 37). It is probably one of the 'simplification' devices used during the 
pidginisation process. All the examples given here except 
än have 
decreolised variants which are either acrolectal or have semantic special- 
isation. 
5.4 West African Languages and Krio Phonotactics 
As might be expected, similarities exist between the phono- 
tactis of West African languages and those of Krio. Generally speaking, 
it is true to say that as decreoligation continues and Krio levels more 
and more in the direction of English, the language is losing some of the 
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features it has in the past shared with other West African languages. 
This is a general tendency in creole languages. Although this study 
is essentially synchronic, matters of diachronic significance cannot 
be overloooked if relevant to any discussion. It is in this light that 
the possible contribution of West African languages is here considered. 
Most African languages are characterised by a (C)V syllable 
structure. This is not exactly a striking feature of Krio, although 
we can point to forms like /ääätä/ (rat), /käbüdü/ (caboodle)- JP 
/ka'bu: dl/, (gullet) - RP /'gnlat/. These are words which 
have been in the language for a long time but still have no alternative 
forms, unlike /wäsä/ (worse), /dedebýdi/ (dead body), which have the more 
recent alternatives /w's/ and /däimän/ with its final nasal consonant 
fully realized. It is reported that early 19th century Krio had forms 
like /g'dü/ (God), /disl/ (this) that are now obsolete or only possible 
in non-native speech (Hancock, 1970, cited in Alleyne, ibid, p. 65). 
On the whole, however, very few modern Krio words have been modified into 
a (C)v: syllable structure. 
Related to this type of syllable structure is the tendency 
towards vowel harmony. This is a general African feature. In Krio, 
items with a CVCV structure usually reflect identical vowel repetition - 
ka/ (walk), /ýata/ (rat), e. g. /wa at /gslag gi1a / (gullet), /wwnkEwEnke/ (wenkle) 
rather than strict vowel harmony (see Ladefoged, 1964, pp. 37ff, for 
example, for a discussion of vowel harmony in West African Languages} 
See also Alleyne7'; ibid, p. 41 - /bElf/ (belly), /'k1: )/ (okra), /pgt¬, tE/ 
(potatc(es)) and p. 67, where he argues that'forms like these in Krio' 
may be remnants of an earlier, more widespread vowel harmony system. 
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" -. He cites the examples /btlt/ 'belly'' /petite/ (potato) and /ptpE/ 
(pepper) and -'explains' the process thus: "starting with the accented 
vowel (the penultimate) the harmony rules determine the other vowels 
of these words with the result that the vowel qualities are different 
from what would be expected from the regular correspondences between 
English and Krio. There are a few exceptions like /jf ä(/ (hear) - 
both front, though not identical vowels (but not /fYedl/ which, according 
to Alleyne (ibid, p. 65), supposedly means 'afraid'. This word does not 
exist in Krio). 
b 
The tendency to simplify initial and final consonant clusters 
by elision is another possible consequence of a preference for a (C)v 
structure. This is a feature common to pidgin and creole languages and 
can be considered a, one of 'the phonotactic similarities 
between Krio and other creoles. But we may note that Krio does not use 
vowel epenthesis to simplify such clusters, as other African languages tend 
to do with English loan words. Also, the tendency to elide earlier 
rather than laterconsonants in final clusters, 'something virtually unknown 
among speakers of English as a first language' (Wells, 1982, p. 641) has 
been noted as a feature of African English (Tiffen, 1974 - cited in Wells 
u1 
1 
ýj 
h. 
(ibid)). This means that, in the word 'next' , e. g., /kst/ becomes /st/, losing /k/, 
rather than /t/, as would happen in British English, for example. In this 
respect, Krio seems to have been influenced by British accents, e. g. 
/nics/ (next), /tuts/ (text). 
What might be called a slight modification of the CV structure, 
the existence of the initial consonantal sequence /kj/p /gj/+ /a/, has 
been noted for Twi (& Kwa language and an African source of Krio). As 
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Cassidy and Le Page suggest, in their reference to Jamaican Creole 
(1967, p. lviii), the retention of these forms must be because of 
reinforcement from this African influence. 
Native speakers of West African languages are also known for 
their tendency, when speaking English, to nasalise a vowel in the 
environment of a following nasal consonant, especially in word final 
position. This feature is not unknown in some British accents, as 
will be seen later (Phonetic features). But it is far more typical 
of African accents of English. This is again because of the usual CVCV 
structure, which means that, in the majority of African languages, a word 
does not end with a syllable closed by a consonant. Nasalising the 
vowel, therefore, compensates for the final nasal, which disappears, 
and ensures the maintenance pf a final open syllable. In this, Krio 
seems to have been considerably influenced by its West African neighbours, 
even though the purpose in Krio is not essentially to preserve an open- 
ended syllable structure. Note the following examples: (1) /ti/ 
A 
(thing), (2)/b3`s/ (buns). Also, this kind of nasalization is even 
more common when the nasal consonant occurs before another consonant 
within the word or utterance than in utterance final position. 
Examples are: (1) /ab3g/ (humbug), /akätel jü/ (I can't tell you). 
/1/N /r/ alternation 
There is also incidential variation affecting principally /1/ and 
In, which may be attributed to West African sources. 
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In a good number of African languages, there is no phonemic 
contrast between /1/ and In. The difference may be dialectal, e. g. 
in dialects of Madingo (a widespread West African language), the word 
for 'mountain' may be kulu or kuru (Westermann and Ward, op. cit., p. 73). 
In some languages only one of the two sounds - usually /l/ - occurs 
(an example from Sierra Leone is Mende). In many others, /r/ and /1/ 
are in free variation; but some, e. g. Ewe, have /1/ and some form of 
/r/ in complementary distribution (Ladefoged, op. cit., p. 29). 
/1/ /r/ alternation is also a feature of some English- 
based creole languages, which must have acquired it from African sources, 
since it is not a feature of English ör British dialects (Cassidy & 
Le Page, op. cit. p. lxi). Alleyne (op. cit. p. 45) postulates an 
English [-l-], -Afro-American [-r-] rule in the earliest form of the 
dialects, and although he later contradicts himself'by saying that [1] 
was preferred in all the dialects (p. 61), he does make the point 
that no phonemic distinction existed between [1) and [r] in them. He 
also notes that Saramaccan and Ndjuka do not have [r] word initially but 
that in Sranan,, both (1] and [r] occur, although, in Johnson (1974, 
p. 120) we are told that Sranan seems to have had a diachronic 1 -> r rule. 
One pertinent observation, as far as Krio is concerned, that Alleyne 
makes, is the point that many Afro-American dialects have 'only relics of 
the primitive [l]N [r] variation'. In Jamaican Creole, the few residual 
items show that [1] is preferred to [r]. Cullah also shows that Ill 
is preferred intervocalically (ibid, p. 62). 
As a general rule, modern Krio has both /1/ and /r/ occurring 
as distinct phonemes and not as allophones. However, there is evidence of 
residual /1/ > /r/ as well as /r/ > /l/patterns as follows: 
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/1/ > /r/ 
One of the examples of English /1/ becoming Krio /r/ that 
Hancock gives (1971, p. 72) is "/penariti/ (penality). This form is now 
obsolete, having been replaced by /penaltl/. As usual, there are cases 
of an older form with /r/ and a more recent, not necessarily acrolectal, 
form - with or without semantic differences - with /1/'. From 
g. we have Krio /btrefül/ - older form and somewhat English 'bellyful'. e. 
restricted to older speakers (nott evidence of identical vowel repetition 
in /bErE-/) - and /bElfül/ - more recent and more current, but with no 
semantic differences. English 'fling' also gives Krio /fr 
ng/ 
- older 
form, now largely idiolectal - and /f qg/- more recent and more common. 
In acrolectal varieties, however, If lj g/ can also be used in a sense in which 
/f iqg/ cannot - as a noun meaning 'a short time of satisfying one's 
own desires, often with no sense of responsibility ' (see Procter op. 
cit. p. 421 - meaning 3 of 'fling') as in the example: din ný de sir 
t, s wan, 
dEn ifs de RF't ä f1ýR aims- 'they are not having a serious love relation- 
ship, just a fling-'. A clearer case of semantic specialisation is seen 
in /britS / and AH 
IS/ from English 'bleach'. Apart from the basic 
meaning in English 'to (cause to) become whiter' (Procter, op. cit., p. 99) 
n which they share, note the following differences: /britf /- -'verb... 
launder clothes white by treating with limes or pawpaw leaves and exposing 
tosunli ht' ' g (Fyle b Jones, op. cit., p. 52) and /blitf /- ' ý1. noun bleach 
(commercially prepared); '2. v. smoke a cigarette, esp. of woman' 
(ibid, p. 40). We can add to meaning 1 -'verb, (of woman) tint hair, 
apply skin lightening, face or body cream. Also, from English 'lapel' 
comes Krio /läpil/ and the bahuvrihi word /rap l/, which, apart from its 
basic reference to a coat's lapel, is also used to refer to a Safari type 
suit. The word is unique in this category for two reasons: (1) it 
6 
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is more recent than /läpsl/; (2) its use seems more widespread among 
non-native Krio (particularly Temne - which language probably inspired 
it) speakers. Finally, in the item /f'Orin/, from English 'fall in', we 
have an instance of an invariable form. 
/r/-> 1 
Krio /läpä/ is, according to Hancock (ibid, p. 76) from English 
'wrapper' - the meaning which says: 'formerly, a loose outer garment 
for a woman' (Chambers, 1981, p. 1574); but, according to Fyle and Jones 
(bp. cit.; p. 214) it is from English "tapper" - small loose flap or fold 
of garment' . We can conclude that it is a case of conflation. However, 
/räpä/ - not to be confused with /räpa/ (anything that wraps)- may also be 
heard. This form is admittedly less popular and essentially idiolectal and 
is normally used only in the sense of meaning 1. of /läpä/ in Fyle and 
Jones (ibid): "a wrap, loose cloth worn round waist like a skirt', and 
not of meaning 2: "a standard length of cotton or Cara cloth'". /rapä/ 
is not recorded in Fyle and Jones. From English 'sprain' comes the Krio 
word /spren/, but the variant form /splen/ (also not recorded in Fyle 
& Jones), idiolectal and less widespread, may also be heard. The case 
of /älmätn/ - older and now largely basilectal or non-native variant 
of /ämätän/ (harmattan) - seems to have arisen from a rhotic pronun- 
ciation of'harmattan'in which the preconsonantal r is realised. The clearest 
instances of the /r/ > /1/ pattern are found in the items /d33gAn/ (dungarees) 
and /träuzlin/ (trousering), which have no variants. Hancock suggests 
that the /r/ > /1/ variation may be due to the influence of Mende 
(ibid, p. 77), but, in the light of the foregoing discussion, that 
suggestion sounds too restrictive. 
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Cd] "%-- [1] 'y [r] 
Alleyne (op. cit., p. 62) also informs us of a [d)i [11, %. 
[rý 
variation in Ndjuka and Saramaccan, a few relics of which Sranan and 
Jamaican retain. One of the relics in Jamaican is kasara 'cassava' 
(cf. Trinidadian and Guyanese kasada); another is tara 'other' 
('t'other -+ tada-* tara)-. Alleyne adds that tara is becoming 
archaic while kasara is now obsolete in Jamaican, but Cassidy and 
Le Page (op. cit. pp. 93,94) give the forms 'casara', 'casava' and 
'cassada', though labelling 'casara' as a dialect form. The example 
of disail 'decide' is added by Alleyne to justify the [d]'L, [111- 
[r] 
pattern. Krio, however, does not seem to have a [d]1, [11 pattern, 
though it does have a [d] V [r] one. The fact of English [v] in 'cassava' 
becoming [d) is curious enough and is apparently a unique correspondence, 
at least from the point of view of Krio. The form /käsädä/, however, 
seems widespread in creole languages. /kasada/ in Krio is the more common 
form, but /käsärä/ may be heard, particularly among Fröbe Krios and 
some older folk. /tär and its compounds: /tarapýt/ (kind of pot), 
/tärätin/ (something quite different) and /täräwwä/ (words completely 
different from those expected), albeit more usually heard in village 
varieties, are also current. Other examples from Krio are /mEr'sln/ 
(medicine) and /grap/ (get up) - sometimes heard as /g(d? p/. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
PHONETIC FEATURES 
6.1 In this chapter, similarities in phonetic realisation, found 
in the Krio and British systems that are their possible sources and the 
relevant West African systems, are discussed. Details of the realisations 
of Krio phonemes are given in Chapter Three. Only phonemes deemed relevant 
are discussed. A phoneme by phoneme treatment. is not attempted. In 
any case, there are considerable difficulties in comparing the realisations 
of phonemes belonging to different systems; hence, only certain selected 
aspects of interest in this context will be treated. 
6.2 The Vowels 
As we have noted (Chapter Four), there is no tense/lax distinction 
in Krio. All Krio vowels are more on the tense than on the lax side. 
They are neither as tense as the tense vowels of English, nor as lax as 
the lax ones. 
Since Krio has only one-'. vowel phoneme in the high front area, 
while British accents have two(different systems)trealisations of the 
high front vowels are not discussed. 
e and o 
Krio /e/ and /o/ correspond to the diphthongs /et/ and lau!, 
respectively in RP and many British accents. In some British accents, 
however, as in Krio, they are monophthongal. In many parts of Wales 
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and Northumberland, for example, the realisation of /e/ is that of 
a long vowel of cardinal [e] quality (O'Connor, op. cit., p. 165); also 
in Wigan, North Lancashire (Wells, 1970, p. 250), Tyneside (Wells, 1982, 
p. 375); indeed, in much of the North of England, where it is [e . -I or 
somewhat opener (Wells, 1970, p. 246), in Scotland (1982, p. 400), and 
in Dublin, Ireland (ibid, p. 424). 
In some Scottish, Northern, Irish, Welsh, Lancashire and 
Yorkshire speech, /o/ is realised as a monophthong (Wells, 1970, p. 250). 
The Scottish and Welsh accents often achieve a vowel of cardinal 
[o] quality, while, in much of the North of Englandaa rather more open 
variety is realised (ibid, p. 246). 
Cockney speech alsoýhas the vowel [o: ] , but this is the 
realisation of the vowel in words like 'board', 'force', which, in RP 
and most other'British accents, is /. a: / (1982, p. 304). Hughes and 
Trudgill say this kind of realisation occurs when /,: / is non-final 
in the word. A distinction between pairs like 'paws' [pýaz] and 'pause' 
[po: z]; 'bored' [b, ad] and 'board' [bo: d] is therefore made on the basis 
of inflection. Where, for example, plural, third person singular or 
possessive s is added to a word-final is the realisation 
(Hughes & Trudgill, ibid, p. 40). More directly relevant for Krio may be 
the fact that, in a non-rhotic accent there may be the possibility of 
homophony between /,: / and /o: / in parts of Wales, e. g. 'court' and 'coat'> 
[ko: t] (Wells, 1982, p. 161); 'pork' and 'poke'> [po: k] (ibid, p. 382). 
Even in rhotic Larne in Northern Irelandp'horse' and 'hoarse' contrast 
as[hD: a s] and [ho: rs], respectively, while, in Belfast, both are usually 
[ho: j s] (Wells, 1982, p. 444. See also Milroy, (1981, pp. 57-58), who gives 
the examples of 'for', 'four' 'morn' and 'mourn'. Historically, /3: / 
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is an instance of 'long 0', derived from Middle English /Z,: /, which 
is the same vowel as /o/ through the Great Vowel Shift and with /r/ 
following. A less common derivation is from Middle English /0: / or 
/u: / also before In. Words which exemplify it are usually spelt with 
-or, ý-ore; "-oar' and sometimes'-oor; '-our' (ibid, p. 161). The similarity 
with Krio here is striking. The following examples are of English- 
derived words in Krio which have forms with /o/ but the English cognate 
forms of which reflect the spelling patterns just noted. Where there are 
variants with /3/, which happens almost invariably, the differences in 
usage are also noted: 
(1) /fos/ (verb) Iv /fps/ (noun) =force; 
(2) /flö/ (noun)rv /fly/ (verb) = floor (opposite of e. g. 1); 
(3) /kot/ (court of law) -v /k3t/_(a)`acrolectal variant; (b) tennis 
court ; 
(4) /pok/ (general term for 'pork')»v /p-3k/ =. (a) acrolectal variant; 
(b) cuts of pork ; 
(5) /böd/ (wooden board)N /bed/-(a) committee; (b) to board a child;;. 
(6) /fo/ (in very common use)^, /f, / 'c (a) acrolectal (b) idiolectal fox 
score in a game,; 
(7) /bo/ (in very common use)^v /b3/ (restricted to 'bore' of a 
vehicle's engine); 
(8) /ös/ (hoarse) - no variant form. 
(9) /pö/ (poor) n. /pl/(only in acrolectal phrases, e. g. 
/p3 Fn n1di/ (poor and needy); 
i /pl f3nd/ (poor fund). 
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There are exceptions to this general rule in words that 
may be more recent borrowings, e. g. /m2/ (more), /is/ (horse), /1'd/ 
(lord). These words have no variants with /o/. The result in Krio is, of 
course, a phonemic split. But the source of the split may well be the 
presence of this more open vowel in some British accents, e. g. RP. 
IS / 
A close form of /a/ could have been interpreted by Krio speakers 
as /e/. In Belfast, for example, the vowel in 'bag' may be pronounced 
like an [e] (Hughes and Trudgill, op. cit., p. 77). This brings to mind 
the Krio forms; /blEdä/ (bladder), /gfj(g)/ (gang), /lE-dä/ (ladder). The 
more recent forms: /blada/, /gatg/ and /lada/ also exist, but., as the pattern 
has shown, they are not entirely synonymous with the older forms - 
/b1Eda/ refers to a football bladder, whereas /bläda/ is used for animal 
or human bladder; /gang/ only occurs in compounds, e. g. /gaggsta/ (gangster), 
/gdlgwe/ (gangway), or in the acrolectal phrasal verb /gd? g-*p/ (gang up); 
/läda/ can refer to stocking ladder, food larder, as well as climbing 
ladder (acrolectal), inter alias whereas /lf-"'da/ tends to refer only to 
climbing ladder. 
L! L 
RP has a relatively close and fully front [ae7 and a fully open 
but relatively back [a: ]. Many English provincial (particularly 
Northern) accents and much Welsh, Scottish and Irish speech have fully 
open realisations of both the /a/ phonemes, which many of them only 
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distinguish by length or not at all - /a/ retracted from the position 
for cardinal [a], i. e. [a-], cf. RP Ie], and /a: / advanced from the position 
for RP [ q: ], cf. Wells (1983, p. 134). There is therefore more similarity 
between Krio [a] and realisations of /a/ in non-RP British accents. 
The vowel /a/ in 'broad' Cockney may also have very open real- 
isations in word final position, e. g. ['diniJ(ibid, p. 305). We have 
already seen that /a/, which is not found in Krio, corresponds to /a/ 
in word final position in a large number of cases; cf. Krio /d inä/ (dinner). 
. This very open realisation of /a/ is also characteristic of Geordie in 
words ending in '-er'. Historically, Wells reports, 'this quality is 
presumed to be due... to the influence of the [K] which once followed it. 
Examples: "clever" ['kigva], "under" L'vnda) ' (ibid, p. 376). If this 
was one of the kinds of pronunciation that influenced Krio, and for the 
same historical reason, then the relatively front realisation of the 
Krio /a/ could be partly due to the fact that Krio typically uses a 
velar rather than a uvular r. But, again, Wells notes that the Geordie 
vowel 'is not necessarily as back as this; some speakers use a more or 
less front [E]... ' (ibid). 
The vowel /v/ in RP, as in 'long' may be realised as an unrounded 
LCL] in the West of England (Wells, 1970, p. 246). Norfolk has a variant 
ranging phonetically from La] tö [a](1982, pp. 339-40; see also p. 347). 
Krio too has many English-derived words with the /-v/ vowel in an RP 
pronunciation, but which are pronunced with /a/ in Krio. Examples are: 
/djab/ (job), /djap/ (drop), /läjga/ (long), /Xa'i t/ (rocket, i. e. 
explosive), /nak/ (knock). All these examples, except /öäkit/, have 
decreolised variants with /D/, but with the usual semantic differences. 
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/3/ 
Realisational characteristics affecting the choice of phoneme 
may be noted in respect of this phoneme. O'Connor reports that in 
Tyneside speech, /3: / is not distinguished from /3: / (op. cit., p. 163); 
but Wells (1982, pp. 374-5) states that this only occurs in 'the broadest 
Geordie' and that this backing of 'what is elsewhere a central vowel' 
has taken place because of the influence of the /r/ [H] (uvular), which once 
followed in words with this vowel. He notes that the S. E. D. records [7*0] in suet 
words in neighbouring parts of Northumberland. Examples of such words 
are: 'nurse', cf. Krio: /n3s/; 'work, cf. Krio: /w3k/, /wok/; 'first', 
cf. Krio /fas/; 'shirt', cf. Krio: /j3 t/; 'word', cf. Krio /wSd/. 
/ai, /au/, /ii/ 
In Hughes and Trudgill's account of the Scottish and Irish 
vowel inventories, the only diphthongs these accents have are /ai/, 
/au/ (Irish: /au/) and /oi/ (ibid, pp. 70,76). In this also, Krio 
seems similar to these accents., However, these diphthongs seem to be 
realised differently in Krio. Perhaps the Krio diphthongs are more 
like those of East Anglia, which have a tendency to realise a fully 
close vowel [i] or [u, as the second element rather than the E13 
or [v] -type found in RP and other accents (Wells, 1982, p. 340). 
O'Connor (ibid, p. 168) also notes the same end point for /ai/ in Welsh 
and Tyneside and /z. i/ in Tyneside, which starts from a more fronted 
and more central position than the Krio diphthong. The East Anglian, 
Welsh and Tyneside accents have more diphthongs than Krio, however. 
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Nasalisation of vowels 
Nasal vowels and the nasalisation of vowels are considered 
very much more of an African contribution to Krio phonological sti4cture. 
The nasalisation of a vowel in the environment of a nasal consonantoccurs 
in British accents, but, usually, this does not result in the disappearance 
of the nasal consonant and the nasalisation is, therefore, not phonemic, 
whereas it is in Krio. In Cockney, as in Krio, it is not uncommon for 
a vowel plus a following nasal (/m/, /n/ or ///) to merge into a 
nasalised vowel, giving, e. g.: ['gnrfl k, 'SAaIK, '5ä1v32 , 5AM 
K], 
'something' (Wells, 1982, p. 317), cf. Krio: [sit , s)md, s? nt , s")ntin, 
s rnt 
tn3 
. 
6.2.1 The contribution of West African Languages 
We have already noted, for West African languages, the general 
absence of the tense/lax distinction and the fairly widespread tendency 
towards tenseness. This helps to account for the duration of typical 
Krio vowels. 
The preference for monophthongs over diphth9ngs, generally in 
West African languages, may not only be seen as a possible reason why 
Krio has so few diphthongs, but may also help to account for the fact 
that no diphthongisation of vowels like /i/, /e/, /o/ and /u/, as in RP, 
for example, takes place in Krio. 
In general, the vowels of African languages are consistently 
closer to cardinal values and thus more similar to those of Krio than 
to those of most British accents. Krio shows no striking 
differences from the general pattern. 
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6.3 The Consonants 
Although this study recognises twenty-six consonants for 
Krio, only twenty-four are attested as occurring in English-derived 
words. The labio-velar plosives /kp/ and /gb/, as has been noted, 
(p. 37 ) came into Krio from African sources and only occur in words 
derived from African languages (see K. E. D., passim). /kp/ and /gb/ 
are sometimes, and randomly, realised as [p1 and Lb], respectively. 
The status of /a/ and /h/ as distinctive phonemes in Krio 
is discussed on pp 3t}-5. 
A phoneme by phoneme discussion is not attempted, since this 
might result in superfluous repetition (see C haptev Three). 
Only features that are considered striking are dwelt upon. The 
phonemic distinctions made in modern Krio may, of course, have their 
origins in allophonic variation in English or the African substratum 
but this, too, will not be considered here. Some remarks may be 
found in Chapter Four above. 
Obstruents and voicing 
Krio is like most English accents in which lenis ('voiced') 
obstruents are only fully voiced when they occur between voiced sounds, 
and partly or entirely devoiced in the environment of a fortis ('voice- 
less') sound, or in utterance initial or final position (Wells, 1982, 
p. 42; also, O'Connor, op. cit., pp. 130-1,139-40; Gimson, 1975, pp. 154, 
179. See also Chapter 3, p. j, ). 
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Aspiration and Affrication 
In the matter of the aspiration and affrication of the fortis stops, 
Krio is apparently unlike many creole languages, which generally have no 
aspirated allophones of plosives (cf. Alleyne, 1980, p. 56). But in this 
respect, it is more similar to some British accents than to others. In 
RP and some other accents, these features are less prominent than in 
Cockney, Liverpool (Hughes & Trudgill, op. cit., pp. 41,61), Welsh, and 
Gaelic-influenced speech of the Highlands and Islands of Scotland 
(Wells, 1982, pp. 388,409). In these latter accents, strong aspiration 
is the rule, not only in initial but also in most other positions (cf. 
Wells, ibid, p. 322). 
Also, in Cockney and Liverpool accents, affrication may 
affect /p, t, k/ (particularly /t/)(Wells, ibid, p. 323; Hughes & Trudgill, 
op. cit., p. 61). 
In some West African languages, there is a phonemic distinction 
between aspirated and unaspirated voiceless stops. Westermannn and Ward 
(1966, p. 50) note that this kind of aspiration is a 'feature of African 
languages, e. g. Kru (a language of Liberia, which borders Sierra Leone, and 
of the Ivory Coast). In Krio, aspiration and affrication, particularly 
of /t/, occur liberally, though the distinction between aspirated and 
unaspirated stops is not, of course, phonemic. 
Westermann and Ward (op. cit., p. 52) also note that strong aspi- 
ration may occur in some African languages in environments in which in many 
English accents no aspiration does, since the plosive is unexploded (as 
happens when one plosive follows another, as in: 'stopped'); in Efik (a 
Nigerian language), for instance, as in [*3khde]. 
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In Welsh accents, too, when fortis stops cluster at syllable 
boundaries, the first consonant of the cluster is audibly released and 
with aspiration, e. g. the /p/ in 'captain', the /k/ in 'actor' Lakhtha3 
(Wells, 1982, p. 388). Krio also has this feature: 
[akht : )j and thus 
differs from RP and most other accents in which the release is not usually 
audible: e-zki ta]. 
Palatalisation of /k, g/ 
The palatalisation of /k/ and /g/ before front vowels seems 
a common feature of creole languages (Wells, 1973 p. 10; Echteld, op. 
cit., p. 18; Cassidy and Le Page, op. cit., p. lviii). This feature is 
also noted by Hughes and Trudgill (op. cit., p. 78) as occurring in some 
rural areas of Northern Ireland. Westerman and Ward (op. cit., p. 106) 
also observe that this feature is usual in West African languages like 
Thai, Fante and Hausa. Whatever its historical source, however, this is 
no longer a matter of allophonic realisation in Krio, since the distinction 
between /k/ and /kj/ is now semi-phonemic (cf. the discussion under 
Phonotactics, i. e. Chapter 5, p. 1z, 1, .) 
Clear and dark /1/ 
In RP most, particularly southern, English accents, palatalised 
or clear /1/ - [11] and velarised /1/ -[t] are in complementary 
distribution - the clear variety occurring pre-vocalically or before 
/j/, and the dark variety occurring pre-consonantally, before /w/ 
and pre-pausally. An exception in the South is in older rural Norfolk 
speech in which /1/ is clear in all positions(Wells, 1982, p. 341). Generally, 
in the North of England, there is 'no sharp clear/dark allophony' and 
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the farther north one goes the clearer the variety in all environments, 
e. g. in Tyneside (ibid, pp. 370,374; Hughes & Trudgill, op. cit., p. 66) 
and Cumberland (Wells, 1970, p. 247). (/1/ is always dark in, e. g. Scottish 
accents, however). 
Clear /1/ is also used in all positions in Wales (Hughes and 
Trudgill, op. cit., p. 51; Wells, 1970, p. 247), Irish English (Wells, 
1982, pp. 74,431), the Gaelic and post-Gaelic areas of Scotland (p. 412). 
Wells suggests that this is probably the result of substratum influence 
on the Welsh, Irish and Scottish accents. 
In Krio, /1/ is also clear in all environments, which is 
typical of African languages in general (Westermann & Ward, op. cit., p. 70), 
and also of West Indian creoles (Wells, 1973, p. 11; 1982, p. 570). 
If substratum influence is to be considered, it may also be 
argued that the basically CVCV structure typical of the African substrate 
could have contributed to the use of the clear /1/ in all environments, 
since, in this case, /1/ would always be prevocalic. Note, however, 
that velarisation is perhaps evident in Krio [-ul) for [+] 
;T 
LEL 
The phoneme /r/ is realised differently in the different 
British accents. In RP and some other accents, for example, it is 
typically a post alveolar approximant; in South Wales, Yorkshire and 
Liverpool, it is normally a post alveolar tap [f ] (Hughes & Trudgill, 
op. cit., pp. 51,58,62). In Scottish accents, it is also normally 
a tap, but may be a frictionless continuant (Ibid, p. 70). Some 
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accents, e. g. Bristol (ibids p. 47) and Belfast (ibidp p. 76) 
have a retroflex /r/. 
Different realisations of /r/ also occur in different 
African languages. /r/ may be an alveolar tap or trill [r/r], a post- 
alveolar approximant or fricative [. J]. The voiced uvular fricative, which 
resembles its velar counterpart, frequently occurs in some European 
languages as a kind of In, but is rare in African languages (Westermann 
and Ward, op. cit., p. 85; Ladefoged, op. cit., p. 2 (Table 1)). The velar 
fricatives are very common in West African languages (Westermann & Ward, 
op. cit., p. 84; Ladefoged, op. cit., pp. 45-66), though in some, they 
are allophones of /k/ or /g/ (ibid, p. 28). 
As far as Krio is concerned, we have seen that, intervocallically, 
in [ , 
ýjýP]'shut up', [gfraut] 'get out', e. g. /r/ is, for some speakers, also 
a post-alveolar tap ('P bon otactics, p. ila ). The typical Krio In, in all 
positions, however, is realised as a retracted voiced velar fricative [Y]. 
A velar realization of /r/ does not seem characteristic of any British 
accent, though in Wells, 1982(p. 432) we learn that 'there is some suggestion 
that /r/ may have velar or uvular variants' in the Irish counties of Louth, 
Tipperary/Limerick. Also, in parts of Northumberland and Durham (Hughes 
& Trudgill, op. cit., p. 67), /r/ may be a uvular fricative or approximant -'the 
Northumberland burr' (Wells, 1970, p. 247) - or 'occasionally a uvular tap 
or velar fricative' (Wells, 1982, p. 368). Uvular [VJ is also described 
as being "surpzisingly common as a personal idiosyncrasy' though not 
a local accent feature in parts of Scotland (e. g. Aberdeen), (Wells, 1982, 
p. 411) and is said to be "not unknown in Wales' (Wells, 1970, p. 247; 1982, 
p. 390). 
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Also significant for Krio is the historical fact that the 
effect of uvular /r/ on a preceding vowel has brought about forms 
such as tboW: dz] 'birds', [wo6 : mz] 'worms' in Northumberland: 
'the [J has not only coalesced with the vowel making it uvitlarised, 
but has also caused it to be retracted from central to back' (Wells, 
1982, p. 369), cf. Krio /bid/ 'bird" /wý? rim jjum(s)/ (worm(s)). 
See also Hancock 197% pp. 73-74 on Krio /r/ and links with 
County Durham accent. 
The velar /r/ -[W) of Krio is not common in creole languages, 
but Dominican Creole is reported to have the 'labio-velar spirant /Y w/ 
(voiced, except when following a voiceless consonant)' (Taylor, 1977, 
p. 199) 'whose model clearly was the velar r of northern French' 
(ibid, p. 202). 
PART TWO - TONAS FEATURES 
STRESS - '1NE CORRESPONDENCES 
7.1 
-Introduction 
In English, phonological prominence or accentuation is rea- 
liseä through, among other phenomena, stress. In some languages, 
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the accentual system is fixed in the sense that a particular syl- 
lable in every word always carries the accent; e. g. the penultimate 
syllable in Polish, the first in Czech, and the last in French 
(Gimson, op. cit., p. 222; O'Connor, op. cit., p. 233). This is not 
so in English in which, although some rules may be given for the 
position of the accent (bee S. P. E. - Chomsky and Halle, 1968), it 
is in many cases impossible to predict which syllable will be ac- 
cented. With the exception of very few words, however, every English 
word in its isolate form, has its own fixed stress pattern. The 
stress may fall on the first syllable, as in 'petrol; the second, 
as in ap trol; the third, as in intro'duce; the fourth, as in 
examination, etc. Also, compounds and words of three or more syl- 
lables may receive more than one stress; e. g., 1down'town;, edu'ca- 
tion - with the first syllable in each case receiving the secondary 
stress. 
As has been noted (" p. 50 -- Phonology of Krio; see also 
Fyle and Jones, op. cit.; A. Johnson (1974), inter ), Krio is 
a tone language, and the phenomenon of tone rather than stress is 
one of its African inputs. When English words come into Brio, ' 
therefore, their stress pattern is always replaced by a tone pat4 
tern. Every syllable bears a tone, unlike English in which only 
the most prominent syllables are stressed. However, since high tone 
syllables have greater prominence than low tone ones, we may still 
consider that some syllables are accented and others unaccented 
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and we can therefore compare the accentual patterns of English and 
Krio. 
As Hancock suggests, the tone structure of Krio differs con- 
siderably from English stress patterns. In Krio and other Atlantic 
Creoles, e. g. Gullah, Jamaican Creoles"and. Guyanese'Creble, "there 
is a tendency for the accent (i. e. the high tone in Krio) to fall 
on the final syllable in English-derived words which have initial 
or medial stress in English. This, he maintains (1971, p. 98), may 
be due to influence from coastal Manding dialects. Strevens (1965, 
p. 117), however, argues that Krio's tonal pattern, which he claims 
the language has lost, came from Yoruba. He maintains that Krio 
has instead acquired a sentence stress and intonation pattern broadly 
like that of Received Pronunciation. But, as Johnson observes (op. cit. 
pp. 18-19), there is no evidence that Krio had the tonal system of 
Yoruba or the feature of word stress like that of RP. For one 
thing, as Johnson points out, Yoruba has a different (three-tone) 
tonal system from Krio, which has a basically two-tone one. Also, 
the rhythm of English is stress-timed while that of Krio is syllable- 
timed. The syllable-timed nature of the African substrate of the 
pidgin which was later to undergo creolisation must have impinged 
overwhelmingly upon the stress patterns of English-derived words. 
We may note also, as Hancock does, (ibid. P. 98). examples of 
Chaucerian English stress like brims'toon and cartwheel (taken 
from M. Halle and S. J. Keyser 'Chaucer and The Study of Prosody`, 
College English (December, 1966, pp. 187-219). See also their English 
Stress, $971). with stress patterns that Krio may have assimilated 
i. Lawton , pp. 22-26)`discusses the possibility of consider- ing.. Jamaican. Creole a tone language. Alleyne (1980, p. 71) 
also notes that Saramaccan keeps West African type distinctive 
tones. 
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through dialects in which they survived, possibly till the seven- 
teenth century or so, but have now become obsolete, since, in con- 
temporary British dialects, variations of stress patterns are very 
slight. 
This chapter examines the relationships between the stress 
pattern and tone pattern correspondences in the various categories ": 
of English-derived words. Items are considered in their isolate 
for*, since, when they occur as parts of sentences, they sometimes 
undergo modification. Where germane to the argument, comment will 
be made on their normal position in the sentence, i. e. whether they 
could occur finally or not. 
It is difficult to ascertain the stress patterns of the nau- 
tical varieties that contributed to the onset of Krio, since only 
written evidence of such varieties is available. Also, if the re- 
gional varieties have not changed significantly, probably since 
pre-seventeenth century days (see p. 
58-. 
- Chapter Four :) and 
if variations of stress patterns in British accents are slight, 
then one accent can be chosen to represent English in the discussion. 
Again, for the obvious reasons of descriptive convenience and of 
its pervading influence, particularly synchronically speaking. RP 
will be used. 
Three tones (or perhaps three realisations of the two tones 
of Krio) are distinguished (see p. 50 ): 
(i) High level - H or /- occurs in any position in the word; 
(ii) High falling- F or A- occurs only in sentence final 
position in some words; in other 
positions this is a high level= 
(iii) Low level - L*ar \- occurs in any position in the 
words 
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7. Z, Monosyllables: 
In isolate form every monosyllabic word in English is stressed. 
The situation is more complicated in Krio, however. One reason for 
this is that the tones are used lexically and grammatically. 
Lexical words: 
A. The H tone 
Relatively few monosyllabic words carry the high level tone 
in Krio. Fyle (1970, p. 2) reports that only 160 out of 1400 mono- 
syllabic words he examined and I can confirm the claim) had the 
H tone. For lexical words we may note the following categories: 
(i) Personal First Names, e. g. Jo (Joe)l Jon (John)= Sam (Sam) 
Monosyllabic surnames carry a high f'al. l- 
ing tone. When first names occur as part 
of a person's full name, e. g. Jö K1 (Joe 
Cole), they carry a low tone while the 
surnames retain their high falling tone. 
(U) Names of letters of the alphabet, e. g. E (A); Bi (B), Si'(C) 
(iii) The shortened forms of some words, e. g. pus (pussycat), cf 
% üsi 
i at; 
pa (papa), cf papal bra 
((1) brother; (2) brassiere), cf'brrdä 
"" bräz(ä= 
(1V) Unclassified bDs (boss) (noun); 
. Mo 
(cf 'moor') ='be 
stuck. stranded' - (verb). 
B. The F tone 
Most monosyllabic lexical words carry a high falling tone in 
utterance final position; in non-final position, they have a high 
level tone. 
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C. The L tone. 
Apatt from first names which drop from high to low tone 
when they occur before surnames, titles and polite terms of address 
which precede names also carry a low tone, e. g., Dyk Prät (Dr. Pratt); 
Pr f1 (Prof. Cole); Pä Ram (Mr. Wright); Bra Jan (Brother John). 
Otherwise, most low tone monosyllabic words are grammatical 
or function words. Fyle reports that about fifty out of his 1400 
monosyllabic words carry the L tone. 
Grammatical Words: 
A. The H tone-. 
We can distinguish here between words which cannot occur 
finally in the utterance/sentence and words which can. 
1. Words which only occur pre-finally in the sentence, 
(a) 1E ('let') - causative imperative auxiliary 
(b) din ('done : have) - perfective auxiliary 
(c) wan ('want'=wish to) - optative auxiliary 
(d) da (that) - demonstrative 
(e) din din [(and) then] - conjunction 
(f) se (, 'say '= that) - conjunction 
(g) tu ('too'_ too, very) - intensifier 
(h) did (did=certainly) - intensifier 
(i) : )s es is (just) - adverbial specifier 
(j) we (where, what, why, when, because, since, as, etc) - inter- 
rogative/relative 
(k) us ('whose -- which) - interrogative pronominal. 
(1) wan (a, one) - article/determiner. 
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2. Words which can occur finally in the sentence 
(a) du ('do') - sentence tag signifying harsh command or im- 
patience, e. g. lef mi. du! = 'leave me alone! ' 
(b) we (: 'away') - intensifier expressing continuousness, e. g., 
i jEs de it we = 'he keeps eating away'. 
(c) to ('stay= till) - preposition/adverbial, e. g., 
ä wet to 
(ä täyä) =I waited until (I Was fed up)/I 
Waited in vain'. 
B. The F tone. 
Demonstratives 
(a) dis ('this phis. this one) 
(b) dat (that) 
(c) dEm n ('them'. those) 
Modal auxiliaries 
(d) m2d (must, should) 
(e) k an t)(can't) 
Place locatives 
(f) j (up) 
(g) d (down) 
(h) lrlos ('close'--near) 
(i) de (there) 
(j) ra (here) 
'Time locatives 
(k) nax (now) 
(1) " den (then) 
Negative particle 
(a) n3 (no) 
Affirmative particle 
(n) (yes) 
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Relative 
(0) u (who) 
Interrogative 
(P) (how) 
Determiners 
(q) of (aU) 
(r) s3a (some) 
(s) nan (none) 
Comparative conjunction 
(t) pas ('pass': = more than) 
Adverbial 
(u) mek ('make = why) 
Contrastive/Emphatic personal pronouns 
(v) mi ('me' = I)_ - . ist- person. singular 
(w) Yu (you) - 2nd person singular 
(x) in ('him': a her, . she 
;' tt) '= 3rd *person, singular 
(y) wi (we) - Ist person plural 
(z) de nm ('them'"= they) - 3rd person plural 
(2nd person plural. is-disyllabic - unu, which, in any case, 
is not-from English) 
C. The L tonet 
Article/determiner 
(a) di (the) 
(b) sV sDa (some) 
Clause subordinators 
(c) as (as, since, while) 
(d) sins (since, ago, because) 
(e) if (iß, suppose) 
(f) 1, ck ('like' - as, - if) 
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Sentence initiator indicating doubt or conclusion 
(g) wtl (well) 
Prepositions: (All prepositions are low tone) 
(h) bahr (by) 
(i) f3 (for) 
(1) wit (with) 
(k) to (to) 
(1) pan (upon) 
'Unemphatic' auxiliaries 
(m) f, ( 'for' a to (infinitive), ought to) 
(n) go ('go' = shall/will) 
(o) bin ('been' - optional past tense marker) 
(P) m3s ('must' = should) 
(q) kin (can) 
Unemphatic personal/possessive pronouns 
(r) a (I)= ml (my) 
(s) M (you, your) 
(t) I ('he' = he, she, it) 
(u) wi (we) 
(v) dE nm (them, 
"they) 
The pattern that emerges is of a predominance of lexical 
words with the F tone and of grammatical words with the F or L 
tone, and most of the H tone grammatical words cannot occur finally 
in the sentence. 
Minimal pairsi distinguished solely by tone, and distingui- 
shing grammatical categories on the one hand, and grammatical from 
lexical words on the other, occur as in the following examples: 
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A. Grammatical i Grammatical 
(a) a H/F (ah! ) - Interjection 
(b) dE mnF (they/them) - 
emphatic personal pro-- 
nnun: 
(c) du H (do) - sentence tag 
(d) 12 F (you) - personal pro- 
AL (I) - pronoun 
dmnL (they, them, their) - 
unemphatic personal/possessive 
pronoun 
du F (do) - sentence initiator 
ºyuu L (your) - possessive pro- 
noun noun 
(e) ya H (here) -sentence ini- ya F- (here) - locative 
tiator 
(f) m3s F (must) - auxiliary m3s L (must) - auxiliary of mild 
of compulsion obligation 
B. Grammatical : Lexical 
(a) we H (1. away 2. where, etc. ) we F (weigh) verb 
1. intensifier 2. interroga- 
tive relative 
(b) sim L (some) determiner s3m F (sum) noun 
(c) Fn L (and) conjunction EF (hen) noun 
(d) 1kL (like) conjunction lEk F (like) verb 
(e) bit L (but) conjunction bot F (butt) verb 
(f) go L ('go' future tense go F (go) verb 
marker) auxiliary 
The examples under B show that the lexical words consistently bear 
an F tone and the grammatical ones are predominantly low tone. 
It is also possible to find a few minimal triplets, as in 
the following: 
(a) ya H ('here' = have this) rLa F (I. here 2. yes) i. loaative 
verb 2. Interrogative 
ys L ('hear') sentence tag 
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(b) d¬n H ('then'= (and) then) 
conjunction 
den F ('then'=at that time) 
locative 
den L ('then'=therefore) 
conjunction 
7-3, Disyllabic Non-compounds 
English disyllabic non-compounds have either a 'trochaic' - 
/1-/ or 'iambic' - /-'/ stress pattern. Disyllabic English-derived 
non-compounds in Krio are also predominantly 'iambic' - LH/Lt or 
'trochaic' - HF/HL in accentual pattern. But, unlike English, in 
which language every disyllabic word must have one accented syllable, 
Krio has a few English-derived words with no accentuation on any 
syllable, i. e. LL, e. g. e = bugger, lek leka (like, as if) 
conjunction, flich is a variant df lik L; fada LL, when used as a 
title or term of address prefacing a name, e. g. Fädä Jan (Father 
John). In fact, LL seems to be the tone pattern for titles prece- 
ding names. More examples are: Mista Kol (Mr Cole); 
Mamä 
Devil 
(Ms (+ elderly) Davies); Dikta Prat (Dr Pratt). Krio also, unlike 
English, has some, admittedly very few, English-derived words with 
accentuation on both syllables, e. g. F'ada HH, as in Fada Gad HH H 
(Father God! ) an exclamation of concern. 
The possible patterns for English-derived words are LF, IH, 
U, HH, HL. 
Although stress is not fixed in English in the sense in which 
it is fixed in Polish, for example, there is a general tendency for 
disyllabic word5 particularly., to be stressed on the first syllable. 
In Krio, there is a general tendency for such words to be accented 
on the second syllable. This seems to be the pattern in West Indian 
English too, for, as Wells (1982, p. 572) observes, disyllabic words 
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commonly "have the stress on the syllable which is unstressed in 
all other varieties of English". He gives the examples of 
"[ki'tf in, 'kitchen', [kri'pl] : dripple'", but both these words 
(kýchýn and IQi ül have first syllable accentuation in Krio, 
which shows that, although the trend is common to both Krio and 
West Indian dialects, it seems to affect actual words in the two 
cases randomly. 
Acrolectal varieties in Krio differ from other lects in rela- 
tively few cases. One such area of difference is in the accentua- 
tion of the first syllable of some first names, rather than the 
second, as iS the case in the other lects. Examples are: 
Common form Acrolectal 
Jett LH possible French Janet HL (here with a phonemic 
influence difference) 
Denis LH here Dgnis HL 
Ar, 31 Lii Ar3ld HL 
Sera LH Sera HL 
Age and class also help determine which form is to be pre- 
ferred. Younger, educated referents are usuallya4dressed by the 
acrolectal variety. 
Stress/tone correspondences: 
A. HH ". "-. This is a very rare: pattern for English- 
derived words. 
'Father Fada (see above) 
$nothing kati9 ('nothing) ideophone. 
shenti-fron monosyllabic 'ä6end'(obsolete, 
poetic) verb, be ruined, be in disgrace. 
B. '-N HL HH -A good many English-derived words 
retain the first syllable accentual pattern of 
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their source form, but have a second syllable 
which maintains a high tone in pre-final posi- 
tion but a low tone in final position, e. g. 
kabej HL (cabbage) > kab fide MML (there's 
cabbage). Another group of words has a high 
tone on the first syllable and a low tone on 
on the second, both in context and in isolation, 
e. g. kapten H L> kapten gud HLE (captain is good). 
Alsopa word of the second group usually ends 
with a vowel or nasal or liquid (i. e. according 
to patterns found in African languages) while 
one of the first group usually ends with a con- 
sonant-other than a nasal or liquid. 
(i) '- ... - HL(HH) 
(ii) -~ HL 
cabbage kabej cabin khbin 
cholic kaflk jungle l 
ashes ashis button b: )tin 
leopard legst butter b, ta 
ticket tikit mercy masi 
Apart from the general comment above, we may note that asro- 
lectal variants of first names with the trochaic pattern in English 
tend to retain the pattern in Krio and, irrespective of their pho- 
nemic ending take the HL pattern of the second group, e. g. Janet HL 
Janet de HLF; (Janet is in). Examples are as follows: 
HL 
Janet JanEt 
Dennis Dtnis 
Donald D3nal(d) 
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C. '-ýº IH LF - The change from the trochaic accentual pat- 
tern typical of English disyllabic words to 
iambic is a traditionally characteristic 
feature of English-derived Kords. This is 
one of the patterns that emphasise the effect 
of creolisation. On the whole, change away 
from this trend has been slow. Although 
recent derivations tend to retain the accen- 
tual pattern of their source form, a number 
of them still adopt this pattern; e. g. 
nylon IHK cf English "nylon"; tsli IH, cf 
English "'tele "; panti UI, cf English ', 
"'panties"; t3mi IHK cf English "'tummy'"; 
lavish LU, cf English "'lavish". 
Words with the IH pattern usually end with a vowel, nasal or 
liquid, while those with the LF pattern normally end with any 
other kind of consonant. Again, there are a few exceptions, e. g. 
Eptrol LF (petrol). 
(i) 
- ný LH (ii) LF 
belly bE1FL humbug ambn 
money m7ni basket baskit 
body b'di orange rinch 
party pati challenge chalen 
taxi taksi bottom b_t_m 
But we should also note that; (a) the great majority of di- 
syllabic first names, irrespective of their phonemic ending, have 
an invariable IH pattern -A few exceptions occur, e. g. Rubi (Ruby)= 
Mani HL (Marvel).. 
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IH 
Thomas 712228 
Joseph Josef 
Freddie FSrEdi 
Harry Ari 
Edward Fdw3d 
(b) Nicknames, generally derisive;. or as sometimes, familiar, also 
automatically carry the LH tone pattern. Usually, the tone pattern 
of the word in its normal form is HL corresponding to the trochaic 
stress pattern in English, e. g. Inglan HL (England); taya HL 
('tired); trimbul HL (tremble). 
(iv) '-n. - IH 
tired taya (a loafer) 
England Inglan (a person who flaunts the fact that he's 
been to England) 
tremble trimbul (a flimsy pair of trousers) 
coral k3ral (derogatory term for a Lebanese-'because 
originally in Sierra Leone, they were 
traders of coral beads' (Fyle, 1970, p. 7))" 
LH, as a change from HL, may also signal change from adjective to 
noun (familiarising) e. g. p3yntld, bakles, toles, slivlEs. 
D. LF - English words with the iambic stress pattern 
always retain their accentual pattern when they 
come into Krio and have a falling tone on the 
second syllable after a low on the first. The LH 
pattern does not seen to occur in this category, 
irrespective of the phonemic ending of the word. 
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(i) -' '' LF 
before bifo 
forget f, get 
confirm k3nfam 
announce anaws 
behind biEn 
confer kT n fa 
E. Certain monosyllabic English words have become disyllabic in 
Krio (probably to conform to a CVCV syllable structure more common 
in older forms and because of African influences). They also in- 
variably have (acrolectal) variants. They tend to take the HL 
pattern. 
[ Exceptions are lekf-/ltka LL, variant of lkk L (like, 
as if); yEri LH, variant of is HL (acrolectal) (hear)] : 
English Krio (common form) (Acrolectal) variant 
walk waka HL w3k F 
long langes HL lang F 
strong tranga HL s try F 
F. Krio (and apparently some West Indian dialects too) can use 
tone alone to distinguish minimal pairs of disyllabic English-derived 
words. The accentual pattern in the English cognate is usually 
trochaic and it becomes both iambic and trochaic in Krio. The 
change may affect the word class, e. g. 
(i) Hi, IH 
water water (verb) wata (noun) 
tremble trimbul (verb) trimbul (noun) 
tire taya (verb) to a (noun) 
In many cases, the change signals a change in lexical Meani- 
Ing. 
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father fada (father) 
mother m, da (mother) 
sister sista (sister) 
brother brrda (brother) 
country k3ntri (country) 
thank you tUnki (thanks) 
baby bebi (girlfriend, 
attractive young 
-' IH 
fade (monk) 
ma (nun) 
sista (term of address 
to an older but young 
or youngish woman) 
brz, da ( the male 
equivalent of sista:: LH) 
k3ntri (countryman, 
friend - used vocatively) 
ttnki (gratitude) 
bebi (infant) 
girl) 
Sometimes two or more source forms are involved, e. g. 
'matter/mat' - mata HL; 'Martha' - mata UI 
Generally, the examples show that, where English uses linguis- 
tic context to distinguish between certain words, Krio may use 
only tone to do so. 
G. English also has a set of lexical words that are grammatically 
distinguishable primarily by stress pattern, i. e. trochaic if a 
noun, iambic if a verb. This is called shifting stress. As the 
following examples show, phonemic changes may also occur. Some of 
these words have come into Krio but they undergo no phonemic changes 
when they change word classes. (The English transcriptions give 
RP pronunciation). 
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English Krio, 
Noun '-" verb ' noun verb 
' impott import - imp3t LF 
'export /'gkspo: t/ ex'part /sks'p3: t/ Eksp't Hi.. VksP., >t LF 
'convict /'kvnvikt/ con'vict /kan'vikt/ kznvikt HL - 
'contract /'kvntrtkt/ con'tract /kan'trzkt/ kontrakt HL - 
'permit /'p3: mit/ per'mit /pa'mit/ pamit LF pamit LF 
'record /'rfko: d/ record /ri'k3: d/ rek. )d HL rik3d LF 
'perfume /'p 3 :f ju: m/ per fume /p a' f ju: m/ pof LF pafyum LF 
'subject /'snbjzkt/ sub'ject /sab'd3e kt/ sob Ekt Hb. sobjF-kt HL 
'progress /'pravgrts/ progress /pra'grfs/ progrEs HL - 
'produce /'prodjuis/ pro'duce /pra'dju: s/ - prod LF 
'contrast /'k, ntxI-st/ contrast /kan'trlst/ kontrast HL - 
$conduct /'k7ndAkt/ con'duct /kan'd^kt/ nd: )kt HL kcndo kt LF 
The picture for Krio is somewhat erratic. In some cases, 
only the noun form of the English word exists in Krio; in other 
cases, only the verb form does. Usually, though, both forms are 
present. But,. although the tone pattern for the noun form is 
usually HL, corresponding to English ' -, and for the verb form, 
LF, corresponding to English - ', there are a few cases of a noun 
form having the LF pattern and a verb form, the HL pattern. 
j. l{- Trisyllabic Non-compounds 
Trisyllabic words are not as common in Krio as disyllabic 
ones. It has in fact been observed that polysyllabic words of 
three or more syllables do not occur very frequently in everyday 
speech and that they -tend.., " 'loans from Yoruba or English which 
have been assimilated into the language or otherwise they are com- 
pounds' (Johnson, 1974, p. 69). Such English-derived words--i. e. 
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non-compounds, e. g. gývämýnt (government) and compounds that are 
carryovers, e. g. däynInrüa (dining-room) rather than creolised, 
e. g. lä. nga-trot (tantalise) - tend to be strongly characteristic 
of acrolectal vocabulary. 
In most British accents, trisyllabic non-compounds may receive 
primary stress on the first syllable, as in ' 'bachelor ', the 
second syllable, as in 'im'portant', or the third syllable, as in 
'maga'dine'. In Krio, the tone patterns in many English-derived 
words show an irregular kind of correspondence with RP, while in 
a few isolated cases, they show greater correspondence with Irish 
or Scottish accents. These accents have some of the few stress 
patterns in British accents that are different from those of RP: 
in Scottish accents, e. g. -'verbs with the suffix " -ise", as 
t'organ'ise" (RP etc. " 'organise "), and some with "-ate"as "adju- 
di'cate" (RP "ad'judicate")' (Wells, 1982, p. 414); cf Krio : 3ganayz 
LLF,, k, )nsFntret LLF (concentrate). Irish accents seem to be even 
more flexible, e. g. "affluence" alAngside " 'affluence ", 
"dis'cipline" or " 'discipline ", 'or'chestra'' or " 'orchestra-"... ' 
(ibid. p. 436). Wells accounts for one type of stress variability 
by suggesting that 'the Alternative Stress Rule of SPEit is optional 
in Irish English: hence the prevalence of stressings such as 
''concen'trate', "edu'cate'', "exag'ge'rated", "recog' eise ", `spe- 
cia'lised", "subse'quently" (all alongside RP-type initial stressed 
alternatives)' (ibid). But another explanation is that: (1) In 
Gaelic, there was vowel harmony and so two systems were in conflict, 
and (ii) different settlers fror different parts of Britain intro- 
duced different stress patterns (Dr L. Todd - personal communication). 
The Sound Pattern of English - N. Chossky and M. Halle. 1968 
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Although no cognate form for 'affluence' exists in Krio, and 
disiplin has the tone pattern HHL, there are several examples of 
the Krio counterpart of the Irish pattern, i. e. Irish English -'- 
NKrio LHL in words which, in RP English, have the '-- stress 
pattern, e. g. okestra IHL (orchestra), 2spitul IRL (hospital), 
elifant LHL (elephant). We may also note some examples of penulti- 
mate syllable stress in Guyanese English that are reminiscent of 
Krio. Wells (ibid, p. 583) cites the following examples from Holder 
(1972, p. 898): ' "ma'nager", "bi'cycle", "ba'nister", "ca'lender", 
"car'penter", "mi'nister", "pas'senger"'. Of these particular ex- 
amples, only three cognates in Krio conform to the pattern in 
question: banista LHL, kalEnda LHL and pasenja LHL. The rest have 
the HHL pattern: mane Ja HHL, baysikul HHL, kapinta HHL, minista HHL. 
This does not invalidate the point, however. 
It is seen that the Krio tone pattern for these words (and 
also for disiplin above) is HHL, where a more symmetrical corres- 
pondence to RP '-- should have been HLL. In fact, English-derived 
words with the HLL pattern have not been found in Krio. The fol- 
lowing observations should however be taken into account: the 
English cognates of these words have a descending pattern of syl- 
lable prominence in RP, i. e. the first syllable is the most promi- 
nent - and the last the least prominent (see Gimson, 1980, pp. 221-230) 
/a". /. In Krio, this is the same, in spite of the HHL realisation. 
Some remarks about tone languages vis a vis non-tone languages in 
Hyman and Schuh (1974) are pertinent here; (a): 
'a syllable marked by high tone 
will typically cause surrounding non-high tone syllables to 
assimilate and raise their pitch. On the other hand, a syl- 
lable marked by stress will typically 'rob' neighbouring syl- 
lables of any stress they may have (McCawley (1964) stress 
reduction rules)' (p. BI) 
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(b) 'It is often said that a high tone can raise a low tone to a 
high tone... ' (p. 96). 
Also striking is the other pattern of coincidence between 
Irish accents and Krio in the matter of final syllable accentua- 
tion where RP has first syllable stress, as in e. g. Edyuket LLF 
(educate), rEiognayz (recognise) and sptýshalayz LLF (specialise). 
This kind of final syllable accentuation has also been observed 
in West Indian dialects: 'rea'lise" (RP " 'realize "), "cele'brate" 
tP"'celebrate ") (Wells, op. cit., p. 572), cf Krio rialayz LLF, 
sElibret LLF. 
The possible patterns for English-derived words are LLH, 
LLF, LHL, HHL, and HLF. The patterns LLL, LHF, LHH, HHH, HHF, 
HLH and HLL have not been found to occur in English-derived words. 
Stress/tone correspondences: 
A. -- ýv HHL(HHH). It has been noted above (p. tT%) that 
some words have a high tone in pre-final posi- 
tion but a low one in final position. 
Many, particularly recently acquired, 
English-derived words, retain the first syllable 
accentuation pattern of their source form. 
(i) HHL(HHH) (ii) '-- %/ HHL 
hypocrite ipokrit diamond dayam3n 
accident aksidtnntt cemetery stmitri 
opposite Tozit article atikul 
innocent inosEn possible P381 
evidence £vidi ns family famili 
Acrolectal variants of first names with first syllable stress in 
English tend to retain the pattern in Krio and irrespective of 
their phonemic ending, take the HHL pattern (cf disyllabic first 
names - p. 1 above). 
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Iv HHL 
Reginald Rtjinal(d) 
Angela An tla 
Juliet(disyllabic) Juliet 
Violet Vayolft 
The non-acrolectal tone patterns for such names are LLH, as 
for Re inal, Julifit, Vayo1 ti or IHL, as for An Ela Jonetan 
(Jonathan), Agatha (Agatha). 
(iv) '- HLF - This tone pattern is not very 
common and in fact seems more usual 
in words that can be regarded as 
compounds, since they are really 
bi-morphemic with each morpheme 
potentially free. 
yesterday 
anything 
anywhere 
B. '-- ti 
elephant 
C. --w 
Ey sie 
LHL - Change from first syllable accentua- 
tion in English to second syllable 
accentuation in Krio is not very common. 
LHL LHH (ii) '--- LHL 
Llifant hospital 5spitul 
character karakta 
pineapple paynapul 
LLH/LLF - The majority of English words with 
initial syllable accentuation 
acquire final syllable accentua- 
tion instead when they come into 
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Krio (cf disyllabic words, p. 
178 above). Again, even some 
of the most recent derivations 
adopt this pattern, e. g. vidio LLH, 
cf English 'video "; t9lifon LLF, 
cf English " 'telephone '1f stedi3m 
Lill, cf English " 'stadium ", 
. Words kith a.. final H'tone 
usually end with a vowel, nasal 
or liquid while those with a final 
F tone normally end with any other 
kind of consonant. As usual, there 
(i) '-- 
cinema 
D. 
are a few exceptions, e. g. amatan 
LLF (harmattan), elide LLF (holiday), 
tElifon LLF (telephone). 
ý/ LIE (ii) '--v LLF 
property 
motorcar 
somebody 
sinima coverslut kabaslbt 
pr, Dpati satisfy satisfay 
m7toka realize* rialayz+ 
s3mb2di educate Odyukett 
ILL English words with second syllable accentua- 
tion usually retain the pattern when they come 
into Krio. 
(i)__ ME(UH) LHL 
tomato tamatis mosquito maskita 
important imý3tant potato Etp ftt 
electric ilE k trik mulatto malata 
elastic.... ilastik umbrella 3mbrela 
* see p. 153 above. 
+ and all trisyllabic words ending in -fay_, -ate or -et. 
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LLF/LLB - English words with final syllable 
accentuation also usually retain the pattern 
when they come into Krio. The usual rul0a apply 
for the choice of tone on the final syllable -H 
usually for vowels, nasals or liquids; F usually 
for other consonants. 
LLF (ii) --' ti LIH 
introduce introdyus magazine magazin 
recommend rek, mgnd personnel pasnnel 
cigarette sigaret 
understand 3ndastand 
An exception to the rule that English --' corresponds to 
LLF or LLH in Krio is the case of Aftanun which has the HLF pattern, 
of English "after`noon". 
F. At least one case of minimal pairs of trisyllabic words, dis- 
tinguishable by tone alone, exists in Krio. In the following example, 
the change affects the meaning as well as the word class$ 
'- ^/ HHL LLH 
Violet vayol*. t (1. adj) (of colour) violet vayolp-t (noun) 
(2. noun) female first name female 
(acrolectal variant) first name 
(non-acrolectal) 
'7 "5 Tetra-syllabic Non-compounds 
Tetra-syllabic non-compounds are even less common than 
tri-syllabic ones. The only tone patterns observed for English- 
derived words are s HHHL, HLLH, L&IHL, LLHL, LLIH and LLLF. 
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A. '--- ý1/ HHHL - The high tones on the second and third 
syllables have been rased by assimilation 
(see p. 1$4above). The first syllable accen- 
tuation in English is maintained when the word 
comes into Krio in some cases: 
honourable 3narebill 
ceremony sErimni 
February Fgbiari 
B. '-- -/' --v HLLH - First syllable primary accentua- 
tion is also maintained in the examples 
anybody -. tnib, di demonstrating this pattern, with downdrift 
everybody vrib: >di causing the H tone of the final syllable 
to be realised on a lower pitch than they, 
H tone of the first syllable. These words 
are bi-morphemic and they preserve the 
tone patterns of their individual mor- 
phemes s Eni HL + bxli LU; E ri HL + 
Iii. 
C. '--- ý/ II-IHL - This is a change from first syllable 
primary accentuation in English to second syllable 
primary accentuation in Krio. The pattern does 
not appear to be common. It is exemplified by 
criticism... kritisizim 
D. "---(: ).. *(Gimson, op. cit. p. 229) )rv LLLF - Here, 
the change is from first syllable ]primary 
accentuation in English to final syllable 
Prinaay"accentuation in Krio, which coincides 
with final syllable secondary accentuation 
in English: (but see pp. 113-185 above): 
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capitalise .v kapitalayz 
The accentual shift here applies to all verbs 
ending in -ayz 
E. '--- ev LLHL - Many items which change their accentual 
pattern when they come into Krio sees to fall 
into this pattern. It is also a feature of'.. 
West Indian English, cf "agri'culture " 
. (RP 'agriculture) (Wells, ibid, p. 572). 
agriculture agrik, lch7 
caterpillar katapila 
appetizing apitayzin* 
helicopter Flik: )pta* 
educated ad eted* 
In the last three examples. (the ones 
asterisked) it is secondary accentuation in 
English, i. e. on the penultimate syllable, 
that corresponds to primary accentuation in 
Krio. In this category also come words with 
the regular accentuatL, o. n of the verbal suffixes 
-ayz and -et, (e. g. apitayzin, ed. yuketEd) 
F. '-- -I' - - ^/ LLUi - Like D above, the change is from 
first syllable primary accentuation in English, 
to final syllable primary accentuation in Krio, 
and like B above. the example is bimorphemic; 
but here, only the tone pattern of the second 
morpheme is retainedi 
busybody ^/ bizib3di izab di : bizi LL + b, di IH. 
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G. -'--^. JLHHL "- Many items retain their second syllable 
primary accentual pattern. 
(i) --- . -/ IkiHL (LHHH) (see p. 177 
)i 
advertisement advatism Ent 
embarrasment Fmbarasm¬. nt 
certificate satifiket 
establishment Establishm£nt 
(ii) -'-- LHHL 
peninsula ptninsyula 
impossible impDsibul 
H. -'-- ti LLIY - Many items experience a shift in accentua- 
tion from the second syllable in English, to the 
last syllable, when they come into Krio. Tetra- 
syllabic verbs ending in -faar' -et and awayz are 
particularly affected: 
identify aydentifay 
eliminate Eliminet 
economise eRýn2mayz 
See Wells (ibid, pp. 414 and 436) for this feature in Scottish 
and Irish accents. 
I. --- ." LIHL - Some words retain prominence on the pen- 
ultimate syllable as do their English cognates. 
(i) e%l LLHL LIHH (ii) --- LLHL 
unimportant. - o nimp, tant invitation ivitesh, n 
diplomatic diplomatik competition kompitishon 
elementary elimentri 
demonstration dEm: instresh: )n 
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J. --- LLLF - English words with final syllable 
primary accentuation retain the pattern 
when they come into Krio. 
misrepresent misrr_priz¬nt 
misunderstand mis: )ndastand 
7.6: Penta-syllabic Non-compounds 
Much less common still are English-derived words in this 
category. 
A. The word mbiarebul LH HL has five syllables in Krio but it 
comes from a four syllable word in English - "un'bearable", with 
the stress pattern -'--. It however retains the second syllable 
primary accentuation pattern of its English source form. 
B. ----N 'LLIRL - The only instance found of this 
shift in accentual pattern follows the 
regular pattern of the accentuation of 
verbs with the suffix -ets 
uneducated an¬dyuketf-d 
C. - n.. LU HL 
electricity ilektrisiti 
university yunivasiti 
unforgivable 'nfgivebul 
international intanash, nal 
D. --' /ti LLTRL 
examination Egzaminesh, n 
qualification kwalifikesh, n 
misunderstanding missndastandin 
antimacassar antimakasa 
ýý' 
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'r. 7., Hexa-syllabic Non-compounds 
Only a few examples of these seem to occur and they are 
highly acrolectal. They all seem to have the LLLHHL pattern. 
Some retain their accentual pattern, e. g. 
N 
responsilility r¬spmsibiliti; 
some do not - second syllable primary accentuation in English . 
becomes fourth syllable primary accentuation in Krio: 
' eN-., LLLHHL 
unjustifiable . 2n 
iostifayebul 
colonialism (pentasyllabic) kolonializim 
Both these words follow regular principles according to 
which the verbal suffix -a and the nominal suffix -izim are 
accented in Krio. 
7.8 Compounds 
We may distinguish between compounds that are carry-overs 
from English cognates and compounds that are Creole-created by 
the compounding of. -usually two, but-in a few cases more than two. 
English-derived words to form new words. Some, e. g. langes (long) + 
trot (throat) = langatrot LLF meaning 'tantalize' are calques and 
are also found in other creoles. 
Reduplications are also compounds, but, since they seem to 
be in a class of their own, they are treated in -a-separate chapter-(6h. 11). 
One feature affecting compounds that Krio seems to share with 
some British accents other than RP is that of resyllabication or 
a different kind of syllabication from RP and most other accents. 
In Wales, e. g. 'Bridgend' is pronounced /brx'd* nd/, cf RP , 
/'bridd'E nd/ (wells, ibid, p. 392)i in Scotland, 'put up' is 
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pronounced [pu -'trp], 'weekend' 
[wi: 'kfnd] (ibid, p. 414) cf Krio 
wi kind. 
Words ending with the suffix -man that are used in what 
Fyle (1970, p. 8) calls 'a naming function", - to refer to a native 
of a particular country or an attribute of the person - tend to 
have a fixed pattern, however many syllables they may have. They 
have low tones on all pre-final syllables and a high tone on the 
last syllable. -man, e. g. (a) Inglishman LLH (Englishman), 
Laybiriaman LLCM (Liberian), Siriaman LLLH (Lebanese), Italiaman 
LLCM (Italian). There are very few exceptions, e. g. Salonmau IHF 
(Sierra Leonean), Gambeman IHF (Gambian); (b) wangulman LIE (hustler), 
wataman LLii (habitual drinker), mix sinman LLLH (medicineman, sorcerer), 
telaman LLH (tailor). Again, there are very few exceptions, e. g. 
m, 3niman LHF (wealthy man). 
7.3.1 Disyllabic 
1. Carryovers 
The English cognates normally have a single primary accent 
on one element of the compound, the other element bearing secondary 
accent or no accent at allvif the second element has the weak vowel /a/. 
The most common type of compound has the primary accent on the first 
element (Gimson, op. cit. p. 230). By contrast, the cognates of most 
of these compounds have prominence on the second element in Krio, 
the LF tone pattern being the most common. This pattern is also 
the most common for Krio creations. The change from first element 
prominence in English to second element or, in the case of trisyl- 
labic compounds, final syllable prominence in Krio is a characteri- 
stic feature of creolisation if not Kriolisation. 
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Gimson's conventions (op. cit. p. 230ff) are used, in the 
case of the English cognates, in the following correspondences: 
A. )o* LF io r. / LF 
backstand bakstand crossword kr3swid 
backdoor bakdo cardboard kadbod 
backside baksay knee-cap nikap 
bridesmaid braysmed tailcoat telkot 
B. A few such items have the LH tone pattern in Krio: 
o IH 
washout wýshawt 
windscreen windskrin 
C. Much less commonly and more characteristic of some relatively 
recent and acrolectal derivations, ?o corresponds to HF, preserving 
the accentual pattern of the English source form. 
ýo e\. / HF 
bulldog buld3 
earthquake athkwek 
footprint futprint 
footrule futrul 
lifeboat layfbot 
D. Items with no accentuation on the second element in the English 
cognates, are represented thus: .. They tend to carry the IH tone 
pattern in Krio. Many of them are words with =man as their second 
element (see treatment of , man above). 
ý" nJ IH 
postman posman 
watchman wachman 
`Prominent first element, secondary stress on second element. 
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E. In another type of compound in English, the first element 
does not carry the primary accent but has a secondary accent, while 
the second element carries the primary accent. This accentual pat- 
tern is usually preserved in Krio, e. g. 
(i)! i Av LF (ii) "ý rv IH 
first-class f3sklas free-wheel- friwil 
third-rate t->dret 
F. But a few uncharacteristic exceptions occur, changing the 
accentual pattern in Brio to that of first element prominence. 
±i . 0ý HF 
ground-floor grawndfla 
G. In some cases, a disyllabic word in English becomes trisyllabic 
in Krio. But it usually observes the common pattern. 
"ý LHL IRF 
back-fire bak-faya 
down-stairs dawn-stiaz 
2. Creolised Compounds 
Creolised compounds abound and are the bulk of the creolised 
vocabulary of the language. For the purposes of this discussion, 
disyllabic items can be divided into lexical words and grammatical 
words. The most common pattern for the lexical words is LF. Many 
such words are calques (e. g. -examples i-4 below) or are common in 
English-based creoles, (e. g. 5). Each element of a compound usually 
receives an F. or less usually, H. tone in isolate form, but that 
F may become an L when the element is part of a compound. 
(i) Lexical Words 
A. LF ._. ' 
swigs swit F'(sweet) + 2Ls (piss) := diabetes; ''. 
big F (big) + rya F (eye) = gluttonous, gluttony; 
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k-itat kot F (cut) + at F (heart) = anxiety; 
switmat swit F (sweet) + m, t F (mouth) =a persuasive 
tongue; 
k, m, t Tom F (come) + vt F (out) = come out, go out; 
B. (i) Slightly less commonly, they may have the LH pattern: 
Iii 
anko an(d) F (and) + ko H (abbreviation for . 'company') 
=accomplice 
wavw2 way F (why) + wo H (abbreviation for 'worry') 
= care-free 
layman 1F (lie) + man F (man) = liar 
d, nman din F (done) + (man) =a bankrupt man 
naytawt nayt F (night) + awt F (out) =a night out 
(ii) There are a few Krio-creations each of which blends an 
English-derived word: (e. g. trat (street))with the enclitic suffix 
-na( tritna ii). Hancock (1977, p. 164) says: 
This appears originally to have been either a regular syntac- 
tic function of prepositional na with subsequent abbreviation 
e. g. growna 'an urchin' (<gro na trat "grow up in the streets") 
or perhaps from Manding languages, in which prepositional na 
has a similar function: Manding hQ na "in the house". 
These Krio-creations are used, like the words in ciiibon p. i79, 
as familiar or derisive nicknames and carry the LH tone pattern. 
They are: 
abna ('have' + na) = a, sex maniac (good humouredly): ab ='copulate' 
drayna ('dry' + na) =a very thin person 
grona ('grow' + na) =a prostitute 
krachna ('scratch' + na) =-a. goal scored in soccer with the ball 
grazing part of the goal post. 
krayna ('cry' + na) =a cry baby 
tritna. ('street' + na) =a person who loves going out 
layna ('lie' + na) =a liar 
lasna ('last' + na) = person last in any competitive race. 
A trisyllabic item is wänsäynä ('onside' + na) =a spare 
object kept for a rainy day= or a person who walks in a slanted manner. 
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C. The HF pattern is much less common but it occurs in a good 
number of words. 
HF 
god_s g, 3d F (God) + : )s F (horse) P praying mantis 
man-da ks man F (man) + da ks F (duck) =a drake 
Dadwnd bad F (bad) + w-3d F (word) = obscene language 
friw3d fri F (free) + wad F (word) =a curt reply 
tangens tan F (stand) + gens F (against) = old-fashioned 
(ii) Grammatical words 
For grammatical words, the HF pattern seems the commonest. 
Hancock argues that the HF pattern attributed to graphemic units 
like -wetin 'what', usay 'where', yusg 'yourself', tums 'too 
much'... 
are in fact high-downstepped-high, since they are analyzable 
as sequences-of two high-tone items: we + tin, us + say, 
reu + s. f and tu + m3s. The fall perceived is not a high-fall 
but a downstepped-high-fall, which. " . is realised only in 
utterance final position. 
(1981, p2ftJ) 
This argument is compatible with the use of an F tone, particularly 
in utterance final position which is equivalent to isolate position 
for our purposes. In this studyysuch cases are considered to have 
the sequence-HF, e. g. 
A. HF 
udat uH (who) dat F (that) = who - interrogative 
pronominal 
wetin we H (what) f tin F (thing) = what -. interroga- 
tive: pronominal 
omýs 7H (how) + mss F (much) = how much - interro- 
gative-adjective" 
ust us H (which) + ttm (time) = when - temporal 
locative 
yu sf reu H (you) + sEf F (self) = yourself - reflex- 
ive pronominal etc. 
isn3 is H (just) + n3 F (now) = just now - temporal 
locative 
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B. A few cases of the HH pattern can be found in sentence 
coordinators or initiators: 
HH 
sote so H (so) + to H (till) = until 
nomo no F (no) + m: ) F (more) = only 
tinkya tink F (think) + Laa F (you) = can it be that? 
isn2 As H (just) + ni F (now) = lest, for fear that 
C. A few instances of the HL pattern can also be found: 
HL 
nito n, F (not) + to L (to) = not 
noba n, F (not) + ba L (ever) = not ever, never, 
not usually 
sant¬m san F (sun) + t. m F (time) = afternoon 
fri-syllabic 
1. Carryovers 
In the English cognates, the pattern may beýo* with some 
secondary prominence on the second syllable, or 
, 
.o 
(with rhyth- 
mic and qualitative/quantitative prominence in the third syllable). 
Also, the first element may not bear the primary accent but may 
have secondary accent, as in the cases'of the patterns " 
i. 
and 
""ý (Gimson, op. cit. p. 231). 
A. As in the case of disyllabic items, the Krio forms usually 
have a different accentual pattern from the pattern of first element 
prominence of the'. 
(i) 1o. 
N 
post , office 
pussycat 
grasshopper 
grandfather 
Lr English cognates. 
IRL 
postofis 
pusikyat 
rras3pa 
granfada 
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tape-measure tepmEzh> 
(ii) n/ Lui 
landlady lanledi 
blackberry blakbP-ri 
hotF water itwata 
(iii) Some, not necessarily recent but usually acrolectallitems 
preserve the first element prominence pattern. 
O. n/ HHL 
dog-collar d'7gkola 
handwriting anraytin 
news agent n ze Ent 
B. (i) 1.. N LHF 
copyright k--D ira 
copybook k3pibuk 
honeymoon animun 
(ii) ? .. rv, LLY 
drawing-pin dr3inpin 
gingerbread in abred 
waiting-room wetinrum 
chambermaid chembamed 
(iii) ý. 0 -N, " HHF 
chatterbox chataboks 
(iv) ae%N HLF 
borderline b3dalayn 
C. (i) OD. N LHL 
church-warden chochwadin 
cross-question kroskwEstyon 
shop window shopirinda 
(ii) Changes in the prominence pattern are few but show a variety 
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of tone patterns. 
f_" n/ HHL HLF 
archbishop achbish, p 
down-hearted dawn-atEd 
good-looking gudlukin 
safe-keeping sef-kipin 
lawn-tennis l3ntEnis 
D. ". ý/ LLF 
double-cross dybulkr-3s 
second-hand seken-an 
2. Creolised Types 
A. The most commo n pattern is LLF 
LLF 
r, bamint r, ba HL (rubber) + mint F (mint) = chew- 
ing gum 
watawas wata IH (water) + was F (wash) = laundered 
but unironed clothes 
balEat bsls- Iii (belly) + at F (hurt) = bellyache 
B. Slightly less common is the LLH pattern. 
LIH 
taywata ta-y F (tie) + wata LH (water) = float on 
water 
ad3nkF- aF (I) + din F (don't) + ke H (care) 
carefree 
wand3zin wan F (one) + dizin HL (dozen) = one's best 
clothes 
C. Many have the LHL pattern 
LHL 
pletpisis plet F (plate) + pints HL (cloth) = stupid 
rson 
3nbrot3p on L (un) + brut + HL (brought up = rude 
opsaydong opsay IH (upside) + ding L (down) = upside 
down 
rznoba ran F (run) + oba HL (over) = run,. over 
braskitul bras F (brass) + kitul HL (kettle) = ignore 
lefandul lef F (leave) + andul HL (handle) = drive 
without holding steering 
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D. Some items have the HLF pattern. 
HLF 
wediEnk-3l we H (what) + den L (they) + k3l (call) = what's 
its-name 
ivintEm ivin HL (evening) + ten F (time) = evening 
lilibit lili HL (little) + bit F (bit) = little bit 
E. Some have the HHF or the HHL patterns 
HHL 
r3nata r5n F (run) + ata HL (after) = run after 
b: )gE. do1 h2& F (bugger) +EH (it) + 01 = 'bugger it all' 
= nothing 
HHF 
man-kan-tEl man F (man) + kan F (can't) + tea F (tell) 
= uncertain 
wetindu we H (what) + tin (thing) + du F (do) = why 
tu-pe-tri tu F (two) + 2e F (pay) + tri F (three) = of 
the same undesirable kind 
F. Exceptional cases are the MH pattern, as ins 
abado aH (I) + bad F (bad) +oH (oh) =a rascal 
bF. 1E. m- b1 Iii (belly) + m. F (man) =a great eater 
and the HIH pattern as in: 
bush-tr, ki bush F (bush) + traki Ui (turtle) =a bowler hat 
7. $. 3 Tetra-syllabic Compounds 
1. Carry-overs 
Very few items of this description occur in Krio. The follow- 
ing examples represent the patterns that have been observed. 
A. ... N: HHHL HLHL LLHL LLIli 
booking-office bukin- fis 
carpet-sweeper kapetswipa 
dinner-jacket 
engine-driver inßin-drayva 
dina-3akit 
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power-station pawasteshin 
season-ticket sizin-tikit 
tape-recorder teprikoda. 
B. ). &* n/ 
labour-exchange 
C. . ao. .V 
dispatch-rider 
D. ". ý . Ov 
easy-going 
mass-production 
HILL F 
leb, -ekschenj 
LHHL 
dispach-rayda 
HLHL LLHL 
izi-goin 
mas-prod-3ksh3n 
sergeant-major saiinme3' 
E. LHHL HHHL 
postgraduate posgradyuet 
vice-chancellor vayschanselzo 
2. Creolised Types 
The most common patterns are LHLH, LLHL, LLLH, LHHL, and LHLF. 
ý. (i) LHLH 
mamiwata 
ditiwata 
mama-grani 
k£rgobringkam 
(ii) IHLF 
babuk3tlas 
tusaynEngf 
B. LIHL 
falapatan 
bf. ] uman 
ondasFla 
mama LH (mother) + water 111 (water) = mermaid 
d3ti IH (dirty) + wata IH (water) = to an 
extreme 
mama Iii (mother) + grani (granny) = respect- 
ful title for an old grandmother 
kEr F (carry) + go (go) + bring F (bring) 
+ kam F (come) ='tale-bearer' 
babu IR (baboon) + k3tlas LF (cutlass) 
the cutlass-shaped pods of the tree 'Flame 
of the Forest' (Fyle and Jones, op. cit. P. 22) 
tu F (two) + say F (side) +p nef LF (penknife) 
'a two-sided penknife' =a deceitful person 
fala HL (follow) + patan HL (pattern) = imitate 
ball, IH (belly) + uman ilL (woman) " pregnant 
woman 
onda HL (under) + se. 1a IL (cellar) = basement 
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C. 
D. 
LLLH 
b_t: )mb£1s b_t_m LF (bottom) + bE (belly) = part 
of belly below the navel 
selinawe selin HL (sailing) + awe (away) = euphem- 
ism for 'dying' 
bebidalin bebi LH (baby) + dalin IH (darling) =a 
petted child 
LHHL 
babumachis babu LH (baboon) + machis HL (matches) = 
plant with flowers shaped like red, black 
tipped matchsticks 
m, inkiapul mýnki (monkey) + spul (apple) =a kind of 
fruit 
masmasebul masmas LF (mashed) + ebul HL (able) = fertile 
for making monetary gains on the side 
Less common are the LLHL and LLLF patterns. 
E. 
F. 
LIRL 
watabitas wata U-I (water) + bitas LF (bitters) = the 
leaves of a bitter vegetable 
fan_ fans HL (fanner) + makit HF (market) = wares 
of a petty trader 
LLLF 
watakakroch wata 1k! (water) + kakroch LF (cockroach) = 
giant water bug 
salamabich salama (corruption of 'son of a') + bich F 
=a term -of abuse 
Rare patterns are the following: 
G. 
H. 
I. 
J. 
HHHH 
k, 3tyaputya k, t F (cut) + Ya F (here) + uzt F (put) 
+ ya F (here) = assign duties, be the person 
to do this 
HLLF 
di-wt-ada di F (thee) + wi F (we) + ad, LF (adore) 
death, place of -the dead 
HLLH 
opin-to-se opin HL (hoping) + to L (to) + se H (say) = 
expecting that, thing expected 
LLHH 
mamattnkma mama LH (mother) + tEnk F (thanks) + ma H 
mother) - ill-fitting trousers 
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Penta-syllabic Compounds 
1. Carry-overs 
The few observed are as follows: 
A. 4. as . 
cabinet-maker 
B. . a... 
hot-water-bottle 
HHHHL 
kabin £tmeka 
LIHHL 
-Awatab 3tul 
HIIILF 
waste-paper-basket 
2. Krio-creations/Creolised Types 
These are also few. 
A. HL-HL-F 
bikin-faya-bus 
B. LLLHL 
mitmina-Elbo 
C. LHIHL 
ayfianofo 
wespepabaskit 
bikin HL (beacon) + faya HL + bus F 
bush) =a kind of plant 
mit F (meet) + ml F (me) + na L (at) 
+ elbo HL (elbow] = sauce with too 
much water 
MF (I) + fia HL (fear) + no F (no) + 
fo F (foe) =a brashly militant person 
ß. 9.5 Septa-syllabic 
One item occurs that is not exactly a krio-creation but that 
has been given a Krio meaning. completely unrelated to its source 
meanings 
bringin-krays-to di-nesh3n HH-H-L-L-HL ('Bringing Christ 
to the nations') =a locally distilled harsh gin. 
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SECTION THREES 
THE MORPHOLOGY OF ENGLISH-DERIVED 
WORDS IN KRIO 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
INFZECTIONAL MORPHQI ux 
8.1 Introduction 
Morphology seems to rank low in the scale of interesting 
phenomena for scholars of creole languages. Alleyne, for example, 
complains about the sparseness of available data for a comparative 
study of the Afro-American varieties (1980, p. 106). The gist of 
the argument has been that word order suffices to establish syn- 
tactic relationships (e. g. Johnson, 1976, p. 13 note 8 -about Krio); 
and that these languages lost their inflections during the forma- 
tion/pidginisation stage -a deliberate simplification strategy 
(Hall, 1966, p. 58). 
As Givon points out, however, (1979, p. 20), there is 
no evidence whatsoever that creoles"are characterised by the lack 
of inflections' or that the dropping of inflections is one of the 
processes of 'creolisation'. What seems clear is that, as far as 
inflectional morphology is concerned, African-related creole langua- 
ges (at least) reflect the structure of the substratum language 
rather than that of the lexifier language. Givon also maintains 
(though this may be debatable) that all inflected languages tend 
to lose their inflections in the course of time, before developing 
new ones and that languages which borrow extensively from other 
languages tend to 'erode' the borrowed inflections without neces- 
arily becoming creoles. Indeed, Cassidy (1961, p. 52-53) also points 
out that English nouns have been losing their inflections for a 
thousand years and that the only remaining case inflection, the 
possessive, is itself slowly dying out. It is seldom used with 
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inanimate objects nowadays, e. g. not 'the table's leg' but 'the 
table leg' (the uninflected noun) or 'the leg of the table'(peri- 
phrasis). He also notes that the English verb 'has been discarding 
inflection more and more' (p. 58). Cassidy's work is on Jamaican 
Creole, but many of the features he discusses because of their dif- 
ferences from English are also found in Krio. Such features have 
parallels in Niger-Congo languages, which formed the substratum 
for the Atlantic Creoles. They include the practice of not inflec- 
ting for possession, plurality (in some instances), and for tense, 
concord and aspect in the verb. 
However, although inflections are certainly not typical 
of Krio, and although inflectional and derivational affixes are 
not as productive, profuse and as overtly functional as they are 
in English, some do occur. Broadly speaking, inflections and deri- 
vational affixes that have come into Krio from English tend to be 
wholesale transfers that the Krio speaker regards as single, indivi- 
sible units without morphemic constituents. Nevertheless, increas- 
ingly, awareness of the nuance, grammatical import or outright 
denotation of a particular bound morpheme tends to be manifested 
in its deliberate use to form words analogous in structure to 
English forms, but often unacceptable in English usage: e. g. from 
iiii the English patternin'basically', Krio has coined matikali (mat + 
i+ kal +i mouth +y+ cal + ly) = 'orally'. This tendency 
has very limited productivity but suggests a trend that may develop 
greater significance in future. One thing that is certain at present 
for such forms as well as for some carryovers that are in common 
currency in non-acrolectal varieties is the existence of connotatory 
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distinctions from English usage. 
In this section, the morphology of English-derived words 
will be examined in its four main categories: (a) inflection; (b) deri- 
vg. tion; (c)oompounding; (d)reduplication:. It will be -seen: that'Krio has 
been far more inventive in the area of compounding (a feature it 
shares with other Creoles) than in the areas of derivational or 
inflectional morphology= in this last area it has been least inno- 
vative. 
8.2 7: f]ect. ona. 1. Morpholo ! 
8.2.1. Plurality: 
The most regular way to pluralise a noun in English is 
to add -s to it, e. g. 'book +s= books', 'chair +s= chairs', etc. 
There are also less regular ways like the addition of '-(r)en' as 
in 'ox + en = oxen' or 'child + ren = children'; or, as in the case 
of 'brethren', involving more radical change. We may also consider 
here nouns ending in-'-ouse' in their singular form, which change. 
to '-ice', in their plural form, e. g. 'louse - lice', 'mouse - mice'. 
Generally speaking and particularly in non-acrolectal 
varieties, Krio does not inflect for plurality. This practice may 
be as a result of Niger Congo influence in the substratum. As Greenberg 
says: 
The drift in Niger-Congo has been in the direction of 
simplification of the nominal classificational system. 
This has reached its climax in Mande and some of the 
Kira languages in which the affixes have been entirely 
lost and an isolating system results. 
(1966, pp. 9&1O). 
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See also Turner (1969, p. 224). However, English plural-type-s does 
occur in Krio and will be discussed shortly. First, we may note 
that some marked irregular plural forms have come unmodified into 
Krio, while others have not. For both 'louse' and 'lice', Brio 
has the form ]. s -'mouse' (being the young of a 'rat') is (typically, 
(rat)_; if not typologically - see Lexico-semantics) represented by k% rätd% 
da (dice) in Krio (as in Jamaican Creole (Cassidy, 1961, p. 51)) has 
a singular as well as a plural denotation. (This may also be an 
attempt to avoid homophony with da"y = 'expire'); the infixal change 
giving 'men' from 'man' is not reflected in the Krio cognate man, 
whereas 'teeth' has given Krio tit, which is used for both singular 
and plural (also cf. Jamaican Creole in Cassidy (ibid, p. 50). ). 
The English singular form 'tooth' only has cognates in the acrolectal 
variant of tltýt ('tooth hurt' - tooth ache), i. e. tüthek and related 
acrolectal vocabulary in which tüth is the first element of the 
compounds tüthbr sh (toothbrush), tüthpest (toothpaste), tüthp k 
(toothpick). These have no variants with tit and are more recently 
derived, as the presence of the incoming phoneme /0/, as in /tüOp /, 
shows. The form children is only found in the compound child . ns-om 
(Children's Home). Brr (brethren) is a carryover from English 
in which it is archaic. In Krio, it retains its biblical flavour 
in one of its meanings, i. e. 'male Christians', and its esoteric 
import in the other, i. e. 'fellow freemasons'. It only has a plural 
denotation in Krio as well. 
The ways in which Krio expresses plurality are as follows: 
(a) the use of a number or quantity word immediately preceding the 
noun, e. g. (i) tu a*päl = two apples (ii) pl nt1/s3m/näf/b3kä mangro = 
'a lot of mangoes': 
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(b. i) the use of d'N (N may be /m/, /n/, // or /r/ depending 
on its phonetic environment) immediately after the noun, cf Jamaican 
Creole, (Cassidy, ibid; Alleyne, p. 100). The noun is usually un- 
marked in non-acrolectal varieties, but may be marked with -s, if 
English-derived, in acrolectal varieties: e. g. non-acrolectal: 
(i) chiädem (chairs); (ii) buk din (books) acrolectal: (i) chIaz. 
am (chairs); (ii) bilks dim (books). 
(b. - ii) the use of dEN immediately after a collective noun, e. g. 
(i) AK di fanbul dtým? = How are the relations? (ii) 
ÄktdEmd An 
din opin = The Albert Academy (School) has reopened. 
(b iii) the use of &EN immediately preceding, and sometimes, also 
succeeding (superfluously) the noun, when the interlocutors have 
had a previous knowledge or experience of what is referred to by 
the noun. The first dF-N here is a kind of attentuated demonstra- 
tive (Alleyne, ibid, p. 100). (Note that the first dEN has high 
tone and the post nominal dý, N, low tone). Examples: 
(i) Äw dim p1kin(d1. m)? = How are the children? 
(ii) Ä kL fi d& bük (dam) = I've come for the books (in 
question). 
(b iv) the use of dEN after a person's name to mean 'and others' 
e. g. (i) 
? 1i din de käm = Olu and others are coming. 
" As Velners reports'. (1973'.. pp. 159-24.8), some West African 
languages use pre-nominal, while _others use post-nominal: morphemed to. 
form the plural. Both kinds of languages may have influenced Krio= 
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(c) the use of zero modification of the noun, which may or may not 
be ambiguous, in respect of number, in the context; e. g. : 
(i) di mango nä dis farm swit = the mangoes in this 
farm are delicious - (context clear, unambiguous) 
(ii) lea kän the =a letter/letters came today - (ambiguous)i 
(iii) pxsin de nä dl ös = somebody/some people is/are in 
the house - (ambiguous) 
(iv) brfng chfä = bring a/some chair(s) -(ambiguous) 
(v) man bstý päs umän = men are better than women - 
(unambiguous) 
As examples (i) and (v) show, when the noun is used in 
an indefinite sense, ambiguity does not occur. 
It may be noted that post-nominal d6N is not as strong 
N 
a marker of plurality in Krio as -s is in English. DEN could con- 
ceivably be omitted in (bi), (bii) and (biii) without the sense 
of plurality being lost, whereas it is essential in (biv) for the 
meaning 'and others'. This is also confirmed by examples ii, iii 
and iv"bf (c); 
(d) the addition of the plural marker -sto the noun. This is 
randomly heard in acrolectal varieties and among school children 
and teachers - obviously because of the impinging influence of 
English in such circles - and is one of the results of the growing 
tendency towards decreolisation; e. g.: 
(i) ä de 90 mmt 
At bays am going to meet the boys 
(in my 'esoteric' group/conclave); 
Iambiguity here Ts ofteä'önly"potential since we are deal inwith 
a spoken language. 
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(ii) ä da'n f(! (s A chiäs =I have fixed the chairs. 
(iii) ä l& mI bike nä a 
Qm 
=I left my books on my desk. 
It seems clear that earlier (non-acrolectal) forms of 
English-derived words tended to discourage the use of the English 
plural -s marker. Indeed, as Hancock (1971, p. 161) notes, this 
may have caused the dropping of the final / s/ in the pronunciation 
of some words which do not even have a final -s in the spelling 
in the English cognate and, in some cases, certainly do not have 
a plural denotation; e. g. J . n1* (Japanese), Chäyni*(Chinese), 
Pödögi/Pötög1l (Portuguese), iays1n (licence), käpsäy (capsize). 
The first three have now become archaic, even derogatory, forms and 
the forms Jepaniz, Chä z and P-tyügiz have now gained common currency. 
We may add to the list of words that may have been mistaken for 
plural forms the examples of peshent (patient, patience), saylent 
(silent, silence), and köins1dýnt (coincidence). Later decreolising 
influence has brought about neshens, sayl ns and koins idEns, but 
they remain in acrolectal use. 
However, a growing number of words -I have listed about 
200 - have relatively recently come into Krio retaining the English 
plural marker morphophoneme 
(-S} 
- realised as /-s/, /-z/ or /-: Ls/ 
as in t-)-Ys (toys), mätäz (matters) and k; mi sIs (compasses), - many 
of which have both a singular and a plural denotation-particularly 
older words, e. g. re s (grape(s)), pts (pill(s)), 
sks (sock(s)) 
more recent words tend to have only a plural denotation, e. g.: deez 
(days), s(ns1s (senses), a iaz (ideas). 
*Dr L. Todd (personal communication) notes that these forms are 
also common in dialectal English. 
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English has a very small number of words with plural-like 
final =s, e. g. 'shambles, 'innings., which may have a singular deno- 
tation. -and may be preceded by the indefinite article 'a/an'. But 
it is doubtful whether these words were the models of the Krio phe- 
nomenon. 
The following are examples of words with final - S}. 
They have been classified in five categories: 
(a) Items normally in pairs or associated with a pair: 
(1) ba' ls= bangle(s) 
(3) hngs = lung(s) 
(5) sändäls = sandal(s) 
(7) bresis = braces 
(9) s(zas = scissors 
(2) süs = shoe(s) 
(4) yes = ear(s) 
(6)-s ks = sock(s) 
(8) tr'! 3s3s = trousers 
(10) 1Egins = leggings 
(b) Items normally in quantity - only occuring with -s in Krio with 
singular and plural denotations: 
(1) inäch\s = match(es) 
(3) t= toy(s) 
(5) g2qps _" grape(s) 
(7) bins = bun(s) 
(9) chI chip(s) 
(2) tit = tooth/teeth 
(4) tn tIs = tomato(es) 
(6)pt. s=pill(s) 
(8) lýsQ'is = lozenge(s) 
(10) rozis = rose(s)ý 
(c) Words normally in plural form in English cognates but which 
may have singular denotation in Krios 
(1) fürs = fit(s) (2) lýsýs = losses 
IZhe singular form, roz is used in Krio only in a metaphorical sense to refer to females used in the elimination process to choose the 
bride in a typical Krio engagement ceremony. 
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(3) scams = psalm(s) 
(5) klö's = clothes 
(? ) ýs = germ(s) 
(9) breiis = brains 
(4) mänäz = manners 
(6) äshis = ash(es) 
(8) kwätäz = quarters 
(10) ti s= thing(s) 
(d) Krio creations and forms only 'pluralised' in Krio. 
i (L) kämärAks ('come around f s') = members of a low-class gang 
(2) krSchýz ('creatures') = chunks of delicious meat and. 
entrails in cooked sauce. 
(3) räwndings ('rounding + s') = woman's hair style 
ii (1) sl igs slang (2) bedings = bedding 
(3) kyäl(st'ks = careless .. talk 
(4) ji'ýks = junk 
(5) füll s ('fulling' (archaic)) = woman's dress with 
full gathered sleeves. 
feý Another: plural'form with both a singular and a plural 
denotation is ciýks = duck(s). This may have been a conscious attempt 
to avoid homophony with d 3k = 'dock' (for ships) and 'duck' (to dip 
in the water) - both nautical words that must have been some of the 
earliest in the Krio lexicon-. 
A few words which are in the plural form with -g, in English 
have lost the -§ when they'have come into Krio. They are probably 
older derivations e. g. 
(1) spýtýkü]. = spectacles 
(3) trýp] .t= triplets 
(5) äm = vitamins 
(2) tr1lwätä = three-quarters 
(4) twi = twins 
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$. 2.2 Possession: 
One of the ways of expressing possession in English is 
by inflection - the use of the possessive -s, as in 'John's book' 
(singular) or 'the lions' dens' (plural), for animate objects (for 
inanimate objects see pageloz). Like Niger-Congo languages, (see 
Turner, ibid, p. 229) Krio (and also Jamaican Creole) does not inflect 
for possession. One of two ways can be used: 
(i) the juxtaposition of the possessor and the possessed, 
in that order e. g. Abi mämä = Abi's mother. This method is now 
archaic and dying out. 
(ii) the possessive pronoun im (his/her/its) or 
AN (their) 
is (redundantly) interposed between the possessor and the possessed, 
as in: (a) Jan Im bük = John's book 
(b) A b, y elm os = The boys' house. 
Some phrases involving the possessive -s have come whole- 
sale into Krio as compound words or syntactic phrases. 
(i) bachilaz i= bachelor's eve 
(ii) bächiloz b'netSn = ('bachelor's button') =a kind of 
flower 
(iii) Ghfldrens-om = Children's Home 
(iv) lediz*ffva ('lady's fever') = symptoms of pregnancy 
(v) b'ys* köbö (from Yoruba) = bow-legged male 
(vi) gäls*sk l= girls'school/The Methodist Girls High School 
(vii). 'lidäz-mftin = leaders' meeting 
(viii) A Lids preya = the Lord's Prayer 
*led z is productive in compounds; so are b6 s, and gals 
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8.2.3 The English and Krio Tense, Aspect Systems 
In English, inflection is an important feature of morpho- 
logy. In Krio, however; there is very little inflection, mainly 
because of the influence of the West African substrate languages 
in which the syntactic function of separate morphemes depends on 
their positions in the sentence and on the possibilities of combina- 
tion with other morphemes (see Wilson, et al., 1964, p. 12; Turner, 
1969, pp. 225-7s Welmers, 1973, ch. 12). To a lesser extent, the 
absence of inflections may also be due to 'simplification' during 
the pidginisation stage of Krio. But this does not mean that gramma- 
tical categories expressed by inflection have been lost. In fact 
Krio has evolved a system of its own. (Givon, 1979, p. 21). It is 
basically similar to the English system, except that it does not 
use inflections, but may use separate morphemes for its tenses 
(including the future tense) and juxtapose certain morphemes to 
express aspect. Also, Krio uses a separate morpheme to express 
habitualness, whereas English can do so with the non-past tense 
form. Krio, like most other creoles (Bickerton, e. g. 1981, p. 71), 
but unlike English also has no passive voice. 
The meanings largely correspond,, though, in Krio, the 
unmarked form, which is non-past in English, semantically includes 
the immediate past. The marker of remote pastness is bin. 
Although, strictly speaking, the foregoing is not part 
of Krio morphology, nevertheless, it is relevant for the adoption 
of English words into Krio. 
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The Krio Tense/Aspect system is as follows: 
(a) Tense (1) Unmarked s present-: `I see him: '. ä si ämn. 
immediate past 'I (just) sax him" 
Krio speakers distinguish between present 
and immediate past by the context. 
(2) Marked: remote past marker = b1n, as in: 
a bin si am ='I sax him (sometime ago)' 
Sometimes, the remote past is only indicated by a time 
adverbial in the sentence, e. g. ä sfäm las wok ='I saw him last week'. 
future tense marker as in 
a go sf äm = 'I'11 see him'$ de/(A) 
(with time adverbial), as in: ä de/(I'j) 
A äm dis nEt = 'I'm going to see him tonight'. 
It is possible to combine the past and future tense markers, 
as in ä bin go sf äm, with conditional meaning = 'I would have seen him'. 
(b) Aspect (1) perfect markers d3on 
unmarked (non-past) tense, as ins. ' dIn sA äm = 
'I have seen him', 
past tense: bin din, as in: a bin dhn si äm = 
'I had seen him', 
future tense: gö din, as in: ä¬o din A au = 
'I will have seen him 
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past + future tense : bin 
fa /go darn as in: 
ä bin go/f, dýn A äam = 
'I would have seen him'. 
(The combination of past and future markers has temporal, rather 
than conditional, significance in combination with the perfect aspect 
marker). 
(2) progressive markers de 
unmarked (non-past) tense, as in: 
ä de Si äm = 'I am seeing him', 
past tense: bin de, as in: a bin de si äm = 
'I was seeing him', 
future tense: go dee, as in: ä go de sf äm = 
'I'll be seeing him, 
(Past and future tense markers may again be combined with the pro- 
gressive aspect - with conditional meaning, as in: 
%ä bin g de sf äm = 'I would have been seeing him (if I had known)'. 
(3) perfect + progressive: d, n`de 
unmarked (non-past)'tense, as in: 
ä d; n de sfi äm = 'I have'been 
seeing him', 
past tense: bin d: n de, as in s 
ä bin d, n de si äa = 'I had 
been seeing him'. 
future tense: go dDn deas ins 
a go din de si a=I will 
have been seeing him'. 
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% past + future tenses bin i, /go din de, aa. int 
a bin f, /go dhn de Si. äm = 
'I would have been seeing him'. 
(4) habitual marker: 
An (less commonly: de, blänt), as ins 
in 
a de Si. am = 'I usually see him'. 
b1ant 
. 
The habitual aspect only occurs without other aspect 
markers and in the non-past tense. 
As in English, the syntactic order of the morphemes is 
invariable. 
The English and Krio Tense/Aspect systems are really 
more similar grammatically and semantically than they look. The 
main differences are: (i) the fact that English inflects while Krio 
uses separate words,. (ii) the. fact that the unmarked: form in. Kripr 
unlike its English counterpart, semantically includes the immediate 
past, (M ),. the fact that Kiio has a definite . futute tense marker: 
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while English only has ways of referring to future time, e. g. 'will + 
infinitive', 'BE -going to', 'BE -ing', 'non-past tense form + time 
adverbial', (iv) the fact that Krio has a habitual aspect marker: 
kin, (de, bläht). 
This is a simplified overview of what is an incredibly 
complex phenomenon. 
even in Krio, the- future' "tense markers Lo' (the equivalent. of 'will') 
. has something of a modal as well as temporal significance. 
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8.2.4 English-derived Inflected Verbs: 
(a) Verbs with the non-past marker 
A small number of verbs seem to have come into Krio in 
the third person singular (with -s) form but are regarded as un- 
marked for person since they occur invariantly in the Krio infini- 
tive and in all syntactic structures, e. g. 
(1) diäs ((Lia + s) = to dare 
(2) bäz (K. E. D. p. 29; "'E. "bar"confine, obstruct +"s, ' 
v. (1) (in football) to check with the foot 
(2) foil plans of another person'. But cf. 
Hancock (1971, p. 127) who records it as a gen- 
eral dialect word - 'bazz' = 'a blow'; 
(3) biz (`bow'+ /z/) = decorate with a ribbon, e. g. woman's hair; 
(4) thklis ('tickle'+ s) = to tickle., (possible conflation 
with 'ticklish'). also occurs in Krio 
with (more or less) the same meaning. 
The stock phrases: (a) oglz 'zn ('go + es on') used as a 
term of admiration/to cheer someone jocularly; (b) goz wit4t sein 
('goes without saying') ='It's certain', also occur. 
From English 'is this' (verb + demonstrative pronoun) 
comes a Krio compound relative - 
is-dis-used emphatically (some- 
times to reinforce the relative wet) (who/which), e. g. (a) N. man 
is-d(s 
we gt nä an = He is a difficult man. (b) Nä plk. (n Is-d(s 
i tü äml; ýg = He/She is a very troublesome child. 
Wholesale transfers of phrases -with A. ' that's' have come 
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into Krio as stock phrases with the elision of the /t/ of 'that's 
and are in common currency; e. g.: 
das-gud = that's good; des-it = that's it; 
das-1ä = that's life (acrolecta1); das-31 = that' s all; 
das-ri = exactly. 
Also, 'items with'what's', which has become wes, have 
yielded Krio compounds like: 
(a) weskdnäbä ('which kind of a' - (variant: uskänäba 
(b) wesmätä ('what's (the) matter'); 
(c)-. wespläbä ('what's (the) palaver') - (variant: we plabä) 
why the quarrel. 
But these items are only heard among older people or villagers, nowadays. 
(b) Verbs with the past tense markers 
Some words are found in Krio (and in other creoles as 
well, e. g. Bickerton, 1975, p. 28; Cassidy and Le Page, 1967, passim) 
in their past tense form; e. g. ]. f = leave, bro = break, märed (marry). 
The irregular nature of the form in English (of the first two) may 
have been responsible for their wholesale transfer, although not all 
irregular forms have been transferred. 
Kriolising tendencies should be noted as follows: 
The use of the forms want (went), (give) and b? t (bought). k'A 
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whose English cognates are irregular forms, to indicate a decided 
unwillingness to do the action stated by the verb, e. g. s 
(i) ä gö wat =I won't go; 
(2) Na go bit am fi yu =I won't buy it for you; 
(3) ä go g f*yu =I won't give you. 
The usage in each case is 'negative, mocking/sarcastic' (K. E. D., 
1980, p. 118). This is a potentially productive feature. 
Other items that have come in their past tense forms into 
Krio but which also have a present time reference arcs 
(1) did (fled); (2) kl n (cling); 
(3) med (make) (only in the expression na G, d med am = 
God made him/her); 
(4) b 't ('bring' - with semantic change - 'punish child 
for wrong doing'); 
(5) skyad ('scare'); (6) 
2f 'leave'; 
(7) las = 'lose'. 
Again, their English cognates are irregular forms, except 
for ska~ d. In some cases, the avoidance of homophony may have been 
responsible for this apparent anomaly, e. g. bre tends to be used 
for 'interval', bring for 'fetch', liv for 'leave of absence'. 
(c) Verbs with the -ing form 
Carryovers from English with the 'progressive' (-ing) 
form in the infinitive of the verb also exist in Krio: Eng: 'ing'> 
though Berry 19590 p"30$ notes that 'gaf' is an obsolete prete- 
rite form of 'give'. 
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Krio $ ;, e. g.: 
(1) ämb (disturb); 
(3) ýntin (hunt); 
(5) tredin (trade); 
(7)lä rrdin (line); 
(9) münin (mourn); 
(2) fýshIn (cf J. C. ) (fish); 
(4) ankrin (hanker after); 
(6) x'ndrin (be absent minded); 
(8) provokin (provoke, tease); 
(10) gkIvant1n (gallivant). 
The stock expression wid 
is k, )mitin, used jocularly to 
mean 'secrets are being revealed, also occurs. 
8.2.5 Adjectives and Comparison forms 
In Krio, the usual way to express the comparative is to 
post-pose the morpheme pas after the adjective. (Pas ('pass') is 
equivalent to '(more)than') e. g.: 
(1) A sistä fayn pas y= My sister is prettier than you; 
(2) oNrinch swit päs m&n ö= Oranges are sweeter than mangoes= 
(3) i les pas ml = He is lazier than me. 
However, carryovers with the '-er' form are also found 
in Krio; e. g.: 
(i) ä1iä = earlier (acrolectal); (2) aýiýrtä = outer (only 
in noun phrases); 
(3) a*yaN = higher (in combinations only); 
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(4) nä = inner; (5) let! = later (in common use). 
Also, stock phrases: 
sunaao lets = sooner or later; beta 
of = better half; 
wika sake/vasul = weaker sex/ vessel. 
The suppletive forms: bit. (better, very good), wis (worse, 
worst), wäsa (worse) also occur. An element of superlativeness 
is also present in bEtE, as in e. g. na dis na di být¬wän = is 
is the best one With the negative particle: no, the meaning also 
tends to be superlative = 'worthless', 'useless', 'given to levity', 
as in: dI man n" bkt& ='the man is worthless/useless/not serious by 
nature'. The form was is also used to mean 'worse' (comparative) or 
'worst' (superlative) - this could be as a result of the dropping 
of the final -t. wäsä - seems to have come from the now obsolete 
form 'worser'. Only older speakers use it nowadays. 
To express the superlative, Krio uses various linguistic 
and paralinguistic devices. What is relevant to our discussion, 
however, is the use of pas(A-N)Sl ('pass them a11' - 'than them all'), 
as in: mängro swit pas d 35'1 = Mangoes are the sweetest. 
The suppletive forms b(t) (best), west (worst) and 
lýs t (least) and the regular form letes (latest), also occur and 
in common currency. 
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8.2.6 Gender forms 
English does not have gender, unlike some other languages, 
e. g. French, Latin. It has a few sex words as well as the suffix 
'-ess' in a limited number of items, which it uses to form the female 
of a noun, e. g.: 
'prince - princess'; 'host - hostess'; 
'waiter - waitress'. 
African-related Creole languages are known for their use 
of sex words man, uman, preposed to the noun, to distinguish the 
sexes (Alleyne, ibid, p. 106). Krio is no exception, e. g. man-dnks = 
'drake'. However, Krio has many female sex words that have been 
carried over from English, most of which are in common enough currency 
to be considered non-acrolectal. Examples are: 
(i) rý - prinsäs = prince - princess (these are also 
personal names); 
(2) öst - ostes = host - hostess; 
(3) weta - wetrs = waiter - waitress; 
/\/ (4) ; Ldmasta, - Fciihtr'. s = headmaster - headmistress; 
(5) 0, ý: >nepkt - kgindlktrls = conductor - conductress; 
(6) mane 
ä- 
mane 'r = manager - managress; 
(7) dikin - d11dnfs = deacon - deaconess; 
(8) simtr, f-s = seamstress. 
Even the irregular: wido - w£dök ='widow - widower ' occur. 
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To show aEareness-of the suffix and its meaning as well 
as its potentiality for productivity, the forms kät - ka'tEs ('cat'- 
'catess') have been coined (see p. 12It). 
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CHAPTER NINE 
DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOGY 
9.1 Introduction 
Many of the affixes and derivational endings to be found in 
Standard English also occur in Krio, some of them atrophied and others 
productive in various degrees. It is therefore extremely difficult to 
impose rigid categories when dealing with such a changing system. 
Sometimes, 
_ 
even 
-in 
basilectal usage, the Krio speaker 
utilises the base form of the English-derived word, with a derivational 
suffix, if some qualification or modification is needed, or without one, 
if the linguistic content is unambiguous. Examples are as follows: 
13 \\A \\ i\ (i) i n1 fdyuket, cf. i n/! 3 EdyuketEd = 'he's uneducated'; 
(ii) lay n3 gud = 'lying is not good'; 
(iii) fish wgsnesh3n, cf. fish mgsnash, naliti (acrolectal)= 
'fish have no nationality'; 
(iv) i sik (wan), cf. 1 sikn&s = 'his illness'; 
(v) sobs wan, cf* sobäA = 'soberly'. 
But, as has been noted, some of the commonest bi- or poly- 
morphemic English words have randomly entered into currency in Krio 
without regard to their structure, which the Krio speaker probably 
considers somewhat 'fixed'; hence, it might shock him to learn that 
, >nä wfaz (unawares), for example, is made up of 3n + awia +z 
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(three morphemes). Also, a word such as k-zmyünist (communist), with 
the suffix -ist in English, functions as a noun or adjective, but can 
be used in Krio with a verbal function as well - meaning: 'to gang 
rape'; and the word fülish (foolish), with the suffix -ish, which, 
in English functions as an adjective, can also be used as a verb: (to 
seduce a young girl) as well as an abstract noun: (foolishness). 
Admittedly, this is not a common feature and not many examples can 
be found. But other reasons confirm one's impression about the Krio 
speaker's general lack of awareness of derivational affixes. First, 
most of the time, a more complex form of a word exists in the 
language, but the simpler forms either do not or are not in common use, 
e. g.: äsösi 4sh3n (or basilectal: äsöeshzn) = 'association' is more common 
than äsösiet (associate), which is restricted to some acrolectal 
varieties; ongretfül (ungrateful) is quite common, but re fül (grateful) 
can only occasionally be heard in highly acrolectal speech; Jtnareshin 
(generation) is also quite common, but 
enaret (generate) does not 
exist. Secondly, generally speaking, the productivity of English- 
derived affixes is strikingly low: in the case of prefixes, one can 
hardly speak of productivity at all. (See 14ýTa ). 
In spite of all this, English words with derivational affixes 
are at present one of the largest categories of words Krio seems 
susceptible to, (see, e. g. K. E. D., passim). But, even so, the language 
is selective in its choice of such words - they seem to have to be 
associated with 'concrete', rather than abstract ideas and experiences 
for which the all-pervading English - the language of education, 
officialdom, prestige - is the ready lexifier. 
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At the same time, as has been noted, awareness of the nuances 
expressed, particularly in some English suffixes, seems to be growing 
in Krio, and they are being used as patterns for some Krio creations, 
(see infra). 
However, if it is true for English that derivational affixes 
are 'of limited productivity in the sense that not all words which 
result from the application of the rules are acceptable', since not 
all gain 'institutional currency in the language' (Quirk et al., 1978, 
p. 996), it is far truer for Krio. Many of the items to be discussed 
(under Krio-created forms) may have started as nonce formations and 
may have gained currency through contact with other speakers and 
frequency of use. 
9.2 Prefixes 
As Sapir observed (1921, pp. 67-8), prefixing is far less 
common in languages than suffixing. Very few and only some of the 
most common English-derived prefixes occur in Krio words; the more 
learned, scientific and specialised ones, e. g. 'pseudo-', 'poly-'s 
'neo-', 'hyper-', tend to be excluded. 
The following are probably the commonest and most productive 
ones occurring in carry-overs', but few speakers would think of or even 
be able to subdivide them into prefix + root as they are done here: 
(1) k, 3m- (com-), as in k'm len (complain); 
(2) k-3n- (con-), "" k3nvat (convert); 
(3) ko- (co-) 11 " ko-Edyukesh3n (co-education); 
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(4) kawnta- (counter) as in kawntäpät (counterpart; 
(5) awt- (out-) of " awtsa z (outsize); 
(6) dawn- (down-) it " dawnf3l (downfall); 
(7) dis- (dis-) disäpDynt (disappoint); 
(8) Eks- (ex-) "" kstanäl (external); 
(9) nan- (non-) to " non-Anfcm? st (non-conformist); 
(10) mis- (mis-) mis, )ndastnd (misunderstand); 
(11) m13lti (multi-) "" 
y/ /\ 
m3ltik, la (multi-coloured); 
(12) ova- (over-) ova-it (overheat); 
(13) 3nda- (under-) "" ondagralyn (underground); 
(14) ri- (re-) " rin (reform(ed)); 
(15) su a- (super-) süpänach 
iäl (supernatural); 
(16) teli- (tele-) "" tEllon (telephone); 
(17) trans- (trans-) "" tränsfä (transfer); 
(18) on (un-) ýntren (untrained); 
(19) inta- (inter-) lntänashonal (international); 
(20) vans- (vice-) "" vasysprf'sipul (vice-principal); 
(21) tkstra- (extra-) "" 6kstra3dinari (extra-ordinary). 
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Krio-created formations 
A few of these prefixes have provided patterns for some 
Krio creations. In most cases, a particularly Krio nuance has also 
come about. 
1. Ekstra - in most Krio formations has a pejorative nuance, 
unlike the English cognate: 
\\ /\ 
(a) fkstra-bizi 'extra-busy' means 'pretending to be busier 
than one actually is'; 
N\ /11ý (b) £kstra-fayn 'extra-fine' means 'vulgarly bright, gaudy'; 
\\ /t 
(c) Ekstra-gud 'extra-good' means 'too good to be true, 
sanctimonious'; 
(d) stra-klýva 'extra-clever' means 'too clever for one's 
liking'; 
(e) E stra-swIt 'extra-sweet' means 'too sweet for one's liking. 
The next example, (f) 
fkstra-w 
wn`p 'extra-ugly', is a case 
of an English-derived +a non-English derived noun, in this case a Twi' 
word meaning 'ugly' - instancesof such combinations are many (as will 
be seen in due course) -. It means: 'extremely ugly'. 
As an exception, 
Ekstra-kwik 'extra-quick' has a complimentary 
connotation. It means 'very quick'. 
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2. inta- also has a pejorative connotation in; 
(a) intäkölo inter + collo(cation) (Fyle& Jones, ibid, 
p. 148) =a person who is a gossip. 
But in (b) Intäpok 'inter + poke' = 'pry into another person's 
affairs', it is pok 'poke' that seems to indicate pejoration. 
3. ova- has a pejorative connotation in . 
(a) ovapl's (or its older form obaplis) 'over + plus' 
= 'more than the mark, too much'; 
(b) ova äe (English: 'over' + Yortiba 'ä e') ='too much 
happiness or comfort'; 
(c) ovämä 
1 (English: 'over' + non-English 'mä i I') 
_ 'be over-eager to please'; 
(d) oväswd over + swell' (sw 
E1 here is the typically 
creolised, uninflected form from the participial 
adjective 'overswollen ). 
For the meaning of ova- in these examples, cf. Marchand 
(ibid, 2.28.6 p. 98): "do beyond the proper limit, to excess'. 
In övä g1 
di' 'over + glad' = 'overglad, overgladness', 
however, ova- is complimentary. 
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4. on - preserves its negative denotation in Krio and prefixes in 
two words with interesting forms: 
(a) 3nch-3Ach 'un + church' = 'very irregular church-goer, one 
who does not go to church'. 
There is no agentive marker like -a, is(t) or, 
-man in the word to indicate its class; 
(b) 3"ntrenin 'un + training' = 'bad manners'. 
This is a curious use of the prefix, which, in English 
is used primarily to form adjectives or verbs rather 
than nouns. 
9.3 Suffixes (1) 
There are far more English-derived suffixes (than prefixes) 
in Krio (see K. E. D. ) but, of course, not all the possible ones occur. 
Some are far more common than others (invariably reflecting their 
frequency in English). Some have been used as patterns for Krio 
creations, while others have not. Although specialised forms have 
generally not been accepted in Krio, a few learned or scientific ones 
do occur - again, because of the massive influence of English. 
The following are probably the commonest occurring in carry- 
overs: 
(1) -a* (er/-or) - this is probably the most productive type 
* compounds with the -a & -in endings are treated under Compounding. 
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in carry-overs. In English, many sub-categories of words 
ending with the '-er' derivational suffix exist. Most, but 
not all of these sub-categories are represented in Krio. 
They are: 
it (a) agentive (personal noun) e. g. drayva (driver) - this is the 
largest group; 
(b) agentive (inanimate noun) e. g. blots (blotter); 
(c) something having -, e. g. tuwila (two-wheeler); 
// 
(d) inhabitant of -, e. g. vile ja (villager); 
Iý (e) place of the activity, e. g. kuka (cooker); 
(f) article of clothing, e. g. sw ['tä (sweater); 
(g) person connected with -, e. g. w3dä (warder); 
(h) word ending in -. 7 (-or) which functions the same as 
word ending in -a, e. g. v( 
(tý (visitor); 
(2) -al (-al), as in nash3nal (national); 
(3) -ans/-ant (-ance/-ant), as in 
inshorans (insurance); 
ignorant (ignorant), - ns/-Ent (-ence/-ent) as in 
difrtns (difference); ep shEnt (patient). 
We may note that probably because of earlier attempts to resist 
the /-s/ ending in Krio, because of its suggestion of plurality, 
eshent 
means 'patience' as well as 'patient' and e`shns 
is a later derivation; s 
ylEnt 
means 'silence' as well as 
'silent' and säle 
N 
ylens, a later derivation, tends to be used 
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imperatively only; kö 
f'ns idcnt only means 'coincidence': 
% 
koinsidins is highly acrol ectal; 
(4) -ayd (-ide), as in rp 
v yd (provide); 
(5) -ayt (-ite), go " moabä t 
(Moabite) - this pattern 
is rare; 
(6) -ayz (ize), of It kritisayz 
(criticize); 
of of ii i' -jnarebul (honourable); 
(8) -chi (-ture), krichi (creature); 
(9) -dam (-dom), It " fridm 
(freedom) - rare pattern 
(10) -j (-age), mane 
(manage) 
(11) -et (-ate), to " 
Edyuke't, (educate); 
(12) -Ed (-ed), of " blesed (blessed); 
(13) -fay (-fy) is " kwalif 
y (qualify); 
(14) -ful (ful) of " 
ii\ 
wDndaful (wonderful); 
(15) -i (-y) of ký"k' (cocky); 
(16) -ian (-ian) it " kris 
in (Christian); 
(17) -1k (-ic. ) to " 
i 
mckanik (mechanic); 
(18) -iks (-ics) of " 
Ek2n piks (economics); 
(19) -ja (-ing) - this is probably the second most productive 
type in carry-overs. like. _ words ending 
in -a, not all 
the sub-categories of '-ing' words in English are represented 
in Krio. The ones noted are as follows: 
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(a) the general practice, activity, art of -, e. g. swimin 
(swimming) - this suggests the gerund, which, in most 
varieties of Krio, is usually expressed by fi - the 
unmarked verb: e. g. fD swim. swimin, therefore, tends 
towards the acrolectal; 
(b) a particular, singular instance of -, e. g. wonIn (warning); 
(c) something material connected with the verbal idea - 
i 
e. g. drEs'In (dressing); 
(d) the concrete result of a verbal action -, e. g. bald'In 
(building); 
(e) abstract results, e. g. lapin (learning); 
(f) denominal, e. g. relin (railing); 
(g) from locative particle, e. g. awtin (outing). 
(20) -in (-en), as in wülin (woollen); 
(21) -ish (-ish), to of selfish (selfish); 
(22) -ist)(-ist)f it it t, ris t (tourist); 
(23) -iv (-ive), It is netiv (native) - only a few nouns 
in this form. 
(24) to (-ism), to " katiktzim (catechism) - rare pattern; 
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(25) -kraft (-craft)7 as in wichkraft (witchcraft) - 
this pattern occurs only in this word, which can mean 
'witch', 'wizard' or 'witchcraft' (Hancock, 1971, p. 142 
says 'witchcraft' is a dialect (Norfolk) word for 'a 
witch and that Yoruba also uses the same word, adzhe. 
to mean both 'witch' and 'witchcraft'). The shortened 
form kraft also has the same meanings in Krio. 
(26) -lýj. (-ledge), as in n3le (knowledge) - rare 
(acrolectal) pattern; 
(27) -les (-less), of r 
&lF-s (reckless); 
(28) -li (-ly) I of " deli (daily); 
(29) -man (-man), of 'I opýsmaýn (postman) - highly productive; 
(30) -mfnt (-rent) to " En 
e 
m'Ent (engagement) - quite 
productive; 
(31) -m7nga (-monger), "" öm-ng-Na (habitual debtor); - 
(only example 
(32) -nfs (-ness), "" rüdnNis (rudeness); 
(33) -fin (-ion), 
un 2n (union) - rare pattern; 
(34) -Is (-ous), "" pr3sp is (prosperous); 
(35) -ship (-ship) skilazh'ip (scholarship); 
(36) -shin/-zhýn (-sion/-tion), as in ökezh'n (occasion); 
(37) -ti (-ty), as in kwaliti (quality). 
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In English, derivational suffixes like '-ment', '-ness', 
'-tion' can be used to express abstract concepts, e. g. fairness, 
punishment, association! Although Krio has many carryovers that 
are the cognates of English words with these endings, the chief 
criterion for choosing them seems to have been their ability to 
refer to single concrete instances of the action or concept denoted by 
the word: e. g. pani'shmint refers to a single instance of 'punishment' 
rather than the concept of 'punishment'. (When an abstract concept 
is being referred to, Krio speakers (particularly non-acrolectal ones) 
typically use the unmarked form of the word: e. g. kölaý ('cold heart') _ 
'contentment'; glädI ('glad') = 'happiness'; ti ('true') = 'the 
truth, truth (fulness); f yn ('fine') = 'beauty'). 
Carryovers with the following suffixes exemplify the point. 
They are the most productive patterns: 
(1) -al (-al): In English, this ending is used for abstract 
nouns, e. g. 'arrival', as well as for adjectives, e. g. 'cultural'. 
Some items, e. g. 'musical' can occur in both the noun and the adjective 
classes., - The great majority of carry-overs in Krio are nouns with 
a concrete denotation, or are used as such: e. g. kddinäl (brand name 
for Cardinal floor polish; Cardinal (priest); me! 1'k1l (Medical 
Department, Ministry of Health); d bntäl (dental hospital); kEzhual 
(casual clothes/sandals); kýmikäl (chemicals); klasikal (classical 
music - when used as an adjective this word means 'classic'); 
k1E_ rikal (clerical robes), kriminal (a criminal); ko F-dyukesh3nal 
(a co-educational institution); kýnvshýnäl (a conventional suit); 
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kridEnsh(a'l (credentials); yuzhua"L (a favourite thing); kstänäl 
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs); f 
ynäl (final exams); floräl (floral 
dress); instiumintäl (an instrumental piece of music); mental 
(mental arithmetic); myuzikal (a musical); stntral (the Central ward); 
soshta'l. (a party); t6nikal (The Technical Institute); mitäl (a human 
being). 
Admittedly, some of these words, e. g kl rkal, klasikäl as 
well as others like näshýnäl, lokal, nmal, £näräl are used as 
adjectives as well, but the incidence of such use is relatively low. 
(2) -mint (-ment): ägrItnht (an agreement); ap 
yntmLt (a 
date with a friend or lover); pon 6hm'nt (a single instance of punish- 
ment or hardship); tritment (hospital treatment - this word also 
refers to instances of harsh treatment); 
Fngejmfnt (an engagement 
ceremony); 7v ä 
Q. 
nt (the government); 
e'n 4 mint (this is semantically 
fertile: although the general meaning of 'pleasure' is present, the 
word is commonly used to refer to a single instance/an enjoyable 
occasion, a party; also)its use to refer to the tasty chunks of meat, 
especially in sauce cooked in palm oil, has been noted. ) 
(3) -n Ss (-ness): fulishnes (a foolish act; brazen sexual 
advance); rudnýs (a single display of rudeness; sexual intercourse 
between children); s 
iknEs (a disease); wikldnts (an act of wicked- 
ness); kyälýsný. s (an act of carelessness). 
(4) -sh2n/-zh, n (-sion/-tion): 
okezh, n ('occasion' - an occasion 
for celebration); distinkshi'n (a distinction pass); kilakshhn 
(church collection), k'*bbIn sh? n (good passing in soccer); 0imp1p'z6 hnn 
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(an essay); k'nfksh'n (sexual intercourse); kýnfameshýn/rgkDßnýshýn 
(a confirmation or recognition church service); k, nf6h, n (a Roman 
Catholic confession); klpngiigeshin (church congregation); ':, reýh3n 
{euphemism for a pot belly, usually abbreviated to Opa f also 
'Coiporatiön Market'); k-Dnst'Ityushin (a constitutional document); kjnväs}aci, 
(soccer tactic); känv nslün (a political party meeting); k allfikeshýn 
(a certificate of qualification); ad 
ishin (an addition sum); äplikesf; ýn 
(an application for a job); äsösI4stnn (the football association grounds); 
damnesh n (something that damns); divoshjn (school, devotion); 
¬jzämInesh5n 
(a class examination), 
Egzib ishýn (a public exhibition of art, crafts 
or books); tkstF-nsti n ((1) Connaught Hospital Annexe, (2) a soccer 
tactic; friks)n (a quarrel); 
il1kstn n (an election); 
lm\teshin (an 
imitation object); Inf3mesh: Jn (the Ministry of Information); 
Injfksl n 
(a medical injection); mish, n (a missionary building); most n (a 
stylish movement); ppreshýn 
ý(l) 
a particular, usually violent assignment 
(2) a surgical operatio4 prlskr 
ipsfýn (a medical prescription); pröv1'shý: )n 
(provisions); rýF'sItesh7n (a piece aE prose or verse studied for 
reciting); Asf-pslyn (a wedding reception); solyüshin (a liquid 
solution); vIstn n (a dream or apparition); nests n (tribe, nationality). 
Many of the suffixes have provided patterns for some creations 
which invariably have peculiarly Krio nuances, among other noteworthy 
features: 
(1) (-er) 
(a) Krio-created words with 'the agentive personal' suffix -a 
tend to be pejorative, e. i.: ". 
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(i) b& a (Tenne: b81 + English-type '-er') = hypocrite, person who 
destroys others by evil gossip; 
(ii) bl(nkä (variant of bl(nkin fü1) =a very stupid person; 
(iii) chaka (Fula & Arabic'source word chak + '-er') = drunkard; 
(iv) d yfä (Eng.: 'dive'/'die' + '-er') = weak, feeble person; 
(v) käypl (Eng. 'keep up' -F _er') = incompetent person who 
keeps something going precariously; 
(vi) läyna HL (Eng.: 'line' + '-er' - one of the meanings of lAyn 
in Krio is 'the fashionable world of pleasure and entertainment', 
which is not necessarily derogatory; e. g. Äyß de na layn 
'Ayo seems to be in the mood for pleasure and entertainment'; 
or vocatively: 
Äý 2n la n! = 'Ayo, you are ready for pleasure! ' 
The addition of the -a, however colours the word with pejoration 
so that it means 'prostitute'. Another possible source of 
this word is the nautical vocabulary of the earliest days 
of Krio. 'Liner' also means'a passenger ship', and the 
practice of using a nautical metaphor to refer to prostitution 
has been attested -lakrIt'ý`yäl -a prostitute cf. "Ark Royal", 
I the name of a vessel .... 
'(Hancock, 1976, p. 29); bam bot - 
a prostitute... cf.. "bumboat"; women waited for these boats 
to bring sailors to the quayside from the ship 
0(ibid, 
p. 30); 
jmänäwä-piktn 
- illegitimate child, originally fathered by 
European seaman on shore leave. Cf. manawa (man-of-war) + 
'I 
pikin ("child" Ptg) (ibid, p. 32); p 
yl-at 
- pimp, procurer. 
Cf. nautical "pilot",... extended to mean one who guides 
i ,. f\\ /' 
prostitutes ý(ibid). Akroyal and manawa-pikin are no longer 
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in current use, and 1 
yna 
seems a relatively recent acquisition 
or creation. If it is an acquisition, then it shows the 
continuing influence of the nautical phenomenon in Krio. 
(vii) ruda LH (Eng: 'rude' + '-er' - peculiarly Krio use of the 
adjective rud as the stem for the agentive suffix) =a 
vulgar person; 
(viii). t ypa (Eng.: 'type' + '-er') -a quack/untrained typist; 
iN (ix) bada (Eng.: 'bad' + '-er' - another case of the use of an 
adjective, bad, as stem) =a very evil person; 
(x) breka Eng.: 'break' + '-er'. Here we have a Krio-created 
meaning of brek = (a difficult person; a person expert at 
answering back) which is already an agentive-type noun) 
= variant of brek; 
(xi) kränk' (Eng.: 'crank' + '-er') = an eccentric person, cf. kränk 
(variant of kränka). 
Some of the words can take the suffix -man instead of -a, 
as in b¢lmän ,. chäkmän, badman. When they do, the pejorative connotation 
tends to be lost; in factIsome suggestion of melioration if not super- 
lativeness is even gained: bElmän = one good at flattery; a reliable 
gossip; chäkmän =a seasoned drinker who sometimes gets drunk (as 
opposed to a helpless, hopeless drunkard); badman 
,=a 
likeable, 
venturesome fellow. 
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Some carry-overs, particularly ones denoting the agent of 
a skill or craft, have the added suggestion of superlativeness, especially 
when enhanced by the lengthening of the word; e. g. dansä = expert 
dancer; pl(yy = expert (football or other sport) player; kdml 
expert in cramming (rote-learning). Invariably, the suffuc -man 
can be used with these words too and with the same nuance. In fact -a 
has only lately begun to share this nuance with -man (see infra). 
The use of the suffix -a, in Krio creations, for other purposes 
is not very common. The following cases have been noted: 
(b) agentive (inanimate) noun, as in kachä Eng.: 'catch' 
+ '-er' (which is redundant in English) = door catch; 
(c) inanimate object, as in drama Eng.: 'drum' + '-er' 
(which is)again, redundant in English) =a musical drum. The addition 
of the -a may have been to avoid homophony with drum = 'a round metal 
container for oil or other liquid'. Nowadays, dromä is becoming 
archaic and drams seems to be the-incoming form; 
(d) 'article of clothing', as in 
ägr (pä (Eng.: 'grip' + 
'-er') ='tight-fitting dress'. This interpretation does not explain 
the presence of the a- of the first syllable. One possible alternative 
explanation is to regard the word as a concoction from: ä grfp äm 
I grip him/her/it. 
(e) connected with, as in rods (Eng.: 'road' + '-er') + 
last drink before leaving the company', cf. 'one for the road'. 
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(2) -al: two items with this suffix (which, in the case 
of the Krio creationsýis really -ikal) have been noted: 
(i) mo'. t 
(ka1l (mat + ikal 'mouth' + '-ical') humorously used 
to refer to singing in church without instrumental accompani- 
ment; or 'oral' as opposed to written. (see also mt 
ikälý, 
infra); 
(ii) matattkäl - the origin of this word is unclear except that 
it seems to have the -ikal < 'ical' ending and is used as 
an adjective. It always collocates with 
iyäz (years) and 
is used, particularly by older speakers, to mean something 
like 'donkey's years'. 
(3) -ayt: This suffix functions similarly to -a and -man, 
i. e., as an agentive type noun. It is always very derogatory, 
emotive and most of the items suggest habitualness: 
(i) chäkäbäyt (Krio: chak +a+b+ Eng.: '-ite') = 
hopeless, habitual drunkard; 
(ii) fýkabayt (Eng.: 'fucker' +b+ '-ite') = habitually very 
promiscuous male or female; 
(iii) kräb__ ääm (Krio: krab(it) + oa + 'ite') =a very 
miserly, or very decrepit person; 
(iv) maräbayt (Krio: märäb(ü + 'ite') = contemptuous word 
for a muslim (märäbü = muslim). 
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Even the carryover item moabayt (Moabite) is an abusive 
term, meaning 'rustic, heathenish person' and may well have influenced 
the formation of this type. 
(4) -ayz: the single item pikchsrayz ('picture' + 'ise') 
to notice or countenance, has been noted. It is usually used 
in negative constructions, e. g. 1 nn pikch3rayz misef 
'He didn't even notice me'. 
(5) -bul: Krio creations have the -ebul ending and suggest 
superlativeness: 
(i) äa ebül (Yoruba source: ajay + '-able') = grossly 
exaggerated, fantastic, out of the ordinary; 
(ii) e ebul (Eng.: 'age' + '-able') (of a personkäged , 
advanced in years'. Krio speakers may have confused the 
word 'aged' for this form. 
(iii) mäsmasebül Krio: mäsmäs (reduplicated from English 
'mash') = 'bribe' + '-able = fertile for shady 
deals. 
(6) -et: two points may be made about this suffix: 
(1) some carry-overs ending in -et in Krio are cognates 
of English words ending in '-ated' that have dropped 
the final -ed in the creolisation process, e. g. 
ldyüke 'educated'; 18mpliket 'complicated'; 
mäshi et 'emaciated'. 
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(2) the creation 
ölrödiket 
- Krio: of + rod + ik + Eng. 
'-ate', (lit: 'hold' + 'road' + '-icate') in Krio, 
öl rod 
= go away, depart - is used humorrously to 
mean 'go away', 'depart', after the pattern of 'vacate'. 
(7) -Ed: as has been noted (see -et), many words with the '-ed' 
suffix in English lose it when they come into Krio. In some 
carry-overs where it is retained, however, it acts as an 
intensifier; e. g. 
(i) kotýd ('quoted') = well, appropriately quoted: (an 
interpolation showing appreciation of the speaker's 
scholarship); 
(ii) reched ('wretched') = very wretched; 
(iii) lod"d ('loaded) = very wealthy; 
(iv) ä ed/rägýd ('jagged', 'ragged') = very ragged; 
(v) fi0.1 
1% 
ld'd ('fielded') = very good instance of fielding 
(in cricket); 
(vi) nötEd ('noted') = very well known, notorious; 
(vii) f (tEd ('fitted') = most appropriate; 
(viii) e Ed ('aged') = very old (of person); 
(ix) (a k-. )sed ('accused') = hopelessly good for nothing; 
(x) di öt'd ('devoted') = very devoted; 
(xi) fäf_Gd ('far-fetched') = someone fetched from afar, a slave; 
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(xii) lank ('learned') = admirably erudite; 
t (xiii) znb 
\ 
aptlayztd ('unbaptized') noun & adjective = unbaptized 
(abusive because of the -£d ending); 
\/\ 
(xiv) D'\nsak3msayztd ('uncircumsized') noun = an uncircumsized 
person (abusive because of the -Ed ending); 
(xv) 'nsiv'läyz\d ('uncivilized') noun = an uncivilized person 
(abusive because of the -ed ending). 
In the item (xvi) piyntEd the tone pattern LH makes it a 
familiar name for shoes with pointed toepiece (see Chapter 7, p. 179 ). 
The only real Krio created item noted is br(ded -'bread (money - U. S. 
slang) + '-ed'- which means the same thing as loded. 
(8) -ful: the only item noted is saful, which, in factlis 
an adverb (meaning 'softly', 'carefully', 'gently') or a verb 
(meaning 'take care', 'go gently') and not an adjective as the suffix 
suggests. 
(9) -iks: English words like 'polemics', 'economics', 
'aesthetics'with the '-ics' ending meaning 'the study of -'. 
have provided the pattern for these two humorous items: 
(i) bädwid %s (= 'bad' + 'word' + 'ics') bädw 3 
obscene language = the study of abusivejobscene" 
language. 
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(ii) b. dmätlks 'bed' + mat + '-ics') the pattern here 
seems after 'mathematics' = the art/study of 
lovemaking. 
(10) -in (ing): from the point of view of form, the only real 
creation ist 
(i) býnin (Eng.: 'born' + '-ing'; in Krio, b3n is a verb 
meaning, inter alia, 'bear a child') which is used adjectivally 
in collocation with m4dä (mother) or fads (father) to mean 
'natural' as opposed to 'foster' mother or father. 
The other items to be discussed are not formal creations as such, but 
are still worthy of note: 
(ii) d yln (Eng.: 'dying') is also used adjectivally with a 
variety of meanings1depending on which word it collocates 
with; in: dayIn bcdit means 'death (bed)'; in. däyin grev, 
it means 'grave of someone who has not yet died'; in: 
dayin pIpül, it means '(one's) dead (relatives)to in: dayin man 
it means"'a mortal'; in däyin w3d, it means 'last words of 
a dying person'; in dayin w3'l, it means 'a world in which death 
is certain'. 
(iii)_krisin (Eng.: 'christening') is shortened from 'christening'; 
(iv) wekýn (Eng.: 'waking') is also a shortened form, but from 
'wake-keeping'; 
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The next two items function as nouns because of the LH tone 
pattern. With the HL pattern, they are adjectives: 
(v) fesin LH (Eng.: 'facing') = peak of a cap; 
(vi) lbvin LH (Eng.: 'loving') =a dear person, a sweetheart. 
(11) -in (-en): No creolised forms have been noted. 
However, the following items are of semantic interest: 
(i) fäsIn (Eng.: 'fasten')(verb) - be constantly after someone 
in order to harass him/her; 
(ii) sh-5/tin (Eng.: 'shorten') (verb) - be short in trading, 
make a loss; 
(iii) wikIn ( Eng.: 'weaken') (verb) apart from meaning 'get 
tired', it has also lately developed the meaning 'to dance 
reggae', among adolescent speakers. 
(12) -ish: this suffix suggests excessiveness in a derogatory 
way and words with it are usually preceded by the intensifier tu (too) 
in the sentence: 
(i) oltaymish (Eng.: 'old' + 'time' + '-ish') = outmoded, 
unfashionable; 
(ii) pikinish (Ptg: 'pikin' (child + '-ish') = very chilidsh; 
(iii) rEnkish (Eng.: 'rank' + '=ish') = smelling offensively.. 
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(13) -ist: the use of k myunist as a verb has been noted 
(see 
p. Z19 supra). 
(14) -lEs: creolised items are nominals referring to clothes or 
shoes and have the LH tone pattern: 
(i) bakl&s (Eng.: 'back' + '-less) = woman's dress which exposes 
the back; woman's shoes which exposes the heels; 
(ii) sUAF s (Eng.: 'sleeve' + '-less') = clothes without sleeves; 
(iii) toles (Eng.: 'toe' + '-less) = shoe without toecap. 
(15) -li: the acquisition of this adverbial suffix seems recent. 
Usually, Krio uses the post-modifier wan (one), or less commonly fashin 
(fashion) or we (way), where the English suffix '-ly' would be used, as 
in: a "ft äm Silo' wan = 'I ate it slowly'. However, carryovers with 
-li do occur (see p. Z38 above), sometimes with wan, as well, as in 
non-native sobali wan = 'soberly', tor, li wan = 'thoroughly'. 
Fyle & Jones also note (p. 373) an adjectival use of the -li suffix 
in ter311_ spankin = 'thorough spanking'. 
The creations noted are used in humorous speech: 
(i) bon(kali (Eng.: 'bone' + 'ically') + with much zest or 
gusto; 
(ii) m(t(kä1'I ( is 'mouth' + 'ically') (see p. 445 above) = without 
instrumental accompaniment. 
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(16) -man: this is the most common suffix in creolised forms. 
It is also used in many other English-related creoles (Alleyne, ibid, 
p. 106). Cassidy (ibid, p. 397) suggests that the creole uses of -man 
in Jamaican parallel those of -fo in Twi, though he does not deny 
the obvious link of the suffix with English sources. In Krio, as in 
other Creoles, -man is superfluously added to a base which already 
has the agentive suffix -a, as in büchämän (butcher). This is from 
the pattern 'fisherman' (cf Krio flshäman) which is not common in 
English. Where Krio has both forms, i. e., e. g., ýntinman / Enta (hunter); 
singen 
n/sing, the item with the suffix -man tends to express 
superlative quality (see p. Z, +3 above), e. g. 
i 
sin man LH = very good singer: sings HL = singer 
drifman LH = very good at gallivanting/: drIfta HL = 
one who drifts, tackling in soccer 
wangülman LLH = excellent schemer: wangla = schemer. 
The English model for this superlative nuance in Krio seems to be 
the subcategory described in Marchand (1969: 2.5.3.4, p. 67): 'persons 
connected with occupations in which skill or craftsmanship is involved, 
Creolised as... "craftsman", ... "statesman", ... 
"sportsman! '-** 
forms have been mostly of this type. We must note, however, that 
because of decreolising influences, from the point of view of 
morphological form, a, (-er) is becoming as forceful as -man 
(see p. 2j). 
As Hancock notes, in most uses of 'man', English means 
(+ male), (+ human), (+ adult), whereas, in Kdo, none of these is 
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obligatory; cf 1 
ymän (liar), män-dzs (drake), man- plkiiý (a boy). 
This is a case offyain (expansion, since its semantic function is 
broader than that of the English word "man" and at the same time 
loss (reduction), since the one item does the work of several in 
English '(1980, p. 66). 
However, in some creolised items, -man is not an epicene word; 
also, in some categories, superlativeness is not implied. The categories 
noted are: 
(a) profession/occupation (non-superlative; non-epicene); 
(i) kawman (cowherd), (ii) kolman (man who sells coal)- 
(kolüman also possible); 
(iii) kangamän '. Krio:: kanga(magic) + '-man' magician; 
(iv) mDr iman 
(b) Person in a 
(i) d2nman 
(ii) kresman, 
Arabic derived; mxid + '-man' (muslim) diviner; 
particular state/condition 
(Eng.: 'done'+ -z=)ca down and out man; 
/kresümän (Eng.: 'crazy' + 
mad man/woman; 
(iii) ii män/y3ngümän (Eng.: 'young' + '-nan'/'-umau) _ 
young man/woman; 
(iv) bagman (Eng.: 'big' + '-man') respectable adult man; 
(v) däymän (Eng.: 'die' + '-man') = corpse. 
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(c) associated with: 
(i) kl"a'bman (Eng.: 'club' + '-man') male member of a club; 
(ii) k'naman (Eng.: 'corner' + '-man') male favourite companion; 
(iii) kwäyämän (Eng.: 'choir' + '-man') chorister; 
(iv) sösäyt'imän (Eng.: 'society' + '-man') male member of a 
secret society; 
(v) f'smän (Eng.: 'first' + '-man' -epicene) = person who 
comes first in a competition/examination. 
(d) Superlative type: 
These are a very productive category, so this list is far 
from exhaustive: 
(i) kýilanan (Eng.: 'kick' + '-man') - verb/noun + -man = 
noun) = powerful kicker (soccer); 
(ii) räreman (Eng.: 'raree-(show) + -man - adj. + man = 
noun) = man very popular with women; 
(iii) wataman (Eng.: 'water' + '-man' - verb + man = noun) _ 
seasoned drinker; 
(iv) f Ltman (Eng.: 'fight' + -man - verb + man = noun) 
renowned fighter; 
(v) bg emän (Af. Yoruba sources: 'gbe' + -man - verb + -man 
noun) = notorious thief; - 
(vi) fülman (Eng.: 'fool' + '-man' - adj. /verb + -man = noun) 
big fool; 
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(vii) min man (Eng.: 'money' + '-man' - noun + -man = 
noun) = magnate; 
(viii) buýcman (Eng.: 'book' + '-man' - noun + -man = 
noun) = learned man; 
(ix) 18tlasman (Eng.: 'cutlass' + '=man - noun + -man = 
noun) = filanderer who is also a jealous husband; 
(x) 1a an (Eng.: 'lie' + '-man' - verb + -man = noun) _ 
liar. 
The suffix -man is also extensively used in what will be 
called 'ethnic constructs' - words giving the nationality, place of 
abode or tribe of a person. In English, there are a few instances of 
such words, e. g. 'Welshman', 'Scotsman', but epicene forms like1 i)an', 
'-ish', '-ese' are far more common. In Krio, -man in this sense is 
always masculine, with -uman being the feminine form. Examples are: 
(i) Ganaman (Ghanaian); (ii) Indiaman (Indian); 
(iii) Jüman (Jew); (iv) Jämänmän (Geien an); 
(v) Ingl swan (Englishman) (vi) Chayn i(z)man (Chinese); 
(vii) Gndinmän (Londoner); (viii) Timinimän (Temne); 
(ix) Konoman (Kono); (x) Watäloman (man from Waterloo 
(in Sierra Leone)); 
(xi) V(1e man (Villager). 
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(17) -mtit: two of the four creations noted are used in humorous 
speech: (i) b 
mL 
t (Yoruba: gbe (steal) + '-ment') = stealing; 
(ii) märäm nt (Mende sources: mara + '-ment') = coquettish 
or foolish behaviour; 
the other two, unlike the previous two, refer to concrete things: 
(i) k4s(ta)mfht Eng.: 'customance' (Hancock, 1971, pp. 143-4) + 
'-ment' = customer; 
(ii) küshümnnt (Eng.: 'cashew' + '-ment'ý= a plant root boiled 
and water drunk for aphrodisiac effect. 
(18) -n s: words with this suffix tend to be less abstract than 
English words with '-ness': 
(i) itns (Eng.: 'heat' + '-ness') = heat -a particular 
instance of); 
(ii) 1Eknýs (Eng.: 'like' + '-ness') =a gesture of love. 
(19) -os: one item has been noted: ýistras (nonsense word : )str + 
English: adjectival suffix '-ous') adj. (humorous), foolish, 
stupid. 
(20) -pul: this does not occur in carryovers, but from the anology 
of 'triple', Krio has fopul (Eng.: 'four' + '-ple) = four times. 
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(21) -ship: formations with this ending occur in humorous speech: 
(i) kýz inship (Eng.: 'cousin' + '-ship) = the status of cousin; 
(ii) ldashýip (Eng.: 'leader + -ship') apart from the meaning 
of ieadership'that this word has in Krio, it is also used 
derisively to mean 'the fact of being leader and all the 
trappings and airs associated with it'. 
(iii) mämaship (Eng.: 'mama' + '-ship') = status of mother; 
(iv) päd 
iship (Eng.: 'paddy' (friend) + '-ship') = close friendship; 
(v) rEvrenship (Eng.: 'reverend + '-ship') = status of priesthood; 
(vi) sistash'. p (Eng.: 'sister' + '-ship') = relationship through 
being a sister. 
(22) -shun: three items are worthy of note: 
i (i) impruvsh-3n (Eng.: 'improve' + '-sion') used sarcastically to 
mean the very opposite of 'improvement': 'a supposed improve- 
ment which really worsens matters! 
The, other two items are not exactly creations but have semantic 
peculiarities: 
(ii) neshin (Eng.: 'nation') apart from 'nation', this word means 
4nationality, tribe, race' as well as 'vast throng of people'. 
(iii) t(nsh3n (Eng.: 'attention/tension') verb = discipline. 
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(23) -ti: humorous as well as sarcastic formations exist: 
i (i). BvinA ft (Eng.: 'heaviness +'-ity') = heaviness; 
(ii) fibänlsiti (Eng.: 'favourness'+'-ity') = resemblance; 
(iii) glädIn61i (Eng.: 'gladness'+'-ity') = uncalled for 
rejoicing; 
(iv) jökölarft (Yoruba: joko (sit down) + 'arity') = the act 
of sitting down; 
Some carry-overs have peculiarly Krio meanings: 
(v) äbclfti (Eng.: 'ability') = kind of man's hair line; 
(vi) m, täliti (Eng.: 'mortality') collective noun meaning 'crowds 
of people'. 
Suffixes (2) 
Krio created derivational suffixes also exist as follows: 
(1) -i: this may be related to the English hyf ocorfstic_suffix: 
'-ie' as in ' shortie" (a short person). It may also have African origins 
(see also 'Reduplications'). It is highly productive in Krio, 
especially with surnames, which sometimes even lose their last syllable 
in favour of the -i ending in familiar speech, e. g. Tell < Le 
(Taylor); Jönsi 4 Joins (Jones), Richi L R%häds (Richards), cf. also 
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ýJonsey; 'Richey', used colloquially in Britain. More examples of 
hypocoristic formations are: 
(i) smäyli (Eng.: 'smile' + -i) = person always smiling; 
(ii) swank (Eng.: 'swank' + -i) = swanker; 
(iii) french( (Eng.: 'French' + i) = French style suit. 
Many diminutive or pejorative formations also exist, e. g.: 
(i) swýt (Eng.: 'sweet' + -i) = 'serves you right! '; 
(ii) pisäbedý (Eng.: 'piss' a+ 'bed' + -i) = one who wets his bed; 
(iii) däft( (Eng.: 'daft' + -i) = stupid person. 
In the following item it has no suggestion of derogation 
or even hypocorism either: 
äntä i (Eng.: 'upon' + 'top' + '-i') _ 'lapa' worn by women 
on top of other clothes. 
(2) -ina: this ending seems to have been suggested by the pattern 
in female names like 'Jestiria' (cf Fyle & Jones, ibid, p. 215). Alter- 
natively, it could be a fusion of English 'thing' + '-er'. The items 
it occurs in are: 
(i) fästinä (fast- ina) = precocious (of young girl); 
(ii) lästinä (last + ina) = last child born in a family. 
In both cases it is used melioratively. 
0 
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(3) -o: the source of this suffix is not clear. It is nominal, 
has superlative connotations and is used in informal speech: 
(i) däydo (die + -do) = thing/person that is cheap, feeble, 
worthless; 
(ii) pwfl o (spoil + -o) = incompetent, stupid person; 
(iii) slaydo ('slide' + -o) = person expert at avoiding others; 
(iv) spidö ('speed' +-o) = person who drives too fast; person 
who does things very fast. 
(4) -'3: the phonological form of this agentive suffix or other type 
of nominal marker is 3, probably because of vowel harmony. The usage 
is colloquial. 
(i) b-)13 (Eng.: 'ball' > Krio: 'fail an exam' + ?)= one who 
persistently fails exams; 
(ii) wwt3 (Eng.: 'worth' + -ý) =a very wealthy person, cf. w:; tmän. 
(5) -A: this suffix is typically used hypocoristically, or some- 
times diminutively with words like'b , gä1 (note that 
Al is not the 
common form in Krio, gy l is), without a plural denotation. 
(i) bis (boys) - affectionate or derisive term for a boy or man, 
with the meaning -'our friend', e. g. 
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dfn n: i 1ngosa ä d; yet 
na b ys drap = 
they'd hardly finished gossiping about him before our 
friend in question turned up; 
(ii) gals (girls) - (same usage as for bays), e. g. 
Gäls. kush': = Hello (girl) friend! 
Hancock (1980, p. 76) notes other examples of this kind of 
use of -s when it replaces a final consonant or consonant cluster, 
e. g. äir'i*cs 'a West Indian' (< a lreke Yoruba); brabs 'term of 
address' (C bra). To these can be added b5bs - term of address 
(bib + s); sö 
is (soldier); sen 
äsa prostitute' (< sen ao 
(Port) prostitute). 
(6) -u: the form of this suffix may be another case of vowel 
harmony: 
üdu (Eng.: 'good' + '-u') also meaning 'serves your3ght! ' 
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CHAPTER TEN 
COMPOUNDS 
1 0.1 Introduction 
In this section, compounds that are carry-overs from English 
cognates and creolised compounds are discussed. The term 'creolised' 
is used here because some of the compounds that are not carry-overs also 
occur in other creole languages, especially as 'grammatical' words 
(cf Stress-Tone Correspondences, pp. t9, &19 . 'and see 
infra). 
It is useful to start by defining 'compounds' in Krio. 
Basically, creolised compounds are created by the compounding of two 
or more bases or by reduplication. Usually, and except for some 
reduplications, each base is English-derived. In a few bi-morphemic 
compounds, however, either the first or the second base is derived 
from an African language, e. g. bäbüo"t (Eng.: )'baboon' + (Temne) -wotho = 
ugly ; samba rtta (Mende ) sambo 'disgrace' + (Eng. ) 'letter'. 
In defining a (compound) word in Krio, AJohnson (1974, 
p. 84) suggests a 'congruence of grammatical and phonological criteria', 
and distinguishes between 'morphological compounds', as in bigyay LF 
(greedy), t-3ntzn IF (wilful delay), and word sequences, as in bi& yý 
HF (big eyes), ten tin HF (to stir), by arguing that a 'suspected 
compound" with an initial H tone is not a compound but a word sequence 
(ibid, p. 108). He also maintains that semantic features are not 
adequate to distinguish a compound from a non-compound (ibid, p. 113). 
Fyle and Jones (op. cit., p. xxiii) also define word compounds as 
'collocates which differ phonologically from the individual items 
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of which they are made up', adding that 'the classic test for word 
compounding in Krio is the change from high to low tone on the first 
high syllable of the compound. This change is usually accompanied by 
grammatical and semantic differences' (ibid). They also assert that: 
when a collocate differs only semantically 
(not phonologically or grammatically) from 
its individual words, the collocate is 
regarded not as a compound but as an idiom 
(ibid) 
It is clear from the foregoing postulations that Johnson, and 
Fyle and Jones regard tonal change (i. e. a change of the first H tone 
syllable of a compound) as the essential characteristic of a compound 
in Krio and consider semantic change the least important criterion, if 
not a merely incidental result. However, while it is true that the 
majority of compounds have a low tone where a high would occur on the 
pre-final base if it were a separate word, it is also true that a 
good number of compounds do not undergo this phonological change and 
retain a pre-final H tone. Indeed, many such examples are recorded 
as such in K. E. D. (see infra). We may note that the tendency for 
English-derived words to have an initial low tone as a creolising 
feature is not exclusive to compounds, as has been noted (see Stress- 
Tone Correspondences p. 17 8 
). Taking all this into account, a 
congruence of phonological, grammatical and semantic criteria will 
be used in this thesis for recognising compounds in Krio. One might 
add that the phonological criterion is not always reliable but the 
grammatical and semantic criteria usually are, and in any case, the 
three together are an infallible guide. 
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Here are two sets of examples - one with the phonological 
criterion working and the other without: 
A. e. g. (i) langatrot LLF langa (long) HL (adj. ) + trot (throat) F 
(noun) verb = to tantalise; 
(ii) lefandul LHL l¬f (leave) H (verb) - andul (handle) HL 
(noun) verb = to deliberately resort to wildness, or 
irresponsibility; 
(iii) kakto LF kak (cocked) H (adj. ) + to (Toe) F 
(noun) noun =a sore toe. 
with initial H: phonological criterion not applicable): 
(i) badw3d HF bad H (bad) (adj. ) + wad F (word) (noun) 
noun = obscene language 
(cf Fyle & Jones, ibid, p. 22); 
(ii) g das HF gid H (God's) (noun in the possessive) + Ds F 
(horse) (noun) noun = praying mantis; 
(cf Fyle & Jones, ibid, p. 132). 
(iii) man-d3ks HF man H (male) (adj. ) + d3ks F (duck) 
(noun) noun = drake; (not in Fyle & Jones);. 
(iv) friwDd HF fri H (free) (adj. ) + wed F (word) 
(noun) noun = retort; (cf Fyle & Jones, ibid, 
p. 114); 
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(v) tangens HF tan H (stand) (verb) + gens F 
(against) (prep. )(l)verb = work as a menial labourer 
(2) adj. = ancient; 
(cf Fyle & Jones, ibid, p. 359); 
(vi) bigman HF big H (big (adj. ) + man F (man) (noun) 
(1) noun = elderly man, man of superior status; 
(2) adj. = mannish, uppish; 
(cf Fyle & Jones, ibid, p. 36); 
(vii) man-na-os H-L-F man H (man) (noun) + na L (in) 
(prep. ) + os F (house) (noun) noun = (1) male 
name, (2) head, dependable male in household 
(cf Fyle & Jones, ibid p. xxiii & pp. 236 & 237); 
(viii) man-kan-tel H-H-F man H (man) (noun) + kan H 
(can't) (aux. verb) + tel F (tell) (verb) adj. 
= uncertain, 
(cf Fyle & Jones, ibid, p. 236). 
1' 
Also, many grammatical words (see 'Stress-Tone correspondences' 
'p. 
19 8; also see infra, and cf Fyle & Jones, ibid, passim). 
In all the B examples, the grammatical and semantic criteria 
are what help to identify them as compounds. in the absence ofapre-final 
low tone; (a) badw3d HF (obscene language) is only distinguishable 
in speech from (b) bad wad HF ('a derogatory/sarcastic remark' i. e. 
'a bad word') grammatically (i. e. (a) = noun, (b) = adj. + noun) 
and semantically, and not by tone. 
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In Krio, compound words can be nouns (e. g. nosol LF nos 
(nose) + of (hole) 'nostril (sf), verbs (e. g. mekes HF mek (make) + 
es (haste) = 'hurry'), adjectives (e. g. waka-bat LLF waka = (walk) 
+ bat (about) = promiscuous'), adverbs (e. g. tum3s HF tu (too) + 
mss (much) = 'too much'), (e. g. pantap LF pan (upon) + tM (top) = 
-. Prepositional - 'on top of'; santem HL - san (sun) + tem (time) - 
temporal - 'afternoon'; yaso HL ya (here) + so (so) - place - 'here') 
interrogative pronouns, (e. g. udat HF u (who) + dat (that) 'who? '; 
wetin? we (what) + tin (thing) 'what? '), reflexive pronouns, 
(e. g. usef HF yu (you) + sef (self) 'yourself'), sentence coordinators 
(e. g. isno HH jis (just) + ns (rAw)HH 'lest'), sentence initiators 
(e. g. tinkya HH tink (think) + (you) = can it be that'. 
Also considered under compounds are multiple elements [whole 
phrases that have been compounded into single words - these items are 
hyphenated in this work - e. g. (1) mit-mi-na-elbo L-L-L-H-L (meet-me-at- 
the-elbow) = 'over-waterish soup'; (2) kloz-to-di L-L-H (close-to-thee) 
'affection shown by fondly keeping near a person; person showing such 
affection'; (3) push-mi-a-stat L-L-L-F/H (push-me-I-start) = 'car 
with a faulty battery, which only starts when given a push)] 
which fulfil our criteria. Some are calques from African languages, 
e. g. Example 1. - cf. Yoruba kpade mi ni gb5w3, 'diluted stew', lit.: 
'meet me at the elbow'; others are simple phrases lifted whole from 
biblical or liturgical literature and given a secular meaning, e. g. 
Example 2- from the fourth line of the hymn 'Jesus, friend of little 
children' by Walter John Mathams; others still appear to be genuine 
Krio creations but may be calques that have not been traced to their 
source, e. g. Example 3. As the three examples show, some even 
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retain a non-functioning first or second person pronoun as part of the 
compound. They are discussed more fully in the appropriate section 
below. 
Many of the 'compounds' discussed here are either definite or 
possible calques for which origins have not been found, others could be 
considered idioms. The dividing line between calques, idioms and 
compounds is often arbitrary. 
10. Z Carry-overs 
Different morphological types occur randomly. However, some 
types are more common than others. The commonest are as follows: - 
1 (a) noun + noun - pilakesLLF (pila + kes) = pillow case; 
m3tosikul LHHL (m, 3to + sikul) = motor cycle; 
(b) adjective + noun - majiklantan LLHL (ma ik + lantan) = 
magic lantern; 6vidyuti HLHL (evi + dyuti) = heavy-duty; 
(c) verb + noun - shorum LF (sho + rum) = showroom; 
stipw, 3ch LF (st, p + wach) = stopwatch. 
2 Phrasal verb or verb complementation types: - 
verb + preposition: ful-3p H-F (ful +. 2a) verb, 
adjective = fill; full; 
tek-Of H-F (tek + of) verb = take off. 
(See also section on types common in Creoles). 
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3(a) Types with the -a(-er) derivational agentive marker: - 
(i) object + agentive noun (human): etg kipa LHL (get + 
kip+a) = gatekeeper; 
shumeka LHL (sshu + Sek + a) = shoemaker; 
object + agentive noun (inanimate): sh: )kabs, ba HLHL 
(sh, k + absob + a) = sock absorber; 
skrudrayva LHL (skru + driv + a) = screwdriver; 
(ii) adverb + verb + a: ayflaya HHL (2Z + flay + a)= 
high flier (high class whore); 
letk3ma FEHL (let + kam + a) = latecomer; 
(iii) preposition + verb + a: ondateka LLHL (onda + tek + a) 
ovasia LLHL (ova + si + a) = overseer; 
(b) Types with the -in (-ing) derivational marker: - 
(i) verbal noun in -in + adverbial 
(commonest form): 
frayinpan LLF (usually shortened to fraypan) 
(fray + in + pan) = frying pan; 
swiminpul PPL (swim + in + 211) = swimming pool; 
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(ii) verbal noun in -in + noun (subject): 
woshin-mashin LLLH (wash + in + mashin) = 
washing machine; 
flayinship LLF (usually shortened to flaynship) 
flay + in + ship) = aeroplane (This form is 
probably now obsolete in English. ) 
(iii) verbal noun in -in + noun (object): 
chuing m LLF (chu + in + &am) = chewing gum; 
foldin-chia LLHL (fold + in + chia)= folding chair; 
(iv) noun (object) + verbal noun in -in: 
tanksgivin LHL (tanks + &iv + in) = thanksgiving; 
prayzgivin LHL (prayz + giv + in) = prize giving; 
(v) adjective/adverb + noun in -in: 
evalastin LLHL (Eva - last + in) = everlasting; 
izi-goin HLHL (izi + 
, 
go + in) = easy going; 
adw, kin HHL (ad + wok + in) = hardworking. 
It should be noted that the typical Krio way of expressing 
the gerund is to use the base form of a verb, i. e. e. g. e. g. 
f3 swim = swimming as int a lEk ei swim 'I like swimming'. 
Only highly acrolectal varieties and compounds of the above type use 
the -in (-ing) form. 
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10.3 trio-created types based on the -a and -in models 
(i) The -a ending has not been very productive. Only 
the item prEsa-pin LLF (prts +a+ pin)= 'sewing-machine foot', 
obviously modelled on presafut LLF (presserfoot) -a very rare pattern 
in Krio - has been observed. 
(ii) The -in ending has been productive and different types 
occur as follows: 
(a) Creations of the swiminpul type are the most productive, e. g. 
1. pakingr3n LLF (pak + in + ron) = open space for parking vehicles; 
2. dansinflo LLF (daps + in + flo) = dance floor; 
3. dansingron LLF (dans + in + ron) = open space used for local/ 
native dancing; 
4. dansinol LLF (daps + in + 01) = dance hall; 
5. preinfil LLF (pre + in + fil) = open field where muslims pray; 
6. strechinkom LLF (str¬ch + in + kom) = comb used for straightening 
and styling hair. 
(b) Creations of the w3shin-mashin type, e. g.: 
1. bawnsin-bebi HLLH (bawns + in + bebi) = 'plump, healthy baby; 
plump woman who walks with a springy step'. (The sequence 
'bouncing baby' occurs in English, and is usually complemented 
with 'boy' or 'girl'). It is regarded as a Krio creation only 
because it is compounded in Krio; 
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2. rayzin-bump LLF (rayz + in + b, mp) = swelling from a burn; 
(c) Creations of the chuingim type, e. g. 
1. chuinstik LLF(chu + in + stik) = chewing stick; 
2. lovin-bay LLF (lov + in + bw) = male sweetheart (cf lover boy); 
(d) Creations of the locative noun + abstract verbal noun in -in 
type: 
1. klasmitin LHL (klas + mit + in) = church class meeting; 
2. kl. 3bmitin LHL (kbb + mit + in) = club meeting. 
The item preamitin LLHL (prea + mit+ in) = 'prayer meeting' 
exists as a carry-over, but the pattern is rare for carry-overs; 
(e) Creations of the type: adverbial functioning noun in -in + 
noun (subject) are rare. Only the following item has been noted: 
fesinkyap LLF (fes + in + kyap) = (cap with a facing) = peaked cap; 
(f) Creations of the type: verbal noun + -in + noun (caused 
by the action of the verb) -a type not found in English - also 
occur; e. g. 
1. bridinmak LLF (brad + in + mak) = varicose veins, supposed to 
indicate woman's fertility; 
2. lbvinb3mp LLF (1, v + in + bump) = wart on the cheek, supposed to be 
a sign of being loved; 
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(g) Another creation on a pattern not found in English is 
of the type: subject = verbal noun in -in + noun (object) - denoting 
the activity of the noun 
sokinblod LLF (sok + in + blod) - ('sucking blood') = leech. 
(h) The item fesinklot LLF (fes + in + kl, t) (face + ing + cloth) 
skin disease, usually of the face (lichen planus), is difficult to 
categorise since fesin refers to 'face', not 'facing'. 
(i) The item selinaweLLLH (Eel + in + awe) (sailing away) verb 
'to go away gracefully'; (euphemistically) - 'to die', also demonstrates 
an un-English pattern since the -in form in selin is redundant. 
10.4 Compound Grammatical Words: a Common Creole phenomenon 
Compounding as a creative phenomenon in lexicon-building 
is an essential characteristic of Creole languages, many of which use 
the same or similar principles and each of which has its own unique 
inventory of creations. Many English-based Creoles share compound 
cognates the elements of which were derived from English words, but 
which have been compounded only in the creole languages. Such 
compounds may be: 
(i) calques from African languages, e. g. doklin HF 
[do ('door') = outside) + klin (clean)] = dawn- calqued from Wolof: 
bar bu set (lit: 'day clean') (Turner, op. cit. p. 232); Mandinka: 
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dugu Jara (lit: 'the land is cleaned') (Hancock, 1977, p. 165) - cf 
Jamaican Creole: de-klin (dawn); Gullah: de-klin (dawn); 
Guyanese: de-klin (dawn); Cameroon Pidgin dei-klin (dawn). 
(ii) composed of elements the-English cognates of which have 
a very high potential for collocability, but which have been actually 
compounded in Krio and other Creoles, e. g. mekes HF Lmek (make) + 
es (haste)] verb hurry - cf. Franan: mecesi (hurry); 
Guyanese Creole: mekes (hurry), Jamaican Creole: mekies (hurry); 
Gullah: mEces (hurry) (ibid, pp. 38,39). 
But the types most commonly shared by English-based Creoles, 
in addition to being calques and/or highly collocable elements in their 
source forms, are grammatical as opposed to lexical words. They are 
mostly locatives or adverbs that have been compounded with complement- 
ising particles, e. g. isno HL C is (just) + ný (nouvA _ 'presently'; 
and interrogative and other, usually adverbial, elements that have been 
$paraphrased' into two-element compounds, e. g. ustsm HF [us ('whose' 
which) + tEm (time)] = when. Also considered in this subsection are 
some types whose English cognates are phrasal verbs. These notably 
have as their second element forms like din (down), (a)we (away), 
Op/ap (up), Mf (off) and -fit (out). They are, strictly speaking, 
not grammatical words and have only been grouped here because they 
are commonly found in English-based creoles. 
Some of these items, particularly ones derived from 
English phrasal verbs, have, in Krio (as presumably in other Creoles) 
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undergone some phonological modification as a result of the compounding 
- e. g. 'come' = kam, which becomes kam in k8m D4t (come out, go out); 
'get' = ge(t), which is blended, almost beyond recognition with 
(up), which becomes 22 in grail (get up), cf English dialect form 
Cge'rnp] 
, -t> r in some British dialects. Also, some are 
synchronically hardly divisible into two elements in Krio - e. g. 
s. d'm is obviously diachronically derived from 'sit + down', but 
the verb 'to sit' is always sid= in Krio and there is no synchronic 
justification for analysing it further. Such items are only regarded as 
compounds, therefore, from a diachronic and/or comparative standpoint. 
The following sources have been relied upon for cognates 
from other creoles: - Bailey, 1966, p. 17; Cassidy, 1961, p. 437ff; 
Cassidy & Le Page, 1967, passim; Echteld, op. cit., pp. 141-149; 
Hancock, 1969, pp. 36-67; Taylor, 1977, p. 244ff; Hall, 1967, pp. 57 
& 62.1 
For some items, only the Krio form has been, given - either 
because they occur only in Krio, or because cognates for them in other 
creoles have not been found in the sources available. However, since 
this work is about Krio, the absence of such cognates should not 
matter very much, and the point about grammatical compounds being a 
common Creole phenomenon is still made with the evidence available. 
I am aware that comparable data is not always available on some of the 
other pidgins and creoles. Hancock's lists, for example, are based partly 
on Schneider's dictionary, which Schneider himself criticises from its 
phonological point of view. I cannot therefore vouch for the accuracy 
of the lists. They happened to be the ones available and most closely 
related to the discussion. 
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(i) b3ls-: )p LH b3ls (balls, i. e. the testes) noun +3 
(up) adverb verb = to confuse or spoil an arrangement 
(not in polite use); 
(ii) bwe. l-ýptB bwEl (boil) verb + 22 (up) adverb] verb 
euphemisim for 'cook'; 
(iii) b-3st-2p LH b, st (burst) adj. + h(up) adverb noun = 
brawl; 
(iv) ans--3p HF ans (hands) noun +? (up) adverb 
(1) verb = hold upon weapon point 
(2) interjection 'put your hands up: ' 
(v) bil-, p LH bil (built) adj + 22 (up) adverb 
adjective = (of a person) solvent; 
(vi) chtk-, p LH chsk (check) verb + 22 (up) adverb 
(1) verb = give person a strong warning (cf Eng: 
(investigate'); (2) noun = (a) a strong warning 
(b) a medical check-up; 
(vii) ib-, p HF ib (heave) verb +3 (up) adverb verb = 
leave, go away. This item is from nautical sources: 
'heave up', referring to pulling anchor (cf Hancock. 
1976 p. 31)3 
(viii) tan-jp LF tan (turned) adjective + (up) adverb 
noun = trousers with the hems turned up. 
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(d) verb + adverb (locative): second element --)t (out) 
KRIO 
(i) k-3m. t LF Ckm (come) 
+t (out)] 
verb = come out, 
go out, 
leave. 
JA SR SM GY GU CAM 
kom3wt km3t, > kumutu k2m3t 
Krio has other items like: 
(ii) t. 2not LF tin (turn) + 3t (out) verb - grow wild, act 
like one who is angry; 
(iii) slip3t LH slip (sleep) + 't (out) verb = sleep out 
of home (a pejorative word). 
The decreolised form of this word: slipawt LH is now more 
popular. It also occurs in recent derivations like brekawt LH, n. 
'pimples or body rash'; t3nawt IF, n. 'turnout', cf d3N > dawns 
as in brekdawn LH n. breakdown (of vehicle); k3mdawn LH, n, 'a come- 
down, a downfall'. 
(e) verb + adverb (locative): second element - bay (by) 
KRIO 
tambay UI [tam (stand)+ 
bay (by)] 
verb: attend, wait 
expectantly 
JA SR SM GY GU CAM 
tambay stambay stambay tambay 
In Krio, stambay LH, noun, = sandal(s), while standbay LH 
noun = something to turn to if all else fails. 
(f) verb + verb 
KRIO JA SR 
ltgo HL le (let) + go(go) verb = lEgo ltgo 
leave, let go of, release 
In Krio, this word also has the following meanings: (1) move away 
into the distance; (2) (informal) defecate. 
2. Grammatical types 
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(a) Preposition + noun (locative) 
KRIO JA SR GY GU CAM 
pantap LF pan (upon)+ta2(top) pantap na-tapoe pantap pantap nt3p 
(1) loc. = on top, above; 
(2) noun = the top of; 
(3) prep. = over & above, in addition to. 
Turner (1969, p. 283) notes that this item is a calque from 
the Yoruba expression li o ri 'on', literally: 'upon the top'. 
Other Krio-created prepositions+ noun formations exist, 
e. g. 
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(i) 3 playas HF 
[12 (up) + layn (line(s)) loc. = the 
provinces of Sierra Leone (which were commonly 
accessible by train till the 1960s, hence layn = 
railway lines); 
(ii) -3pgarF-t LHF [22 (up) + (garret) loc. = (on) the 
top floor; 
(iii) 3kp lawd HF [22 (up) + klawd (cloud)] loc. = up the 
sky; 
(iv) biEnkona LHHL 
[bi¬. 
n (behind) + k3na (corner) 
(1) loc. round the corner, 
(2) adv.: surreptitiously, in secret; 
(v) bi£nyad LHF E ien (behind) + yad (yard) loc. 
the back yard of a house. 
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"all the time, always": /distajm/"this time": /hwatajm/"at what time? 
When? "t. This is based on Chinese usage (Dr. A. Fox - personal comm- 
unication). In Krio, ttm also indicates time when in most-of its 
uses. It can (i) be added to nouns and locatives, as in santcm HL 
[san (sun) + tEm (time) locative = afternoon; dettm HL [de (day) + 
tern (time)] locative = during the day; ivintEm HLF rivin (evening) + 
ttm (time) locative = in the evening; 
(ii) be added to wan (one) although we cannot say it is 
regularly added to numerals; even though 'twice' = tu LEm, 'thrice' 
tri tgm, etc., tim is a separate word. The decreolised form tu tayrn 
LF -tu (two) + tam (time) - verb = 'to two-time, deceive a lover with 
someone else', also occurs; 
(iii) be used to form indefinites, e. g. alttm Hf/Evritem HLF (adj + tim) 
= all the time, always; 
(iv) combine with the demonstrative da, as in datEm HF [da (that) + 
tim 3adverb = then; datende HHF [da (that) + ttm (time) + de (there)] 
adverb = then, at that time, dat¬nwe HHH 
[datem + we (when)] adverb = 
when; 
(v) be used to form the interrogative ustsm HF (see supra). 
(vi) be used to form adjectives, e. g. olttm LF (see supra); 
IMttm HL 
[hn (lang) + tfm (time)] adj. = former, ancient. 
On the functions of "/-sajd/' (cf. Krio-say) in Chinese 
Pidgin English (also based on Chinese usage), Hall says (ibid): 
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'/-sajd, indicating place where-"at..., at... 's place" - (is)added 
to nouns, personal pronouns, and certain adverbs or adverbial stems: for 
example/diksajd/ "at (to) the docks"; /majsajd/ "at my place"; /täpsajd", 
"at the top, above"! Ih Krio, say also indicates 'place whereas well 
as 'part or area vaguely indicated'. In many of its uses it is synon- 
ymous with pat, which, however, cannot always be substituted for sue, 
as we shall see. It can be added to: 
(i) nouns, e. g. 
(1) watasay LLF [wata (water) + say (side)] noun = waterside, coast 
cf JA: wa: tasayd; SR: watrase ; SM watas ; GY: w, tasayd; 
GU: a: tasa ; 
(2) fayasay LLF [faya (fire) + say (side), noun = fireplace (especially 
outdoors); 
(3) baksay LF [bak (back) + say (side)] noun = backside, anus, 
hips - usually abusive. 
pat cannot be substituted in any of these cases. 
(ii) adverbials or prepositions - e. g. 
(1) bifosay LHF [bifo (before) + say (side) loc - 
(1) the front of; (2) somewhere ahead; 
(2) low LF 'alongside' verb = sidle up to, be obsequious 
(to a person) with-a purpose for gain; 
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(3) 3psay LF [2 (up) + say (side)] (1) adj. = (of a soccer player) 
off side; (2) verb = frustrate another person's plans; do person 
out of otherwise certain benefits, etc.; 
HF loc. = part or place further on or near the top. 
In this locative use pat can be substituted for sue. 
(iii) numerals - e. g. (1) wansay LF 
[wan (one) + say (side) 
(1) adj. = one-sided; (2) verb = to twist to one side; 
HF loc. =a certain place, in a certain direction, aside. 
It would be unidiomatic to use paat instead of say here; 
tusay LF adj. R two-sided; trisay LF adj. = three-sided, etc. 
(iv) adjectives, - e. g. (1) r*'n sa LF 
C ran (wrong) + say 
(side)] noun = (1) the inner side of a dress; (2) the anus; 
(2) chipsay LH [chip (cheap) + say (side), cf 'Cheapside'3 _ 
noun = place where goods are sold very cheaply. 
Pat cannot be substituted in these cases. 
(v) indefinites - e. g. (1) 51say HF 
C ?1 (all) + say (side) 
loc. = everywhere; 31pat HF [3J (all) + (part) Ice. - every where, 
cf. SR: alapresi; SM: ala e; CAM: 3lsay; 
(ii) Ei eäv HLF £ni (any) +s (side)] loc = anywhere; 
£nipat HLF EEni (any) + Pat (part) 
(vi) interrogatives - e. g. usay HF/uspat + HF (see supra). 
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(h) Adverb + noun 
(1) ap smak LF [pas (pass) + mak (mark) (1) adj. /adv. _ 
too much; (2) verb = be too menacingly after (somebody/something. 
Cognates of this word also occur in other creoles but may not have 
all the same meanings or uses; cf JA pa: sma: k; SR: psamarci; 
SM: asamau; CAll: pasmak; 
(2) fulbo H$ [ful (full) + bo (bore)] adv. = at full speed. 
(i) Interjection 
adu LH [, I (how) + du(do); apparent conflation with Yoruba: 
adukp¬ LLH (also in Krio) = greetings: =Int. = greetings: How do you 
do? cf JA: howdi; SR: Ddi odi; SM: odi u i; GY: h, wdi; GU: 
hAdi. 
(j) Place locative + intensifier 
yaso HF [. ya (here) + so (intensifier)] locative (emphatic) 
= here; cf JA: yaso; SR: }aso; GU: so. 
(k) Reflexive pronouns 
Krio, like some other Creoles, but unlike modern English, has 
a form that distinguishes the second person plural from the second 
person singular: unu/una LL (non-contrastive) you (plural); HH 
(contrastive) you (plural). It is derived from' Iboe It is also 
the first element of the reflexive pronoun meaning 'yourselves, you, 
Yourselves', Krio, however, unlike English, does not distinguish 
between the sexes or between. ituman and non-human objects in the third person 
pronoun. 
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The full list is as follows: 
(1) mis£f HF [mi (me) +f (self)] pron. = myself, me myself; 
(2) uy sff HF Cru (you) + 14 (self)] pron. = yourself, you yourself (sing); 
(3) insEf HF [in (him( +j (self)] pron. = himself, herself, itself; 
(4) wissf HF [Ei (we) +4 (self)) pron. = ourselves, we ourselves; 
Po: you (plural) -I- sf (self)] pin. (5) unasEf/unusEf LLF [unu (I 
yourselves, you yourselves; 
(6) dfnsEf HF EL*-n (them) + sF (self)] pron. = themselves, they 
themselves. 
We may note that some compound forms in English are not compounds 
%A 
nF-t. in Krio, e. g. 'midnight' midul 
LO-5 Lexical Compounds - Bi-morphemic 
We now turn our attention to the most productive types of 
compounds. These types are mostly bi-morphemic, but can also be tri- 
morphemic with, for example, the first two elements forming a base 
for further compounding, as in: sid)mples LLF 
[J ii (sit) + d, )m 
(down)s + pies (place)l noun = seat; was-an-besin L-H-HL 
[ý was (wash) + an (hand)} + besin (basin)] noun = wash basin. 
Other types of tri- or poly-morphemic compounds are discussed in 
another subsection. This section concentrates on bi-morphemic 
types. 
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Alleyne (1980) observes that many lexemes in 'Afro-American 
dialects" have been formed on a labelling pattern by which 'objects are 
named in terms of an association between two primary objects' (p. 114) 
and that this pattern 'parallels... the verb serialization and complement- 
ation in the syntax" (p. 228: note 52). This observation seems reasonable. 
Many such items are calques from African languages. Typical examples 
from Krio are (1) nosol LF [ nos (nose) 4ol (hole) n. = nostril (cf 
Igbo: oYele imi, lit.: 'nose hole'), cf Jamaican: nuoz out, Sranan: 
noso oro; (2) yaywata LLH Cyr (eye) + wata (water)] n= tears (cf 
Ibo: ana mmiri, lit.: 'eye water'); cf Jamaican: ay waata, 
Saramaccan: wäta woyo, Sranan: watra ay. There are also creations 
or incoinings in these Creoles, based on "an underlying semantic pattern 
which is most probably West African in origin" (p. 115), e. g. Krio 
anko LH Can (and) + ko (ccfmpanyJ] n. = an accomplice or colleague; 
k3tnEk LF [k3t (cut) + nek (neck) n. (adj. ) = 'skin creases around the 
neck, regarded as a sign of beauty'. As Hancock says, however, it is 
still possible that some of these may be calques whose sources have 
not yet been traced (1977, p. 164). 
Another common feature of these Creoles that has its roots 
in West African languages is the use of metaphorical lexemes with 
concrete denotations to express concepts that are abstract in English. 
Alleyne even speculates on the probability that the quality that English 
speakers regard as abstract may be considered physical from the point 
of view of the West African or Creole speakerjand gives examples like: 
(1), tranga yes LLF (literally: 'strong ears') = stubborn(ness) 
cf Saramaccan: taanga yesi, Sranan: tranga yesi; Jamaican: 
tranga ed (strong head); Trinidadian: haad ez (hard ears); CP: 
trl)ng hed; (2) bigyay LF (literally: 'big eye(s)') = greed(y); 
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Ccf Sranan: bigiyay, Jamaican: bigyay; Trinidadian: bigay; also CP 
Guyanese: bigay, Gullah: bigay 1, cf Igbo: a'fa uku 'greed', literally: 
'eye big' (see pp. 115-116). But cf Eng.: Your eyes are too big for 
your belly, i. e. you are greedy. 
Hancock (1977, p. 162) also explains that even after the 
early states of the inception of the West African Creoles, "the 
prestige, plus sheer universality of English' ensured that even after 
they had ceased to be a direct source for augmenting the creoles 
grammatically and lexically, English-derived morphemes which were already 
part of the Creole were used whenever possible, in spite of the 
available African languages, as these were handicapped to serve the 
function because of their limited currency. As a result, the available 
English-derived morphemes were 'remodeled, after undergoing semantic 
modification, to yield accreted creolized forms having no English- 
language source'- - e. g. Krio: switpis LF 
Cswit (sweet) + dis (piss 
_ 'diabetes' - an incoining. Hancock also notes that many such 
formations are definite calques and that calquing was facilitated by 
the fact that: "while lexicons differ considerably from language to 
language in West Africa, structure and idiom share much greater currency, 
and models for-calques ... can be found very extensively throughout the area. 
Loan translations of this sort had a good chance of being widely 
intelligible, relying as they did upon Pan-African idiom and English 
derived morphemes' (p. 163). 
Further examples of calques, incoinings and other lexical- 
expansion devices are given under separate sub-sections. These phenomena 
have had to be considered here as many of the compounds we are 
considering are instances of them, as we shall see. 
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The rest of this sub-section considers the relationships 
between the elements of the compounds, which are indicated by syntactic 
paraphrases. Some superficially similar compounds reveal different 
grammatical meanings in their 'deep structures' - e. g. compare 
(1) kolr. s 12 [kol 
(cold) + res (rice) adjective + noun > noun = 
'rice that has been left overnight but is not necessarily cold 
when eaten' 
with 
(2) kolkyap LF C kol (cold) + kyap (cap)] noun + noun > noun = 
'cap for keeping away the cold'. 
(These examples show how compounds can serve as a means for 'telegraphic 
speech', cf Downing, 1977, p. 815). 
Compare also: 
(3) kibablay LLF Ck oba (cover) + blay ( Port: basket) noun + noun> 
noun = 'basket with a cover' 
with 
(4) kýbaklos LLF Ckoba (cover) + klos (clothes 3 noun + noun' noun 
(cloth for covering oneself) coverlet. 
One reason for this superficial resemblance between many hetero- 
geneous formations is the fact that Krio uses derivational suffixation 
much less than English, for example. We must note, however, thatpeven 
in English there are many superficially similar compounds which are not 
homogeneous - e. g.: 'chewing-gum' (a gum for chewing) versus 'washing 
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machine' (a machine that washes). Also, English does not always use 
the resources of derivational suffixation either - e. g. 'crybaby' 
(rather than 'crying-baby'). 
1. Noun 1+ noun 2'y noun 2 of noun 1-a productive type 
(a) domot LF do + m-Dt'L mouth of the door = (n) doorway; 
(b)g tayes HLF pta es .. ears of the gutter= (n) gutter's edge; 
(c) k3pandul HHL k2 + andul'i (n) handle of a cup = the handle 
of a cup; 
(d) nosol LF nos + of `ti hole(s) of the nose = (n) nostrils 
(calque; see p. Z91 ); 
(e) b, >dtrot LF bDd + trot '\, throat of a bird = (n) very 
small throat; short, small neck; 
(f) k, 3ntik LF kon + tik '1. stick of corn = (n) corn cob; 
(g) bE1E, at LLF bElt+ at `L hurt(ing) of the belly = (n) 
stomach ache; 
(h) babuyay LLF babu + y'V eyes of a baboon = (n) opening 
of the lower eyelid with the fingers to indicate that 
one is shaming a person. 
(i) bE Ewod LLF bF-1F. + wod'Lword(s) of the belly = (n) confidences, 
private thoughts (calque, cf Mandinka: k, rimakuma, lit.: 
'belly (or inside) speech' (Hancock, 1977, p. 166). 
(j) gridibamp LLF gridi + b2mp'j, bump of greed = sty on the eye, 
supposedly caused by meanness. 
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Most of such formations can be used metaphorically, as has 
been noted. One of Huttar's conclusions, after studying the use of 
20 morphemes in 43 languages, is pertinent here. He says: 'when 
morphemes are borrowed from ä socially dominant language into a pidgin, 
and extended in usage as in a creole, the major factor determining the 
direction of such extensions is the linguistic background of the speakers 
of languages other than the dominant one" - (1975, p. 684). Thus, 
connotations other than those expected of an English-derived morpheme 
may have African origins. We must note, however, that even in English, 
semantic extension of the kind we are discussing is responsible for 
phrases like 'the mouth of the river', 'the foot of the hill', 'the leg 
of the table'. Similarly, in Krio, domn't can be used extensively to 
refer to many kinds of aperture-type openings. Of the other items, 
ßtä es is usually a very complimentary word, used to refer to the 
very skilful parking of a vehicle as close to the gutter as is possible. 
Kd'Indül also means 'one related only by marriage and not by blood'. 
Nosol is also a mildly impolite word that can be used abusively, as 
in ask mi nösöl, which is very difficult to translate. Literally it 
means: 'ask my nostrils', a meaningless remark in English - other 
body parts can be used abusively in the same way - e. g. yü dädi g'. 
literally: 'your father's gut' (used mainly jocularly or by children); 
ask ml ras: /ask 
mi bäksayt1i lit.: 'ask my arse/backside: '; ask mi nöspos 
(nose post) lit: 'ask the bridge of my nose! '*; lük yü m 
t'. V lit.: 
'look at your mouth: ' Also, a very strong term of abuse is the 
apparently harmless: Yu mam flit: 'Your mother: '. since the concept 
of 'mother' in Krio is sacrosanct, rot just in Krio, cf Black American 
etc. ) Yuu dad 1\. jlit: 'Your father! ' is less emotive but nonetheless 
% 
abusive. Bod trot, by semantic extension, is also a bahuviihi 
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compound referring to a person with a short and small neck. K, ntik, 
apart from being a noun referring to a corn cob, usually used in 
laundering and whitening clothes,, is also a verb meaningito launder 
clothes using a corn cob: Bäbüyay, b l¬wad and gridibimp are 
already metaphorical in their primary meanings. 
2. Noun 1+ noun 21V noun 2 is for noun 1-a productive type 
(a) gal3npan LLF gal3n + pan' % pan for a gallon = (n) tin 
which holds a gallon (of oil, petrol, kerosene); 
(b) bolsbag LF bols + bam'tbag for the balls = (n) the scrotum; 
(c) kaytpepa LHL kayt + pepa V, paper for making kite = (n) 
crepe paper used for making paper kites; 
(d) kolkyap LF kol + kyap 'V cap for keeping away the cold = (n) 
a wollen cap worn at night or when it is cold; 
(e) k: )baklos LLF koba + klos1cloth for covering with = (n) 
coverlet; 
(f) b¬l. ban LLF btla + ban`\/ band for the belly = (n) sash worn 
with men's (evening) dress; 
(g) ip sbag LF 2is + bajbag for holding urine = (n) the bladder; 
(h) baptayz-rEs LHF baptayz + rfs 1v rice for christening = (n) 
rice cooked for the christening ceremony of a baby; 
(i) kreysad LF kres + read 1 yard for the crazy = (n) lunatic 
asylum. 
(j) atkes LF at + kes`l, case for the heart= (n) seat of the heart. 
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Apart from its literal meaningjgäla'npan also means 'a man 
who chases a woman/women unsuccessfully' (the connection is hard to see). 
B: )lsbag and pisbag are basic, almost vulgar paraphrases for the objects 
they refer to, and with items like kobaklos, b eban and kresyad, 
have an essentially descriptive or interpretative function, cf switpis 
LF = diabetes, bitabita LLHL = gall bladder. Kölkyäp also means 'condom' 
(the shapes are similar). It is most undesirable to eat one's bäptayz-res 
because that would mean that one was too old when baptised. To the 
Kriogthe decent time to be baptised is when one is too' young to take 
solid food. 
Ätkes 
seems to have been pictures9, u4ly analogised from 
'hat case' (also atkes LF). 
3. Noun 1+ noun 2 ti noun 2 is with noun 1- moderately productive 
(a kobapan LLF k-aba + pan` pan with cover = (n) enamel dish 
with cover; 
(b) b. 1. uman LLHL bel + uman Tj woman with belly (pregnancy) 
= (n) pregnant woman; 
(c) pgptsup LLF pE+ sup-11/soup with pepper = (n) very peppery soup 
cooked with fish or meat (served at parties or to the sick). 
Note that bF1¬ has been used in three different senses in 
this section. In 
btjF 
w31., it transcends the physical and refers to 
one's deepest secrets and feelings; in bF, 1Z"bän)it refers to the outer 
skin of one's stomach; in bf. E 
uman, it refers to pregnancy. Bilf_ 
can also be used to refer to inside the stomach and the intestines. 
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4. Noun I+ noun 2 `\ noun 1 of noun 2- moderately productive 
(a) mastaos LLF masta + os'Ltnaster of house = (n) head of the 
household, landlord; 
(b) k, 3nayay LLF kzna += Iv corner of eye = (n) surreptitious 
look; 
(c) dosal LF dos + sal , dose of salts = (n) purgative salts 
(particularly Epsom salts). 
(d) mamiwata LHLH mami + wata1 mother of water = (n) mermaid, 
(cf Sranan: watramama, Cameroon: mamiwata). 
5. Noun 1+ noun 2`y noun 1 is with noun 2- not very productive 
(a) mamayay LLF mama +y 'I/ mother with eyes = (n) a sleepy- 
eyed female; 
(b) robamint LLF r, 3ba + mint -v rubber with mint = (n) 
chewing gum- - also mintroba LHL. 
6. Noun 1+ noun 2'Vnoun 2 is made from noun 1- not very 
productive 
(a) kasadabred LF kasada + bred '- bread made from kassava = n. 
bread made from grated cassava; 
(b) raysbred LF rays + bred 
, 
eV bread made from rice; n. 
sweet meat made from rice flour, bananas and sugar. 
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(c) binchakara HLLL akara (Yoruba, Hausa < Arabic) - binch 
cake made from beans = n. bean cake. 
7. Noun 1+ noun 21V noun 1 (particular type of) + noun 2 
(general) - productive 
(a)(i) ch3b: )ks LF chi(p) +b ks"1, chop box = (n) wooden box with 
lock for carrying food; 
(ii) machisb3ks LLF machis + b*ks ti matches box = (n) matchbox; 
(b)(i) tikitul LHL ti + kitul'd tea kettle = (n) tea kettle; 
(ii) b: )nF-tkitul LLHL n£t + kitull, bonnet kettle = (n) cylindrical 
metal container with flat cover and handle, used for keeping 
valuables; 
(c)(i) bebibred LHF bebt + bred'V 'baby' type of bread = (n) bread shaped 
like a doll; 
(ii) mpnkibred LHF =nki + bred 1. i'monkey' type of bread = (n) 
. the fruit Adamsonia digitata. 
*Note also lofbred LF (loaf bread) versus monkibred(#F. which is not really 
a type of bread. 
81 Noun 1+ noun 2 '. noun 1 (Geographical/ethnic origin of) 
+ noun 2- productive - 
(a) k-farinya HLHL Yak + farinya ti York-type farina=(n) 
farina made in York; 
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(b) Masanke-pamayn LLLLF Masanke (place. name) + pamayn. 'I/Masanke 
type palm oil = (n) = palm oil made in Masanke (usually 
clear); 
(c) Gini-kin LLF Gini + kin V Guinea-type corn - (n) Corn from 
Guinea. 
9. Noun 1+ noun 2'V noun 2 is on noun 1- not very productive 
(a) fanamakit LLHF fana + makit'ti market on fanner = (n) wares of 
a petty trader (not necessarily, but sometimes, displayed on 
a fanner). 
10. Noun 1+ noun 2'V noun 1 is transposed with noun 2- not very 
productive 
(a) b, lyay/yaybnl LF b3l + y. 2yfy2y + b., l Iv ball eye/eyeball 
= (n) eyeball(s) metaphorically - 'a favourite person'. 
English-derived + African-derived 
ll. (i) Noun 1"+ noun 2 ti noun 1 (English-dervied) + noun 2 (African- 
derived) not very productive 
(a) fulumunku LHLH fulu + munku "L fool + fool (Af. sources) = 
(n) a very stupid person; 
(b) mataodo LLLH mata + odo ti mortar + mortar (Yoruba) _ (n) 
wooden mortar for pounding foodstuffs; Note that other 
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Creoles have this item without the African derived element, see 
Hancock, 1969, pp. 54-55. Such items are usually tautological. 
(ii) Noun + adverb-not very productive 
(a) weskelele HLLH wes + kelele hips + with jerky movements 
(Mende) = (n) woman with very small hips, such small hips; 
(b) fitingbý, t LLH fitin + gbp-t'Vfitting + exactly (Terrine) = (n) 
tightfitting clothes. 
(iii) Adjective + noun - not very productive 
(a) bresinteku LLLH bresin + teku %'brazen + wild 'child (Tlmiie) 
= (adj. ) wild, imprudent, unruly. 
(iv) Noun + adjective - not very productive 
(a) babuoto LHLH babu + woto q/ baboon + ugly (Temne) = (n) 
an ugly person. 
African-derived + English-derived 
12. (i) Adjective + noun - not very productive= 
(a) awan t LLF awan + 12t fIV mean (Yotjba) + gut = (n/adj. ) 
gluttonous/gluttony; 
x 
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(ii) noun 1+ noun 2- not very productive 
(a) nansitori LLLH nansi + tori'L folk (spider: 'Lai) + story " 
(noun) folktale; 
(b) samba to LLHL samba + leta '1/ disgrace'(Mende) + letter 
= (noun) unpleasant secrets of a person. 
13. Numeral -ý T1oUt1 ý" n10cýýTa, 
ý1ý/ productive=manly bauvri, tiý 1pa 
(a) wando LF wan + doone door = (n) house with only one door, 
hut; 
(b) tubotin LHL tu + batin'\/ two buttons - (n) a style (of 
jacket) with two buttons; 
(c) fowil LF fo + wil'V four wheels = (n) a vehicle; 
(d) t. nto LF tE. n + to y ten toes = (n) one's two bare feet. 
14. Numeral + adjective (corresponding to the English'-ed' type) - 
moderately productive 
(a) tusay LF tu + say 1/ two-sided - (adj) two-sided; 
(b) wanan LF wan + an'' one-handed = (adj) one-handed; 
(c) wanfut LF wan + fut*l/ one-footed " (adj. ) one-footed. 
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15. Verbal noun + adverb - not very productive 
(a) libwEl LF lib + wal `l"living well = (n) carefree happiness. 
16. Possessive adjective+ noun - not very productive 
(a) mayka LH may + ka'ý;, rmy car (n) car owner-driver (as 
opposed to chauffeur or taxi driver). This item is a uniquer 
relatively recent creation. It is essentially a derisive 
reference to car owners who also talk about 'my car''. 
17. Noun + adjective (corresponding to the English '-ed' type) - 
productive 
(a) watawas LLF wata + was `*( water washed = n/adj. 'laundered but 
unstarched(clothes). Metaphorically - 'contemptible, 
despicable'; 
(b) sanr%p LF san +r `', (sun ripened = n/adj. (fruit) looking 
ripe in the sunshine but not really ripe; 
(c) b. lf. b)n LLF bot + ban `j belly born = n/adj. 'one's natural 
(as opposed to adopted) (child). 
Note that these types are usually both nouns and adjectives. 
18. Noun + adiective - rare type 
(a) doklin HF do + klin'' door (outside) clean = (n) dawn 
(see supra). 
ýýý tiE 
! f, 
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19. Adjective+ nounl/ adjective corresponding to the English '-ed' 
(deverbal) type + noun - very productive 
(a) kaktit LF kak + titL cocked tooth/teeth - (n) protruding 
teeth; 
(b) drayfish LF dray + fish'L dried fish = (n) smoked fish; 
(c) kolat LF kol + at'lýcooled heart = (n) peace of mind; 
(d) fra su LF fray + sua" fried soup = (n) stew; 
(e) brokoblay LLF broko + blayl, broken basket (blay: Portuguese) 
(n) hypocrite (only metaphorical meaning); 
(f) ip lnEk LF pLl +n k'L peeled neck = (n) bahuvrihi word for 
'chicken with no feathers'; 
(g) k, t nEk LF k-Dt + nek ti cut neck =(n/adj) skin creases 
around the neck -a sign of beauty, of person with such 
feature; 
(h) maredwEf LLF roared + w¬f'v married wife = (n) legally 
marriedlas opposed to common law)wife or paramour-; 
(i) rosbif LF ros + bif'L roasted beef = (n) small chunks of 
skewered meat usually roasted over coal fire; 
(j) twismýt LF twis + mat twisted mouth = (n) unevenly 
shaped mouth. 
ýt 
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20. Adjective + noun ending in -in (-ing) - not very productive 
(a) aflaynin LHL of + Iaynin'L half lining = (n)'half lining of 
man's coat, coat with such ; 
(b) lasb in LLH las + bfrin'Vlast burying =(n) fortieth day 
ceremony for a deceased person - being the last of the 
funeral rites . 
21. Adjective (some have a verb/noun root) + noun ^. adjective 
corresponding to the English '-ing' type - productive 
(a) tifyay LF t if + y2X% thieving eye = adj/abstract noun 
'avaricious, avarice'; 
(b) krachan LF krach + an"V scratching hand = adj/abstract noun 
'meddlesome, meddlesomeness'; 
(c) bvinb3mp LLF 1. -)vin + b, mpV loving bump = noun 'wart on 
the cheek -a sign of being loved'; 
(d) b3nmami LLH b*n + mami1L (child) bearing mother = noun 
'woman constantly having children; 
(e) dr3sup LF dry + sup drawing soup = noun 'thick, slimy 
sauce'; 
(f) shayned LF shayn + ed shining head = n/adj, 'head with 
hair scraped off, bald head, bald'; 
(g) r'nbglL LLH ran + bE Q. running belly = n. 'diarrhoea, 
dusentery'; 
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(h) boompikin LLH b-in + ip kin'V bearing child = abstn. 
'child bearing'. 
22. Adjective + noun - very productive 
(a) F-mtibak LLF Emti + bak 1, empty back = (n)'person without a 
university degree'(bahuvrihi word); 
(b) wamat LF wam + at'v warm heart = (n) 'short temper ; 
short-temperedness; 
(c) badyay LF bad + ='I/ 1, bad eyes = (n)'the old-fashioned 
look; 
(d) bigyay LF bpi + lay ti big eyes = (n/adj) 'gluttony, 
gluttonous' - (calque - see supra - p. Z, 3i); 
(e) trangayes LLF tranga + yes/ strong ears = (n/adj) 'stubbornness, 
stubborn' (calque - see supra - p. 2.9i ); 
(f) smllpepE LHL sm'31 + pEpeti small pepper =n (metaphorical) 
'a formidable young person; 
(g) langatrot LLF langa - trot -V longthroat = noun/verb 'anxiety 
for food, to tantalize'; 
(h) braskitul LHL bras + kitul ti brass kettle = verb 'refuse 
to countenance, deliberately ignore! This word is always 
used in negative construction, as in: l n, '5)bräskitul äm 
He refused to countenance him'. This creation is unique. 
Brass kettles used to be very popular in Sierra Leone and 
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still are among people who get water from street taps. 
The important feature about them as far as this formation 
is concerned is their conspicuousness; so, not to see a 
brass kettle if it is around is to ignore it. Also 
unusual is the fact that this word is a verb (and only 
used in negative constructions) and not a noun. 
23. Adjective + adjective (noun/verb root used adjectivally) 
corresponding to the English '-ed' type - productive 
(a) biped LF big + edV big headed = n/adj 'big head', having 
a large head; 
(b) bolkrep LF bol + krep'1ir bald scraped = n. 'dome of the human 
head'; 
(c) kresed LF kres + ed t crazy headed = n/adj 'madness, habitually 
flighty. 
(d) layted LF layt + ed'L lightheaded = n/adj 'light-headedness, 
light-headed; 
(e) wtr'IEf LF wer + lf-f ti worn left = noun 'clothes worn 
and cast aside by another. 
24. Adverb + verb - not very productive 
(a) rig-vabia LLHL nEva + bia . never bears = n. fruit tree which 
does not bear fruit; 
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(b) nEvaday LLF nitva + §jXtinever dies =n 'the plant Bryophyllum 
pinoratum'. This word is used, metaphorically in the 
expression 'gf 
äm nýväday ' meaning: 'to help an old relative 
to continue to live' (often humorous); 
(c) nEvataya LLHL niva + taya , never tires -n (1)'person with 
a great capacity for work; (2) dog's name. 
Note how in each case an adverb and a verb give a noun. 
25. Verb + noun - very productive 
(a) mekes HF mek + es'v make haste = verb 'hurry'; 
(b) abop HF ab + op1/ have hope = verb/noun 'wait expectantly, 
. thing depended' upon 
(hence euphemism for a man's private 
parts); 
(c) tonyay LF tin +rL turn eyes = noun 'giddiness, dizziness'; 
(d) to nfufu LLH On + fufu'L turn fufu = verb '(of kite) somersault, 
dive in the air'(metaphorical) 
(e) wasfes LF was + fes-1v wash face = verb 'dupe' (metaphorical); 
(f) ltffes LF 1ff + festileave face = verb 'stare in wonder'; 
(g) 1F-kman LF lzk + manrL likes men = adj. 
'(of 
woman) having 
many lovers'. 
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26. Verb + noun '/ (that which) verb + noun - moderately productive 
(a) kak bi LLH kak + b-obi `/(that which) cocks the breasts = (noun) 
'brassiere'; 
(b) ol bt1. E LLH of + bF, 19-'L(that which) holds the belly = (noun) 
'food just enough to stave off hunger'; 
(c) krachb2di LLH krach + b3di (that which) scratches the 
body = (noun) 'itching skin disease'; 
(d) b tý b, bi LLH b&t + b, bi\L(that which) bites the breasts = (noun) 
'small water animal, whose bite produces enlarged breasts'; 
(e) b3nat LF b, n + at"Iý(that which) burns the heart = (n/adj) 
'great disappointment, greatly disappointing'. 
27. African-derived + English-derived 
verb + noun \'yerb from noun - not very productive 
(a) in an LF ja + an' ' 'snatch (Yoruba) from hand'. 
(1) noun = 'a snatching, a game of snatching; 
(2) verb 'appropriate to oneself what formerly belonged to 
another (usually a lover). 
28. Verb/adjective + noun'V verb/adjective + noun (habitual/ 
iterative element)- not very productive 
(1) kraybt16 LLH kray (verb) + bf1 (noun)' 'cry' habitually = 
verb/noun 'grumble, complain whiningly as a habit, such 
grumbling and complaining'; 
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(2) angribM LLH angri (adj. ) + bE1E(noun)`V 'hungry' 
habitually = adj/n 'habitually gluttonous, person habitually 
gluttonous'. 
In these items, bF-l¬ functions in yet another way. It is 
lexically meaningless but functions like an iterative or reduplicative 
element to modify the metaphorical meaning of htaj and an ri respectively. 
10.6 Calques 
As Hancock suggests (1971, pp. 651-2; 1977, p. 165), in the 
early stages of the inception of Krio, calquing was probably unnecess- 
ary since 'the Lancados were present to supply the new English lexicon 
as needed' (1977, p. 165). It seems to have developed later, probably 
reaching its peak in the nineteenth century when about two hundred 
languages were spoken in Freetown. It is thus not always easy to trace 
a calque to its (ultimate) source. Indeed, it may have more than one 
and this would have encouraged -its retention. Calques tend to be 
common to many Creoles, but only examples from Krio are given below. 
The commonest types refer to parts of the body, human behaviour and food; 
a limited number may be described as grammatical words. (See Hancock 
1971, pp. 651-665; 1977, p. 165-166; Turner, 1969, pp. 232-5 for extensive 
lists). A few examples, showing the main types and their word class 
combinations are here given: 
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1. Body parts - parts of wholes > noun 1+ noun 2'.. -noun 2 is of 
noun 1 
(a) bobimot LI-IF b-3bi + mot < (mouth of breast' cf Ngombe: 
monoko wa libeli, lit.: 'mouth of the breast') = n. 'nipple'; 
(b) nosol LF nos + of ( ('hole of nose' cf Igbo: o Yele imi, 
lit.: 'nose hole') = n. 'nostril'; 
(c) yaypikin HLF yay + ip kin < 'child (Spanish) of eye', cf 
Yoruba Ami l'odzu, lit.: 'child in the eye') = n. 'pupil 
of the eye'. Also bebiyay LHF (noun 1 is of noun 2), cf 
English 'eye baby' for 'pupil', and 'looking eye babies' 
to stare into each other's eyes. 
2. 'Abstract noun' types expressed descriptively in concrete terms > 
adjective + noun 
(a) kolat LF kol + at < (cool heart, cf Mende: ndil£li, 
lit.: 'heart wet') = n. 'peace', 'comfort'; 
(b) switmot LF swit + mzit ( (sweet mouth, cf Gil: nä ?? 15 
'flattery', lit. 'one who has a sweet mouth'; Yoruba: 
F-nü di dü 'persuasiveness', lit.: 'mouthsweet'; Vai: da 
]Si a 'flattery', lit.; 'mouth sweet'; Tai: ano dede 
'flattery', lit.: 'sweet mouth')n. 'flattery'; 
(c) bigyay LF big + =< 
[big 
eye(s), cf Igbo: anya uku 
'covetous', lit.: 'big eyes'; cf Yoruba: lo ju kokoro 
'covetous', lit:: to have the eye of a worm'. cf Krio: 
ojukokoru LHLLL 'covetousness', 'envy' (obviously from Yoruba)] 
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3. Animal/Plant types 
These seem to have a variety of word-class types as well as 
polymorphemic combinations. 
(a) god-3s HF god + os [(possessive noun + noun (thing possessed)] 
(God's horse, cf Mandinka: ala suwo 'praying mantis', 
1it:: God's horse) =n 'praying mantis'; 
(b) mami-wata LHLH mami + wata 
[noun 1+ (of the) noun 2] 
('mother of the water, cf Yoruba: iya olodo, 'mermaid', 
Lit:: 'mother of the waters') = n. mermaid; 
(c) sit-yu-mami-b3bi H-L-LH-LH sEt + ru + mami 
+ b3bi [verb + pronoun + noun (possessive) + noun (thing 
possessed)''. 
< ('Shut your mother's breats', cf Temne: 
ya mompnF, "mother cover yourself, ' n. 'mimosa--pud-ica'; cf. 
also similar interpretations in Mende, Yoruba, Twi, Nzima, Ga, Fula, 
Hausa, Igbo, Nupe and Efik. The Krio form is a euphemistic 
version of the form found in these languages and ostensibly 
of the Latin formation too, which should read 'genitals' 
for 'breasts'. (See Hancock 1977, p. 169 note 6); 
(d) it-(d3n)-brok-plet H-(H)-H-F it + (d, n) + brok + plet 
verb (+ completive particle) + verb + noug<reat(finish) 
.º and break plate', cf Yoruba: fawn (this form also in Krio) 
lit;. 'eat and lick it'] =n 'the plant celosia laxa, 
celosia trygna (Amara*haceae), the leaves of which are 
cooked in palm oil and eaten as 'palaver sauce'. 
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4. Other descriptive types 
(a) ron 1E. LLH ran + bF-IF[adjective (English '-ing' ending 
type) + noun' /, (running belly, cf Fula: doRu redu 'diarrhoea; 
lit:: 'run belly')= n 'diarrhoea, dysentery'; 
(b) wanppt LF wan + pot 
[(numeral + noun) < (one pot, cf Wolof: 
b na chin 'a kind of rice dish', lit.; 'one pot')]= n 
'rice and other condiments, meat/fish cooked together in the 
same pot'; 
(c) mit-mi-na- tlbo L-L-L-HL mit + mi + na +dlbo 
[(verb + pronoun + 
preposition + noun)( (meet me at the elbow, cf Yoruba: kpade mi ni 
bS w3 'diluted stew', lit.; 'meet me at the elbow '] = n" 'waterish 
stew or sauce'. 
5. Grammatical words 
(a) pantap LF pan + tap (prep. + locative) < (on top, cf Yoruba: 
li= 'on'; lit.: 'upon the top')] = preposition 'on, on 
top of'; 
(b) tum-3s HF tu + m-3s [(adv. + adjective) < (too much, cf 
Twi: dodo, Yoruba: kpukp, 'too much', 'very much')& & adverb 
'too much', 'very much'; 
(c) wetindu HHF we + tin + du 
[(Interrogative 
+ noun + verb) 
(what thing does? cf Igbo: gtnE mtrE. 'why', lit.: 'what 
(thing) does? ')] = Interrogative 'why? ' 
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10.7 Krio creations or incoinings 
Incoining is a strong feature of creole lnaguages. As a 
pidgin develops into a creole, it needs to expand its lexicon to cater 
for all possible linguistic situations. As has been noted, apart 
from borrowing wholesale and calquing, it also combines existing 
morphemes into compounds, thus creating new lexical items with different 
meanings from those of its individual components. This kind of lexicon 
expansion, which must have started during the earliest creolisation 
stages of Krio, is an on-going. phenomenon as we shall see. Hancock 
treats this theme, giving several examples and noting that incoinings 
tend to be about daily life (1971, pp. 609-615; 1977, p. 164; 1980, 
pp. 69-70). He categorizes them under (a) People and personality, 
e. g. pnbr, t)p LHF 3n + brit + 22 (un + brought - up) = badly 
behaved; (b) Anatomical, e. g. swit-pis LF'swit + pis 'sweet piss' 
= diabetes; (c) Bodily actions, e. g. tay-wata LLH tay + wata 'tie 
water' = 'to float without moving'; (d) Clothing and adornment, e. g. 
obe-di-wind LH-L-F obe + di + wind 'obey the wind'. = 'type of loose 
flapping trousers; (e) food, e. g. p3tDp LF poýt +_ 'cook a meal; 
(f) Technology; e. g. flaynship LF'fla n+ ship 'flying ship' = 'aero- 
plane'. 
Two sets of further examples are discussed below: older and 
more recent incoinings. As we have already seen, they are structurally 
similar to calques, and a number may indeed be calques. Most of them 
occur in very informal speech. 
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1. Older incoinings: 
(a) Many are phrase-types, i. e. phrases that have been compounded 
and that have undergone semantic modification or more radical change, cf 
English: 'hand-to-mouth' (noun + prep + noun) - adj. 'precarious and 
yielding the bare necessities only'. 
Clothes 
(i k, 5matwans LLH lkm + at + vans 
[(verb + prep. + adv. ) (come 
at once) = noun 'dress for special occasions which can be 
put on at very short notice' (humorous usage); 
(ii) kit -fn -i3yn LLH' kit + to +, n 
[(verb, + conj. + verb2) 
(cut and join)] = verb/noun 'cut cloth and sew dress/clothes 
badly or roughly, a bad sempstress or tailor'; 
(iii) mama-ttnk-ma LL-H-H. *mama + tEnk + ma [noun (vocative) + 
verb + noun (vocative) (mother, thanks, mother! ) =n 'ill- 
fitting, because grossly over-sized, trousers'. The idea 
is that the trousers may have been deliberately sewn large to 
last a growing boy a long time or may have belonged to an 
elderly male. In either casepthe hapless beneficiary- is 
supposed to be thankful - (derisory usage); 
Household 
(iv) pat-En-plet L-L-H. + En + plat [(noun1+ conj-+ noun 
(pots and plates)] =n 'cooking and eating utensils'. 
People - (1) animal metaphor 
(v) brok3ngot LHF brok + 3n + got C(ad j+ noun + noun, (goat 
with a broken horn)] =n 'a glutton'; 
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(vi) p31i-longtong LLLH. p3li + l, ng + t, n 
[flouflj+ (adj + noun2) 
(parrot with a long tongue)] = n. 'confirmed gossip'; 
(vii) r, r, m-g¬, t-sal LH-H-F r7r)m +S Lt + s, 1 
[(noun1 + verb + 
noun2) (worm has salt)] n. 'person who writhes uncomfortably'; 
(Z) Other types 
(viii) wokf3w, l LLH wok + fl + w21 
[(verb + prep. + noun) (work 
for the world)] =n 'one who stupidly does everyone's bidding' - 
(derogatory); 
(ix) tap-to-mi L-L-H tap, + to + mi 
[(verb + prep + pronoun) (stop 
with me)]= n. 'coumzon law wife' (derogatory); 
(x) abado LHH. a + bad +o (pronoun + adj + interjection) (I'm 
bad oh! )] = n. 'a hard/rascally person'. When the tone pattern 
is LLH this word means 'boa constrictor'; 
(xi) shub-gi-mi-rod L-H-H-F shub + .i+ mi + rod 
[ (verb1 + verb2 
+ pronoun + noun) (move give me way)] n. 'woman's buttocks 
rubbing against each other when walking' (seemingly saying the 
phrase to each other). Note the verb serialisation, typical 
of Krio and of its African sources. 
(xii) ston-gi-mi-rod L-H-H-F ston+ gi + mi + rod 
[noun i(vocative) + 
verb + pronoun+no. L(stone, give me way)] = n. person with a sore 
toe who limps when walking (and seems to be saying these words 
to the stones); 
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(xiii) b3b3-n3-ba-bia LH-H-L-HL bob, + n5 + ba + bia [ (noun + 
negative part + auxiliary + verb) boy (W. African sources) 
does not bear] =n 'shinbone' (which is too painful even for 
boys, who are supposed to be brave, b bear when hit); 
Names of dogs - Krios usually name 'man's best friend' with an 
epigrammatic, philosophical or social comment: 
(xix) din-go-taya L-L-HL dEn + go + taya (pronoun + aux. + verb) 
'they will be tired'. This means that a malevolent person or 
persons known or unknown will one day be tired of persecuting 
their innocent victims (usually the owner of the dog); 
(xx) f3-a-taym LLF fb +a+ taymm (pre. + art. + noun) Ifor 
a time F. This is a philosophical comment on-life and everything 
it gives -tit is all ephemeral'. 
Daily life 
(xxi) 3p-fn-ding H-L-F/L-L-F 22 + En + dang 
{(loc 
+ conjunction + 
loc. ) (up and down), = n. (1) 'continuous walking from place to 
place as part of one's duty or occupation; (2)'the activity 
of living; 
(xxii) kEr-na-rod L-L-F kfr + na + rod 
[(verb + prep + noun) (carry 
to the road)j= v/n. 
'(a) 
see(ing) off (of) (a) visitor(s) by 
walking a little of the way with him/herp. 
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(xxiii) ple-yu-win H-L-Fl. PIe + Yu + win 
[(verbl+ 
pro. + verb2) 
play (and) you win] =n 'a gambling game'. This is the 
optimistic half of the full form: pie-yü-winple-yü-lis 
play (and) you win, play (and you lose); 
(xxiv) push-mi-a-stat L=L-I,!, H/L-L-L-Fpush + mi + 2Z + stat 
[(verb1 + pro + pro2 + verb2)=(push me'I start)] =n 'car 
with weak battery, which has to be pushed to start'. 
(b) Some involve the use of numerals: 
Clothes 
(i) wand3zin LLH: wan + d, zin [(num. + noun) (one dozen) ]= n 
'the best or only good clothes or other wearing gear one has'. 
It is difficult to see the connection between the word and its 
meaning. 
The use of numerals plus nouns or adjectives as compounds is 
quite common in Krio. The imposition of a low tone on the first 
syllable makes the item a compound and distinguishes it from a word 
sequence (which always has a high tone on the first syllable of the 
numeral), bringing about a grammatical as well as a semantic change - 
cf: (1) wantrit LF wan + trat [ (num. + noun) (one street)& = n. 
'village with only one street', versus: wan trat H F(num. t noun) = 
'One street'; (2) tubotinLHL tu + bitin [(num + noun) (two buttons) 
n. 'a jacket or coat with two buttons, versus: tu b, tin H HL'(num. + 
noun), = 'two buttons'; (3) trifinga LHL tri + finga [(num. + noun) 
(three fingerst&= n. (1) 'hand with only three fingers, person with such; 
(2) three-fingered design (e. g. on cloth); versus tri finga H HL (num. t noun)' 
'three fingers'. 
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People 
(ii) wanshilin-rop LLL-F wan + shilin + rop (num. + noun, ) 
+ noun2 (one shilling rope - rope worth a shilling)] = 
n 'one's only or favourite child'. In the early days of 
the century when Sierra Leone used the pound sterling as 
currency, a shilling (now 10 cents) was a great deal of 
money to pay for a rope and only the most valuable kind 
would cost as much. Incidentally, the sequence wan shilin rop 
H HLF is now meaningless since the shilling is now an 
obsolete concept in Sierra Leone; 
(iii) tu-pe-tri H-H-F, tu + Pe + tri 
[(numl + verb + num2) (two 
pay three)] = n, (of two or more people) of the same indesirable 
kind'. The point here, one supposes, is that there is very 
little to choose between 'two' and Ithree'ssince they follow 
each other so closely. 
Food/drink 
(iv) eti-et LLF'eti + et (numeral) (eighty-eight)). Apart from 
its obvious meaning: 'eighty-eight', this word refers to the sprink-, 
ling of drops of palm oil, in the shape of the figure eighty-eight, 
on cooked rice. 
(v) wan-o-fayv H-H-F wan +o+ fayv [(numeral) (one hundred and 
five)) n. 'home-distilled gin'. The reference is obscure. 1105' 
may have been the n me of a harsh kind of liquour of the 
nineteen forties and fifties. 
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(c) Some involve the compounding of letters of the alphabet 
(i) jivi HH' Li + vi (gv - the consonants of the word 'give'), 
n/v 'a lie, tell a lie'. gi F (give) also meanstverb 'to tell 
lies'; 
(ii) F_l-ay-i-tru H-H-L-F,, l ++i+ tru (lie true)'n. 'a lie 
that is deliberately told to a child for a desired effect. 
The spelling of 'lie' is meant for an adult interlocutor (who 
gets the message) and is supposed to be meaningless to the child, 
who is being fooled. 
(iii) epi HH,, e + ,i (ap - abbreviation for äp yntmEnt 'appointment') 
n 'a date with a boy or girl friend'. Usage in each case 
is highly informal or humorous; 
(iv) bi-Sm-ti HHF? bi +fm + ti 
[(b. 
m. t. - abbreviation for 'black 
man's time')- patterned on G. M. T. (Greenwich Mean time)] - n. 
lateness in keeping appointments, starting meetings, etc.,. 
(d) Miscellaneous 
(1) kakibýy LHF`kraki + b3Y [(adj + noun) (Khaki boy) ]= n. 'Schnapps 
gin', usually wrapped in khaki-coloured paper - euphemism, 
inanimate object animated; 
(ii) Smtibak LLF! F, mti + bak [(adj + noun) (empty back)] = n. 'person 
without a university degree' - bahuvrihi compound; 
(iii) pletpisis LHF, plet + ip sis 
[(nounl+ 
noun 2ti noun2 
is for 
noun1) (rag for dish)] _ (n) 1. 'dishrag' (2) 'person who is 
exploited because of his stupidity' - metaphorical; 
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(iv) braskitul LHF bras + kitul [(adj + noun) (brass kettle)] 
verb 'ignore' (see P-3016 above) 
(v) J3yan LF 3n+ an 
[(verb/adjective + noun) join(ed) + 
hand(s)] = (1) n (1) 'cursive writing'; (2) 'co-operation' 
(3) verb 'to co-operate'. 
(e) Dyads - (1) English-derived + African-derived, (2) African- 
derived + English-derived 
All the examples in these groups onpp300 Z are incoinings. 
2. Recent Incoinings 
The examples given below are of recent formations that are 
between ten and twenty years old and that are in daily use. Most of 
them refer to everyday matters and are mainly used by adolescents and 
young adults. They follow the established patterns. 
(a) Phrase type 
(i) put-b-mi L-L-H Put + f2 + mi 
[(verb + prep. + pro. ) 
(put for me)] n 'bribery'. 
(b) Phrasal verb type - verb + pronoun (-am) 
(i) f%nam HL fen + am (find it) = verb 'engage in enterprise 
that brings in money'. The word is used mainly by mini- 
bus, taxi or commercial lorry drivers, and about women who 
engage themselves, professionally or otherwise, in prost- 
itution. 
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(ii) ibam HL ib + am (heave it) = verb 'leave, go away'. 
This word is a variant of the older ib_2p (see page Vii ); 
(iii) a lam HL payl + am (pile it) = verb 'walk a long distance 
usually travelled to by a vehicle'. Associations of tedious- 
ness (as a result of heaping/or piling miles) attend this 
word; 
(iv) w. lam HL pw&l + am (spoil it) = verb (1) 'to enjoy oneself 
thoroughly, e. g. at a party' (2) 'to spend money recklessly, 
especially revelling'. Note the attenuated meaning of pl 
spoil). 
(c) Idiom-type - verb + noun 
(i) tek-koz HF/cham-koz HF tek/cham + ksz (take/chew course) 
verb 'study hard'. These are items used by students. "Cham-koz 
is an intensified form of tek-k3z. 
(ii) lEf-fes/m, t LF l&f + fes/mot (leave face/mouth) = verb 
'stare in blank disbelief'; 
(iii) shutkrab HF shut + krab (shoot crab) = verb 'to make 
unsuccessful advances to a member of the opposite sex', 'to 
fail in any venture' . This item could have been suggested 
by the English/American game of 'craps' -a gambling game 
(hence, the many chances of losing). To play it is 'to 
shoot craps'. Note also the verb 'crab' - 'to obstruct, 
wreck, or frustrate' (Chambers, 1981, p. 302), and the 
expression 'to catch a crab' - 'to fail to make a proper 
stroke (in rowing) (Longman M. E. D., 1976, p. 251). Also 
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noteworthy is the appropriateness of the metaphor of shooting 
a crab Ito 
indicate futility, because of the suggestions of impervious- 
ness associated with the crustacean structure of a crab. 
(d) Adjective + noun type 
(i) lan ani HHL bnß + uni (long journey) an 'peanuts' 
(usually chewed to pass the time, inter alia, during a long 
journey. The item no longer carries the suggestion of going 
on a (Yong) journey). 
(e) Possessive adjective+ noun type 
(i) mayka LH may + ka (my car) =n 'car owner-driver' (see p. 303). 
(f) Numeral type 
(i) di-etin L-LF di + etin (the eighteen - the penalty area in 
a soccer pitch, which is up to eighteen yards from the goal) 
noun locative 'a rendezvous', 'a place of confrontation'. 
(g) -African-derived + English-derived 
(i) f0mam HL Lam (Hausa, Twi) + am (English)_v. 'pretend, feign, trifle 
with its. This word has a very wide application of negative- 
ness. It can mean 'be absent', 'fail in a venture or an examination', 
'become faulty', 'threaten', 'not quite achieve a goal', 'do 
something embarrassing'; it is also a euphemism for 'die'. 
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(ii) mumu-polis LH-LF mumu (African sources) + polis (English) 
(dumb policeman) =n 'traffic lights'. Trafik layt also 
exists, but mumu-polis emerged in the late 1970s when there 
was a proliferation of traffic lights in Freetown. 
10.8 Formations from Liturgical Literature 
Another interesting set of compounds found in Krio are straight 
lifts or formations inspired by lines in the Holy Bible, a Christian 
hymnal or by the Christian religion. Many Krios are devout Christians. 
However, these formations are invariably given secular meanings, ands 
together with other phrase-type compounds, have at least two striking 
features: (1) the elements of the composite are simple and have 
simple grammatical relationships; (ii) there is an often vast extension 
of meaning-usually metaphorical, sometimes profound or even slightly 
opaque, sometimes pleasantly familiar, but in some cases, mildly or 
highly derogatory, but always informal. 
Most of them are tri- or tetra-morphemic phrase types. 
People 
(i) ay-am L-H/F [(I am - cf 'Thou shalt say unto the children of 
Israel, I AM hath sent me unto you' (Authorized Version of the 
Holy Bible, Exodus, Ch. 3, verse 14)*] =n an overbearing 
person' 'pretence at being important' - sarcastic, derogatory; 
*all biblical references are to this version 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
ay-wil/ay-du L-H/L-H ('I will/'I do' - cf Ckflstian marriage vow 
'I will', 'I do') = n. 'thimarriage vow' - used in the unhappy 
circumstance of a marriage that has problems, e. g. Ra u d'n 
seay wil, so yü f, ba =I you willingly took the marriage vow 
so you must be patient and long-suffering'; 
3ntoum LLH ['Unto whom' - cf 'Unto whom I swear in my wrath that 
they should not enter into my rest' (Psalm 95, verse 11)] n. 
'heathenish person, rustic, illiterate'. The verse from which 
this item comes gives no clue to its meaning. It is the one 
before it that does: 'Forty years long was I grieved with 
this generation, and said, it is a people that do err in their 
heart, and they have not known my ways' (Psalm 95, verse 10); 
kloz-to-di LLH['close to thee' - cf 'Take my hand and ever 
lead me close to thee' (3rd and 4th lines of 19th Century British 
hymn 'Jesus, friend of little children' by Walter John Mathams)] 
= n. 'affection shown by fondly keeping near a person', 'person 
showing such affection' - mildly sarcastic; 
ayfianofo LHLHF ('i fear no foe' - from the beginning of 
the fourth stanza of 19th century hump 'Abide with me, fast 
falls the eventide')= n 'a brashly militant person'; 
0-bi-joyful H-L-HL ['Oh, be joyful' - cf 'My soul shall be joyful 
in the Lord' (Psalm 35, verse 9); In the day of prosperity be 
joyful' (Ecclesiastes, 7, verse 14)1= adjective/noun 
'unnecessarily light-hearted', 'unnecessary light-heartedness'; 
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(vii) Oli-Meri HL-LH 
('Holy Mary' - cf 'Holy Mary the mother of 
Christ) = n. 'sanctimonious woman or girl', 'prude'; 
(viii) s, n-'-man H-L-F 'son of man' - cf 'the Son of man 
hath nowhere to lay his head' (St. Matthew 8, verse 20J 
= n. 'poor man', 'person without shelter', 'person in constant 
trouble'; 
(ix) spay-mi-o-gad H-H-H-H ('Spy me, Oh God! ') = n. " 
'person with 
a squint' - derisive; 
(x) tt n-k=andm£nt H-LHF 
['Ten Commandments' - cf the ten 
co**ndments (Exodus 20)J n. 'a person who is a bore', a 
persistent afflication'; 
(xi) stil-sm->l-v2ys H-H-F 
['still small voice' - cf 'And after the 
earthquake a fire; but the Lord was not in the fire: and 
after the fire a still small voice' (1st Kings 19, no. 12)] 
n. 'one's conscience'. 
Food/drink 
(i) ay-wil-arayz L-L-LF 
[ 'I will arise' - cf 'I will arise and go 
to my father' (Luke 15, verse 18) the story of the prodigal son 
=n 'poor man's meal of boiled rice and drops of palm oil' - 
derisive; 
(ii) l3fis LF ['love feast' cf 'love feast - the agape (among certain 
denominations, a religious service in imitation of the early 
Christian agape' = n'(wastefully) large amount of food' - 
usually sarcastic; 
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(iii) bringin-krays-to-di--nesh3n HH-H-L-L-HL ! Bringing Christ 
to the Nations' = title of an American Religious series of 
radio programmes broadcast over the Sierra Leone Broadcasting 
Service since the 1950s) =n 'home-made (illicit) gin'. 
The connection between the item and its meaning is hard to 
see. But there is a Krio saying which means that the same 
ship that brought the Bible to Sierra Leone also brought 
alcoholic beverages; 
Clothes 
(i) aria LHL [conflation between ä grip äm 'I grip it' and 
'Agrippa', which is fortuitously nearly homophonous to Krio 
speakers, hence the Krio parody of Acts 26, verse 1: 
(And Agrippa said unto Paul, 'Thou art permitted to speak for 
thyself') which goes and Agr ipa sed D"nto Pal, grip mi a griip yu 
=n 'tight-fitting clothes'. 
Daily Life 
(i) gayd-mi-o L-L-H ('guide me, Oh' - cf 18th Century hymn: 'Guide 
me 0 Thou Great Jehovah') =n 'fal. 4sman, charm for protection' - 
humorous; 
(ii) di-wi-ad3 H-L-LF ('Thee we adore' - cf 'Eternal home, thee 
we adore' - funeral hymn) =n 'death', 'place of the dead'; 
(iii) flay-bay-nays L-L-H [('fly by night' - cf 'Thou shalt not be 
afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that 
flieth by dpy' (Psalm 91, verse 5)] -n 'business, concern 
that is unstable, ephemeral, etc.; 
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(iv) lovs-¬n-fishis H-L-HF ('loaves and fishes' - cf Jesus's 
feeding of the five thousand with five loaves and two fishes, 
recorded in the gospels) =n 'material gain'; 
W Oli-of-oliz HL-L-HL ('holy of holies') =n 'a secret hideout'. 
(vi) Riva-J3dan LL-HL 
(*, River Jordan' - from Christian mythology 
about the River Jordan being the river dead people cross to go 
to heaven) =n 'the great beyond' - euphemism; 
(vii) Kols-Df-faya HLHL ['coals of fire' - cf 'Therefore if thine 
enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give him drink: for 
in so doing thou shalt heap coals of fire on his head'. 
(Romans 12, verse 20J =n 'good returned for evil'; 
(viii) Babilbn-f, lin LLL-HH ('Babylon falling' - cf 'Babylon falling 
to rise no more - line of negro spiritual about the biblical 
story of the fall of Babylon) =n 'total collapse of order'; 
(ix) trisk-)-EntE. n HH-L-F ['Three score and-ten' - cf 'The days 
of our years are three score years and ten' (Psalm 90, 
verse 10)j= n 'the age of 70 (supposedly the normal life span 
of a human being)'. 
10.9 Nicknames 
The types considered here are those involving personal names. 
They are mostly derogatory but are used in a good-humoured way in informal 
speech and can even be liberally applied in transient situations to anyone 
who exhibits the characteristics of the original 'victim'. Hence, the 
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original Rampul-Ja'f t HLH1: (Rumpled Jarrett) may have been called 
Jar t (Jarrett), but a person called 
Kol (Cole) or W1'lEms (Williams) 
can also be called Rampul JaretI if he wears unpressed clothesp either 
as a habit or on a particular occasion. 
The following types have been observed: 
(a) Carry-overs 
(i) Ledi-Jengre LL-LH ('Lady Jane Grey'l, title + personal names, cf 
Lady Jane Grey - eminent 16th century English lady, Nine-day'Queen) 
=n 'a pretentious or unnecessarily coquettish woman'; 
(ii) Jak-di-buli LLHL ('Jack the bully''' name + art. + descriptive noun) 
=n 'bu11y', trough and domineering person'; 
(iii) Jankro LH ('John Crow ti first name + surname) =n' person 
who is always irritable, or always finding fault or expressing 
annoyance', cf Jamiacan Creole - see Cassidy and LePage (1967, 
p. 250); 
(iv) YuslEs-Yustes HHLH ('Useless Eustäce'1, adj. + first name) =n 
'worthless or incompetent person - humorous; 
(v) Jak -: if--Dl-tred H-L-H-F ('Jack-of-all-trades'', name + prep. + 
adj. + noun). =n 'a Jack-of-all-trades' - usually sarcastic. 
(b) Krio-created types - far more common 
1. Phrase types 
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(i) Jani -j5s-kam LL-L-H ('Johnny just come''Lname + adv + verb) 
n 'person just arrived in a foreign country (especially 
Britain) who dresses or behaves like an uninitiated stranger' - 
cf English: 'Johnny-come-lately' =a new-comer'; 
(ii) Dan-En-DaniEl H-L-LLH ('Dan and Daniel"\., first name + conj. 
+ first name) =n 'a pair of fools'; 
(iii) Sali-pe-prEsEnt LH-H-HF ('Sally, pay present'v name + verb 
+ adj. - parodic imitation of an answer to a roll call at a 
club meeting) =n 'girl who turns up uninvited at parties'; 
(iv) Sali-tek-pp LH-L-H ('Sally take up'v name + verb + preposition) 
=n 'busibody', 'woman always ready to interfere' 
2. Title + name types - not very common 
(i) Bra-0 o L-LH ['Brother Ojo' (Yoruba-derived name)] =n 
'important man'_'7'leader<, 'Chief'; man claiming tobe or 
behaving as such' - humorous; 
(ii) : )b-3-J: )n LH-L 'Boy (African sources) John] =n 'typical 
Krio boy or man'. 
3. Feature + name type Adjective/noun + name - common 
(i) aydul-b. si HL-LH 
('Idle 
Bessyll, adj + name) =n 'habitual 
idler (especially woman); 
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(ii) bSrin-bs. si LL-LH ('Burying Bessyl "\/ noun + name) 
= n-'woman who delights in attending funerals and funeral 
celebrations; 
(iii) sm£li-Eli LH-LH ('Smelly Ellie' 1. adj + name) =n 'person 
with unclean habits'. Note the suggestion of rhyming in (ii) 
and (iii); 
(iv) fri-Meri HLH ('Free Mary''\iadj + name) =n 'loose-living 
woman', 'prostitute'; 
(v) inosant-Meri HHH-LH ('Innocent Mary "L/ adj + name) =n 
'credulous or unduly chaste woman'; 
(vi) S payay-Jaksin LL-HL ('Spy-eye Jackson''V n+ name) = 'one 
who cheats in an examination; 
(vii) dras-Musu H-LH ('Dress Musu''li noun + name) =n 'rustic 
woman fond of finery'; 
(viii) magomago-Rayt LLHHF ['Over-eager (African sources) Wright'4j 
adj. + name =n an over-eager, always hurrying person. 
4. Name -ff- feature typen .,, name + adj. 
/verb + noun)/noun/adj. /verb - 
common 
(i) BSno-blowin LL-HL [Beno blow windyname + (verb + noun)] =n 
'person passing wind frequently'; 
(ii) JenEt-bondul LL-HL ('Janet bundle '/ name + noun) =n 
'person carrying a ridiculously large bundle; 
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(iii) Jan-baded L-LF [(John bad head "\ name + (adj. + noun)] 
=n 'person plagued by ill-luck'; 
(iv) Jan-divawa L-LHL ('John devour''L name 4verb) =n 
'person who eats a great deal'; 
(v) Maraya-giwe LLL-LH ('Maria giveaway'V name + verb) =n 'person 
(especially woman) who always gives things away'; 
(vi) T3m3s-: )mbr, t. 7p LL-LHL ('Thomas unbrought-upl\, name + adj) 
=n 'a badly-behaved child'. 
5. There is also the item abna-b, nabs LL-HHL, an ingenious creation 
from the words ab (copulate) and bon (give birth), meaning: 'a woman who 
has given birth to many children'. Abna > ab + na [cf tritna, drayna, 
etc. (see Stress-Tone Correspondences)], banabi > ban + abi (after the 
pattern of 'Carnaby'). 
10.10 Tautologies 
Quite a few compounds have a redundant first or second element, 
which may have been added to emphasize the meaning of the word (cf 
English: 'pussycat') to avoid homophony, or (as in some dyadic compounds 
of African plus English or English plus African -: origin) to ensure that, 
in a bi- or multi-lingual situation1speakers who are not fully au fait 
with the English-derived vocabulary would understand the African-derived 
one (see also Hancock, 1980, p. 72). They are mostly noun + noun combinations, 
but verb + adverb, adverb + noun and adjective + noun types also occur. 
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(a) Emphatic types 
(i) rangot LF ran + ogott ('ram goat' -n+n)=n 'ram'; 
(ii) fjd3m LF f3 + d. 3m ('fall down' -v+ adv) =v 'fall'; 
(iii) art LHF + garet ('up garret' - adv + n) =n 'the 
attic'; 
(iv) 2 zban-man LL-H zban + man ('husband man' -n+ il )=n 
'husband'. 
This item could perhaps also be regarded as an instance of an 
obsolete meaning in English being current in Krio (see 
Chambers op. cit., p. 638). Nowadays, a 'husbandman' in 
English is a farmer. The Krio item is used in light-hearted, 
humorous speech; 
(v) lofbred LF lof + bred ('loaf bread' -n+ n) =n 'a plain 
loaf of bread; 
(vi) mared-w. f LL-F mared + wEf ('married wife' - adj -I- n) 
=n 'legally married as opposed to common law wife or' 
paramour'; 
(vii) b3ys3n LH by + sin ('boy son' - n. + n)   n. 
'affectionate son' - humorous. 
(b) Homophony avoidance types 
(i) d)lbebi LLH dal + bebi ['doll baby' as opposed to other kinds 
of bebi (which may be 'a newly born baby', 'the pupil of the eye', 
etc. ) -n+ n] =n 'doll'; 
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(ii) os-trot L-F os + trot 
('hoarse 
throat' - adj + n) =n 
'hoarseness'. Os also means 'house'; 
(iii) kakf3l LF kak + f, l (cock fowl -n+ n) =n 'a cock'. 
Kc also means 'raise stiffly', 'set jauntily to one side'; 
f4l also means 'appear old and wrinkled', 'be attracted to', 
'be fooled by'; 
(iv) koktel-drink LH-F ('cocktail drink'-- n+ n) =n 'cocktail' 
k, jktel also means 'scorpion'. 
(c) (1) English and African dyads 
(i) mataodo LLLH mata + odo (Eng.: 'mortar' + Yoruba: 'mortar' - 
n+ n) =n 'wooden mortar'; 
(ii) bizabidi-ofofo LLLH-LHH bizabodi + ofofo (Eng.: 'busybody + 
Yoruba: tale-bearer' -n+ a) =n 'busy-body', 'tale-bearer'; 
(iii) babuoto LHLH babu + oto (Eng.: 'baboon' + Temne: 'ugly 
person') =n 'an ugly person'; 
(iv) blakidudu LHHH blaki + dudu (Eng: 'black' + Yoruba 'of a 
dark colour') =n 'a very dark person'. 
(c) (2) African + English' noun, in the noun2 type 
(i) g grnatrot LLLF + na + trot (Yoruba: 'goitre' + Krio: 
in + Eng: 'throat') n 'goitre'; 
(ii) awang t LLF awan + get (Yoruba: 'mean' + Eng: 'gut) 
adj/n 'greed, greedy'. 
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10.11 Blends/portmanteaux words 
Only a few occur in Krio, e. g. 
(i) grapF - 'get up' (see p. Z7(v ); (ii) trade LF tra + de 
'the other day'; 
(iii) plasas LF palava + s, s - 'vegetable sauce cooked in palm oil'; 
(iv) fadtn b LLH fadatin + 1-3 - 'father-in-law'. 
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CHAPTER ELEVEN 
REDUPLICATION 
11.1 Introduction 
Reduplication (and iteration) is most characteristic of Krio 
(and of creole languages in general). Some linguists maintain that it 
is a universal human phenomenon and is therefore found in all languages 
(e. g. Jespersen, 1942). It certainly has a very long linguistic 
history. It is, however, used for different purposes in different 
languages. Nevertheless, in some respects, it functions similarly in 
both English and Krio. For example, in both languages, it is used 
in the informal, colloquial or even slangy styles of speech. One can 
say in colloquial English: 'It's a hush-hush affair', as opposed to: 
It's a secret/clandestine arrangement'. Similarly, in Krio, one can 
say: Näýshäsh biznis, as opposed to: Na s(krit/kwaytt bizn's. 
In fact, the very tendency to repeat words in structure is also a 
feature of these styles in English as it is in Krio. Again, in colloquial 
English, one can say: 'A big big man came out', with the repetition of 
'big' serving to intensify the meaning of the word to superlative prop- 
ortions, even though we have two separate 'bags' here and not what is, 
morphologically speaking, a single word. Similarly, in Krio, one can 
say: Na b 
(It bG t 1k I tek wap 
äm - 'He/she hit him/her/it with a very 
big stick'. 
The term 'reduplication' may itself be open to different 
interpretations. Some linguists only regard identical repetitions or 
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complete doubling as reduplications. One such is Jules Marouzeau in his 
Lexigue de la terminologie linguistique: francais, allemand, anglais, 
italien 3: e ed. (Paris 1951). A wider definition of the term is adopted 
in this thesis. We may consider Sapir definition for example, which 
speaks of: 'repetition of all or part of the radical element' (Language, 
p. 79); there is also Bloomfield's: 'an affix that consists of repeating 
part of the underlying form' (Language, p. 218). Pei and Gaynor 
also, in their DICTIONARY OF LINGUISTICS (1954), define it as 'the complete 
or partial repetition of an element or elements'. 
We must take a fairly broad definition of 'reduplication 1p since 
there are different types, not all of which involve identical repetitions 
like gudigudi (cf. English 'goody-goody'). Following Nils Thun 
(REDUPLICATIVE WORDS IN ENGLISH-1963), this thesis also considers identical 
reduplications with additional elements, e. g. wan-bay-wan (cf. English 
'one by one'), so-en-so (cf. English 'so and so'), also referred to as 
reduplicative phrases; types with different initial consonant or stem 
vowel, e. g. diladali (cf. English 'dilly-dally'), rifraf (cf. Eng. 
'riff-raff'); compounded types like tip and singsang (cf. Eng. 
'toptop', 'sing-song'); blended and remodelled types like i isn, 
(cf. Eng. 'just just now'), lolontcm (cf. Eng. 'long long time') and 
even triplications like ladida (cf. English 'la-di-da' (h)). All these 
types fit the wider definitions cited above. There may be some doubt 
about obo. But if we consider that it is derived from English'hobo, 
,. 
which is what we would realise that it has only lost its initial /h/ 
happens to English words with initial /h/ when they come into Krio. 
It is therefore like obntb (cf. hobnob), etc. 
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As a point of departure and before considering English- 
derived reduplications in Krio, we may note that non-English derived 
reduplications also exist, perhaps in a greater number, in the language. 
Indeed, the frequent use of reduplication (and -iteration) in Krio may 
be attributed to the influence of its African substratum - these 
phenomena also typify African languages. Both the English and African 
sources have contributed identical as well as partially reduplicated forms. 
Examples from non-English sources are as follows: - 
identical: (i) chukchuk LF = I. 'prickprick' ='thorn, thorny or prickly 
plant: Hence 2.1difficulties in the way of an enterprise'. 
(various African sources, e. g. Fula d ukka 'prickly stab') 
(K. E. D., pp. 62-3). 
(ii) manyamanya LLHH - 'completely disfigured' (Tai). 
(iii) mutmut LF - 'grassflea' (Wollof); 
partially reduplicated: (i) kitikata HHLL = 'helter-skelter' 
(Twi and Yoruba). 
(ii) abadd-abadi HHH-LLH = 'till 
the end of time' (Hausa). 
Also, it is interesting to note that a reduplication in English 
may become a portmanteau word through blending, in Krio, e. g.: from the 
English reduplicated phrases 'by and by', we get Krio amba Iby and byI 
But Cassidy & Le Page (1967, p. 22) give an English dialect (bamby 
cf. Dev. & Cornwall - E. D. D. ) origin for this word in Jamaican English. 
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later one (bgy + fn + bU - the first member of the reduplicated phrase 
bay, becoming ba, the En in'becoming n and, by assimilation, in anti- 
cipation of the b of the second bam, changing to m- thus giving 
bam bay). 
As a reciprocal gesture, some reduplications in common English 
use are from African, pidgin or creole sources. 'Tie-tie', for example, 
(O. E. D. Supplement, 1883) is recorded as 'a negro name for any string' 
and is found in Krio, Sranan and Jamaican Creole, with a similar meaning. 
There are also words like 'beri-beri' (a tropical disease), 'juju' (black 
art) and 'crawcraw' Ca malignant species of pustulous itch found on the 
African coast' (O. E. D. )). 
We now turn to English-derived reduplications in Krio. Broadly 
speaking, they are of two types. The first type has undergone little or 
no morphological change from English, e. g. Eng.: 'criss-cross'; 'helter- 
skelter', 'zig-zag', 'bye-bye' ) Krio: kriskr3s, elta-skelta, zigzag, 
baybay; and, for good measure, Eng.: '(k)nick-(k)nack(s)1> Krio: 
niksnaks. naks. When they come into Krio, however, they may undergo some, 
if minimallphonological and/or semantic changes. The second type, and 
by far the more common in Krio, is a modification of an English-derived 
word, i. e. a reduplication that has consequently acquired a particularly 
Krio phonological and semantic character. In many cases, syntactic 
multi-functionality also results. For example, from English 'corner' 
we get Krio ksna HL, reduplicated to kznak2na LLHH (i)%something) 
surreptitious, clandestine, secret sweetheart (n. /adj. )'; (2) 'person 
one deals with surreptitiously, especially one's mistress or lover' (a). 
It can also function adverbially. 
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We shall label the first type CARRY-OVERS and the second 
CREOLISED TYPES (because many of them also occur in other creoles). 
11.2 Carry-overs 
My statements about carry-overs are based on the analysis of 
fifty-eight reduplications, but not all of them (only those with a high 
currency) are cited in the ensuing discussion. 
Carry-overs may be words, e. g. gudigudi 'goody-goody', dilidali 
'dilly-dally', ladida 'la-di-da(h)'; or 'phrases', e. g. tit- f3-tat 
'tit for tat'. 
11. Z. 1 Phonology of Parry-overs 
Since the phonemic correspondences and phonetic features of 
English-derived sounds in Krio have been discussed (Section 2), in this 
section, only phonological features relevant to reduplications - mainly 
tone patterns and their relationship to English stress patterns - will 
be discussed. 
A. (a) Identical or Full Reduplications: They range from 
ones with monosyllabic members, e. g. yapyap to ones with tri-syllabic 
members, e. g. esetra-cactra. 
1. Monosyllabic members 
(i) mama LH, from English 'mama'. 
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(ii) papa LH, from English 'papa'. 
In English the stress on both words may be on either syllable, 
though it is usually on the second. In Krio, the tone pattern in each 
case can change to LL, when the words are used before surnames as a 
mark of respect, or to HL, when they are used derisively. The individual 
members, Krio ma, pa, are said with a high fall when they are isolate 
words. 
The vowels in these items can be considerably lengthened, 
particularly in the second syllable, e. g. ma: ma::. This lengthening 
affects the tone of the final syllable in each case, i. e. the H rises 
further. 
These changes take place when these, essentially nursery 
words, are said in playful, gentle speech. 
The rxt two words: wiwi, and pushpush also have a nursery 
origin but are not subject to such phonological changes. 
(iii) wiwi LH, from English 'wee-wee', in which language it 
can be split up into members. It is usually stressed on 
the first syllable. In KrioHL is also possible. 
(iv) pushpush LF, from English 'push-push', with initial 
stress. Changing the tone pattern to HF signals a change 
in word class, from noun to verb, similar to what happens 
to words like fcnftn and shebsheb)discussed under 
creolised types. This also happens with the next iten, 
taytay. 
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(v) cf. English 'tie-tie', with initial stress. 
(vi) blabla HH, from English 'blah-blah', with primary stress 
on the first syllable and secondary on the second. 
(vii) yapyap LL, from English 'yap-yap', with initial stress. 
Note the unusual tone patterns in (vi) and (vii). The 
LL pattern in (v1I) suggests that the word is now in the 
'consummation' stage of kriolisation. Both words are 
somewhat onomatopoeic and the tone pattern reflects this 
in each case. 
(viii) 3shnsh HL, from English 'hush-hush' with alternative stress 
patterns, $-'- or '--. 
2. Disyllabic Members 
(i) fifti-fifti HLfHL, from English 'fifty-fifty', usually with 
the stress pattern '--'--. Note that, in Krio, the second 
member is said with a downstepped HL tone pattern. 
(ii) gudigudi LHLH, from English 'goody-goody', the usual 
stress pattern being, --'--. 
The LHLH pattern characteristically changes to LLHH when 
the word is used in nick-naming. 
3. Trisyllabic members 
(i) esctra"ts etra LHL-LHL, from English 'et, cet(e)ra"et'cet(e)ra' 
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The down-stepped tone pattern in the second element 
reflects the change of accentual pattern in its 
English counterpart. 
Note the reduction of the cluster /ts/ to /s/ when the 
word comes into Krio. The /ts/ sequence is not very 
common in Krio. 
In the identical reduplications discussed, a wide range of 
tone patterns is reflected. It would have been desirable to make 
conclusions about the conditions under which certain tone patterns 
characteristically occur, but items examined do not seem to exhibit any 
such patterning. In words with monosyllabic members, the first element 
is either H or more usually L, the second sometimes H or sometimes F. 
It is only L in three out of sixteen such words examined. In words 
with disyllabic members three patterns are represented: the HLHL, 
LLHH and LHLH, with no particular patterns prevailing. There are no 
falls, however. In the tri-syllabic section, there is only one member, 
precluding any generalisation. The way the stress patterns of the 
English sources relate to the tone patterns of the Krio derivations is 
as follows: in items with monosyllabic members, in the majority of 
cases, initial low tone corresponds to stressed syllable and final 
falling tone to unstressed syllable; in items with disyllabic members, 
although the Krio tone patterns reflect no regularity, the predominant 
stress pattern in English is secondary stress on the first syllable 
of the first member and primary stress on the first syllable of the 
second member. 
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(b) Identical Reduplications with Additional Element: 
The additional element in each case is between the members 
and is always low tone, corresponding to 'unstressed syllable' in 
English. 
1. Monosyllabic members 
(i) of-en-af (adv). H-L-F; (adj. ) L-L-F, from English 'half 
and half', with the stress pattern , -- -. In the 
pronunciation of this phrase in English, even when the schwa 
is present in the intermediate element it is only weakly 
so in colloquial speech, whereas En (EE] ) is always 
an unmistakable reality in Krio. 
(ii) wan-bay-wan H-L-F, from English 'one by one', with the 
stress pattern '-- -. LLH is also possible, if the 
speaker is being sarcastic or derisive (see semantic 
section for examples) 
(iii) bak-to-bak H-. L-F (preferred for adverbial function), 
from English 'back(-)to(-)back' (with the usual tone 
pattern , --'-). L-L-H can be used when the item 
is functioning as an adverbial, with the intention of 
being jocular or derisive. 
(iv) so-En-so H-L-H, from English 'so-and-so', usual stress 
pattern '--, -. In KrioH-L-F is possible in 
sentence final position. 
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2. Disyllabic members 
(i) sonde-to-s, nde HL-L-HL/LL-L-HL, from English 'Sunday 
to Sunday', with the stress pattern I --- "--. 
In Krio, LL-L-HH is also possible (see semantic section). 
As has been shown, the tone patterns in identical reduplications 
with additional element tend to be characterized by a high degree of regularity, 
There is an almost uniform preference for the H-L-F pattern in Items with 
monosyllabic members with the possibility of the L; L-H or L-L-F (in a 
few cases) alternative, signalling a change in word class, or a more 
intimate, if sometimes disparaging, style of speech. The change from 
H to L in initial syllables and from a lower pitch to a higher one is 
also evidenced in the single item of di-syllabic members. Again there 
is no falling tone here. Relating all this to the stress patterns of 
the English models, we see that the low tone in the intermediate element 
consistently corresponds to unstressed syllable in English, whereas the 
variable initial and final syllable tone patterns correspond to primary 
and secondary stresses. 
B. Partial Reduplications 
(a). Initial Consonant Change 
Marchand (1969, p. 432) treats this type under the sub-heading 
'Rime combinations'sarguing that they are 
twin forms consisting of two elements (most 
often two pseudo-morphemes... ) which are 
joined to rime. Rime is obviously the basic 
factor in these combinations and to speak 
of 'repetition with change of initial consonants' 
(Jespersen and Koziol) is to miss the point. 
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Zandvoort (1972, p. 287) too seems to fall into this 'trap' when he 
writes: -'the first element (which often begins with an h) may be 
repeated with a different initial consonant (usually a stop) or consonant grovr; 
[sk]'; but he 'redeems' himself with the addition: 'the result being 
rhyme', offering a reason for the rhyming. While all this may be true, 
as even Jespersen concedes when he writes about the 'childish practice' 
which 'explains the universal tendency to have an initial labial consonant 
in the repeated syllables ... producing a rhyming combination 
(*hanky- 
panky", "teeny-weeny", "Georgie Porgie") -- one also thinks of the playful 
and meaningless Krio concoction shbldä-mold' -nothing to do with 'shoulder' 
or 'moulder' or a fusion of the two, by any stretch of the imagination - 
but, cf. English 'houlder moulder' (E. D. D. 1885, Sommerset) meaning to 
brood over', especially as sholda-molda is sometimes used as an exclam- 
ation of surprise, admiration or bafflement -a one agrees with Thunwho 
says (op. cit. pp. 18-19): 
'if we consider reduplication from a functional 
point of view, neither 'rime' nor 'change of consonant' 
is the appropriate term. The effect of a reduplic- 
ation in which the members are not alike is due to 
the contrast between two phonemes'. 
We may add to this: especially when the contrast is related in semantic 
sense, e. g. 'lovey-dovey' and 'walkie-talkie', where the /d/ and the /t/ 
are certainly not random choices motivated merely by rhyme. (All this 
is true for the Krio reflexes of these words as well). Marchand him- 
self says: 'admittedly the choice of the initial consonants is not 
arbitrary' (op. cit. ). 
For want of a better expression, however, 'Initial Consonant 
Change' will be used as the title for the next sub-category. This type 
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is quite common in English but has a comparatively modest presence 
in Krio. 
Initial Consonant Change 
In Group One examples of initial consonant change are as 
follows: 
1. Monosyllabic members 
ip knik HL, from English 'picnic', with initial syllable stress. 
2. Disyllabic members 
(i) Joji-pnoii LHLH, from English 'Georgie Porgie', with the 
stress pattern , --'--. When used vocatively in Krio, the 
last syllable may be prolonged, thus giving an upstepped 
high tone, e. g. J, ji-p, ji:: (LHLtH), 
ä(w) 
yü du? 
'Georgie Porgie, how are you? ' In English, thefirst 
syllable of each member is stressed, but in Krio, the 
typical low tone is found. This is also true for the 
next two items. 
(ii) w3kitoki LHLH, from English 'walkie talkie', with the 
stress pattern '--'--. 
(iii) 1")vi-dzvi LHLH, from English 'lovey-dovey', '--, --. 
In Krio, HHHL is possible, especially when the word is used 
as a noun. LHLH is preferred when it is used adverbially. 
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Every item in Group Two is a word that has lost its initial 
/h/ in its transition from English to Krio (that is, assuming that 
the dialect of English from which it came itself had an initial/h/). 
Note also that this phonological change, though the usual reflex may not be 
all that much of the reality it appears to be, because, as Thun notes 
(op. cit. p. 213), the presence of the /h/ in the English word may be 
due to hypercorrection. There are, for example, definite alternative 
forms like the following: 'hargle-bargle' and 'argle-bargle', 'hod-rod' 
and 'odd-rod', and 'hauly-cauly' and 'auly-cauly'. 
In English, this group is the largest in the category of 
'Initial Consonant Change ' (cf. Thun pp. 217-218; Zandvoort, pp. 
287-288; Marchand, p. 432). This does not seem to be the case in Krio, 
however, as only five such items have been found. They are the 
following: 3bnob (cf. 'hob-nob'); nmti-d3mti, (cf. 'humtty-dumpty'); 
elta-skelta, (cf. 'helter-skelter'); anki-panki, (cf. 'hanky-panky'); 
and ok3s- ok-ns (cf. 'hocus-pocus'). 
As has been noted before, Ch) is-more of an idiolectal 
(though not necessarily acrolectal), than a phonemic feature in 
Krio (see p. 3 1. ). Only the most commonly used items'are discussed 
here. 
1. Monosyllabic members 
tobnob LH, from English 'hobnob', with initial stress. Note the 
characteristic relationship in the accentual pattern, i. e. 
initial stress in English corresponding to low tone in 
Krio. 
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2. Disyllabic members 
(i)tlta-skElta HLfHL, from English 'helter-skelter', with the stress 
pattern , --'--'. In Krio, HHfHL is also 
possible and indicates emphasis or excitement. 
Note that the English stressed syllables here 
correspond to high tone in Krio. 
(ii) anki-panki HL HL, from English 'hanky-panky', , --'--. There 
is the same correspondence in the accentual 
pattern as for the preceding item. 
In Group One, the only item with monosyllabic members has the 
HL tone pattern. Those with disyllabic members typically have the 
LHLH tone pattern that is common in tetrasyllabic words in Krio. 
In Group Two, the only item with monosyllabic members has the typical 
initial syllable low tone- LH, while those with disyllabic members have the 
HLHL tone pattern. 
By comparison, the English models show an invariable regularity. 
All items with monosyllabic members have initial stress and those with 
disyllabic members have secondary stress on the first syllable of the 
first member and primary stress on the first syllable of the second member - 
as in the case of identical reduplications. 
W Initial consonant change with additional element 
As in the case of Identical Reduplications, where there is an 
additional element, it is between the members and is low tone, corresponding 
to unstressed syllable in English. 
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1. Monosyllabic members 
(i) ch: pkabl, k HLF, from English 'chock-a-block', with alternative stress 
patterns , --'- and '--, -. In Krio, LLH is also 
possible in familiar style. 
2. Trisyllabic members 
(i) niares-tn-diares LLL-L-HHH, from English 'nearest and dearest', 
, ---'--. In Krio, HHH-L-HHF is possible acrolectally. 
The HLF pattern seems characteristic of items composed of 
monosyllabic members with (intermediate) additional element, (cf. same 
type under Identical Reduplications and Change of Stem Vowel. ) 
(c) Change of Stem Vowel 
The title for this category has been adopted from Thun (op. 
cit. p. 220). Marchand (op. cit. p. 429) calls their English counter- 
parts tAblaut Combinations'. 
Ten such items were noted and they are of two types. The 
first type is composed of monosyllabic members with one vowel, which 
may be medial or, as in the case of the single item sis3 (cf. Eng. ' 
'see-saw'), final. The second type has only one item with disyllabic 
members having two vowels but only the first is changed in the 
reduplicated form, i. e. diladali (cf. Eng. 'dilly-dally'). The 
other items of the first type are as follows: rifraf (cf. Eng.: 'riff- 
raff');, zigzag (cf. Eng.: 'zig-zag'); niksnaks (cf. Eng.: '(k)nick- 
(k)nack(s)'); kriskr3s (cf. Eng.: 'criss-cross'); tipt3p (cf. 
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Eng.: 'tip-top'); tiktok (cf. Eng.: 'tick-tock'); pingpong (cf. 
Eng.: 'ping-pong'); and sing song (cf. Eng.: 'sing-song'). This 
means that there are four instances of change from /i/ to /a/ and 
six from /i/ to /'/. Although the /ß/r'/ a/ type is substantially 
more common in (at least the RP variety of) English than the /i/"/v/ 
type, both these types being by far the most frequent (cf. Marchand pp. 429- 
30, Jespersen, Ch. X; Thun, p. 220; Zandvoort, p. 287); there are more 
/i/ ti /'/ type items in Krio than /i/- .., /a/ ones. 
Justifying the /t/N/2G / alternation in English, Jespersen 
argues: 
this is because you begin with what is 
light and indicates littleness and near- 
ness and end with the opposite. The 
duller and more open sound is also musically 
best adapted for the conclusion 
%4d%" 
However speculative this claim may be, there is a definite phonetic 
polarity in the alternations in both languages. Examples are: 
(1) Monosyllabic members 
(i) sis: p HL, from English 'see-saw', '-- ; 
(ii) tiptop HL, from English 'tip-top', '-- ; 
(iii) pingp3ng LH, from English 'ping-pong', '-- ; 
(iv) rifraf HL, from English 'riff-raff', '-- ; 
(v) zigzag HL, from English 'zig-zag', '-- ; 
(vi) niksnaks HL, from English '(k)nick-(k)nack(s)', '-- 
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(2) Di-syllabic members 
dilidali LLHH, from English 'dilly-dally', '--, -- . 
In Krio LLHL is also possible as an idiolectal 
alternative. 
Clearly, the HL pattern prevails in items with monosyllabic 
members and is typical of the type of English-derived partial redup- 
lications that have been labelled 'CARRY-OVERS'. The less common LH pattern, 
more characteristic of 'innovated' Krio compounds, is demonstrated 
in item (Ui. ). The item with disyllabic members also reflects a 
typically Krio tone pattern. 
(d) Changes of Stem Vowel, with Additional Element 
This only happens in one item with monosyllabic members. 
Again, here, the additional element is between the members and low tone, 
corresponding to unstressed syllable in English. 
tit-fo-tat HLF, from English 'tit-for-tat', , --'-. 
We have already seen that the HLF pattern is characteristic 
of such items, 
(c) Triplications 
Three words are considered here comprising three rather than 
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two reduplicative members. The first one, ip-ip-ip (cf. Eng.: 
'hip, hip, hip') has identical members; the second has different 
vowels in the three members or can be regarded as an item in which 
there is a change of stem vowel plus a third member which has been 
joined by alliteration, i. e. titatu (cf. Eng.: 'tit-tat-to(e)/ 
'tic(k)-tac(k)-to(e)'). In the third, ladida (cf. Eng.: 'la(h)- 
di-da(h)'), there is a change of one consonant and one vowel. 
All the items have monosyllabic members. 
(i) Identical 
ip-ip-ip H-H-H, from English '(hip), hip, hip', 
(I-) 
I-- . 
(ii) Change of stem vowel 
/i/ ti /a/, v /u/ 
titatu HLH, from English 'tit-tat-to(e)/tic(k)-tac(k)-to(e)', 
-- 
1- 
(iii) Change of Consonant and Vowel 
/1/ -v/d/; /a/ ^v /i/ 
ladida HLH, from English 'la(h)-di-da(h), , --'- . 
The tone patterns represented here are two instances of HLH 
and one of HHH, this one being typical of ideophones and exclamations. 
l 
The item is an exclamation. 
1 
Cf. English in which reduplicative interjections tend to have double 
stress (see Thun, p. 208). 
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Words with three syllables so far examined seem to have an 
initial level high tone, a medial low tone and a final level or 
falling high tone, except exclamations, which are all level high. 
11.2.2 Morphology of Carry-overs 
Although the items so far discussed have been labelled 'CARRY- 
OVERS', implying that no morphological adjustment has taken place in 
them in their transition from English to Krio, there is room for comment 
on their Kriolisation. First, we may note the following: 
1. In some cases, the reduplication has no simple form that is 
in current use in Krio, e. g., although the item gudigudi exists in 
modern Krio, gudi does not, whereas 'goody' does in English.. 
2. Some of the cognates of the carry-overs we have noted would 
perhaps only be treated as simple words or non-compounds, in English, 
but their Krio counterparts have been compounded, since the Krio 
speaker, it would seem, instinctively regards them as compounds. They 
are), for example: blabla (cf. Eng.: 'blah') (sometimes even triplicated); 
yapyap (cf. Eng.: 'yap' (separated by a comma if reduplicated)); 
of-En-af (cf. Eng.: 'half and half' (reduplicative phrase) 
: )l-in-al, (cf. Eng.: 'all in all' (reduplicative phrase)); Sande- 
to-sende (cf. Eng.: 'Sunday to Sunday' (reduplicative phrase)); 
niarts -En-diarss (cf. Eng.: 'nearest and dearest'); tit-b-tat 
(cf. Eng.: 'tit-for-tat' (reduplicative phrase)); and ip-ip-ip 
(cf. Eng.: 'hip, hip, (hip)'). Most of the trimorphemic items fall 
in this category. 
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3. The hypocoristic and diminutive suffix -i in gudigudi, 
Jaji-Paji, w, kit-3ki, l-: ovidwi and tiniwini and 'mtid, mti respectively, 
has a similar semantic function in both languages. The -i suffix 
also features in the creolised types, e. g. tifitifi, sikisiki but 
neither the semantic functions nor the origins are exactly the same 
as for the English type. See creolised E'jPes ). 
4. The superlative form s in niarEs -fn-diarrs (cf. Eng.: 
'-est' in 'nearest and dearest') indicates that the item is a relatively 
recent borrowing. Apart from this item and one or two others, like 
letes, bes, lis and wos which are English-derived superlative forms, 
the J ES3noi hophonemic form is only acrolectal in Krio. The language 
has many ways to express the superlative. 
5. The item niksnaks has the plural type -s of English after 
nik, which also seems to indicate that the word is a relatively recent 
borrowing, since the use of -s as a plural morpheme in Krio, though 
more common than the superlative gis, is a relatively recent phenomenon 
(see p. 2 12, ). One has the impression, however, that, in this word, 
the addition of -s is more of a conscious attempt to intensify the 
suggestion of disapproval, triviality, even annoyance, implied in 
the Krio meaning, particularly through the /ks/ phonaesthetic cluster 
and reinforced by both the negative nuance of the nasal and the 
contrasting vowel sounds, than-as a result of hypercorrection. Note 
also the rhyme effect resulting. 
The most common morphological structures of the carry-overs 
are as follows: 
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1. Bi-morphemic 
(a) rootl + root1 - identical - as in -3sh: )sh, pushpush; 
(b) root1 + root2 - non-identical as in tltaskflta, dilidali; 
(types (a) and (b) are the great majority). 
2. Tri-morphemic 
i 
(a) root1 + root1 + root1 - identical - as in ip-ip-ip (the 
only item of this type); 
(b) root1 + affix + root1 - identical roots wan-bay-wan; 
and affix (either bak-tobak; 
a preposition or as in of-En-af and 
a conjunction) so-En-so respecthe 
ly 
(c) root1 + affix + root2 - non-identical roots, and affix either 
a preposition or. possibly a reduced conjunction, as in tit- flý -tat 
and ch kabl-3kýrespectively; 
(d) root1 + root2 + root3 - non-identical - as in titatu, and 
ladida (the only items of this type. 
3. Tetra-morphemic 
(a) root, + affix, + root, + affixi - identical roots fiftififti; 
and identical as i gud; 
affixes 
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(b) root1 + affix1 + root2 + affix1 - non-identical 
w. 2kit__ki; 
roots but 
identical 
as in niksnaks. 
affixes 
(i) mama LH have the members ma + ma and 
Ea + pa respectively, i. e. (noun + noun 
(ii) papa LH = noun). They are also nursery type words. 
(iii) wiwi LH - has the members wi + wi (verb + verb) 
(cf. Eng. verb/noun + verb/noun). It 
is also a nursery-type word. 
(iv) pushpush LF have the members push + push and tay + 
tay respectively. (Verb + verb = noun, 
(v) taytay LH in each case)(cf. Eng.: verb/noun + verb/noun = 
noun). Some of these identical reduplicationsp 
in which an 'action' verb is reduplicated to 
denote a substantiveyseem to have a derogatory 
complexion in English. This type of 
reduplication is however quite common in Krio and 
is considered under 'creolised types'. Note 
that these words can be iterated syntactically, 
with the HH or HL pattern, to function as verbs 
denoting repeated or indiscriminate action, 
e. g. ' 
is de pushpush 81 = (idiomatically) 
'he keeps pushing me'. 
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(vi) blabla HH have the members bla + bla and yea + ºya 
respectively (noun/verb + noun/verb = noun 
(vii) yapyap L verb i. e. only for yapyap); blabla has 
no simple form - noun/verb. These are ono- 
matopogic words in English and Krio. 'Blah' 
is sometimes triplicated in English or may remain 
in its monomorphemic form. Yapyap is a 
nursery type word. Its LL pattern suggests 
its similarity to ideophones with a low tone 
pattern, e. g. ku L (intensity of activity), 
wop L (in great abundance). 
(viii) piknik HL: (originally from French) has no simple from 
in English or Krio. 
(ix) ýshnsh HL has the members 'Dsh + Dsh (verb/noun + 
verb/noun = adjective/adverb) cf. Eng.: (verb/ 
noun + verb/noun = adjective). The non-inflecting 
character of Krio is in evidence from the fact 
that the word may be used as an adverb without 
modification. Note that it can also be used 
adverbially with an adverb particle: wan/we/ 
fashin (see p. ß, 51. '"_, Also 
cf. 'creolised types'). 
(x) gudigudi LHLH - Although the base form 'goody' from 
'good' exists in English, it does not in 
Krio, which also has gud and gudu (a Krio 
creationj. 
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English also has 'goody gogd; 
a reduplicative type that does not exist 
in Krio. The -i suffix in each member has the 
same attenuating and vitiating function in both 
languages. This is to be contrasted with its 
hypocoristic and playful effect inpe. g. l7vi dýri. 
It -nay also 
be TibLact M reduplication 
here reinforces the underlying connotation of 
hypocrisy. 
Forms like 'goody-good', 'honky-tonk', Clampetty-clamp'; 
forms ending in '-ery, '-erty', '-ble', and '-eny' have not come 
into Krio. Also, the longer the word in English the leas appealing it 
seems to be to Krio. 
(The Semantics of Reduplications are discussed in Section IV9 
Chapter iS). 
11.3 Creolised Types 
This type of reduplication is more common and is also highly 
productive. It is definedai p. 339" 
Adherents of the monogenetic school argue that 'reduplication 
in derivation and in phrase structure' (Hall, 1966, p. 121) is one of 
the features of the Proto-Pidgin Portuguese of West Africa manifested 
in modem creoles. Certainly, other English-based pidgins and creoles 
have English-derived items similar to the ones found in Krio. Here 
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are some examples: In Jamaican Creole (as in Krio) was-was 'swarm 
of wasps', from was 'wasp', refers to 'the abundance of the item 
referred to in the simple form' (Bailey, 1966, p. 16); also, dan-wan 
'a few isolated ones, from wan 'one', being distributive; taak-taak 
(cf. Krio t'kt k) 'talk continuously', and bait-büt (cf. Krio b'(tb'It) 
'whip constantly', refers to repetitive or habitual action'. Other 
examples are dr*nkdr3nk 'continually drunk', from Cameroonian Pidgin, 
lukluk 'look' and singsing 'ritual festival' from Neo-Melanesian 
i(Hall, 
ibid, p. 65); benbfn 'crooked, shady' and wakawaka 'to wander about', 
from Nigerian Pidgin (Mafeni, 1971), and brokobroko (cf. Krio brököbrökö) 
from English 'broke', meaning 'mediocre'; watra-watra (cf. Krio wätäwätä 
from English 'water', meaning 'watery'; and tru-tru (c4. Kno. )m Engt}sh 
'true', meaning 'really' (Echteld, op. cit., pp. 151,169). 
We must distinguish between reduplication and mere iteration - 
word sequence. We have noted ( p. 2.63 ) that the mere tone pattern 
of a creolised compound is not the most reliable guide to its status as a 
compound. For example, while bpi +y HF ('big eyes') and tin + tin 
HF (to stir) may have the same tone pattern, big + yaZ HF is a word 
sequence but tan + tan HF (to stir) is a compound (though it can also 
function syntactically as a word sequence in some contexts). Big + 
yay_ = adjective premodifying noun -a normal linear grammatical 
(syntagmatic) relationship. In the case of On + tin , however, 
we have not merely verb + verb, because aux. + MV is also a normal 
word-order relationship, not merely MV + MV, which would mean two 
independent forms1as in, e. g. b; ks, slap, where the deleted conjunction 
'£n' (Eng. 'and') is understood; in other words, it is not tan (En) tan, 
but a more complex and consequently morphological feature. A comparison 
with English illustrates the point. Krio big rya = English 'big eyes', 
i ntw ToK Pý; siýr%. . 
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but Krio tan tin does not equal English 'turn turn', but rather 
English 'stir', 'turn repeatedly'. --one of the tun's functioning like 
a bound morpheme or adverbial element serving to intensify the 
other tan. 
The practice of repeating, iterating words and phrases in 
syntactic structure, common in some African languages, is a strong 
A 
characteristic of Krio. Thus, a verb like it ('eat'), an adjective 
t? nk like 
ät ('hot') and a phrase like t)n 
äm ('turn it') or 
,a% 
('I. thought') can be iterated even more than onceyprimarily as a means 
of expressing what I tentatively refer to as 'superlativeness'. 
Iterability and reduplicability are considered in some detail by Fyle 
and Jones (1980) in the INTRODUCTION section of K. E. D. 
Before embarking on my own discussion of creolised types of 
reduplications, mention may be made of one or two of the relevant points 
the authors makepwith a view to reviewing them. 
In section 6.2 The Tones (d) (p. xxi), they postulate that 
the grammatical method of forming 
distributives (which are then word 
compounds) from reduplicated verbs and 
adjectives is by the imposition of the 
low tone on the first item of the 
distributive. If the low tone is not 
imposed the result is an intensive, not 
a distributive compound. Note for 
example the following, in the order 
verb/adjective, intensive, distributive: 
1. r&*d 'red/redden' 
rfd rrfd 'red red' very red/redden intensively 
red-red 'red"-red' = red/redden: a21 over, indiscrimi- 
nate reddishness 
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ii. pik 'pick' 
pik pik 'pick pick' = pick intensively 
pik-pik 'pick-pick' = pick indiscriminately, 
hence (a) things to 
be thus picked, e. g. 
left-overs of food, 
(b) be a petty thief, 
petty thieving. 
None of these examples has been regarded as a distributive in this 
thesis, nor has the assertion about how distributives are formed 
been preferred. Distributivesylike ich ('each'), tvrI eeri ('every'), 
exist in Krio, but are not considered to have been formed by the method 
suggested. In fact, Cch and 
c i/ebii are not reduplicable. Secondly, 
true distributives like wanwan ('in ones/one by one'), tütü ('in twos/ 
two by two') and tritri ('in threes/three by three') (n urn. + nur), are 
reduplicated to take an adverbial function. Thirdly, in each case, 
the tone pattern is HL. We may, in fact, re-examine the examples the 
authors give and discover the following: 
1. rf-drad 
HF (a) (adjective) = 'very red' (used to express disapproval); 
'closer to red than is being contended'; 
(b) (verb) = 'redden intensively'. 
IS (a) (verb) = 'redden all over'$ 
(b) (abstract noun) = 'indiscriminate reddishness'; 
(c) (post-modifying element in compound noun) used in 
nicknaming, as in b? bj rfdr£d = 'boy fond of reddening 
things/boy fond of wearing red/reddish clothes. 
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In both cases, we seem to have an intensive rather than 
a distributive. 
2. ala-ala HL-HL (verb) = 'shout repeatedly, persistently: 
LL-HL (i) (post-modifying element in compound noun) used in nick- 
naming, as in dädI ä1ä- 
lä 
= 'man who likes shouting'; 
(ii) (abstract noun) 'a quarrel, quarrelsomeness'. 
With this tone pattern, the word does not usually function 
as a verb. 
In each case, persistence, sometimes to aggravating proportions, 
is indicated. 
3. pikpik HF (verb) = 'pick carefully'. 
LF (a) (verb) = (i) pick indiscriminately', hence 
(ii) 'be a petty thief'; 
(b) (concrete noun) (plural) (i) 'left-overs'; (ii) foreign 
matter in grains of rice; 
(c) (abstract noun) 'petty thieving'; 
(d) (post-modifying element in compound noun) used in 
nicknaming, as in b3b3pikpik = 'boy who likes picking/ 
stealing things'; 
(e) (predicative adjective) = 'choosy', as in yü tü pikpl k= 
'you are too choosy'. 
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In each case, the term 'intensive' or 'distributive' does 
not seem the most statisfactory to use to describe its usage. 
An interesting feature which all these examples demonstrate 
is their high degree of syntactic multifunctionality. This feature is 
discussed in the Semantics: section. 
Fyle and Jones also make a very strong point about nicknaming 
and iteration on page XXXIV. They say that the 'familiarity' nouns 
(e. g. titi 'girl', b3b. 
/> 'boy', mami 'woman/mother' etc. ) function 
in what one might call the 'nicknaming' construct and illustrate the 
process as follows: 
34. di bibs älä 'The boy shouts' 
35. di b3b3 älä all 'The boy shouts shouts' 
(i. e. shouts intensely) 
36. di b3bi älä-älä 'The boy shouts-shouts' 
(distributive, = 'shouts here, 
there and everywhere" ) 
37. babes ä1ä-a1ä 'boy-shout-shout' _ 
The boy of shouting, the boy of 
quarrels. 
37 is a compound noun. In this way nicknames, such as 
titi shayn-shayn 'girl shine shine' = brassily 
vulgar girl; and mami t3k-tok = woman of many 
words, may be produced, and these nicknames, 
though written orthographically as if having the 
structure noun + postmodifier, are each in reality 
only one grammatical compound noun. 
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While one objects to the use of the word 'distributive' (e. g. 36) and 
the meanings of examples 35 and 36, for reasons discussed above, one 
agrees entirely-with the rest of their assertions. 
A discussion of the phonological and grammatical characteristics 
of creolised reduplications now follows. 
In this section, we are dealing with a highly productive phenomenon. 
This means that, while each item of a 'finite' set'could be examined'in 
the 'CARRY-OVERS section, here, there will be more generalisation, with 
examples to illustrate the observations, and peculiarities singled out 
for special comment. No attempt will be made, therefore, to give an 
exhaustive listing of all possible creolised reduplications. 
11.3.1 Phonology of Creolised Types 
1. Non-tonal features 
As with Carry-overs, the phonemic correspondences of English 
and Krio sounds and their general behaviour in the different phonetic 
environments in which they occur are dealt with in the appropriate chapter. 
The following observations mainly relate to a few peculiar cases: 
(a) By far the largest number of creolised reduplications are the 
identical type, e. g. ip kpiklf(Eng.: 'pick pick'); wanwan HF (Eng.: 
'one-one'); safulsaful HLHL (Eng.: 'softly-softly'). The remaining 
few consist of: 
i 
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(i) Identical reduplications with intrusive intermediate element, 
i. e. las-en-las L-L-F (Eng.: 'last and last'); 
: >1-an- pl H-L-F (Eng.: 'all and all') 
and si-to-si L-L-H (Eng.: 'see to see'); 
(ii) Identical reduplications with final element, i. e. 
dedetLm HHL (Eng.: 'day day time'); 
fafawe HHL (Eng.: 'far far away'); 
jtjEsny/jijisn3 HHL (Eng.: 'just just nowt: 
1313ntEm HHL (Eng.: 'long long time'): 
yayaso HHL (Eng.: 'here here so'). 
Note that in the case of jE1Esn-2/iiiisn, we have firstly 
the unusual instance of the Krio vowels /s/ and /i/ corresponding to 
the English (R. P. ) vowel /A/ and secondly, the elision of -s in the first 
member; note also the elision of the nasal in the first member of 
1313ntLm; 
(iii) Change of initial consonant, i. e. /d/'V /k/ in 
dadikadi LHLH (cf. Eng.: 'daddy caddie'); 
(iv) Rhyme combination (elision of initial consonant cluster) - i. e. 
smell-tli LH-LH (cf. Eng.: 'Smelly Ellie'); 
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(v) Change of Stem Vowels: /i/ IV /o/, /i/'V /E/; i. e. 
spikin-spokEn HH-HL (Cf. Eng.: 'speaking spoken'); 
alternative form - spiking-spokings HH-HL shows 
(vi) Change of Stem Vowel - /i/'/ /o/ and acquisition of final 
/s/ in reduplicated member. 
(b) Vowel harmony - This is a feature common to African languages 
as well as pidgins and creoles (see pp. 1% -%). As the following 
items illustrate, it also manifests itself in the CVCV syllable structure, 
which is another feature of both types of languages and of older varieties 
of Krio words. Some of the items are doublets and have more recent 
alternatives, e. g. 
Older More recent 
1. "1*3 g31o LLHH g 1£t HF 
2. dr3nk: )drýnkj node voiced 
. 
LLHL and voice- dr: pnkdr: )nk HF 
drang drang less velar 
plosives as 
alternatives. 
3. » LL'HH 
4. brokobroko LLHL 
HLHL 
LLHH 
d 3lda 1 LH 
brokbrok LF 
HF 
English 
'gullet' 
'drunk' 
'dull' 
'broke' 
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Older 
5. langalanga HLHL 
6. trangatranga HLHL 
More recent English 
19ng17ng HF 'long' 
tr-ngtrong HF 'strong'. 
We might include in this group items like: tifitffl (cf. 
Eng. 'thief'); s1klsikI (cf. Eng. 'sick'); plnchlp 
inchl (cf. Eng. 
'pinch') and wichlw(chi (cf. Eng. 'witch'), (all LL HL), as they have 
the counterparts tlftif, sýksik, pInchp 
inch and wichw%h (all HF) 
respectively. Note also the discussion of the -i suffix in the 
section on morphology 1nfTa. 
Items without alternatives are, e. g.: 
(1) bakabaka LLHH (cf. Eng. 'back') (adj. ) 'deceitful, crooked 
(of person)'. Note that, although Krio bäk exists, 
it is semantically divergent enough from this item 
to be considered a different word. 
(2) kD1nok, 13 HHHH 'clucking'. 
(3) 1! 3b-: )1 3b-> LLHH 'lob' (the fatty offal from meat). 
(4) w*mkEwenkp, LLHH 'wenkle' (Yorkshire). 
(5) f1EkFf1EkE LLHH 'flexible'. This item is also a case of a 
change of form from the unreduplicated flEksibul HHL. 
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(c) Elision 
(i) of /-p/ as in waswas LF from the English 'wasp'. 
Note that wäs exists in Krio, but is by no means 
related in sense to waswas LF, which means 'wasp(s)'. 
was F means 'wash'. wasb does not exist in Krio. 
(ii) of /-d/ as in 
(a) biabia LLHL ('beard'), from the English 'beard'. 
Again b1ä exists but is not related to biabia. It 
means (1) 'bear' (2) 'beer' (3) 'bare'. Biad is not 
a Krio word. 
(b) sansan LF ('sand') from the English 'sand'. san 
in Krio means 'the sun'. Sand does not exist in 
Krio. 
These reduplicated forms, it is claimed by some linguistisl 
are a deliberate attempt to avoid homophony in pidgins and creoles, 
since the dropping of the final element of a word-final cluster was a 
regular feature of pidginisation. 
(iii) of /-1/ as in p, kupeku LHLH (cf. Eng. 'speckle') 
'speckle'. Here, the final /-l/ of the unreduplicated 
form pgkul may have been dropped in order to conform 
to a CVCV structure. 
* Hancock (1977,19801; Todd (1974) among others 
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Also under elision, we note the tendency to simplify the 
syllable structure where there are clusters in medial position either 
as a result of gemination, as in kwikkwik HF becoming 
[kwikwik] (losing one 
of the geminate consonants) or otherwise, as in the case of bieg 
HF becoming [bibig] (Cf. Hancock, 1980, p. 78 'bi'big'). 
(d) The Nasals and Assimilation 
Nasals tend to be affected by assimilation in Krio, so that 
/m/ tends to be the variety preferred before bilabial consonants, /n/ 
before alveolar, /r/ before palatal and /rJ/ before velar. Hence 
we have bon ban LF being pronounced [b, mbonJ, k'3zinkýzin LLHH'V 
[k3ziik3zinJ, 
etc. in normal colloquial speech. But this principle does 
not work in every case. For example, bonbon is always 
[bonbon' 
and 
kr3mkr. im LF, Ckr3mkrým 
2. Tones 
(i) The tone patterns do not seem to have been determined by the 
phonemic structure of the items. The possible patterns for items with 
monosyllabic members are the following: LH, LF, HH and HF. HL does 
not seem to occur. 
(a) LH is the 'citation form' pattern of very few items in our 
category. This is in spite of the fact that Krio has a very 
high percentage of compound words with initial low tone. 
Examples of items with the LH tone patterns are: 
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(a) jam am (Eng.: 'jamjam'); (b) £k Ek (Eng. 'jerkjerk); 
(c) sw. lswEl (Eng. 'swell swell'). 
This LH pattern is what also usually occurs when an LF 
item is in utterance non-final position, since the F tone only 
occurs in utterance final position. Not all final H tones 
in 'citation form' change to F in utterance final position, 
however. 
The LH pattern is also invariably preferred, for items 
originally with the LF pattern, in nicknaming. 
(b) LF - By far the greatest number reflect this pattern in 'citation 
form'. Examples are: 
(a) bloblo LF (Eng. 'blowblow'); 
(b) shekshek LF (Eng. 'shake shake'); 
(c) b3gb, g LF (Eng.: 'bug bug'); 
(d) chamcham (LF (Eng. 'champ champ'). 
This pattern invariably changes, usually to LH, when the 
item is in utterance non-final position or as part of a 
nicknaming constructor less commonly to HH. 
(c) HH - This is the usual pattern for ideophones, e. g. 
(a) k-3ngk3ng (cf. Eng.: 'knock knock'); 
(b) chcpchtp (sound of high-heeled shoes). 
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It is also the pattern for tete (Eng. 'stay stay'), which 
is a word that can occur anywhere in the sentence. Most 
commonly, however, this pattern occurs in reduplications that 
are adjectives premodifying nouns or locatives, which thus 
function differently if final in the sentence. Examples 
are: 
(i) wanwan tVm; 
(ii)TVdred klos; 
(iii) blakblak tin. 
When these words occur in sentence final position, they 
function in a different word class: wanwan becomes an adverb, 
while r0rfd and blakblak are verbs or nouns. Their tone 
patterns change to HF, LF or LH. 
A downstepped second H tone, i. e. H'H, is found in the 
single item brabra (cf. Eng.: 'brer'/'brother'). 
(d) HF - Most items with an LF pattern can also be said with an HF 
pattern. This brings about changes in word class, meaning and 
sometimes word structure. In factithere is a contention about 
the word status of initial H compounds (discussed earlier). 
Examples of items with the LF/HF possibilities are: 
(i) tant2n ('turuý turn'); 
(ii) b= ('bend, bend'); 
(iii) laylay ('lie, lie'). 
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There are, however, many items with only the HF possibility 
in 'citation form'. Examples are: 
(i) bigbig obig, big'); 
(ii) wanwan ('one, one'); 
(iii) boplb: 3l ('ball, ball') 
In utterance non-final position, however, HF invariably 
becomes HH. 
Monosyllabic members with intrusive intermediate element: 
As in the case of CARRY-OVERS, the intermediate element is low tone in 
each case. Otherwise the pattern varies: 
(i) las-En-las L-L-F; 
(ii) '1-¬n- 1 H-L-F; 
(iii) si-to-si L-L-H. WL-H is also possible in some idiolects. 
All four examples of identical reduplication with monosyllabic 
members and final element, i. e. 
(1) dedettm, (2) fafawe (3) jF-jcsn3/jijisn. -. b and (4) yayaso 
(see p. 3 6(6 ) have the HHL tone pattern. This reinforces the* pattern 
of a consistent low tone for the intrusive element. 
(ii) Disyllabic members 
The patterns that seem to occur are LLHH, LLHL, LHLH, HHHH, and 
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HLHL. The HHLL pattern seems to occur only in reduplications of non- 
English origin. No other pattern seems to occur. No F tone occurs in 
utterance final position. 
There is usually no preferred change from L to H in final 
syllable when reduplications with disyllabic members are used in 
nicknaming. This change occurs with items with mono-syllabic members 
only. 
Items usually said with the LLHL, and, to a lesser extent, 
the LLHH patterns can also be said with the HLHL pattern. Examples 
are: 
1. (a) dnng. dr: )nga LLHL, 
(b) dr3ng, drzongg HLHL; 
2. (a). kabak-aba LLHH, 
(b) k3bakoba HLHL (Eng. 'cover cover'). 
An item may even have three possible tone patterns, e. g. 
(1) brokobroko LLHL, HLHL, LLHH. 
Most items with the LHLH pattern have no alternative patterns, 
e. g.: 
(1) biolbiol LHLH (Cf. 'behold behold'), 
(2) kýnik3ni LHLH (cf. 'cunning cunning'). 
Items with the HHHH pattern are invariably ideophones, e. g. 
k, 3l= b- clucking sound. 
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The patterns HLHL and LHLH are susceptible to the down- 
stepping of the reduplicated element. 
(iii) There is a unique TRISYLLABIC item with the pattern HHH-HHH, 
i. e. goiwn-goinon (cf. 'going on going on'). 
For word class conversion and changes in tone pattern see P-15. 
11.3.2 Horphology of Creolised Types 
The items discussed in this section have been labelled 
creolised types, although they are English-derived, mainly because 
none of them has been carried over from an English model that is 
reduplicated, unlike the carry-overs. The great majority are simple 
iteratives, e. g. blakblak LF, bitabita LLHL (root-root) etc., but 
other forms ait. possible. They are first considered according to the 
number of morphemes they are made up of. 
1. Bimorphemic 
(i) roots + rood - The roots are identical, but the word has no simple 
form in Krio that is semantically related to its 
reduplicated form. In each case, the reduplication 
was presuma1 coined to avoid homophony (see p. 3t%, 
e. g. 
(a) waswas (was + was) _ Iwasp', (cf. Hancock, 1977, 
p. 167; 1980, p. 74 )o Also cf. Jamaican Creole, 
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was-was 'swarm of wasps' (Bailey, 1966, p. 16), 
'wasp; wasps' (Cassidy and Le Page, 1967, p. 463). 
The simple form was in Krio means 'wash'. 
(b) sansan (san + san) = 'sand'. The simple form san 
means 'sun' in Krio, (cf. Hancock, 1977, p. 167). 
(c) biabia (bia + bia) = 'beard'. The simple form 
bia means (1) 'beer', (2) 'bare'; (3) 'bear'. 
(ii) root1 + root2 - The roots are identical but the word has been 
modified from its simple form and then reduplicated. 
The modification takes the form of the dropping of an 
initial or final consonant, e. g. (a) kr. 5mkr m 
(krom + kram) = 'crumbs', from the simple form kr, 7ms. 
Note that the consonant dropped is the plural type bound 
morpheme -s and that the reduplicated form has also a 
plural reference. (b) katakata (kata + kata) _ 'commotion', 
from the simple form skätä. (c) pEkup, kul (pEku + pEkü) 
= 'stars', from the simple form 
äp kul. 
(iii) root1 + root1 - The roots are identical. This is the structure of 
the great majority of 'Krio creations'. Examples 
are: 
(a) blakblak LF (blak f blak adj. f adj. ) -'dark 
foreign matter in uncooked rice - noun. 
(b) bitabita LLHL (bita + bita adj. + adj. ) = 'gall 
bladder' - noun; 
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(c)lililili HLHL (lila + lila adj. + adj. ) 
; very little' = adj; 
(d) ala-ala LLHL (ala + ala noun/verb + noun/verb) 
- 'quarrel' = noun/verb. 
(iv) root1 + root2 - where root1 and root2 are non-identical, as in the 
example of; 
dadikadi (dadi + kadi noun + noun) ., cf. Eng.: 
'daddy' + 'caddie' (attendant/errand boy)= n. 'nightsoil 
man'. 
2. Tri-morphemic - all simple forms with an affix. 
(L) root1 + affix + root1 - where the roots are identical and the 
affix either a conjunction, as in: 
(a) las -tin-las (las +en + las adj. + conj. + adj. ) =ac; / 
n. _ 'U everylast'. 
(b) 31-En-31 Q)1 + En + 31 adj. + conj. + adj. )_ adv. 
'in sum' ; orappositionjp as, in sitosi 
(si + to + si verb + preposition + verb)= verb/noun. 
(literally 'see to see') = 'bribery/bribe'. 
(ii) root1 + affix + root2 - where roots 1 and 2 are non-identical and 
the affix an instance of conflation between the 
adoption of English -y (adjectival marker in 'smelly' 
and the attenuating diminutive -i found in some 
creoles)(see Bailey 1966, p. 16) and African sources. 
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The item is sm Eli gli (smP-l +i+ Eli adj. + noun) 
'an unclean person'. 
(iii) root1 + rootl+ affix - where the roots are either identical or 
slightly modified and the affix either a 'temporal' 
or 'place'1 locative. The examples are: 
(i) i isno/ E Esn3 (iE. jis ¬, s + n-)) (literally 
'just just now' = 'only a moment ago'. 
(ii) lnl3ntEm (13 + 1-3n + tim) (lit. 'long long time' 
= 'long long ago). 
'temporal 
locative iii) dedetEm 
(de + de + tsm) (lit. 'day day time') 
affix' _ 
'in broad daylight'. 
(iv)fafawe (fa + fa + we) (lit. 'far far away') 
'place 
,, a long way away . 
locative 
affix' 
(vi) yayaso (, y + ya + so) (lit. 'here here so') 
'this very place'. 
Note that it is the first element of a compound in each case 
that has been reduplicated. The simple forms are isn / n), 
13nt¬. m, det m, fawe and yaso. 
'For 
the terms 'time', 'place' locatives, see Fyle & Jones p. xxxviii. 
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3. Tetra-morphemic 
(i) root1 + affix1 + root1 + affix1 - where both roots and bbth affixes 
are identical. In the first type, the affix is the 
suffix -i, which, when attached to some verbs or 
adjectives, converts them to nouns, e. g. tiftif HF 
(vb. /adj. ) 'stealing habitually (of person)' becomes 
tifitifiLLHL (noun) 'thieving person'; pinch-pinch 
L-F (verb) 'habitually eat food in tiny morsels' 
becomes pinchipinchi LLHH. The verb or adjective 
forms of these words have simple forms, e. g. ttf 
'steal' and pinch 'pinch', but the noun forms (with 
the -i suffix) do not. Also, most of these words are 
already derogatory in their simple or un-suffixed forms 
and the suffix'tends to label the person referred to 
with the quality denoted in the verb or adjective in the 
way a nickname does. They may even be used in what 
Fyle & Jones '. XXXIV) call 'the nicknaming construct' 
(see p. 3/I), as in dä di pInchIpincA - 'man who likes 
nibbling. Further examples of such words are: 
(a) sikisikiLLHL (sik +i+ sik + i), 'person always ill'; 
(b) kotikoti LH LH (kot +i+ kot + i) 'man always 
wearing a coat'; 
(c) naysinaysi LH LH (nays + i+ nays + i) 'person 
always feigning niceness'; 
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(d) wichiwichi LLHH (wich +i+ wich + i) , 'person 
behaving like a witch'. - 
The noun created by the suffix may not always refer to 
a person or have a pejorative effect, as in oti7ti 
LH LH ('t +i +X + i) 'alcoholic drink (especially 
when drunk to keep warm)'. 
There are other kinds of suffixes with this morphological 
pattern which illustrate other interesting features. 
First is the suffix -a. It functions differently in 
begabega LLHL (noun/verb) (bei +a+ beg + a) 'professional' 
beggar, play the part of one', from the way it does in 
bakabaka LLHH (adj. ) (bak +a+ bak + a) 'deceitful, 
crooked (of person)'. The simple form of begabega is 
not beta, which does not exist, but beg F (verb) 
'1. beg, ask for entreat. 2. ask pardon, ask forgiveness. 
3. be a professional beggar'. It is in the third sense 
of the word that it is related to begabega. There is 
also the form begamanlLF(noun) 'beggar' which is synonymous 
with begabega. The -a in the word, like the -a in 
begaman looks like an English type '-er', the agentive 
noun marker2, as in 'doer' (See also Derivattoý, 8l Morphology, 
9.3 a6ovn). Note that, in Krio, the word is also a verb) 
in spite of the -a, and that it has a straightforward 
semantic relationship with both beg and be amen 
The case of bakabaka, however, is different. Although 
it does not have the simple form baka, it is not 
correct to say that: it is reduplicated from bak either. 
I 
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Fyle and Jones (p. 24) do give the following 
etymology: 
1 (E(nglish). back + reduplication + 
vowel harmony). ` It does not appear that this is 
a case of simple vowel harmony because of the change of 
meaning from bak. It is clearly not the 'er' type a 
either; this islin factian adjective, but adjectives 
are not usually formed in Krio by the suffixation of a 
either. This is a unique example of such a formation and 
the consequent semantic result. One can see the remote, 
metaphorical connection between bak F 'back as opposed 
to front' and its connotations of shadiness, and bakabaka 
'deceitful, crooked (of person)'pand this has been 
reinforced, if not actually caused by the suffixation 
of a. 
Next is the suffix -p as in di-3nk3dr3nk7/dr7ng dr-eng, 
LLHL (noun, adjective, verb)(dr2nk +3+ dr, nk +,!. ) 
'drunkenness, habitual drunkard; habitually drunk; 
habitually take part in drinking session'. The 
simple form is dronk3 and its only functional 
fVr*º is the. connotation 
difference with the reduplicat¢4A of habit implied. Both 
forms are derived from dr, nk F '1. (verb) be drunk 
2. v. be out of one's mind. 3 (noun) drunkenness'. 
It is clear therefore that the differences in meaning 
and word class observed between dr, nk,. dr nko and 
dr: 3-nkodr', nk7 have been contributed by the suffixation 
of -3. Note also that5, though. ° the alternative forms 
of dr2ng3 and dring-dr, ng are possible,, dr: pnp. 
is not. 
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The -3 suffix also occurs in dDlod3ln, LLHH 
(noun, adjective) (dgl +>+ d'l + 2) !a 
sluggish person; dull, sluggish', cf. a related 
form doldil LH (adj. ) 'dull, sluggish', both derived 
from dol F adj. 'dull'. The only difference between 
d, ld-3l and dnol-)d, l-3 is in the additional noun word 
class of the latter and is again contributed by the 
suffixation of the -). 
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There is also the suffix -o, which, again, functions 
differently in bayobayo from the way it does in 
brokobroko. Bayobayo LLHL (verb) (bam +o+ jaa +. a) 
1. 'coax; 2. paºTer/act ingratiatingly'. The 
etymology relied on here on is given in Fyle and Jones 
page 29: '(E(nglish) "bye"as in "rock-a-bye"; 
cf. J. bya "lull a child to sleep"). ' There is no 
simple form of the word in Krio. The -o suffix here 
has a meliorative effect and is perhaps similar to 
the intimacy pleading tag bo. We have a different 
situation in brokobroko LLHL/HLHL/LLHH. This word 
also occurs in Sranan, and Echteld (1961, p. 152) 
suggests that it was 'inspired by African usage'-. 
In this language, it means 'mediocre', cf. Krio in which it is 
not only an adjective, as in Sranan, but also a noun 
'(something) completely broken-down, shattered'. 
Echteld also observes (p. 173) that 'it is striking that 
some Sranan words seem-to have been modelled on 
English... verbs, preterite and past participle' 
and gives broko as one example. Hancock (1971) also 
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gives brok as an example of a Krio verb derived 
from the English preterite form and suggests that 
it f"may be a feature which originated in some variety 
of nautical pidgin'(pp. 154-5). We might note all 
the forms signifying the idea of 'break" in the sense 
of shatter. They are all in some form of past form: 
(1) brok F (cf. Eng. 'broke') (verb) = 'break up, destroy'; 
(2) brokin HL (cf. Eng. 'broken') (adj. ) = tsed only in 
(3) brokun HL acrolectal expressions: brokin/brokun 
i, nglish i. e. pidgin/substandard English and 
brokin/brokun savis =a break in service, 
which reduces pension, gratuity, etc. 
(4) broko HL (cf. Eng. 'broken') adj. + 'broken' 
(5) brokobroko LLHL etc. (Cf. Eng. 'broken-broken') 
adj. /n. 'completely broken down, shattered'. 
Fyle and Jones (p. 54) say the -o suffix is an instance 
of vowel harmony. We must also note that the difference 
I between brok (verb) and broko 'adjective' is brought 
about by this suffix. 
In the second type, the affix is the temporal locative - 
tfsn as in wanton-wanton HL-HL (wan + tem + wan + trn), 
i. e. (adj. + loc.. = adv. ) +(ad j. + loc. = adv) = adverb 
(lit. 'one time, one time', idiomatically 'immediately'). 
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(ii) rootl + affix1 + root2 + affix2 - where both roots and both 
affixes are non-identical. This occurs in the word 
spikin-sopkEn (the only example I can find which 
exemplifies this pattern). spik + in + spok + Fn 
(cf. Eng. 'speaking spoken'), the second root is the 
past tense form of the first, being the verb, spik, 
the affixes are the 'present' continuous -ing form 
and the past participle -en form inflections. The word 
is a verbpused sarcastically to refer to speaking 
English in a deliberately snobbish way. The very simple 
from; spik has the derogatory connotation of speaking 
English with superior airs or when it is uncalled-for. 
The unusual mixture of the -in and -En and the present 
and past forms in a single word - an attempt at 
identifying features of English - emphasises the sarcasm 
implied in the use of the word. The alternative form: 
spiking-spokings, in which the rules of English are 
even broken by the use of the -ing form with the past 
form coupled with the even more incongruous plural -s 
suffix, makes the point even more forcefully. 
4. Hexa-morphemic 
rootl + affix 1, 
+- affix2 + root1 + affix1 + affix 2- where the roots 
are identical and affixes 1 and 2 are also reduplicated. 
This occurs in the single example of goin-ongoin-3n, 
a recent borrowing, which accounts for the type of 
affixes (cf. Eng. 'going on'). The word does not 
have a simple form. Co + in + , 3n + .o+ in +5n, 
i. e. verb + -ing + prep. + verb + -ing + prep. 
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reduplicative phrase with an adverbial function, 
meaning: 'as matters progress, as time goes on'. 
11.3.3 English Morphological Endings and Creolised Types 
Reduplicated forms in Krio can be related to several definite 
English inflectional and derivational word endings, which are themselves 
not unknown in Krio, being present in other English-derived words. 
For example, the endings -'ed', '-ing', '-ish' and '-s' are found 
in the English-derived words bl¬sEd, wanting rf-nkish and g reps respectively. 
These however tend to be recent borrowings, whereas it is very likely 
that at the pidginisation stage of Kriopreduplication was one of the 
few ways possible of expressing the nuances conveyed by these endings. 
Here are some examples: 
(a) '-ed' (superlative type adjective) e. g. 'ragged' 
This idea is expressed in words like: 
(i) chfkchek LF 'chequered'; 
(ii) bosb, s LF (cf. 'burst') 'torn in many places, ragged, tattered'; 
(iii) chachar-LF (cf. 'champ')'(of dress) ragged, dog-eared'; 
(iv) bEnb-n LF (cf. 'bent') full of bends (of person) very 
crooked in one's dealings; 
(v) chF-rchcr LF (cf. 'tear') = ragged, torn in several places. 
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(b) '-ing' (deverbal adjective marker as in 'singing' in e. g. 
'the singing nun'). 
This feature is similar to the nicknaming construct in Krio, 
(cf. mämf sings1ng 'woman who likes singing') and shows reduplication being 
used in Krio to express habit . ness. Examples are: 
(i) singsing LF/HF 'continually singing'; 
(ii) slipslip HF 'habitually sleeping'; 
(iii) laflaf HF 'habitually laughing'. 
The word, in each case. $can function as a verb more in the 
'continual' than in the 'continuous' form, and as the post modifier in 
the nicknaming construct. 
(c) t-ish' - in various senses 
as in, first, the sense of appurtenance: 
(i) watawata LLHL, - waterish; 
(ii) mekmek LF (cf. 'make') 'snobbish'; 
(iii) fulful LF (cf. 'fool') 'sheepish'; 
(iv) kreskres LF (cf. 'crazy') 'clownish'; 
secondly, with colour words, implying 'of the nature of, 
nearing but not exactly', as in: 
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(i) rEdr&d LF 'reddish (mango)'; 
(ii) blakblak LF 'darkish foreign matter in uncooked rice'. 
These are in fact examples of reduplications that express the very opposite 
of what reduplications are supposedly famous for - intensification. Far 
from meaning 'very red', r£drfd LF, we have seen, may mean 'bright but not 
quite red'. This is diminution. 
(d) '-ly', as in adverbs like 'gradually', especially when the 
very idea of gradualness is implied: 
(i) lililili HLHL (cf. 'little') 'carefully'; 
(ii) sm-31smi1 HF (cf. 'small') 'slowly'; 
(iii) sloslo HF (cf. 'slow') 'slowly'; 
(iv) wanwan HF (cf. 'one') 'singly'; 
(v) safulsaful HLHL (cf. 'softly') 'softly'. 
(e) '-s' as in plural nouns 
It is a well known fact that many languages sometimes use 
reduplication to express plurality. In the case of Krioothe items 
thus reduplicated exptress abundance. Examples are: 
(i) stonston LF (cf. 'stone') 'stony ground, pebbles'; 
(ii) waswas LF (cf. 'wasp') 'swarm of wasps'. But this word 
also has a singular denotation. 
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(iii) kr3mkrom LF (cf. 'crumbs') 'crumbs'. 
(f) '-ness' as in abstract nouns 
(i) mekmek LF (cf. 'make') 'snobbishness'; 
(ii) sabisabi LLHH (cf. 'savy') 'fussiness'; 
(iii) mitm3t LF (cf. 'mouth') 'boastfulness'. 
These are by no means the only endings that can be related 
to reduplicated forms. Also, the very multifunctional nature of 
reduplications and the fact that some only function in particular word 
classes, having been derived from these classes in English, means 
that several more English-Krio correspondences are possible. In fact, 
reduplication may even be considered an all-purpose morphological 
device. 
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SECTION FOUR: 
THE IEXICO-SEMANTICS 
OF 
ENGLISH-DERIVED WORDS 
IN KRIO 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 
CRITERIA FOR 'CITIZENSHIP' STATUS AND SOURCES OF 
ENGLISH-DERIVED WORDS 
12.1 Introduction 
The area covered by Lexico-semantics is vast enough to merit 
study as a. 'research subject in its own right. But, for this thesis, 
strict selectivity has had to be used. 
It must also be emphasised that although the divisions of 
Phonology, Morphology and Lexico-semantics have been used in this work, 
these divisions may in some ways be considered arbitrary and are certainly 
not mutually exclusive. Therefore, some features dealt with in one of 
these sections could equally be dealt with in another. In fact, some 
amount of overlap seems inevitable, e. g. the use of tone patterns to 
make semantic distinctions is discussed under both Stress-Tone Correspon- 
dences and under Lexico-semantics. 
The general principle has been that, where linguistic features 
other than Lexico-semantic have been considered worthy of discussion, 
items exemplifying them have been treated under the relevant section, e. g. 
Phonological or Morphological, and although mention of these features may 
also crop up in discussions under the present section, it is matters 
particularly pertinent to Lexico-semantics that are being highlighted 
here. 
12.2 Criteria for word 'citizenship' status 
It Is under Lexico-semantics that the following question may 
be considereds when can a word from English be regarded as a Krio word? 
Fyle and Jones (op. cit., pp. ix-xi) discuss this question, and, for the 
purposes of K. E. D., describe Krio as it is used by the native speakers 
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in the Western Area of Sierra Leone, recording all Western Area speech with- 
out distinctions (of dialect), largely regarding every word that is used 
in Krio speech as a Krio word. Attempting to forestall the criticism 
that 'those usages which... are very obviously English-derived ought... 
to be excluded', they argue that people who object to the inclusion of 
such obvious English-derived words are not inclined to object to obvious 
African-derived words. However, they also note: 'but the linguistically 
oriented reader will understand that commonness of usage in a new environment 
hardly ever goes without some change of meaning, however small' (p. xi). 
While the truth of this observation can hardly be disputed, it so happens 
that there are English-derived words in Krio with a one to one semantic 
correspondence (see pp. 3 94- 5) with their English sources. 
Since Krio is an English-based creole language, which, by 
traditional definitions, implies that its lexicon is essentially, 
overwhelmingly - in fact, about or over 809. (Fyle, passim, e. g. 1977, 
pp. 2 & 7; Jones, 1971, p. 69; Fyle & Jones, op. cit., p. x -English- 
derived, and noting that, as Hancock says (1980, p. 81) 'creole languages 
have an unbroken lexical continuum with their metropolitan lexifier', 
questions about when an English word may be considered truly Krio are bound 
to arise. Rotimi (1982),, in his review of Fyle and Jones, offers a spring- 
board for discussing the criteria for regarding such a word as truly 
Krio. He argues that, if criteria are not stringently applied, tle selection 
of words from the dominant language for this kind of dictionary 'is 
likely to know no end... ' (p. 296). He criticises Fyle & Jones for not 
being 'quite discriminating' and for having accepted words like"'bank', 
'flag', 'flat', 'lamp', 'limp', 'list', 'program', 'propaganda', 'sink', 
'total', 'wind', etc. - they all appearing ever so coquettishly familiar 
in their see-through habiliments of English acceptation! " (ibid). 
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He notes the compilers' justification for that (mentioned on 
page 391 above), concedes that this is true to an extent, but maintains 
that ultimately: 
there is the word acquired through contact and there is. 
the word acquired by birth. The kekrebu of Twi, the kanda 
of Mende, or the kenke of the Yoruba language was sub- 
scribed to Krio by speakers who were first Twi, Mende or 
Yoruba, before becoming a progenitive part of the Krio 
bloodstream. The corollary hardly applies to English 
because - the incidence of miscegenation notwithstanding - 
the English cannot quite be described as a kinetic part 
of the oral and hereditary continuum, that determines 
the life of the Krio language (ibid). 
We may note that this argument seems to assume, quite wrongly, that 
every African word in Krio was 'acquired by birth'. See, for example, 
Berry (1961, p. 1) who writes: 
the latter half of the last century was a period of 
intensive borrowing from African sources into Krio... 
This borrowing continues today but in diminished degree. 
Pyle (1977) overshoots the mark in asserting that 'the 
present-day orientation of Krio is towards the languages of Nigeria 
and of Sierra Leone' (p. 5), opposing 'present-day orientation' to 
what he calls 'historical orientation', but does make the important 
point that Krio continues to borrow from African sources, noting the 
lingua franca role of the language in Sierra Leone (a country with 
seventeen indigenous African mother tongues) and the fact that there 
are many native Krio speakers of Nigerian descent in Sierra Leone 
today. Words like dombolo HIiii ='quarrel, great fight' < Temne: ; 
dombolo ='strife; kuma HH ='box ( Temne $ kuma ='box; k3nk3r3ma TIRL _ 
ýtomfoolery'< Temnes k, nk-)rjma ='tomfoolery'are recent borrowings 
from a Sierra Leonean language. 
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Rotani also argues that, if, as the compilers say, Krio is 'an 
English-oriented creole language', then English is being described as the 
dominant language and it therefore follows that: 'while an English word-item 
need change meaning in order to pass as pure Krio, a derivative from an 
African language need not' (p. 297). This conclusion is unsatisfactory because 
it does not seem to follow from the premises. 
In fact, Rotimi's argument does not seem ro take account of the 
fact of decreolisation and the existence of an acrolect-basilect creole 
continuum in Sierra Leone Krio (cf. e. g. Berry, 1961, p. l: 
like all creolized languages, Krio is subject to 
amplification and 'improvement' in the direction of 
the model language 
and such a criterion would not be faithful to the language as it is actually 
spoken in all its lects. The semantic criterion, powerful though it is, 
should not be regarded as the only or necessarily the most important one 
in determining acceptability, and, although mere phonological change may 
be considered 'a weak criterion' (p. 298), the ultimate test of frequency 
of usage seems the strongest. To take examples from borrowings from 
French into English (which abound), items like 'garage', 'rendezvous', 
'tete-a-tete', 'vis-a-vis', 'penchant', 'bourgeoisie' and 'meringue' 
have little more than a phonological difference from their source 
language for most speakers of English, but are recorded in standard 
English dictionaries, presumably because they are in common currency. 
Secondly, if not all African-derived words are 'native' in the sense of 
being primordial, then why should Rotinii's criterion not apply to them 
also? 
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The present thesis maintains that the longer the life of 
particularly an English-derived word in Krio, the greater is the 
tendency for that word to acquire nuances different from its English 
cognate or to undergo some other kind of semantic modification. We 
again come to the crucial question of when an English-derived word 
should be considered a truly 'naturalised' Krio word. Is it when it 
begins to acquire nuances? It happens that some items come straight 
with their modification, e. g. gorila LHL (cf. English: 'guerilla' - 
noun) is less than twenty years old in Krio and is used as a noun as 
well as a verb, particularly by younger speakers, usually college 
students, to refer to an undercover love relationship when one or both 
of the parties are already 'going steady' with someone else. This 
word has never been used in Krio in a military sense, as it is in 
English. Other such examples can be found. 
Some words, however, simply do not seem to acquire nuances. 
It is not easy to give a clear-cut classification of such words, but 
observation suggests that such words tend to refer to physical objects 
the concepts of which are foreign to, or have only recently been 
introduced into, Krio. The concepts tend to be relatively precise or 
not too widely vague in scope and not to be too susceptible to a 
'superordinate term/hyponym' delineation. An item like telivish, n 
LLHL (television), for example, does not seem to have anything other 
than a one to one correspondence. For some time, trafik layt HHF 
(traffic lights) - which also has a one to one correspondence - 
seemed to refer to an unfamiliar conceptfuntil the analogy with a 
traffic policeman sank in, and then the Krio spirit of facetious 
inventiveness created mumu polis LHLF, blending the African mumu (dumb) 
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< Ewe, Twi, Mende and other African sources, with the English-derived 
op lis (policeman), to offer a humorous and essentially non-acrolectal 
synonym for trafik layt. Technical and mechanical items like vehicle 
engine parts - which are the stock-in-trade of largely semi-literate 
and hence bona fide representatives par excellence of the lower mesolect 
to basilect group - also tend to have a one to one correspondence, e. g. 
kaboretl LLHL (carburettor), rediet3 LLHL (radiator), k, plin HL 
(coupling), though some of the more suggestive ones, like diptstik LF 
(dipstdck), are exposed to the contagion of semantic extension. (This 
item is also a facetious word for the male sex organ). 
Rotimi's standpoint underlies Hancock's sweeping assertion that 
no English item corresponds exactly to its Krio derivation(1971, p. 157; 
1980, p. 66). But let us also note Hancock (1980, pp. 64-5) where the 
author considers stabilisation more significant than nativisation in 
creole language formation and defines stabilisation as 'the establishment 
of linguistic conventions whose manifestations will be predictable for 
at least ninety per cent of any speaker's performance'. By this criterion 
alone, many English-derived words, with a one to one correspondence, for 
example, could be unreservedly described as Krio words since they would be 
predictable in almost every case of any speaker's performance. 
However, the view first proffered by Berry (1961, p. 3, note 1) 
that 'in the linguistic state of near-bilingualism, every English word is 
to be considered a potential loanword into Kriol - which is also subscribed 
to in Jones (1972 pp. 7-8), and which is strongly asserted in A. Johnson 
(1974, p. 6): 'tt can be assumed with every justification that every 
English word is a potential Krio word' - is considered with some scepticism 
in this thesis. Berry is referring to a 'state of near-bilingualism' 
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(in which the two languages are presumably English and Krio), but, as 
Fyle and Jones note in response to his statement (op. cit. p. xii, note 1): 
the fact that any English word could occur 
in the speech of a Krio speaker in the company 
of others with a similar range of English, 
does not by itself indicate that the word 
belongs to the language . 
This kind of erratic use of English words sometimes spliced in the speech 
of people bilingual in Temne and English, Mende and English, etc., which 
occurs very frequently in Sierra Leone, does not, of course, mean that 
every English word is a potential Temne or Mende, etc. word either. 
(This is what Allsopp calls 'code overlap' (1980, p. 99)) 
The whole question of which kinds of English words may not 
be adopted into Krio is a difficult one and arguments about it are 
bound to be speculative. All one can say is that the following 
categories of words do not seem to have been considered acceptable by 
Krio speakers: (i) longer and phonologically or morphologically highly 
complex words; (ii) words with highly abstract meanings; (iii) words 
with very learned or highly specialised forms and meanings. Where the need has 
arisen to express ideas in any of these categories, a circumlocutory phrase 
has been substituted. In spite of the fact of decreolisation, even 
educated, acrolectal speakers deliberately avoid using words they 
intuitively consider too English to be acceptable, e. g. 'insomnia', 
'schizophrenic', 'aeronautics', for which the circumlocutory phrases 
n3 ebul slip (not able to sleep), 
I 
wan nä tu' dtfr'n pisin (he 
is two persons in one), aw ei flay plea (how to fly a plane) Suffuse,. 
My criterion for accepting an English-derived word as a 
'naturalised', fully-fledged Krio word, then, is frequency of usage of 
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an item, butýin the absence of any statistical study of such frequency, 
my assessment is based on my intuition as a native speaker. Such a 
criterion, of course, can only be subjective. Frequency of usage, in 
any case, is a relative criterion, not an absolute one, which reflects the 
fact that 'naturalisation' is also a matter of degree. 
Because of phenomena like decreolis ation, although the phono- 
logical or morphological form of the word is likely to suggest that it is 
a recent acquisition, it is not necessarily a clue to its 'citizenship' 
status. 
12.3 The Sources of the Krio lexicon 
In Berry (1959, P"300), the sources noted axe: 
(a) Words of African origin (including Arabic); 
(b) Words of European origins mostly from (i) English; but 
also from (ii) Portuguese and Spanish, and (iii) French; 
(c) Words of Caribbean origin. 
Hancock (1971) -a study devoted to the sources of the Krio 
lexicon - categorises the sources under: 
(1) European Donor languages, i. e. English, Portuguese and 
French (but not Spanish or German); influences from the 
Classical languages: particularly Latin; 
(2) Non-Local languages: (a) Yoruba, Hausa, Twi, Bantu, Wolof; 
(3) Local languages: (a) Mende, (b) Temne, (c) Marsding, 
(d) Kru, (e) Limba, (f) Arabic; 
(4) Indigenous coinages (mostly modelled on English patterns). 
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Fyle (1977, p. 2) writes that the twenty percent of words that 
are not English-derived items have come from 'a host of languages from 
Europe, Asia and Africa. He manages to list thirty-four source languages 
other than English in K. E. D. 'ranging from Yoruba and Fanti in West 
Africa to Arabic and Hebrew in Asia and to French and German in Europe' 
(ibid). He also points out that there is a small but, nonetheless, 
very important body of words (many of which have not been modelled on any 
English or other language pattern) but invented by the Krios themselves, 
most prominent among which are ideophones. 
12.4 The Sources of the English-derived Lexicon 
The diverse nature of the English-derived vocabulary of Krio 
has been noted (Phonology Section). It includes: 
A. Words now obsolete in Standard English 
These items must have been current, at least in speech, at the 
time of their adoption into Krio- see also Jones, 1959, pp. 295-297 
and Hancock 1971, p. 122ff)t who notes that 'items dropped from the written 
language may have been retained in speech for an extended period, especially 
in remote areas or by isolated speech communities such as those on board 
ship, or in overseas colonial settlements'(p. 122) . 
Very few such items seem to remain in modern Krio. The 
following are the only ones found in this present research: 
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(1) kl2ztt LH < English: 'closet' (O. E. D., p. 520 under C 
entries gives; 'short for obsolete "closet of ease", "water- 
closet"i = 'pit latrine'. 
' 
This word is becoming archaic 
in Krio and the synonyms latrin LF < (latrine), and the even 
more euphemistic yad F< 'yard' - invariably used in a phrase, 
as in: ä de na yäd = 'I'm in the toilet' (since pit latrines 
are always in the back yard of a house) - are more widely 
used. The advent of flush toilets has also brought with it 
the word t3ylat HF, which is still largely acrolectal. This 
is the only sense in which kl3zet is used in Krio, cf. English. 
(2) k-3mis{3n LHL < Eng.: 'commission' (O. E. D., p. 682 under C entries 
gives: 'obsolete: cant. [app. a perversion of It(alian) 
camicia, late L. camisia shirt, or some cognate form of the same 
word. ] A shirt..... ') = 'loincloth'. This word is given by 
Jones (1959, p. 295) and also by Berry (1959, p. 305) as coming 
from English into Krio, but Hancock seems to prefer a Portuguese 
etymology, and includes it among Portuguese-derived words Krio 
shares with other Sierra Leonean languages (1971, II. 2.2.0, 
11.2.4.4). 
This word is also becoming archaic in Krio and is being replaced 
by the Mende-derived words: krubsmba LHH and v'mi LH. 
The homonym k3mish. n LHL, with the present-day English 
meanings of 'commission' is just as current in Krio as it is 
in English. 
1Dr. 
Todd, however, notes (personal) that it is still used in Northern 
Ireland and parts of Scotland with this meaning. 
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(3) k, s(ta)m£nt L(L)F < Eng.: 'customance' (O. E. D., p. 1284 under 
C entries gives: 'obsolete... (1) customary practice; custom, 
habit.... (2) customary gathering, frequenting) _ 'customer' 
(Hancock, ibid, p. 142-3, argues that this Krio form is probably 
a 'back-formation of the assumed plural,... with subsequent hyper- 
correction'). This item has no synonyms in Krio and has a high 
currency of use. 
From the angle of polysemy, we may note some items whose cognates 
are current in standard English as well as in Krio, but which also have 
current meanings in Krio that are now obsolete in English. 
(1) f3l F< Eng. 'fall' = of a person's body) appear old and 
wrinkled'; cf. O. E. D. p. 38 under F entries (meaning 14): 
'to shrink, especially of an animal or of a limb, to become 
lean... (b) of the complexion: To grow pale (both obsolete). 
61 can also be used, without a preposition, to mean 'fall for', 
and in collocation, particularly with prepositions, in acrolectal 
% phrases, e. g. f3l äwt='develop enmity', f3l 3f=(of hair) 
'fall off, become thin on the head'. The common form for 'fall 
(down)' is f, cbm LF. 
(2) char F< Ing.: 'tear' = 'to abuse in a most vulgar manner'; 
cf. O. E. D., p. 132 under T entries (meaning ld): Ito rant and 
bluster (obsolete)'. This word in Krio also means 'to tear 
(apart)'. 
We may also note the following two items which are not obsolete 
in English in form and meaning respectively, but have now been relegated 
to general dialect use. 
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(1) nkincha LHL Eng.: <. 'handkercher' = 'head tie', cf. O. E. D., 
p. 64 under H, classed as 'dialect and vulgar'; cf. also 
Chambers, p. 591: ' Shalespeare), etc.; now illit(erate) '. 
The decreolised Edtay'LF also occurs acrolectally. 
(2) lan F Eng.: < 'learn' = 'to teach'; cf. O. E. D. p... 156 under 
L entries (meaning 4): 'to impart knowledge (now vulgar)'. 
Hughes and Trudgill (op. cit., p. 20) also note that this sense 
of learn is now confined to (very widespread) dialect usage. 
See also Chambers, p. 749. 
B. Items from possible British Dialect sources 
Section II of this thesis has investigated possible British 
dialect influences on the phonology of English-derived words in Krio and has 
given examples of words from these sources. 
There are quite a few such words that are in very active 
currency. Examples are: 
(1) bErin HL = 'funeral', cf. Devonshire [barin], = 'burying'. 
Wright (1898, vol. 1) writes that this word was in general 
dialect use in Scotland, Ireland and England and also in 
America, and was variously written 'berrin', 'berrying', 
'burin'. Note that, although finfral öm (funeral home) 
occurs in Krio, 'funeral' itself, as a single item, has not 
been adopted. 
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(2) bre F- 'to nag', cf. Northumberland: 'bray', 'cry out', 
'abuse'. Wright (op. cit. ) records this as a widespread 
Northern dialect word. 
(3) mol F= 'The top of the cranium', cf. Bedfordshire and Somerset: 
'mole' 'the suture of the skull'. See Wright (1905, Vol. IV). 
(4) b, bi LH = breast cf. gen. dial. 'bubbyditto '. The O. E. D. 
(p. 1147 under B entries) gives: 'obsolete or dialect -a 
woman's breast'. See also the entry for 'tubby' in Cassidy 
and Le Page, 1967, p. 74. 
The decreolised form, brist, occurs in polite or acrolectal 
speech and b3bi is usually considered 'broad' in these circles. 
The compound form br£stfid LF (to breast feed a baby) is 
however more widespread than brEst. 
(5) fas hin HL = be constantly after someone in order to provoke 
a reaction, to torment or harass. Cf. 'fasten', a general 
dialect word. 'Also written "fas'en" W. Yks. [fa'san] ... 4, to hold 
a man fast to a bargain' (Wright Vol. II D-G, 1900, p. 306). 
(6) padi LH = friend, Cf. '"paddy" W. Yks., S. Not., N. Lin., Norf.... 3 
A bricklayer's labourer who brings him stones or bricks and 
mortar'(Wright Vol. IV M-Q, 1905, p. 406). The word fiEn, "which 
is both a noun and a verbis also gaining currency, though it 
is still not as popular as padi. The form frjnship also 
occurs and, by analogy, so does päd i'ship -a humorous word for 
'close friendship'. 
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C. Items from Nautical Sources 
See also Hancock (1976, pp. 23-36) who notes that much of 
the vocabulary of Krio 'matches nautical vocabulary better than any 
other variety of English' (p. 23). Nautical influence on Krio has 
been noted in Chapter Two.. 
Hancock gives a long list of Krio words from these sources. 
About twenty percent of them are no longer current, however. 
Some items from nautical sources have joined the mainstream 
of the commonest every-day vocabulary of Krio speakers after undergoing 
semantic extension. Examples of such items are: 
(1) d3k F< Eng: 'dock' = 'arrive, appear unexpectedly', cf. 
ship's dock. 
(2) gyali HL < Eng.: 'galley' = 'any kitchen or cooking place' 
(humorous), e. g. nä Joko de na di gyali tide ='it is Joko's 
turn to show her expertise in cooking today. ' 
(3) layna HL 4 Eng.: 'liner' = 'prostitute' (see p. 24L) for full 
discussion of this item). 
(4) bambot LF < Eng.: 'bumboat' (see also p. Z4Z ) (verb and adjective) 
= 'live life of a prostitute, prostitute-like (can be tsed 
to refer to both sexes). 
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(5) drif F -CEng.: 'drift'. Hancock (ibid, p. 30) gives: 'To 
drift edge towards, be carried along: watä de drif am & 
"the water is carrying him away"'. Nowadays this word also 
means: (1)(verb) 'wander about aimlessly'; (2) (verb and 
noun) 'go for a walk with other friends; such a walk'; 
(3) (verb) 'abduct (of a girl or woman)'. 
(6) slam F< Eng.: 'slam'. Hancock (ibid, p. 32) gives: 'To 
berth, dock, moor', whereas K. E. D. (p. 341) gives: '(1) 
slam, be slammed. Hence, (2) arrive'. This word is used 
extensively/liberally to imply: 'arrive unexpectedly or promptly, 
to exploit a situation to one's advantage', as in: äs din dý pe wf 
so I it's slam f*" k51 di't pä 
A= 'he arrived promptly as we 
were being paid to ask for the money I owed him'. 
D. Items from West African Pidgin English 
Items that have traditionally been considered as deriving from 
the West African Pidgin English spoken all over the Guinea Coast since 
the late 16th century (see, e. g. Berry, 1959, p. 306; Spencer, 1971, p. 11) 
most of which are of ultimate Portuguese or Spanish origin (and may indeed 
have come from these languages) may also be mentioned. Most of these 
words retain a very high currency. They include: 
(1) dash F< Eng.: 'dash'< Port: 'das' _ (noun and verb) 
'money, gift, bribe' (see also Spencer, ibid, on this word). 
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(2) plaba HL/ palava LHL <Eng.: 'palaver' <Port.: 'palavra' _ 
'quarrel, altercation, dispute'. 
(3) ip kin LF < Eng.: 'piccaniny' <Port.: 'pequenino' or Sp.: 
'pequeno' = (1) 'child' (2) 'person nurtured in a place'. 
(4) sabi LH < Eng.: 'savey', < Sp.: 'sabe', < Port.: 'sabe' (see 
also Hall, 1966, pp. 100-101 on the history of this word) = (1) 
(verb) 'understand; be skilled at or experienced at'; (2) (noun) 
'skill, expertise, know how'. 
(5) chap F <Eng.: 'chop' = (1) (verb) 'eat', (2)(noun) 'food'. 
This item apparently has no Iberian connections although it 
is traditionally considered a typical Pidgin word. Hancock 
derives it from dialect sources (p. 141) but its ultimate origin 
is still not clear, though it was widely used in China Coast 
Pidgin English (see Tod. passim). 
E. American Influences 
Most of the items noted are from American slang or colloquialisms. 
Chinch F< Am. Eng. 'chinch' = 'bedbug', seems one of the few exceptions; but 
then this word can apparently also be derived from Portuguese or Spanish, 
and may even have come from Britain (see K. E. D., p. 61). 
We may divide the American contribution into (1) older items 
and (Z) more recent ones. The older items invariably fall into the 
colloquial register of Krio, while the more recent ones are almost 
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exclusively used in slangy speech by teenagers and adolescents who have 
been influenced by American-made films and popular literature, with 
which Sierra Leone has been inundated, particularly over the past twenty 
years. Here are examples from both groups of words: 
Older items - These may also have possible British origins: 
(1) bo. L, cf. Am. Eng.: 
['bo' (U. S. slang) 1n. man (as term of 
address)'- Chambers, op. cit., p. 142] = 'term of intimacy, 
endearment, address'; 
(2) b, b L, cf. Am. Eng.: 
C'bub' '(U. S. ) n. boy (in addressing) - 
Chambers, op. cit., p. 166J = term of familiar address between 
males. 
(3) sas F cf. Am. Eng.: 'sass' '(Am. pop? imprudent talk' - 
Longman, op. c Et. p. 9901 = 'fierce, harsh'; 
(4) tot F cf. Am. Eng.: 
['tote' 
, '(orig. U. S. ) v. t. to carry'] = 
'to carry'. This word may also have African origins, see K. E. D., 
p. 370. 
More recent items: 
(1) brEd F (cf. 'bread' - O. A. D. p. 74: '2. (slang) money'. This 
is also in British slang - Chambers, ibid, p. 157) = 'money'. 
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(2) brad F (cf. 'broad' - O. A. D., p. 77: '2. (slang) a woman. 
Also BritIs6- Chambers, p. 162) = 'a woman'. 
(3) kul F (cf. 'cool' - O. A. D., p. 140: 'n(oun)... (slang) calmness 
composure.... cool it (slang) to calm down'. Also British - 
Chambers p. 285) = (1) (verb) 'to calm down, to refuse to react'; 
(2) (adj. ) 'exquisite'7 usually, of a woman - as in the slang 
expression kül chhk = 'an exquisite, (desirable) young girl'. 
(4) dig F (cf. 'dig' - O. A. D., p. 179: '6 (slang) to appreciate, 
to enjoy, to understand'. Also British slang - Chambers, 
p. 360) with the same meanings in Krio. 
(5) dud F (cf. 'dude' - O. A. D., p. 198: n. l. a dandy (2) (slang) 
a tough, a man') with same meanings in Krio. 
(6) £F (cf. 'guy' - O. A. D., p. 291: 'guy' n. (informal) a 
man'; D. A., p. 761: 'guy nA male person, a fellow. slang')- 
with same meanings in Krio; 
(7) J*ynt F (cf. `joint' - O. A. D., p. 358: '5 (slang) a place where 
people meet for gambling, or drinking, etc. 6 (slang) a marijuana 
cigarette'. D. A., p. 911: '3 A low gathering place or hangout', 
often illegal (slang)....; (b) used disparagingly for any place 
or establishment (slang); cf. also Chambers p. 710 and Longman 
p. 588 for British usage). All these meanings exist in Krio. 
(8) rap F (cf. 'rap' - O. A. D., p. 555: '4(slang), a conversation... 
rap (verb)... 4 (slang) to talk') = to chat (usually separately 
from a group), with a friend or acquaintance. 
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(9) sin F (cf. 'scene' - O. A. D. p. 604: '7 (slang) an area of 
s 
action, a way of life, the drug scene. not my scene, 
not what I like or want to take part in') - All these senses 
exist in Krio. 
(10) split F (cf. 'split' O. A. D., p. 659) '5 (slang) to depart, to 
quit one another's company') Same meaning in Krio. 
(11) shak (cf. 'shack' - O. A. D., p. 622: 'n. a roughly built hut 
or shed'; D. A., p. 1503 'b. A room or roomlike structure serving 
various purposes (colloquial)) =A house or room. (Note 
also Chambers, p. 1242 for British usage, but noted as of 
American origin: 'to live with someone, especially though 
unmarriedf J, 
F. Older Items in Current British English 
Most of these items are from cognates that are neither 
archaic nor obsolete in current English, but have passed into colloquial or 
slangy speech or may nowadays not be in as common use as they used to be 
thirty or forty years ago. They are some of the most vibrant words in 
modern Krio, and some may have even formed the original bedrock of the 
incipient Krio. For many modern Krio speakers, some of these words may 
even seem to have lost their associations with English. The English 
cognates of some are taboo, vulgar or swear words. Examples are: 
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(1) pzli LH L'Polly' = 'parrot; 
(2) ums H <'puss', = 'cat'; 
(3) pusi LH < 'pussy' - slang. taboo (see L. D. C. E., p. 1350 = 
'the vagina'; 
(4) t-3mbla HL <'tumbler' _ 'a glass'; 
(5) shub shab F< 'shove' _ 'push hard, jostle, move off, make way for'; 
(6) rg ob F <'grub' = (noun and verb) food, to eat. (Slang in both 
English and Krio); 
(7) baksay LF < 'backside' = 'anus, hips' (term of abuse); 
(8) basta HL < 'bastard' = (adj. ) 'bastard'; 
(9)ýan F( 'yarn' _ 'woo'; 
(10) cham F4 'champ' _ 'chew'; 
(11) as/ras F< arse' _ '(1) buttocks'; (2) 'term of abuse'; 
(12) fr3k F< 'frock' _ 'woman's western style dress'; 
(13) f, k F< 'fuck' _ (1) 'copulate'; (2) interjection of abuse 
(Taboo in both English and Krio); 
(14) blbdi HL < 'bloody' = (1) 'be very annoyed'; (2) (adj. ) term of 
abuse; 
(15) droz F< 'drawers' = 'underpants'; 
(16) ids F< 'piss' - 'urine, urinate'. 
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G. Items from Contemporary Standard British English 
The great majority of English-derived words, and for that 
matter, of all words in Krio, are from this category. This enables the 
users of the language to deal, fully and in a versatile way, with the 
increasing complexity of modern life and rapidly changing social and 
technical conditions. It is from these last two sources and from 
recent American slang that 'borrowing', to any significant degree, 
has taken place in Krio in recent times. A few examples are: 
(1) 1,7 F< 'law' = 'law'; 
(2) kalt HL 4 'college' = 'college'; 
(3) redio LLH/HHL /, 'radio' = 'radio'; 
(4) vidio LLH <'video' = 'a video tape or cassette (recorder)'; 
(5) kamen HL <'common' = 'common'; 
(6) glasis HL < 'glasses' = 'glasses'. 
H. Cases of possible conflation between English and African and/or 
other Etymologies 
Hancock (1971, pp. 627-642) gives a long list of such items, 
e. g. (1)'sosd only just, nothing but. Cf. Eng.: "soso", i. e. 
"mediocre", Ptg so, "only". J. C. suoso, Sra. soso, etc. 
Cf. S. Y. soso "only"tp. 30). 
Other examples not found in Hancock are: 
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(1) omonga HHL, Cf. Eng.: 'whoremonger', with Y: iom2 e 
(girl's avoidance name for woman) = person always in debt, 
greedy person; 
(2) d3ti LH, cf. Eng.: 'dirty', with Twi: d, t! (earth) = 
(in 
one of its meanings) the earth, the soil; 
(3) titi LH cf. Scottish Eng.: 'tatty' (sister, little girl), 
with Vai: tits (name given to little girl when 
her real 
name is not known), Y: titi (male or female name) 
(see K. E. D. 
p. 369) 'girl'; 
(4) Jj&aa LH, cf. Eng. (esp. American): 'jigger', with Y: jiga 
'jigger'. Also Maninka, Hausa, Vai, Mende, etc. (see KED, p. 154) 
= 'the chigoe flea'; 
(5) p. gi LH, cf. Eng.: 'Peggy (personal name) with Mende: ýEi, 
'boy friend, apprentice') = 'friend of a younger age, apprentice, 
a tyro] 
(6) f3k F, cf. Eng.: 'fuck', with Efik: fi-ok 'to have sexual 
intercourse with'[from Jay Edwards (in De Camp and Hancock, 
1974, p. 17) who quotes Goldie, 1964, p. 104) = to copulate. 
See also Origins of the term 'Krio'. 
Influences from the slave plantations of the Caribbean and 
Southern U. S. A., that have traditionally been regarded as English sources 
of a modified sort, have not been considered in this thesis since it is 
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not clear that these items, not of ultimate English origin, came into 
those varieties from English in the first place. Such items include 
koko LH = 'the coco-yam'; kushu LH = 'cashew'. Items like arata 
LHL (rat) and papisho LLH (ridiculous exhibitionism) could be regarded 
as coming from British dialect sources rather than Jamaican English 
(cf. Berry, 1959, p. 307). 
The item fambul HL (blood relative), however, has not been 
traced to any British dialect and may be regarded as perhaps the only 
genuine instance of a word from Caribbean (Jamaican) sources. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
WORD ADOPTION AND SEMANTIC FIELDS 
13.1 Conditions Influencing the Adoption of Words 
and Semantic Fields 
Because of the overwhelming presence of English-derived 
words in Krio, they are found in many more semantic fields than 
words from all other source languages put together. A few 
English-derived words even occurs sometimes together with African- 
derived ones, in fields that have a distinctly African (and non- 
English) concept, e. g. ulp nado. LLF - literally: 'pull out of door' - 
(a ceremony in which a baby is introduced to the world outside his/her 
home a week after birth. This ceremony is referred to in West 
African English as 'outdooring'. The African-derived word for it 
is k(m)jade L(L)HH, from Yoruba). More striking, perhaps, is the 
example of fatide LLH - literally: 'forty day(s)' - (referring to 
the essentially Krio funeral rites observed on the fortieth day 
after a person's death) for which there is, no African-derived word. 
These customs are not as esoteric as ones to do with African secret 
societies, however, for which no English-derived is possible. 
It is well known that the languages of the world usually 
adopt new words primarily for concepts that are novel to the culture 
of their speakers. But body parts, universal activities like eating 
and dying, an item like water, or a concept like smallnesst 
these are not innovations in any culture, and the words 
for them are seldom given up in favour of words adopted 
from another language. 
(Welmers, 1973, p"5)" 
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As far as Krio is concerned, however, English-derived words for 
specialised artifacts and concepts new to the Krio experience 
and culture do abound, but so do words for all the semantic fields 
that are universal. Indeed, in some cases, the English-derived word 
is the only one for the item or concept, or, where an African-derived 
word exists, it has connotations which make it unsuitable to use 
in normal or serious speech. Alleyne's observation (1980, p. 112)ß 
that this is a continuing process of relexification in which African 
elements are becoming less frequent in usage or undergoing semantic 
change, is worth noting in this respect. To give examples, the usual, 
serious word for 'die' in Krio is the English-derived dam; the only 
African-derived synonym is kekrebu LIH (from Twi), which can also 
mean 'come to grief', 'fail in an attempt'. More importantly, 
kekrebu can only be used to mean 'die' in light-hearted speech, e. g., 
in reference to the death of a very old person who is of little 
consequence to the speaker, or as a reference to the possibility 
of dying as a result of over indulgence in some fond activity. For 
example: 
(1) Grani Sýro don kekrebü = Grandmother/Old Woman Sorrow 
has kicked the bucket. 
kik böklt can also be used here with the 
same connotation. 
----- -----"- (2) If yu n3 l6f dis buz yu go kekrebu = If you don't give 
up drinking you will snuff it. 
Another example is about words for the 'lungs'. Apparently, no 
word-for the human lungs existed in Krio until relatively recently, 
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when 1ý s was adopted from English (judging by the plural -s 
ending). The Yoruba-derived word fukfuk IF (cf Y: fuku-fuku = 
lungs) refers to the lungs of a cow that are cooked and eaten as 
food. When used of human beings, fukfuk is almost a lighthearted 
personification of 'anger', as in: mi fukfuk grail (lit: 'my anger rose')-- 
'I was angry'. 
Also, the only African-derived words in current use meaning 
'eat' are: nyäm (Hausa, Fulani, other African Sources), ltk (wolof) - 
which, in fact, conflates with English: 'lick' -, and, possibly: S 
A31 
(origin in question - but also, cf English: 'salt'? 
). These items 
are only used as slang; nyäm is in fact archaic. The commonest word 
is English-derived: it, which has English-derived synonyms like ch*p 
'chop' (little used as a verb), and slangy: bet < 'bite', wak <'whack', 
rä < 'grind', disks < 'discuss', and, more recently: g rib < 'grub'. 
English is here being regarded as 'another language', at 
least diachronically, since, for basic, universal semantic fields, 
the first generation Krio speakers must have had common words in 
their native African languages. 
In discussing reasons why lexical borrowing takes place 
in languages, Weinreich (1964, p. 58) makes the point that, in some 
semantic fields, e. g. 'talking', there is a constant need for synonyms 
in many languages and that, if available in another language, such 
synonyms are happily acceptedt 'the cause of lexical aggrandizement 
can be said to be inherent in the recipient language'. This quoted 
comment, in particular, is especially true of languages like creoles, 
and, for Krio, English words always seem to be available, far more 
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so than African synonyms, and this is in spite of the environmental 
proximity of the African languages, from which 'borrowing' seems 
to have slowed down considerably. Alleyne (ibid, p. 109) suggests 
that the historical development of the lexicon of Afro-American 
'dialects', including Krio: 
has been in terms of a substitution massive and rapid 
in this case, of West African lexemes by English (and 
Portuguese, Dutch, etc. ) lexemes, leaving the former 
residual in evolved dialects.... 
We must note, however, that, while this may be true for such 'dialects' 
as Jamaican, the position for Krio is that, although African-derived 
words have not been able to keep pace with the rate of influx of 
English-derived words, they have generally not been replaced, nor 
would it be fair to describe them as residuals they co-occur with 
English-derived ones. Some are admittedly almost confined to lower 
mesolectal or basilectal use, e. g. bebrebe LLH (from Tri) or baku UI 
(from Yoruba (also, possibly, French)) versus plenti < 'plenty', 
n3f < 'enough' = many, plenty of; gbana HH (from Mende) versus 
tranga HL/tr3ng F4 'strong' = difficult. But we must also note, 
as Alleyne does (ibid, p. 229, note 51) that 'apparent synonyms (coming 
from different languages) may be undergoing some semantic differen- 
tiation'. Words for 'smallness' may be used to illustrate the point: 
English-derived lili HL < 'little' and sm3l F<'small' only have posi- 
tive degree denotation. One can only express the superlative with 
them by vowel lengthening, e. g. /li:: li/ and by intonation. Alter- 
natively, one can use kenkeni LIEH (from Yoruba) = 'very small', or 
chekere HHH/IUi (from Yoruba) = 'very small and tiny'. More examples 
of semantic differentiation will be seen later. 
The two sources (i. e. English-derived and non-English-derived) 
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seem to complement each other as well as overlap. There are West 
African culture loaded words for which the exact concept does not 
exist (or for which a phrase is needed) in English, e. g. _ 
awuj3 LLH 
(from Yoruba) _ 'a ceremonial feast'for the dead'; ny, lE IL (from 
Yoruba) =a ceremony of giving food to the dead through a hole in 
the ground and scrambling for the left overs; kushe, HH (from Yoruba) 
= expression of greeting, goodwill or appreciation; ao HL (from Yoruba) 
= gesture of helpfulness or appreciation for kindness; alaki LLH (from 
Arabic and Maninka) = 'cursed with ill-luck'. There are also ,.. 
non-English-derived words that are the only ones found in Krio for 
objects or concepts also found in English (some of which are, in fact, 
universal), e. g. k ak* I8 (from Yoruba) _ 'occiput'. (K. E. D., p. 272, 
also has 3)ksip-)t, but I very much doubt its acceptability, even at 
the highest acrolectal level); koko¬s¬, HHLL (from Yoruba) = 'ankle- 
bone'; bull LH(from Madingo, also possibly, Portuguese) = 'gourd'. 
To return to reasons for the adoption of words from English, 
we may consider the need to differentiate lexical fields a little 
more (see also Weinreich, op. cit., p. 59 and Bynon, 1977, p. 232). 
Sometimes, the differentiation is between an English-derived word 
and a non-English-derived word, as in the following examples: 
(a) (i) blay F (possible conflation between a Portuguese and a 
Mende cognate) _ 'a basket made of cane or piassava'; 
(ii) baskit LF 4 'basket' = any kind of basket. 
(b) (i) kotoku ISli (from Twi and Ga) = money bag (usually made of cloth); 
(ii) 2s F< 'purse' 'a wallet'. 
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(c) (i) pikin LF (from Portuguese or Spanish)--I child' 
(ii) data HL < 'daughter' 'daughter'. 
Differentiation between two English-derived words, borrowed at dif- 
ferent times, also occurs; as in: 
(d) (i) t-3k F< 'talk' = 'talk, hold conversation, speak a less 
prestigious language'; 
(ii) spik F< 'speak' ='talk English, especially with a British 
accent', e. g. 
I An t3k Kriö b5t i sibs spik 
= 'He usually speaks Krio but he can also 
speak English. 
(e) (i) f, l F< 'fowl' = 'live domestic fowl-'; 
(ii) chikin HL < 'chicken' = 'chicken prepared for sale; cooked 
chicken'. 
(f) (i) dL& F< 'dog' _ 'a dog'; 
(ii) papi IH < 'puppy' _ 'a puppy'. 
In all these examples, the older word is given first. 
As example (d) shows, sometimes semantic distinctions are made in 
Krio that are not made in English, in which the cognates are closer 
synonyms. Example (f) also shows that the lexical gap which typically 
exists in creoles (see Alleyne, ibid, p. 113) showing that these langua- 
ges do not have single morphemes for the young of an animal or for 
distinguishing between the sexes, is beginning to be filled. There 
are still many gaps, however; for example, there is no word for 'calf' 
or 'mouse$, though käw (cow), ärätä (rat) exist. There is no d ici 
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(female dog) pair, but then 'bitch' is not so commonly used in English 
either, except as a term of abuse, in which sense it also occurs in 
Krio. Also, an epicene word like 'spouse' exists in English, but, 
again, is not in common use, and not in Krio, whereas 'husband', 
)zbän män. and 'wife', w'f are. 
Another reason why English-derived words have been adopted 
is to replace older words, some of which may be non-English-derived, 
e. g. : 
(i) aE LH (from Yoruba) = 'witch' is, now obsolescent and has 
been replaced by w(ch kraft < 'witch(craft)'; 
(ii) ojukokoro IHLLL (from Yoruba) = 'envy' (now archaic) is being 
ousted by 'tj 1ý s HL, < 'jealous' or Zvi HL 4 'envy'; 
(iii) Okp3b LIR (from Yoruba) _ 'frog' (now archaic) is being 
replaced by fry, F< 'frog' . 
Older English-derived words being replaced are, for examples 
(i) latrin LF < 'latrine' 'pit latrine', by t; ylf t HL 4 'toilet' 
(an item enhanced by the advent of flush toilets but 
now generally used to refer to any kind of lavatorial 
convenience); 
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(ii) was F4 'wash' = 'have a bath', by bath F< 'bath'. 
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Also, the point is made by several linguists (e. g. Bynon, 1977; 
Fleischman (1976); but Weinreich (1964) is quoted here) that, 
if one language is endowed with prestige, the bilingual 
is likely to use what are identifiable loan-words from 
it as a means of displaying the social status which its 
knowledge symbolizes. This can be observed... in the... 
'unnecessary' borrowing of everyday designations for things 
which have excellent names in the language which is being 
spoken (p. 60). 
This is a very strong reason for decreolisation and the presence 
of higher varieties like the acrolect. Examples are: 
(i) biro HL < 'borrow' =a hypercorrected form for 'lend'; Len < 'lend. ' 
= 'lend' also exists. 
(ii) stori HL < 'story' = 'lie' - thought to be more decent than 
1F< 'lie'. 
(iii) trap FL'throw up' = 'vomit' - also thought to be more decent 
than vomit HL < 'vomit'. 
(iv) brist F< 'breast' = 'breast'-- also thought to be more decent 
than b3bi Iii 'bubby' (dialect). 
(v) w. lk3m HL < 'welcome' = 'welcome', cf kab: ) HL (from Yoruba) = 
'welcome'. 
(vi) tar-a1i HHL < 'thoroughly' = 'heartily', cf ma H (from Yoruba) _ 
'heartily'. 
Although most of the examples given here show English-derived words 
in preference to other English-derived words (i-iv),, the point could 
still be said to apply., since the older words are regarded as less 
prestigious, if they are regarded by most Krios as having come from 
English at all. 
We may also note that this kind of 'borrowing' for prestige 
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reasons usually has 'side-effects' - it may bring about semantic 
specialisation, stylistic differences, connotational implications, 
and even the obsolescence of the older words. 
The point about new words for new concepts hitherto unfami- 
liar to Krios has been made. Examples of such area 
(i) t£livish3n LUM < 'television'; 
(iii)sinima LLH < 'cinema'; 
(v) tElifon LIA' < 'telephone'; 
(ii) kamira HRL < 'camera'; 
(iv) vidio LLH < 'video'; 
(vi): k utzks Iii < 'cutex' (brand 
name for nail polish) - this 
word is used for any nail polish; 
(vi) s3f F< 'surf' (brand name for 
a detergent) - also used for any 
detergent or soap powder. 
'Cutex' nail polish and 'surf' detergent were apparently the first 
brands of these products to be used in Sierra Leone. Other brands 
such as 'Max Factor' (nail polish), and 'Ariel', 'Persil' and 'Omo' 
(detergents), to name only a few, were later introduced, but kyutsks 
and sýf, respectively, seem to have remained generic names for these 
products. A similar example is (h)uva HL < 'hoover' =a brand as 
well as generic name for a vacuum cleaner. The English cognate is 
itself used this way in informal usage. The practice is not wide- 
spread in Krio, however. For example, 'Cow and Gate'(kaw en Get HLF) 
was for a long time the only brand of powdered milk for babies in 
Freetown; but brands introduced later, some of which were even much 
less popular, retained their identity, e. g. 'Ostermilk' (> stainilk LLF, ); 
'Iactogen' (> I, akto n HHL); 'S. M. A. ' (> Es me HHH). 
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Some of the new concepts from English also have synonyms 
that are Krio-created phrase type compounds, which seem to have been 
invented as 'interpretative' lexical items, e. g. s 
(i) pCni-f3-rib LLLF (literally: 'a penny for rub') = cutex, or 
any nail polish - which, at one time, was so 
popularly commercialised that pedlars went 
about decorating peoples' fingers with it for 
a penny; 
(ii) kongosa b: iks LLH F (kongosa - from Twi + boks < 'box') - literally 
'gossip box' = radio, of redio HHL; 
(iii) mumu polls IHLF (mumu - from Ewe and Teri + polls < 'police') - 
literally 'dumb policeman' = 'traffic lights' 
cf trafik layt, (see p. 39'F). In the case of 
ptni-a-luk LLLF (literally: 'a penny a look') 
= 'View Master', the English word did not come 
with the object; so, many Krios do not know it. 
As the structure of the lexical item suggests 
(cf. pEni-f3-r3b)this object used to be highly 
commercialised. 
A few English words have also been borrowed ostensibly 
L 
to avoid 'pernicious' homophony. Examples area 
stika HL < 'sticker' _ 'fork', since f., k F is homophonous with 
the word meaning 'fuck'; 
(ii) spr¬d F< 'spread' _ 'sheet', since shit F is homophonous with 
the word meaning 'shit'; 
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(iii) stawt F('stout' _ 'plump, fat', since fat F is homophonous 
with the word meaning 'fart'. 
An aspect of word adoption into Krio from English has been 
commented on by Alleyne (ibid pp. 112-I13; 116-119). It is a pheno- 
menon that seems common to the Atlantic Creoles. Alleyne notes that: 
whereas it is clear that English... lexical roots were 
quickly adopted by Africans in the contact situations, 
it is not clear whether meanings were also similarly 
adopted. And certainly in the developing slave language, 
certain common, typologically distinctive semantic 
structures emerge which are not English... derived (p. 113). 
As a result of this, there are some English-derived words in Krio 
which have semantic fields that seem to correspond more closely to 
those of other creoles, e. g. Saramaccan, Sranan, Ndjuka and Jamaican., 
than those of English; and, as Alleyne suggests (p. 117), the African 
base may be the reason for this. Examples Alleyne notes are: (i) bif F 
<'beef'., which means 'meat' as well as 'animal'. We may add that, 
whereas in English, 'meat' is the superordinate term, and 'beef' 
only a hyponym, the opposite is true in Krio, in which mit tends to 
refer to the boneless part of a cow's flesh, (that is, when it is not 
being used either acrolectally or merely as a fancy word for btf ). 
Also, when used to mean 'animal', it refers to an animal in the bush 
that is hunted for food hence, by extension, 'someone who is hunted 
and caught', 'a victim'. The word animal HHL does exist, but it 
tends to refer to animal characters in fables for children, whereas 
the word krich3 HL < 'creature' is the common word for any (usually 
domestic)anima1 - considered God's creation and therefore to be 
pitied and protected. (ii) tik F< 'stick', which means 'stick' as 
well as 'tree': (the word tri F< 'tree' only seems to occur in the 
combination k3tin tri ILF < 'cotton tree' which is usually a reference 
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to Freetown's famous Cotton. Tree, a historic landmark around which 
the modern city developed, but can be used to refer to any cotton tree). 
(iii) blo F< 'blow', which means 'breathe', as well as 'rest' (in the 
sense of 'have a breather'; rest F is used to mean '(have) a nap'). 
(iv) pul F< 'pull', which means 'remove', as well as 'pull': (this 
word also means (a) 'grow', as in: dI bebf dSn peil At = 'the baby 
has started teething#, cf. ä gö pill ml tit = 'I went to have my tooth 
extracted'; (b) 'harvest'; (c) 'display', 'exhibit', as in dim pL dLbül 
= 'they displayed a masked devil'; (d) 'dish', as in a din pül it = I've 
dished up; (e) 'emit', 'give out'; (f) (of people) 'be amicably dis- 
posed to each other' . No cognate form for 'remove' exists in Krio, 
but rimuva LIIL < 'remover'='paint, polish or stain remover',, does. 
Other examples area 
(i) bE1F. LH < 'belly', which means 'belly', 'stomach', 'intestines', 
'pregnancy', 'pregnant', 'the womb', 'the innermost part of 
oneself'. (see also 10.5 ) 
(ii) m-. 3t F <. 'mouth', which means 'mouth', 'opening', 'pointed object' 
(see also p. Z95). 
(iii) kech F< 'catch', which means 'catch', 'receive', 'acquire', 
'reach', 'fit', 'grasp' (understand), (cf. magical charm) 
'have an effect', 'come upon' (e. g. cold, hunger, sleep, 
crying, laughter) - e. g. 1äf de k 
ch 
mY = (literally. 'laugh 
has-come upon me') =I feel like laughing -; 'succumb, to 
(e. g. a cold), 'become involved in/assume responsibility 
for some activity or celebration', 'join public passenger 
vehicle'. 
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The decreolised form: ka!. ch (catch) is a recent development 
and is used, particularly by younger speakers, in slang expressions 
likes ksch yü lea = 'see you later', ksch ffAn (literally: 'catch 
feeling') = 'become sexually aroused', ksch grab = 'eat'. 
13.2 English-derived versus Non-English-derived Words in 
Various Semantic Fields 
A closer look is now taken at the role of English-derived 
words vis a vis non-English derived (usually African) ones in some 
of the most universal semantic fields. 
(1) Basic human functions. 
Most of the serious, everyday vocabulary for basic human 
functions is English-derived. Where non-English derived words occur, 
the sense or usage is somewhat qualified. 
(a) Eating: words for eating have been discussed on page /446 
above. Note also African-derived k3nd. 3 Iii = 
poor quality cooking for large numbers of people. 
mnda IH =a handful of food, (but with the 
I. verbal meanings 'to grab at food greedily') - 
both pejorative words; cf spun F= 'a spoonful' - 
implying a civilised, measured helping. Also 
mümüyEM and. thm rý are African-derived and 
uncomplimentary words for 'snack', whereas snacks 
'snack' has a complimentary connotation. 
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(b) Sleeping: The usual word is English-derived slip F< 'sleep', 
and the most common synonym: ledbm LF < 'lie down', 
Bibi HL, etymology unknown, is used about infants. 
Otherwise, no words from other sources have been 
found. 
(c) Using the toilet: (i) for urinating, pis F< 'piss' is the most 
common basilectal word, while w£t F< 'wet' 
and, less commonlyz Urin LF < 'urine' (used 
both as a noun and a verb) are considered more 
polite. French-derived Pipi Iii is used in 
reference to very young children. 
(ii) for defaecating, the most common basilectal 
word is kaka Iii (cf dialect English: kakker/cack- 
E. D. D? French, Spanish: caca, Mende : ka, Twi: kankan), 
but this is considered impolite by many native 
speakers, who prefer English derived euphemisms 
like: go' nä y91 (literally, 'go out into the 
backyard' - since traditional conveniences were 
pit latrines located in the back yard), go na try] t 
'go to the toilet'. There is also English-derived 
shit F (or its humorous variant shayt F)< 'shit', 
which is also considered impolite. The African- 
derived word: pupu Ili (from T ri, Wolof, etc. ) is 
used about young children, as is the English- 
derived stul F4 'stool'. All the words in 
this field can be used as nouns as well as verbs. 
(d) Walking s The most common word is English-derived wakes HL, 
The only non-English-derived word in this field 
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is tEtL 7i-i (from Yoruba), which, in fact, means 
'walk slowly and unsteadily'. 
(e) Breathing: the most common word is English-derived blo Fl, 
'blow' = to breathe. No word from any other 
source has been found. 
(f) Seeing: the most common word is English-derived si F <'see'. 
No word from any source has been found. 
(g) Hearing: the most common word is English-derived yEri I! < 
'hear' (dialect form). No word from any other 
source has been found. 
(h) Talking: the most common word is English-derived tik 
(note uses of t and spik on p J, 'j above). 
African-derived J_bij (from Mende) means 'talk 
at length' and has slight pejorative connotations. 
(i) Laughing= the most common word is English-derived laf F< 
'laugh'. No word from any other source has been 
found. 
(j) Crying: the most common word is English-derived kray F< 
'cry'. No word from any other source has been 
found. 
(k) Copulating.: there are many informal or euphemistic words 
or phrases, all of them English-derived, that 
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are used to mean 'copulate' (see, e. g. K. E. D. 
passim and - other paYts of this thesis). The 
most common basilectal word is fok F< 'fuck', 
or ab F< 'have' (now archaic), but these are 
considered impolite except in very intimate 
company. Skru F< 'screw' is a recent acquisi- 
tion from English slang and has gained wide currency. 
(1) Giving birth: the most common word is English-derived ban F< 
'born' = 'give birth'-. No word from any other 
source has been found. However, the only word 
for 'woman with young child/baby' is Temne-derived 
kom b ra Ili. 
(m) Dying: see p. fif above. 
(2) Body Parts 
The Krio words for most parts of the human body are English- 
derived. They are either, carry-overs, e. g. fes < 'face', tit ( 'teeth', 
y 'eye', än 'hand', sä <. 'side', fä 'hair'; or calques, e. g. 
b; 3bim't < 'bubby mouth' = nipple, bebi yafy < 'baby eye' = pupil of the 
eye, ip sbg < 'piss bag' = bladder; or incoinings e. g. 24 'bore jaw'= 
dimple, öpmn-ttt < 'open teeth' = gap toothed; or reduplications, e. g. 
bitäbftä ( 'bitter' = gall bladder, g"3 1%3gö11 = gullet. The only parts 
that do not have English-derived names are: the occiput - called: 
kpaicj Ili (from Yoruba) -; the Adam's apple - called: Mf2 LL or 
g3ngýng, ng IHL (from Yoruba) -; the hip bone - called: bolo kpoki HH 
(from Mende) -; the pubic hair - called: wiriwiri LIRH (from Yoruba) -; 
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and the ankle-bone - called: kokoese HHLL 
(from Yoruba). Other 
non-English-derived words, for parts that have English-derived names 
carry connotations which are usually unsavoury. For example, the 
hair on one's head is called 
fa HL < 'hair', but if it is matted, 
unkempt and unsightly, it is referred to as dada IR (fromYoruba); 
Ehe navel is called nebul HL < 'navel', but a large protruding navel 
is called dodo HH (from Yoruba). 
As far as the sex organs are concerned, many terms, from- 
both English and African sources, occur. The English-derived words 
tend to be from: (i) colloquial or slang usage, e. g. female - pusi IH< 
' pussy', fani Ill < 'fanny'; male - prik F< 'prick', dik F< 'dick'; 
(ii) words with other, primary referents in Krio, but which have 
undergone semantic extension - these are many , e. g. female - bifo LF< 
'before' (which primarily means 'in front of', 'before'), fr3nt F< 
'front' (which primarily means 'the front of' or 'to confront'); 
male - dipstik LF < 'dipstick' (which primarily means 'a dipstick'); 
ton F< 'stone' (which primarily used to mean 'stone'; apparently, 
when the meaning was extended to refer to the male sex organ, the 
decreolised form stön quickly came into currency, thus causing a 
lexical split); (iii) Standard English usage: the only instance of 
this is the use of pinis IH < 'penis', which occurs acrolectally 
and is considered the least objectionable term. The African-derived 
terms are generally considered abusive, broad or very intimate. 
(3) Names 
(a) Personal narrest Many Christian Krios have at least one 
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English-derived name (which is sometimes biblical) and at least one 
African-derived (usually Yoruba, but, to a lesser extent, Igbo,, _ r, 
Afro-Portuguese) name. The English-derived name(s) are used for 
formal occasions, such as schooling, and the African-derived 
(which 
invariably has a meaning, e. g. describing the circumstances of the 
person's birth, etc. ) is known as the 
ös nem <'house name' and is 
used on informal occasions - at home, among relatives and close 
friends; e. g. 
Iyätünde (from Yoruba = 'mother has come again'); 
Öjo (from Yoruba = 'boy born with umbilical cord twisted round neck); 
Chüküma% (from Igbo = 'the supreme being. '). Muslim Krios do not usually 
have English-derived names but only Islamic/Arabic and African-derived 
ones. Most Krio surnames are British in origin, e. g. 
e6l < 'Cole', 
WhIms < 'Williams', Smft h< 'Smith', Jens, < 'Jones', Devis < 
'Davies', J-insin < 'Johnson', Thmsin < 'Thompson'. 
(b) Place names: Most of the village, township, area and street 
names in the Freetown peninsula are English-derived, e. g. (village) - 
Watalo IM < 'Waterloo', Y, k F< 'York', LEsta HL < 'Leicester'; 
(area) - Brukfil LF < 'Brookfields'; 
(street) - Wilbafos Strit LUF< 
'Wilberforce Street', Sandas Strit LLF <"'Sand. ers Street'. Some 
villages still retain their older, African names side by side with 
the English-derived ones, which have become more popular, e. g. Pasande LHH 
(African-derived)1, English-derived s ni b li HL < 'Lumley', Fluikia HHH 
(African-derived)', English-derived: G3drich HL < 'Goderich'. A 
few area and street names have historical origins of a non-English 
nature. 
(c) Names of Animals 
(i) domestic animalst they are mostly English-derived (see 10.7 
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on names of dogs), 
(ii) snakes: the English-derived word for a snake is 
snek sn F< 'snake; it has a euphemistic synonym: 
langalanga 7JHZ < 'long' (reduplicated). The only 
English-derived hyponym is kobra HL < 'cobra'; other 
kinds of snake are only differentiated in African-derived 
vocabulary, e. g. agbadu LLH (from Yoruba) = 'a python', 
boman IH (from Bantu origins) 'the boa constrictor', 
(k)param, l£ LLHL (from Yoruba) = 'the night adder'. 
(iii)Other animals: most other animals have English-derived 
names. Where there are African-derived synonyms, 
they tend to provide semantic differentiation, or 
are humorous or archaic, e. g. tolotolo LHLH (from 
various African sources) = 'live turkey', while the 
recently acquired toki IH < 'tn f refers to turkey 
prepared for selling or for eating; e ei HHH (from 
Mende) is a humorous word for a. frog, while )kpllo LIR 
(from Yoruba) is now archaic, with frig F< 'frog' 
becoming more popular. A few animals have no 
English-derived names, e. g. the lizard-is called 
kondo IR (from Temne)= the duiker is called fritainbo IRL 
(from Bantu sources). 
(iv) Insects: as for the names of other animals, English- 
derived words are again in the majority. For 'ant(s)', 
English has provided the generic terms anch F. but 
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African sources have provided both a generic words 
y ni HH (from Mende) = 'any ant', and a hyponym: 
injalo LTK (from Yoruba) 'driver ant'. A case of 
semantic differentiation is seen in the words for 
'louse'- the African-derived word: karangba LW 
(from Temne and other sources) is a pejorative word 
meaning not only 'body louse' but also the diseased 
condition of a person who has been infected by it 
(usually because of poor personal hygiene), the 
English-derived las F< 'louse', however is far less 
pejorative and only refers to the insect. The item 
mutmut LF is an example of an African-derived word 
with no English-derived synonym. 
(v) Fish: most fish have English-derived names that have 
either been adopted as carryovers, e. g. mair£1 HL 
'mackerel', snapa HL < 'snapper', Erin HL< 'herring'; 
or have been innovated in Krio on the basis of a 
particular feature or quality of the kind of fish, 
e. g. shaynos LF - literally: 'shiny nope'; ledi II! < 
'lady' - because of its sleek and attractive appearance, 
tEndafish LLF < 'thunder fish' = 'the electric ray fish' 
(reminiscent of thunder). 
(vi) Plants as for names of fish, most plants have English- 
derived names that are either carry-overs e. g. mangr o HL< 
'mango', rozis HL < 'roses', f-5g. t-mi-n3t IHAL 
'forget-me-not'= or Krio innovations based on a quality 
or feature of the plant, e. g. fivalif LLF - literally, 
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'fever leaf' _ 'Ocimum virtae' - supposedly a cure 
for fever, sawasawa liRL < 'sour' reduplicated = 'the 
sorrel plant' - the leaves of which are sour to the 
taste; a few are even calques, e. g. s3k-yu-mami-bubi 
(see p. 312). 
On names of fish and plants , cf . Cassidy, 1961, pp. 316- 
333 and 334-390, respectively, for parallels in Jamaican 
Creole. 
Plants with African-derived names tend to be edible, 
medicinal or harmful in the sense of supposedly having a 
magical potency. 
(4) Disease and Infirmities 
For many diseases. 1there are only English-derived words, 
which may be carry-overs, e. g. mizuls HL < 'measles', wikla HL< 
'whitlow', fiva HL < 'fever'; or, as in some cases, Krio creations 
from English elements (explaining the nature of the disease), 'e. g. 
'diarrhoea' = r, nb, lE. LUi - literally, 'run(ning) belly'; 'tubercuý-- 
losis'-= draykif LF - literally, 'dry cough's 'diabetes' = switpis LF - 
literally, 'sweet urine'. Where African-derived words exist for 
diseases that also have English-derived names, they tend to have 
more ominous connotations than #. nglish-derived ones, e. g. 
lakpalakpa IMThI 
(from Yoruba) versus ri m HL < 'ringworm', makru IH (from Maninka) 
versus payl F< 'piles'. 
As far as bodily infirmities are concerned, English-derived 
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words do not appear to be in the majority. For example, there are 
no English-derived words for the following: 'to drool', cf watt Iii 
(from Yoruba); 'bow-legged', cf kobo LH (from Yoruba); 'plaque(on teeth)', 
cf. r' IL (from Yoruba); 'impotence', cf. okobo II-IH 
(from Yoruba); 
'woman with constricted vagina', cf. akriboto Eiei 
(from Yoruba); 
'elephantiasis', cf. ' utE LLL (from Yoruba); 'goitre', cf. s os LL 
(from Yoruba). Some of the few English-derived words are: kr3syay LF< 
'cross eye' = 'a squint'; banmit LF < 'bent mouth' = 'a twisted mouth'. 
(5ý Kinship terms 
All kinship terms are English-derivedgexcept pikin LF 
(from Portuguese or Spanish) = 'child' - papa Ui 'father' and mama IH 
'mother' may also have non-English origins. We may note, however, 
that many kinship words have undergone semantic extension and that 
these meanings are essentially African, while their forms remain 
English-derived. The word br3da HL < 'brother', for example, does 
not only denote 'brother' but also 'male relative or friend regarded 
as a brother'. It can even mean 'male from the same home town or 
village'. By tonalising, we also get a lexical split yielding bndä IH, 
meaning 'elder brother', 'elder male relative'. The same is true 
for sista HL and sister 1H4 'sister' (see also reduplications on 
mama and papas 16.1 ). Also pertinent here is the case of an English 
kinship term that has yielded doublets in Krio - 'family'> fambul HL, 
famili Hill - with resultant semantic differentiations fambul has the 
meaning of 'family' in the African sense of the word, i. e. the extended 
family = one`s relatives, whereas famili denotes the nuclear family. 
The following example illustrates the difference:: I nib1sin bit fämbul, 
na i fämili I kia bet = 'he cares little about any old relative, but a 
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lot about his immediate family'. 
(6) Food and drink 
This semantic field seems clear-cutt local foodstuffs 
and dishes, and locally produced drinks have African-derived names, 
while food and drink imported or originating from Britain or America 
have English-derived names. See also words for eating above. 
(7) Colour terms 
There is a preference for basic terms which are all 
English-derived, e. g.: blak F< 'black', wet wa F< 'white', 
rid F< 'red', 'blue'. grin F<'green', grEee F< 'grey', 
brawn F< 'brown', pink F< 'pink', yala HL < 'yellow'. latterly, 
'secondary' colours like 2ren HL < 'orange', t3kw, ys HL < 'turquoise, 
im F< 'cream', Inj F <'beige' , and fan < 'fawn' have been adopted 
and are mesolectal as well. as acrolectal. The only African-derived 
words that seem to refer to colours are ideophones which emphasise 
the intensity of 'whiteness', 'blackness' and 'redness', as in s 
(i) DI klos wävt fü = The dress exudes whiteness, 
(2) DI män bläk A= The man exudes blackness, 
(3) D sh; t rfd g' yn = The shirt exudes redness. 
The suggestion is that colours, when too intense, almost make a 
characteristic sound that seems to jar upon the senses, and the ideo- 
phone is a reflection of the peculiar'sound'of the colour. 
(8) 'Man'. 'woman'. 'boy'. 'girl' 
The words for adults are English-deriveds s man F< 'man 
ILIA 
and uman HL < 'woman', (these words can also mean 'male' and 'female' 
respectively - see p. z2h). The commonly used words for 'boy' and 
'girl', however, are African-derived: b:: iý IH (various West African 
sources) and tits Iii (from Vai and Yoruba - but possible conflation . 
with Scottish 'tity'). English-derived bF< 'boy' and al F< 
'girl' do occur, but, this time, they are the derogatory words. 
The primary meaning of 121 is 'houseboy, servant'j gyaal also has 
such connotations, though not in its primary function, which is to 
refer contemptuously or familiarly to a girl or young woman. The 
English-derived words can also be the first elements of the compounds 
n IH < 'boyfriend' and alfr n IS < 'girlfriend', and collocate 
with pikin (as in-. by pikCn = 'son', remarkable young man'; and 
a1 'lkin = 'daughter', 'remarkable young woman') without derogation. 
(see alsopp2.40-ion b, s and gas). 
(9) 'Abstract Ideas 
English-derived abstract nouns, e. g.: apints HHL 4 'happiness', 
ký! Ifyushan IRL< 'confusion', disitfulnts Th[HL < 'deceitfulness', 
may occur acrolectally, but, in basilectal and most mesolectal usage, 
either a calque or an African-derived word usually serves to express 
the idea, e. g.: apints, cf alafia IHHL (from Yoruba) or kolat IF 
(calque); k5nfyush , cf dombolo H HH 
(from Temne); disitfulnts, cf. 
rik ishi LU{, wayo IR (from Hausa). We may also note in this category, 
some African-derived words which have no English-derived synonyms, 
e. g.: akL HL (from Arabic) 'retribution'; sababu BL (from African 
sources) 'goodwill's alaki na (from African sources) _ 'severe 
ill-luck brought about by a curse'. 
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CHAPTER 2DURTEEN 
WORD CLASS SOURCES OF ENGLISH-DERIVED WORDS 
14.2 Word Class Sources 
English-derv/@d words have come into Krio from every word class. 
It is usually claimed that words from the'open' classes (nouns, verbs, 
adjectives) are more susceptible to 'borrowing' than those from the 
'closed' classes (pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions, etc. ) - see, e. g. 
Haugen, 1950, p. 224; Weinreich, op. cit., p. 35. But, as Bynon observes, 
'given a certain intensity and duration of language contact, there is 
nothing that may not be diffused across language boundaries'(op. cit., 
pp. 255-6). Taking the relationship between English and Krio into account, 
(and 
especially the fact that Krio isyafter al L, an English-based Creole) 
therefore)it is not difficult to see why such intense diffusion of words 
from even the grammatical classes has taken place, in spite of the fact 
that Krio syntax has been described as essentially a crystallisation of 
the syntax of its substratum West African (particularly Kwa) languages - 
e. g. by Larimore (1976); Williams (1976); and Givon (1979, pp. 12-19). 
As is to be expected, far more nouns have been adopted from 
English into Krio than words from any other word class. Bynon (ibid, 
p. 230) rightly observes that the fact that nouns are the most frequently 
borrowed class everywhere could be a reflection of the overall sizes 
of word classes and of the fact that 'the great majority of borrowed 
words are the names of new objects and materials'. In keeping with 
this principle, therefore, common nouns continue to provide most of the 
new adoptions in Krio, e. g.: vidio LLH <'video', ksmpyuta LHL < 'computer', 
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polaroyd HHL < 'polaroid', robot HL <'robot', disko HL < 'disco', 
stedi, m LLH <'stadium', kastt LH ('cassette', pram F <'pram', 
h uva HL < 'hoover', friza HL <'freezer'. A few examples of older 
common nouns are: chia HL<'chair', bol F< 'ball', aytn HL< 'iron', 
te b ul HL -C'table', g2ta HL< 'gutter'. Less common and mainly acrolectal 
recent adoptions are proper nouns (first names), e. g. MElani HHL < 
'Melanie', TrEv HL < 'Trevor', Fi2na LHL< 'Fiona', Kevin HL <'Kevin'; 
and abstract nouns, e. g.: apints HHL < 'happiness', k3nfyushon LHL < 
'confusion', k3ndish, n LHL <' condition'. Examples of older proper 
nouns, which abound in personal and place names, are: (i) personal 
names: Devid LH <'David'; Wi1Ems HL 'Williams', Meri LH<'Mary', 
Jýnsin HL <'Johnson', Ktntth LHL < 'Kenneth'; (ii) place names: 
Yak F -C 'York', S: 5scks HL < 'Sussex', Watalo LLH <'Waterloo', Lesta 
HL <'Leicester'. Some older abstract nouns are: pis F< 'peace', 
den a HL < 'danger', ditaminesh5n LLLHL< 'determination'. 
Many verbs - e. g. transitive, intransitive, stative - have 
also been (and continue to be) adopted. Here are some examples. 
(1) Older items - 
(a) Transitive verbs: 
(i) flag F< 'flog', as in: ä flag äm aI flogged him; 
(ii) klirr F< 'clean % as in: klin mit süs - Clean my shoes; 
(iii) slap F F. 'slap', as in: I slap ml - he slapped me; 
(iv) drib F <"drive', as in: ä drib äm -I drove him away: 
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(b) Verbs both transitive and intransitive 
(i) it F C'eat', as in: 
(a) yü It dA its = you ate the rice (transitive). 
(b) wi d'n 
It = we have eaten (intransitive); 
(ii) was W< 'wash', as in: 
(a) was di plet = wash the plate (transitive) " s 
(b) a d*n was = I've had a bath (intransitive); 
(iii) drink F< 'drink', as in: 
(a) drfnk wätä = drink water (transitive); 
(b) akin drink =I drink (intransitive) ; 
(iv) bk F <'lock' as in 
(a) lok A do = lock the door (transitive); 
(b) ä d, n l3k = I'm closed. 
(c) Intransitive verbs 
(i) smayl F< 'smile', as in: i de sma 1= he is smiling; 
(ii) waka HL< 'walk', as in: ä gö wäkä - I'll walk; 
(iii) kray F< 'cry', as in; l de kräy a he is crying; 
(iv) slip F <'sleep', as in: 
i de slCp - he is sleeping. 
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(d) Stative verbs: 
(i) no F< 'know', as in: ä no -I know 
(ii) luk F< 'look', as in: 
i luk g'üd = it looks good; 
(iii) biliv LF ( 'believe', as in: ä bli ps am =I believe him; 
(iv) ytri LH <'hear', as in: 
ä yEri =I hear. 
2. More recent items 
(a) Transitive verbs 
(i) kalkyulet LLF <'calculate', as in: a din kalkyulet am = 
I've calculated it; 
(ii) gril F ('grill', as in: gril 
di bifl = grill the meat; 
(iii) provok LF <'provoke', as in: 
i lek f* provok ml _ 
he likes teasing me; 
(iv) akyuz LF< 'accuse', as in: 
ü äkyuz yu? - who accuses you? 
(b) Both transitive and intransitive (fewer cases): 
(i) bath F ('bath', as in: 
(a) ä bath di beb( -I bathed the baby (transitive) 
(b) ä d'n bäth - I've had a bath; 
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(ii) rik3d LF < *record's as in; 
(a) rik)d am - record it ; 
(b) a de rik-5*d " I'm doing a recording. 
(c) Intransitive verbs: 
(i) k3myuniket LLLF <'coamunicate', as in wl din kýmyünIket 
we have communicated; 
(ii) split F <'split', as in: din din split - they have broken up; 
(iii) ritaya LLH 'retire', as in: 
I de r'Itäyä tide in 
he retires today; 
(iv) k, mpit U <"compete', as in: d. n de k'mp 
ýt 
- they are competing. 
(d) Stative verbs: 
(i) sim F <'see n'(usually collocating with f, = 'to'), as in: 
sim fä de lik = it seems to be leaking. Note that 
the mesolectfal synonym for s(m fä is tan iEk(e ) 
'stand like'; 
(ii) meta HL <'matter' (usually in negative constructions) 
as in: i'ni mat'_- it doesn't matter; 
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(iii) riz¬mbul LHL <'resemble', as in: dZ riz 
mbul 
they look alike. 
The mesolectal, and by far more common, word used to 
express the idea of 'resemblance' is fiba LH <'favour'; 
(iv) k-3nsan LF c 'concern' (usually in negative constructions), 
as in: I n, -)' k'nsan mi = it doesn't concern me. 
Auxiliaries 
The following auxiliaries have been noted: 
(1) du F <'do', as in: du, 1e äs= do let me see it! 
(2) did F <'did', as in: ä did t: 
fk 
am % = indeed, I said it! 
It is interesting to note the striking differences in usage for these 
two words in Krio and English. Most of the periphrastic (including 
use in negative constructions like 'I do not drink' - in opposition to 
'I drink' -)and emphatic uses of 'do' in English, do not apply in Krio. 
In fact, du is only used in Krio (a) as a sentence initiator or final 
tag, to help modify the tone of the lexical verb from a command to a plea, as 
in Example (1). The form du tends to be acrolectal, the usual, mesolectal 
form being düyä. In this usage, it is similar to 'do' as a pleading 
auxiliary in English, e. g. 'do let me have it'; (b) as a sentence final 
tag indicating a harsh command, as. in: ltf mi dü: = 'leave me alone! ' 
Note that, for this usage, there is a change of tone from F (which, 
incidentally, is usual in this rare case even in non-final position, when 
the intention is to plead) to H, when the intention is to command. 
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This usage has no parallel in English; (c) in place of a verb that 
has just been used, as in : If yü 4 klin ä yet mIs du dät tide 
'if you haven't cleaned It yet, do that today'. As the translation 
shows, this usage is also found in English. 
Did in Krio may only be used emphatically, as Example (2) 
demonstrates. An interesting difference from English 'did' is that, 
whereas the English word always has a past time reference, the Krio 
word may also have a future time reference, as in:, a go did it 6 
'I'L1 eat to rn heart's content'. 
The next two items - (3) dont F 'don't' and (4) wunt F 
'won't'- also deserve comment, but for different reasons. Although 
they come from auxiliaries in English, dont is not used as an auxiliary 
in Krio, nor can wunt be properly called one either. 
' 
Dont is only 
a noun in Krio and is used to refer to clothes or other wearing gear 
that are strikingly ill-matched in colour, or otherwise incongruous, 
e. g.: t w&r dönt g di bärln = 'he wore clothes that were ill-matching 
in colour, or otherwise inappropriate, to the funeral'. 
Wunt, on the other hand, is a verb in Krio, but seems to function 
more like"a main verb than an auxiliary. It means: 'to refuse, be unwilling; 
to dare (somebody)', e. g.: a n. wont fS pe = 'I'm not unwilling to pay'; 
l wont äm e3 Ma = 'I dared him to shout'. 
(5) kin L s'can' - both $ meanings of 'ability' and 'permission' 
'Word 
class functional shifts are discussed in more detail in the 
next sub-section. 
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are present, as in the English cognate, e. g.: a kin swim 'I can swim'; 
ä kin g naw? 'Can I go now? ' 
%k ant du am -I can't/won't (6) k(y)ant F ('can't', as in: ä 
do it'. Note that, unlike English 'can't', Krio k ant can be 
used to mean 'won't', in the sense of 'unwilling'. 
(7) mps L/F ('must' - auxiliary of 'obligation', 'politeness', 
'defiance' and 'determination' (see 'Semantic Pitch Differentiation' 
Example (xii), p. 4,94, for examples). 
(8) nid F< 'need' - usually collocating with 
6 (to) especially 
in negative constructions, as in: 
a nä n (d(f3) si 
am 
=I need 
not see him. 
(9) dyes F( 'dares' - usual in negative constructions as in: 
I no dyas fttyay am = 'he dare not be cheeky to him'. 
Adjectives of all kinds have also been (and continue to be) 
adopted. Older examples of adjectives, unlike the more recent ones, 
tend not to have derivational endings (like -3s, cf. '-ous'; -ful, 
cf. '-fu l' -L, cf. '-y', etc. ). 
Older items: 
(1) pLud F ('good', as in: na güd man - he is a good man'; 
(ii) fayn F L'fine', as in: A ümän fayn - 'the woman is pretty'; 
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(iii) slo F L'slow', as in: 
ü slo = 'you are slow'; 
(iv) of F s'hot', as in: I b"t = 'it's hot'. 
More recent items: 
(i) ttribul HHL < 'terrible', as in: 
Lteribul 
='it's terrible'; 
(ii) byutiful HHL ('beautiful', as in: A klös byut(fül = 
'the dress is beautiful'] 
(iii) fishi HL <'fishy', as in: iý lük f(sh'i = 'it looks fishy'; 
(iv) den ras HL < 'dangerous', as in: nä denjr's tn= 
'it is a dangerous thing'. 
Monomorphemic adverbs (of time, place) as well as bi-morphemic 
ones (of manner - usually ending with the suffix '-ly' added to an 
adjective) have also yielded Krio words. More recenttypes 
tend to be bi-morphemic. Examples are: 
Older items: 
(1)(temporal) 
(a) Esy tale HLF < 'yesterday', as in: ä kA yEstäde = 
'I came yesterday'; 
(b) sun F< 'soon', as in: w'I g sun It = 'we'll soon have our 
meal'; 
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(c) sins L <'since'' as in: a don k4ml `eins 
'I've been here for a long while'. 
(2) (place) 
(a) yanda HL <'yonder', as in: ade yändä = 'he's over there'; 
(b) fa F <'far', as in: I käm3t fa = 'he comes from far'; 
(c) de F< 'there', as in: put am de = 'put it there'. 
0 
(3) (manner) 
(a) sobali HHL < 'soberly', as in: 1 wäka sobali 
'he walked soberly'; 
(b) b, 3dili HHL <'bodily', as in: ä lif äm b3dili = 
'I lifted him bodily'; 
(c) 3nesli HHL 4 honestly', as in: 
I de du in jab ! D'ntsli 
'he does his work honestly'. 
More recent items: 
U) ristntli HHL <'recently', as in: ä st äm rf'stntli 
'I saw him recently'; 
(ii) propali HHL 4C 'properly'. as in: a wish am pr3pali 
'I gave him a thorough telling-off'; 
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(iii) f3nili HHL 'funnily', as in f, 3nIli ä ni'l(k Lt = 
'funnily, I don't like eating'; 
(iv) t3r3li HHL 'thoroughly', as in: ä du ain tirili =I did 
it thoroughly'. 
(See also 'Derivational Morphology, Ch-9 on the adoption into Krio 
of words with affixes). 
Many words have also come from the 'closed' classes. Most 
prepositions, for example, have been adopted, and with little semantic 
change, e. g.: 
(1) abawt/ebawt LL, also aphetic form bit L <'about' = 'about'. 
(2) ab3v LF < 'above' = 'above'. 
(3) afta HL <'after' = 'after'. 
(4) agens/egens LF 'against' = 'against'. 
(5) arawnd LF/rawnd F <'around'/'round' = 'around/'round'. 
(6) as L <'as' = 'as'. 
(7) at L <'at' = 'at' (usually acrolectal). 
(8) awsayd HF< 'outside' = 'outside'. 
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(9) bay L 4C'by' = 'by'. 
(10) bien LF <'behind'. Apart from all the English meanings of 
'behind' as a preposition, bun also has the following 
meanings: (a) 'after', 'in pursuit of', as in: 
i de blsn m( 
fymi mini = 'he is after me for my money; (b) 'because of 
an addiction to', as in: yü go day bUEn ümän = 'your over- 
fondness for women will be the cause of your death'; (c) 
'as a consequence of' - usually in negative constructions 
and collocating with 05määt (preposed) and dät (post-posed), 
as in: ä kös am güd fäshIn en nätin nä kbmljt b4En dät = 
'I abused him to my heart's content and nothing came of it'; 
(d) 'in_addition to', as in: a d, n beg am; biEn det I wan 
meký, wSshýp am = 'I've apologised to him, in addition to 
that, he wants me to worship him'. We may also note that apart 
from being a preposition, bian, like 'behind can also be used 
as a noun. Unlike 'behind', however, it only means 'a person's 
bottom', 'the anus', and is only used in vulgar or intimate 
style. 
(11) bifo LF <'before' = 'before'. Like blen, but unlike English 
'before', bifo is also a noun - one of the many euphemisms for 
a woman's genitals - and is also only used in vulgar or intimate 
style. 
(12) bilo LF <'below' (mainly acrolectal). 
(13) bisayd LF ( 'beside' = 'beside' (mainly acrolectal). 
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(14) bitwin LF < 'between' = 'between', 'among'. 
(15) biy3nd LF ('beyond'. - This word only means: 'out of 
reach', 'much more than', 'outside the limits of', as in: 
A post n3de blyind ml, bot ä ný wänt 
äm 
= 'the post is not 
beyond my reach, but I don't want it'(acrolectal). 
(16) F <'down' = 'down' - only in the sense of: 'to a lower 
or descending position' 'to the far end of', as in: ä de go 
doq trit = 'I'm going down the street'. 
(17) f* L <'for'. Longman's Dictionary of Contemporary English' 
(ed. Procter, 1979) lists thirty-two meanings of 'for' as a 
preposition. Most of them also apply to fo. The following 
do not: (i) 'as a result of, after', as in: 'you look better 
for your holiday'; (ii) 'in spite of', as in: 'for all my 
concern he could t care less'; (iii)'considering how little', 
as in: 'you can smoke, for all I care'. 
(18) from L <'from' = 'from'. 
(19) in L <'in'. Many meanings of English 'in' correspond to 
those of nä - Krio's Portuguese/African-derived multifunctional 
preposition, e. g. (i) ä de nä ös - 'I'm in the house'; 
(it) i de nä d1 bitül = 'it's in the bottle'; (iii) dä tin de 
nä dI wfndä = 'that thing in the window'; iv) I de nä konä = 
'it's in the corner'; (v) i de nä shäp = 'it's in the shops'. 
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In some cases, 
fnsay 'inside' is used, as in: 
ide insäy ös = 
'he's in the house'; käm insäy = 'come in'. In other cases, 
however, Krio in corresponds to English 'in', as in (a) 
I de in biu = 'she's in (a) blue (dress); (b) put 
am iii rayti`n 
_ 'put it in writing'; (c) 
ä lan äm rn s 
iks m`mt = 'I`learnt 
it in six months'; (d) din du 
äm In p3blIk = 'they did it in 
public'; (e) nä ml de 
in chäj = 'I'm in charge'. Most of 
these uses are acrolectal. 
(20 insay HF< 'inside' = 'inside', 'in'. 
(21) nia HL< 'near' = 'near'. 
(22) oba/ova HL <'over' = 'over'. 
(23) 3f F doff'. Only one meaning of 'off' corresponds to Df: 
no longer keen on or fond of', as in: 
ä din g t; f swats = 
'I've gone off sweets'. This usage is acrolectal. 
(24) of L <'of'. This word only occurs in set acrolectal phrases, 
e. g. 
3f kSýz = 'of course', Wet = of late', 
3f no fikst 
äböd = 'of no fixed abode'. 
(25) 3n L <'on'. In some instances, the use of 'on' corresponds 
to the use of na (cf. in), e. g.: 
i de nä tebül = 'It's 
on the table'; (ii) dl wil den äa ml kä = the wheels on 
my car'; (iii) .1 --de 
nä ml left 'it's on my left'; 
(iv) ä din ä dl b3sd = 'I'm on the board'; in other instances, 
it corresponds to the use of Pan/op3n L/LL 'upon' ('upon' 
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can also be used in English as a formal alternative to 'on' 
in many cases - see Procter, ibid, p. 760), e. g. (I) ýdät pan 
edät 
nä im ä j£s de get = 'I keep having headache on/upon 
headache'; (ii) dEn kt taks pan ml puls mini = 'I was 
taxed on my pools money'; in a few cases, a different 
preposition may be used, e. g.: a de go bay füt = 'I'm 
going on foot'; (ii) i rayt buk b3t Kr o) = he wrote a book 
on Krio'; or none may be used at all, e. g.: (i) din de kam Fräydl 
= 'they arrive on Friday'; (ii) 1 de go' oiIde = 'I'm going on 
holiday'. Uses of 2n are acrolectal, as in the following 
examples: (i) ä kin lfv 'On früts = 'I can live on fruits'; 
(by means of); (ii)(as a result of) ä alt bn 
I ädväys = 
'I acted on his advice'; (iii) (with... paying) tek e drink 'n 
mi = 'take a drink on me'; (iv) (with) yü gE mDnf on yü 
'have you any money on you? ' 
(26) Dnda HL <'under' = 'under'. Like bifo(and lien) onda 
can also be used as a noun, in vulgar or intimate style, to 
refer to a woman's intimate parts. 
(27) 3ndanit LLF <'underneath' = 'underneath' (acrolectal). 
(28) 3p F <'up' = 'up'. 
(29) Opozit HHL <'opposite' _ 'opposite'. 
(30) an L ('upon' = 'upon', 'on top of', 'above', 'on'. 
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See also ? n. Procter (ibid), p. 1208) describes 'upon' 
as a formal alternative to 'on'. In Krio, än is not 
restricted to formal usage. 
(31) to L <'to' = 'to', 'up to', 'towards' and most other uses 
of 'to'. It differs from 'to' in not having the following 
meanings: 
(i) yin the direction of; and reaching, as in: 'we're 
going to Blackpool for the summer'; (ii) 'in relation with; 
in comparison with', as in: 'this is nothing to what I can 
do'. 
(32) tow2ds LF 'towards'. Only with the meaning: 'near, just 
before in time', as in: ä de go töwýds 
A End ýf dis mint = 
I'm leaving towards the end of this month'. 
(33) tru F <'through'. Only with the meaning: 'in at one end and 
out at the other', as in: dl watä pas trü d6 öl = 
'the water passed through this hole'. 
(34) witm L <'with' = 'with'. 
(35) witawt LF <'without' = 'without'. 
Very few prepositions have not been adopted into Krio. 
Examples are: 'among', 'beneath', 'unto'. 
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With regard to pronouns, since Krio does not observe gender/ 
sex distinctions in its pronoun forms, 'she', 'her' 'it', 
' have not 
been adopted, nor have the possessive forms 'his' and 'their'; but 
the other kinds of pronouns have been adopted. Krio, unlike current Standard 
English, can even distinguish between second person singular '. F <'you') 
and second person plural (ina/una/unu LL - from Tto). 
The intensifiers: tu H <'too' and veri HH/HLgdeserve comment. 
In Krio, tu may pre-modify a verb or an adjective and carries the 
meaning 'excessively'. It however differs from English 'too')in that 
it can have a positive (meaning 'ver9) as well as/or a negative connotation. 
For example: 
(i) yu tu' ft = 'you eat too much' (negative); 
(ii) I tu big = 'It's too big' (negative); 
(iii) i tü swlt ='It's too sweet' (negative); 
'It's very delicious/tasty. (positive); 
(iv) i tu nays ='He/she is very nice'(positive). 
Tu can also be used to mean 'only too', as in: ä no äm tü 
wEl = 'I know him too well'; but, again, unlike English 'too', it may 
have a positive connotation and mean 'very'; so, the above example can 
1 
Except in phrases like: ää cs<'her highness =a self-conceited 
woman dam it: 'damn it T. tek t fram mi <'take it from me'. 
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also be translated as: 'I know him very well'. 
The use of vcri, as the acrolectal, 'corrected' alternative 
form for tu in its positive senses, is on the increase. 
Most conjunctions have also been adopted. Examples are: 
(1) afta HL <'after' = 'after'. 
(2) as L <'as' = 'as'. 
(3) aweva HHL <'however' (acrolectal). 
(4) ayda HL ('either' = 'either'. 
(5) bifo LF ('before' = 'before'. 
(6) bikes LF <'because' = 'because'. 
(7) bot L< 'but' = 'but', except for the following meanings: 
(i) 'that', as in: 'there's no doubt but he's a thief'; (ii) 
indicating surprise, as in: 'but that's great! '; (iii) to 
introduce a new subject, as in: 'but, to change the subject, let's 
talk about books'. 
(8) dan L ('than' = 'than', meaning: 'in preference to', as in a g'o' bay 
b? a dän ä bay slgrEt = 'I'd rather buy beer than cigarettes'. 
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(9) dat L <'that' = 'that', only as in: mek 
3 
nö dät 
i fb du am 
'let him know that he should. do it'. 
(10) to < 'and' = 'and'. 
(11) tkstpt LH < 'except' = 'except' (acrolectal). 
(12) if L <'if' = 'if' except as in the negative sentence: 
'it's not as if I'm lying'. 
(13) on1Es LH s'unless' = 'unless'. 
(14) sins L <'since' = 'since. 
(15) so H <'so' = 'so'. 
(16) w¬da LH <'whethet' = 'whether'. 
Conjunctions not adopted include 'for', 'while' and 'yet'. 
Of the interrogative, 'wh-' words, all except 'which' have 
been adopted. (see Compounds, i0"4 ). 
The affirmative and negative particles - yes F ('yes',. 
n3 F <'no' - have also been adopted; so have the definite article: 
di L <'the', and the interjection oF< 'oh'. 
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14: 2 -Word -Class "FunctiontLl 
. Shifts and Splits 
The functioning of a word without modification of form 
in more than one word class or a change from one word class to another 
is a common feature in languages. It is becoming even more common in 
English especially with the influence of American usage. Words in 
the open classes particularly - e. g. nouns being used as verbs - are 
affected. This kind of (syntactic) multifunctionality or change of 
function is regarded as even more typical of pidgin and creole languages, 
since word-class distinguishing suffixes used to be rare before these 
languages were affected by decreolisation (see Derivational Morphology and 
Reduplications. See also, e. g. Voorhoeve, 1979 and Allsopp, 1980, 
pp. 96-8). 
Several kinds of functional shifts or splits have been noted 
in Krio, but there are two definite ways to achieve such a result. 
One way is by pitch differentiation, the other merely by syntactic 
use. 
(1) Pitch Differentiation: see 'Lexical Splits'for examples 
(164.1). 
(2) No Pitch Differentiation Many types occur. They are as 
follows: 
(a) Word. changed to a different class or subclass from its 
English cogn&tq 
Not many examples have beeoifound; 
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(i) noun -* verb: van Fe , yarn' s 
'to woo'. 
(ii) adjective. - noun: ai LHL < 'adjoining' - 'an annexe'. 
(iii) adjective -4- noun: t*kath'« HHL 'talkative' - 'a chatterbox'. 
(iv) preposition verb: Bens F< 'against' - 'to cause a surfeit 
(v) abstract noun-: opconcrete noun: 
kukri LH < 'cookery' = 'food from small, 
unsophisticated cooking house', 'such a house'. 
Many more words have retained the class they came into Krio with 
and then added more syntactic functions. 
(b) Words multifunctional within open classes 
The additions may be of sub-classes rather than new classes, 
e. g. common noun as well as abstract noun; main verb as well as auxiliary. 
Here are examples: 
(1) noun> noun, verb, adjective: of F< 'thief', as in: 
(i) os de bsn of de of - 'house is burning, thief is stealing'. 
(ii) nä tlf pikfn - 'he'ia a thieving child'. 
(2) noun(+ person)/verb) noun (+ person), 
noun (+ inanimate object), 
verb: 
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kuk F< 'cook', as in: d kuk din kuk 
A ktik. 
'the cook has cooked the food'. 
(3) adjective )noun, verb, adjective: 
fulish HL <'foolish', as in: 
(i) fülish m. & = he made a fool of me'. 
(ii) a namiks pan fülish = 'I hate foolishness'. 
(iii) nä fülish man = he is a foolish man'. 
(4) adjective), noun, verb, adjective: 
El-Ds HL < 'jealous', as in: 
(i) iý de jE1, s am = she envies him'. 
(ii) nä % jel-3s dät = 'that's jealousy'. 
ý (iii) i tu 11, s = 'he's too jealous'. 
(5) noun> noun, verb: 
12rin LF <'urine', as in: dl yürin we -i yurin yala so = 
(lit. ) 'the urine he urinated was very yellow'. 
(6) adjective > adjective, noun: 
(i) bad F< 'bad' as in: 
(a) bäd ný Süd (lit. )'evil is not good'. 
(b) yd" tu bad = 'you're too evil'. 
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(ii) sik F <'sick', as in: 
i 
s(k bad silt 
(lit). 'he is ill a bad illness'. 
Many transitive verbs in English are also used intransitively 
when they come into Krio, e. g.: 
(1) bil F <'build', as in: and dädi d4 bei - 'my father is building 
(a house). 
(2) bEr F c'bury', as in: dE% n din btr = 'they've buried (the 
deceased)'. 
(3) swip F L'sweep', as in: a din swap = 'I've swept (the floor)'. 
(4) ridyus LF< 'reduce'pas in: i de ridyus = 'he's getting leaner'. 
(5) ba to z LF C'baptised'jas in: a don bäptayz 'I've been baptized'. 
This last example is particularly typical in showing how the 
'passive' is expressed in Krio. It is reminiscent of an English structure 
like: 'the shoes sell'. Also very typical of Krio are expressions. in 
which a word is used as both a noun and a verb in the same sentence, e. g. 
(1) aw A go de go? (lit. ) 'how is the go going? ' _ 'how are things? ' 
(2) dA kam d'n käm (lit. ) ' the coming has come' _ 'the long expected 
arrival has taken placd. 
(c) Words multifunctional within closed classes: 
A few cases of this feature occur. See, e. g. m2s (under 
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'Semantic Pitch Differentiation,. Other examples are: 
(1) usay HF < 'whose side' = 'where' (interrogative, adv., conj. ) 
also used as an interjection of disappointment, e. g. 
% 
si am? = 'Did you see him? ' Yu 
sä Uy (lit. ) 'Where' = 'I didn't! ' 
(2) f, L 'for' = 'for', as well as 'to' when preceding a verb in 
the infinitive, e. g. f läf = 'to laugh'. It can also be used 
as an auxiliary meaning 'should', 'ought to'; as in: a fý slip 
güd dis net = 'I should sleep well tonight. 
(d) Words used in both open and closed classes 
A few such examples have been found. Here are some: 
(1) midul LF ('middle' = noun, adjective, verb, preposition; as in*. 
(a) in midül smol = her waist is small'; 
(b) A midül fing' = 'my middle finger'; 
(c) den mfdü1 ml = 'they put me in theniddle'; 
i (d) ä kä midul 
Am- 'I camtbetween them'. 
(2) mek F ('make' = fioun, verb, conjunction; as in: 
(a) nä gud mek = 'it's a good make'; 
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(b)ä mek äm = 'I made it'; 
(c) ä se mek yu go = 'I said that you should go'. 
(3) of F L'off' = adv. prep. adj., verb; as in; 
(a) dl andül kam f= 'the handle came off' 
(b) i tek mf of A wok = 'he took me off my work's 
. 
(c) na mi of de = 'it's my off day' " 
(d) ä J)f ttn ök1'k = 'I finished work fitten'. 
We have also seen the examples of bien, bifo and znda 
(see Prepositions). 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
THE SEMANTICS OF REDUPLICATIONS 
As discussed in Chapter 11 above, reduplications in Krio are 
of two types: carry-overs and creolised types, which differ in some 
respects in their semantic characteristics. First, we consider carry- 
overs. 
15.1 CARRY-OVERS 
In both languages, almost all the items are highly informal 
or slangy in usage and many have synonyms for more formal or serious 
usage. Perhaps only items like: 'picnic' and, 'Walkie-talkie' in 
English have exclusively 'serious' denotations. As will be seen later, 
even these words are at least potentially depreciatory and less 'serious' 
in Krio. 
, 
To a great extent, phonaesthetics and onomatopoeia, nursery 
effect, hypocorism and playfulness, vowel alternation reflecting polarity 
in movement (/I/ - //e/> /a), /I/ - /17/)/i/ - /-a /) or, as in 
the case of 'tiptop'/tipt3p, reinforcing the sense, and the effect of the 
consonant contrastsiare shared by both languages. So are the following 
semantic fields: 
(i) Sounds: 
(a) barking: yäpyap, cf. 'yap-yap'; 
(b) game: pingp-3rng, cf. 'pingpong' 
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(ii) Trickery: 
ankipänki, cf. 'hanky-panky' 
(iii) Confusion: 
eltäskf. 1tä, cf. 'helter-skelter'; 
(iv) Worthlessness: 
so-Ln-so, cf. 'so and so'; rifräf, cf. 'riffraff', 
% n ýksnäks, cf. (k)nick-(k)nack(s); obo, cf. 'hobo'; 
(v) Alternating movements: 
sts'3, cf. 'see-saw'; zigi g, cf. 'zig-zag'; 
pingpong, cf. 'ping-pong' 
(vi) Secrecy: 'shäsh, cf. 'hush-hush'; 
(vii) Vacillation: d1lIdäli, cf. 'dilly-dally'; 
(viii) Arrogance/Vaunting: bläblä, cf. 'blah-bhah'; 
yapyap, cf. 'yapyap'; 
(ix) Intimacy: 3bn-)b, cf. 'hobnob'; niares-E*n-d i`ar£s, cf. 'nearest 
and dearest'; 
(x) Retaliation: tit-f3-tat, cf. 'tit for tat'; 
(xi) Excellence: tipt9A, cf. 'tiptop'; 
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(xii) Smallness: ttniwini, cf. 'teeny-weeny'; 
(xiii) Exaggeration: güdfgü% di, cf. 'goody-goody'; 
(xiv) Fullness: ch40abi k, cf. 'chock-a-block'; 
(xv) Games: t1tät4, cf. 'tic-tac-toe'/'tit-tat-toe'; piXngp'ng, 
cf. 'ping-pong'; 
(xvi) Pleasure: ip knik, cf. 'picnic'; 
(xvii) Balance: fiftl-fifti, cf. 'fifty-fifty' 
(xviii) Order: wan-bay-wäiz, cf. 'one by one'; bak-to-bak, cf. back- 
to-back; siSnde-to-sinde, cf. 'Sunday to Sunday'; 
(xix) Summation: Esf-tra-Fsetra, cf. 'etcetera, etcetera'; 
(roc) Interjection:. ip-ip-ip, cf. 'hip, hip, (hip)'. 
Alsolall the other nursery words. 
Already, we can see that the majority of the 'carry-overs' are 
from semantic fields that at least suggest disapproval. A closer look 
at the individual items reveals that all 'carry-overs', with the possible 
exception of the following, are either decidedly and exclusively 
depreciatory or pejorative in connotation or potentially so. This is 
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not always true of their English cognates. Even what might be considered basic 
nursery words like mama, papa and wiwl behave this way. The only 
/ 
exceptions seem to be the following: wok1týki and tats . 
Here are some examples to illustrate the point: - 
1. 'Nursery' Words 
(a) mämä (b) pipä. In English, these two words tend to be 
restricted to upper class British usage. They are both nouns 
in the two languages but have an extended semantic significance 
in Krio. Apart from the basic denotation of 'mother' and 'father' 
respectively, their othermeanings are as follows. 
(I illustrate with päpä): 
(1) Papa Thm-ýis LHLH - (My) father Thomas; 
(2) Papa Th mas LLHF - 'Mr Thomas' (Here used as a prefixal 
term of address to any elderly man surnamed 'Thomas'; 
(3) Papa [pa: pa:: ] LH (nätrü 0: ) _ 'My dear (male) friend, 
it is true: (Idiomatically: 'You can say that again! '). 
The mere exclamation without the addition of nätru 0! 
carries the full meaning; this can be said to a male inter- 
locutor, young or old; 
(4) Papa LH Küshe sä = 'Hello, friend! ' (Term of polite 
address to an, acquaintance but not very close friend); 
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(5) Papa LH Gad I: = 'My Father God, 'help me! ' 
(6) Lük Äbf de kam wit m papa LH = (Lit. ) 'Look at Abi 
coming with her elderly (looking) boyfriend! 
' (Derisive). 
(7) Yu/ nä öl papa HL = (Idiomatically) 'You are too old- 
fashioned'*(in the clothes one wears or showing, other 
traits of a 
. 
much older man). It can also mean-. 'You are 
too big (in size)' (Derisive). 
In examples 1-5, papa can occur in any position in the sentences 
though it is commonly found in first position. In example 6, it is 
either medial or final in the sentence. It is usually premodified by 
of ('old') in e. g. 7. 
The same possibilities hold good for mama with the exception 
of example 5, for obvious reasons. 
(c) wiwi LH (noun and verb). Some people use the HL pattern 
(cf. English 'wee-wee') believing, perhaps, that it attenuates the 
supposedly taboo nature of the word if said with the LH pattern, 
especially in polite company. This word is also jocularly or threateningly 
used by adults, as in: 
if ä ändül yu, yü., go Awf = 'If I lay my hands 
on you you will surely wet yourself' (with the obvious implication of 
being compelled to behave like a child and thus being humiliated). 
Example in its normal usage: 
DibebI d-n wIw( 
'The baby has urinated'. 
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(d) J3 i-P: ) i LHLH. This is a proper noun in English and basically 
so in Krio too; but it can be used as a common noun to refer to a 
spoilt, pampered, petted child or grown man. Normally, though, it is 
used vocatively in sentence initial position with the last syllable 
prolonged to show fondness or tenderness; e. g. Jiff Pýji::, 
ä(w) 
yü. 
to? 
= 'Georgie Porgie, how are you? 
' 
It can occur medially, as in: 
na Jj(P: ")j f yon = 
'It is Georgie Porgie's. ' The reference is to any young child called 
'George's Ji . 
(e) tiniwini HHHH. This is an adjective in English, used almost 
exclusively to children. In Krio, it is also an adjective but it can 
function adverbially or ideophonically, as in: 
I 
smll tiniwini 
(idiomatically) 'It is very small!, or as a diminutive nickname for a 
child or person who is small in size, as in: L(f mf du, tinfw(nf _ 
'Leave me alone, you midget'. 
Used as a noun, its tones are LHLH. 
As an adjective, it can modify almost any common noun, e. g. 
ä get wan t(niwmni w1ski yä = 'I have just a drop of whiskey here! 
2. The next two words are not exactly of nursery origin, but have 
an 'unsophisticated' structure perhaps reminiscent of nursery types: 
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(a) pushpush LF This is a common noun in both English and Krio, 
though it is not as commonly used in English as it is in Krio. It is 
essentially derogatory in English - in the 1907 supplement of the OED, 
it is defined as 'a rude carriage impelled by coolies, used by travellers 
in some parts of India'. No similar derogation is connoted in Kriopthough 
it might be used derisively to refer to a car which . regularly needs 
a push. It also has a wider range of meaning in Krio and is essentially 
a humorous or informal alternative to the objects it denotes: 
(1) wheelchair; (2) pushcart; (3) bicycle; (4) temperamental car; 
(5) baby's pram. 
(b) taytay LF This is also of a depreciatory texture in English, 
which seems to have borrowed it from creole sources in this form. The 
OED defines it as 'a negro name for a string', alternative to, 'one of 
several cords fastened to a hammock and serving to tie it up in a roll'. 
The attenuating effect in Krio is perhaps caused by the reference to a make-do 
'string'/pbject used to tie something; e. g. pas ml sln taytay de = 
'Pass me a make-shift string'. 
The three words I have just discussed are bahuvrihi-type compounds. 
3. Sounds 
(i) Vaunting/arrogance: 
(a) blabla HH, (b) yap yap LL. In Krio,, there is a much stronger 
connotation of senselessness in the use of blabla)and only the meta- 
phorical meaning of yapyap is in common use. Both can be used as nouns 
and verbs but only yapyap is also a verb in English. 
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Examples: 
(a) 1. nämtn am, Na blabla 
i. de t%k -'Don't mind him. He is 
talking nonsense'; (noun) 
2. Ijis de bläbla ni"m' = He is only bragging/talking noisily 
and meaninglessly: (verb). 
(b) 1. Nits de yäpyäp = 'You are merely boasting'. (verb); 
2. Yeri di yapyap = 'Listen to the boastful talk . (noun). 
(ii) game 
cc rate- 
(a) Pingpong LH. Thun (p. 165) notes that 
Q 
also means 'a 
jewel fixed to a wire with a long pin at the end and worn 
in front of the cap'. It is a noun in both languages, but 
can have a derogatory connotation in Krio, e. g. Yd de pan 
Pingpong = (Id) 'You are neither here nor there/being 
treated without respect, like a ping pong ball'. 
4. Worthlessness 
(a) so-en-so HLH. This is a nominaL in both languages, used in 
informal speech. In Krio, only the disparaging meaning is present, 
unlike in English in which it can also mean 'a certain one', e. g. 
Yu men di so-eN 
"I n-so. = 'Do you really take the oaf seriously? ' 
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(b) rifraf HL. Noun in both languages. Its only meaning 
in Krio, however, is: 'the rabble, ' persons of the lowest class of 
the community'. This suggests a plural denotation. Although this 
particular meaning is the most common in current English, singularity 
is also obvious in some of its other meanings: (1)'wrangling, 
contention, tumult; (2) 'of inferior quality, refuse, worthless 
stuff'; (3) 'odds and ends'; (4) 'rudeness in verse' (Thun 
pp. 92,110,116,117,154). Also, it can refer to things (concrete 
and abstract) in English, but only to people in Krio. 
Example: I i*sde miks wit 
il kayn r{fraf = ýHe/she 
keeps mixing with the rabble'. 
(c) niksnaks HL. Noun in both languages. In Krio, it means 
'titbits, trifles, rubbish' (cf. Fyle & Jones p. 258). In current 
English, the word has the same basic denotation of 'titbits, trifles', 
(cf. Procter, p. 609: 'a small object of any type, used as an ornament 
for the house or clothing'. ) This shows that the connotations are 
opposite, since the underlying Krio nuance of 'rubbish' is not compatible 
with English 'ornament'. But Thun lists at least four other meanings 
of 'knick-knack', three from the OED and one from Partridge's 
Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English - some of which are 
potentially derogatory. They are: 
(i) 'an alternation of knacking sounds' (OED 1650); 
(ii) 'an instrument that produces knocking sounds as the 
bones' (0ED 1875); 
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(iii) 'a petty trick..... ' (OED 1875); 
' (iv) 'the female pudend. (In the plural only) (18th . -- 20th 
century) 'the human testicles' (Partridge's Dictionary) 
(see Thun pp. 50,63,123,173). Most of these meanings are 
apparently dated. 
fei 
E. g. of Krio use: :1 kayn niksnaks naim 
i bring kam na di os 
'He/she brought all kinds of trifles/rubbishy things into the 
house'. This word is used informally in English but in more 
formal styles in Krio 
5. (IntimacyYCloseness: 
(a) : )bn3b LH. Verb in both languages and with the same basic 
denotation. Procter (p. 536) notes that its English counterpart sometimes 
has a derogatory connotation, even though he defines it: 'to have a 
(pleasant) social relationship, as expressed in drinking together, talking 
and friendly behaviour', which is unmistakably complimentary. Marchand 
in fact maintains that 'hobnob' does not have a 'depreciative tinge' 
(p. 438); but, since his work was published ten years earlier than Procter's, 
the latter's is likely to be the more reliable as far as contemporary 
usage goes. In Krio, however, this word has always had the connotation 
of rowdiness and recklessness as a result of over-drinking. The following 
example illustrates this: 
Di dr3npp t(n din go wit im päd( dtm we den i'k de -Ibn3b 
'The drunkard has gone with his rowdy and reckless drinking pals'. 
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(Not restricted to any one style though usually informal). 
This example also illustrates how a word in one word class in 
Krio can be translated into another in English: 
(i. e. abn2b (Verb) > 'rowdy', 'reckness' (adj. )). 
6. 'Excellence' 
(a) tiptop HF. English 'tip-top' is used in the informal style 
as an adjective and an adverb. In Krio, tiptop is not restricted to 
informal use and is only an adverb. Though it has a superficiallrcomplimentary 
connotation, there is usually an underlying note of disapproval. This 
word collocates with drts, always occurring after it. E. g., 
I drEs tlpt, p kam mit mi se I de go makit = OHe (but more usually) she 
was dressed up (overdressed for the purpose) when she came to tell me 
she was (only) going to market'. 
7. Exaggeration 
(a) gudigudi LHLH. In English, 'goody-goody' is used as a 
common noun referring to a person; in Krio it is chiefly an abstract 
noun, as in: us käyn güd igüdf dät! = 'What (kind of) sanctimoniousness 
(is that): ' It us used colloquially in both languages and has the same 
sense and nuance. It may also be used adjectivally in Krio, as in: 
I de mek grid : rgVi = 'he/she is being sanctimonious'; and as an 
'agentive' noun-cum-adjective, in nicknaming, as in: Mämf gidfgidi 
(where mami is also disparaging) _ "mother', i. e. 'Miss or Mrs (young 
or old) sanctimonious. ' For this uselthe tone pattern may change to 
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LLHH, which is characteristic of tetra-syllabic reduplications when 
used for nicknaming. 
8. Fullness 
ch*kablak HLF. Adjective and used informally in both English 
and Krio, with the same meaning, but acrolectal in Krio, in which there 
is the suggestion of disorderly or random fullness, with an almost assaulting 
effect on the senses. 
E. g. Di 
öl 
pies iEs chikäbl k (id. ) 'The whole place is/was 
randomly full'. 
9. Pleasure 
piknik HF. Noun and adjective in Krio, cf. 'picnic', noun 
in English. In its adjectival use in Krio there is the derogatory 
connotation of disgusting abundance, as in: D(s nä p iknfk bif = 
(id. )'This is much too much meat'. 
It can also be used, in an exciting, metaphorical expression 
that has a calculatedly humorous and mildly disparaging nuance, to 
refer to a very fat person (especially woman): piknik rIs 
(lit. ) 'picnic rice', e. g. Lük we A niami plEnti Ilk piknik re-s (t 4Look 
thewoman is plenty like picnic rice'= (id. )'She is rather large and 
clumsy looking'. (The propensity to create similes of this kind is 
extremely great in Krio). 
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In all this, the link with the English meaning of 'picnic' 
is present. When it functions as a noun, the word means the same as in 
English, though it is acrolectal. The more common word for a picnic 
in Krio is äwtin 'outing', itself an English-derived word. 
10. Balance 
(a) fifti-fifti HLHL. Adjective and adverb, as in English; also 
informal. It does not refer to chances, though, as its English counterpart 
does. Krio sometimes has the added suggestion of determination, defiance 
and the desire to retaliate°rindicate the assertion of one's rights that 
are about to be usurped. 
Examples: 
(1) Ifyü ib mi nä do wi gö stieb 
ýl tin fift'1-fifA 
='If you throw me out we'll share all the stuff we've 
both acquired fifty-fifty'. (Wife to husband in 
quarrel situation). 
(2) If yü kip umän, m(sýf go kip man; fifti-fiifA 
ýIf you start an affair with somebody else, I'll do 
the same; fifty-fifty! 
11. Order/Regularity 
(a) wan-bay-wan HLF (1) adverb indicating position and relation- 
ship, e. g. Una kam wan-bay-wan = (Id. ) 'Come in single file/one after 
the other'. (2) Adverb of manner, with derogatory connotation, e. g. 
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D£n de go w1n7bäy: wan (LLH) = They are walking rather slowly'. 
This use contrasts with English 'one by one'. 
(b) bak-to-bak H-L-F (locative), L-L-F/H (adjective). Same 
basic meaning as English 'back(-)to(-)back', but could be uncomplimentary. 
Examples: 
(1) Äw, nä bak-tö-bäk ünä sldlm? 'How, is it back-to-back 
you are sitting? ' The suggestion here is that the 
people referred to may not be on speaking terms. 
(2) Na bäk-tö-bäk däns din de daps =(t&)'It is back-to-back 
dancing they are dancing'. This may be a particular style 
of dancing, but not being currently fashionable, there is 
a tinge of disapproval or criticism here. 
(c) 
_d. -to: 
2J nde Hl-L-HL (adverb); LL-L-HL (noun, adjective). 
'Sunday-to-Sunday' may be a West Africanism because it refers to the 
regular taking of the anti-malarial prophylactic 'daraprim'. The 
following examples illustrate its meanings: 
(i) (adv. ) ä kin du äm $zinde-to-S-5nde = 'I normally do it 
on Sundays'. Here it could be used as an adverbial 
phrase', i. e. 'S1. ndajto Sunday'; 
(iý) (adj. ) a din tek ml SOOnde-to-S3'nde m¬rEsin ='I have 
taken my Sunday-to-Sunday medicine'; 
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(iii) (noun) ä din tek ml s'nde-to-5, nde = 'I have taken my 
Sunday-to-Sunday (medicine)'; 
(iv) (noun) Idn wer in 53nde-to-S, nde = 'He/she has put 
on his/her Sunday best'. There is a slight suggestion 
of criticism here. 
12. Summation (The examples here are, unlike the others, meliorative). 
(a) £sE-tra-esetra LHL-LHL. Like English 'etc, etc', this word is 
colloquial, functions adverbially and occurs last in the sentence. The 
basic meaning of 'and so on' is denoted, but, whereas in English it is 
also used for serious purposes, in Krio usage it is almost exclusively 
confined to humorous circumstances or calculated to elicit at least a 
smile, born of admiration rather than derision, as in the example: 
Dis na MIsta 
Ölu Kol, B. A., M. A., M. Sc., SsEtra-ESEtra = 
'This is Mr. Olu Cole, B. A., M. A., M. Sc., etc., etc. ' 
Most of the time £sstra-ssEtra in no way implies that the 
list has not ended. 
(b) '1-in-, 1 H-L-F (adv. ), L-L-H (noun). As an adverb, it means 
exactly the same thing as English 'all in all' and is also used 
ie. g., g., : il-in-71 wi iniý'v = 'All in all, we enjoyed ourselves'. 
As a noun, it refers to a person on whom one is. entirely dependent or 
'one's only loved one', e. g. nami o= 'Iba entirely dependent 
on him/her' or 'He/she is my only loved one'. Compounds synonymous 
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with this word7or expressing the idea of dependency, abound in Krio and 
are usually English-derived, e. g. op-en- tr: os (L-L-H/F or H- L-F) 
('hope and trust' ); las-En-las (L L-F/H) (cf. 'last and last') 
wanshilin-rdp (LLL/F/H) (cf. 'one shilling rope); wand, zin (LLH) 
(cf. 'one dozen'). A variant of 31-in-21 is 
13. Protraction 
(a) nlvaneva LLHH. Noun, like English 'never-never'. It 
has the same basic meaning, but with a slightly derogatory connotation, 
which suggests that the reduplicated form has not diluted the meaning 
of 'never', as it has in English. In the sentence: ä Wipe f> räm dý n 
yet ö; na nivänf_vä = 'I haven't finished paying for it yet; it's on 
the never-never', there is the implication that the speaker probably 
does not intend to finish paying for the item in question; . English 
'never-never' in 'never-never land'also has a complimentary meaning. 
This usage does not exist in Krio. 
14. Complacency 
(a) ladida HLH. Cf. English 'la-di-da', adjective. In Krio, this 
word is an abstract noun meaning'easy, comfortable thoughtless 
enjoyment". 
There is no suggestion of affectation, derision or stylishness 
as in English. It is also used informally. 
E. g. Yu de pan lädidä (id). 'You are steeped in carefree enjoyment'. 
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To summarise this section, relatively few reduplications that 
are 'carry-overs' from English are to be found in Krio. Only fifty- 
eight carry-overs out of a possible 2,000 plus reduplications in English 
have been examined here. Many sense groups/semantic fields are represented, 
but usually, only by one item. There is no apparent motivation for the 
choice. Usually, the denotations, in particular, are similar in both 
languages, but there are a few items which covet a wider range of meaning 
in English than in Krio. Fewer are items covering a wider range in Krio. 
Connotations tend to be wider in Krio and more disparaging. Note also 
that the idea of 'excessiveness', 'intensity' or 'superlativeness' is 
always present in the use of most of these words. These kinds of connotation, 
which have been discussed in my examination of the individual items, tend 
to be the unique feature of the carry-overs. 
Sometimes, there are differences in word classes. In both 
languages, most of these words provide an informal way of expressing 
'intensity' economically. 
±52. CREOLISED TYPES 
We may first consider the relationship between simple and 
reduplicated forms from the point of view of word class conversion and 
multifunctionality. Semantic considerations are consequently inevitable. 
One must warn, though, that nothing like an exhaustive treatment of 
this phenomenon is undertaken here. 
J 
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The point has been made by several scholars (including 
Mafeni (1971) p. 104; Echteld (1962), pp. 151,169-173; Bailey (1966), 
Todd (1974) pp. 19-20,55; and Hancock (1977,1980) that pidgin and 
creole languages use reduplication as a means of expanding their vocab- 
ulary, inter alia. Some even suggest that every word is potentially 
reduplicable, but this is doubtful, since many particles, for example, 
in Krioare definitely not reduplicable. 
Word class conversion is very common. When the simple form of most 
action verbs becomes reduplicated, we may get different word classes, and 
changing the tone pattern of the reduplication can yield further word 
classes or modifications to the word classes as well as semantic differ- 
ences, if only subtle. (Semantic pitch differentiation. by itself, in fact, 
may give us different word classes 
j. 
This is also true for reduplications 
made from other word classes as base. Examples from verbs as base are 
as follows: 
(1) kit F (cf. English 'cut') (verb) '1. cut, divide, cut off, 
separate, trim, reduce etc.; be cut. 2. circumsize; 
3. run away; 4. copulate'(in this sense, it is also a noun). 
cf. k, tk, t HF(a) (verb) _ 'cut repeatedly, indiscriminately'; 
(b)(adjective) = 'torn'; 
LF (a) (verb) = 'cut indiscriminately'; 
(b) post modifying element of nicknaming construct, as in 
bib; kätkot 'boy fond of cutting things'; 
(c) bahuvrihi noun referring to a person e. g. 
na m k3tk't 'it/she is his/her regular lover' (cf. 4th 
meaning of kot. 
*See Chapter 16. 
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(2) k-Dba HL (cf. English 'cover). '1. conceal, protect, 
protect from disgrace; 2. crowd over (person or thing); 
3. (of several people) shout down (person), prevent (person) 
from being heard or from making an effective contribution; 
4. use a coverlet in bed; 5. copulate'. 
This word is also a noun = 'a cover, covering'. 
cf. k3bak, ba LLIfL 
(a) (verb) = 'engage in act of concealing crime, disgrace, etc. '. 
(b) (adjective) as in; din de pän k3bäk, 3"bä layf ' 'they live 
a life of concealing crime'; 
(c) (adverb) as in din de du äm kibäkib`a 'they are treating 
it with unhealthy secrecy'. 
HLHL (verb) 'wrap up, cover (object) well'. 
As has been noted, this is a highly productive phenomenon. 
Other examples like räd ti rEdr d, v 
ip kplk and älä ýv ää-älä 
have been treated in C pier t1 above... More immediately come to mind, 
% like: (lie)b läyläy, e (play),., le le, mek (make) -V 
mekmek, äs (pass)#v as äs, t9n (turn)/\/ t; ntin, bah (bend) -v 
b'nb. 
Some examples of noun and adjective-based words are as 
follows: 
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1. k, ni LH (English 'cunning') (noun & adj. ) 'cunning, 
cleverness; cunning, clever, full of tricks'. 
cf. k7nik, ni LHLH (adjective) 'very clever at trickery'; 
attributive noun post modifying 
ämämä (a kind of masked 
devil noted for its cunning in theft) in the isolated 
expression iä` ama kinfGnI. 
2,. tru F (English 'true') (noun & adj. ) 'truth; true'. 
cf. trutru LF (a)(adjective) 'real'; 
(b) (adverb) 'truly, indeed' 
HF (a) (adjective) 'very true'. 
3. bita HL (English 'bitter') (adjective) 
(a) 'bitter to the taste'; 
(b) (of woman) ugly. 
cf. bitabita LLHL (noun) 'gall bladder' 
HLHL (adj. ) 'very bitter'. 
We have seen other examples like brököbrökö, bäkäbäkä and 
begabeg , which are also only few of the great number of words that are 
thus versatile. Note also yanda HL (place locative) 'yonder'. When 
reduplicated to yandayanda HL4HL, we get a euphemism for a place where 
secret/amorous activities take place, not necessarily far away, known 
to the interlocutors but not referred to by name, either because of the 
presence of other people or because the speaker wishes to tease his 
interlocutor. For example: vgl de gö yändäyanda E? may mean 
'Are you going to visit your boy/girl friend? 'or 'Are you going to 
the particular place where you indulge in a particular clandestine 
activity known to both of us'. Yändäyändä can also be used as a noun - 
a euphemistic reference to the female sex organs. 
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There is general agreement among scholars that this type of 
reduplication in pidgins and creoles helps to reduce the number of 
homonyms, extends the meaning of the simple form, serves to intensify the 
simple form, may express plurality or abundance and is used in the 
distributive sense (Todd 1974; Hancock, 1980). A comparison of Krio 
with another creole language, in this respect, is useful. Let us take 
Jamaican Creole. The examples given are from Bailey (1966), p. 16. 
She says: 
In Jamaican Creole, most of the words are simply 
iteratives with varying meanings 
e. g. waswas - 'swarm of wasps' from 'was' 'wasp'; 
robishrobish - 'garbage' - both items referring 
to the abundance of the item referred to in the 
simple. form; 
wanwan -ä few isolate ones'; 
distributive 
likl-likl - 'bit by bit' 
taak-taak - 'talk continuously' repetitive, habitual action 
bait-bait - 'whip constantly' 
raga-raga -. 'ragged' 
mashop-mashop - 'completely wrecked' 
emphatic 
attributives 
huoli-huoli - 'having countless holes 
The suffix -i added to verbs to form adjectives with the 
meaning 'having been .... ed! -Such forces are also usually 
reduplicated, as in uki- uki, 'having pricks in many places', 
from juk 'prick', a though the simple form uki is also heard. - 
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Although not everything quoted here fits Krio exactly, we 
notice many parallels. All the ideas signified are represented in Krio, 
though not all the words have similar Krio forms. 
e. g. robish-robish, mashop-mashop, raga-raga and huoli-huoli do not 
exist in Krio, but instead there are nastinastiLLHL, masmas IS, 
chakachaka LLHH and olol HF with similar meanings; for taaktaak 
cf. Krio Ok&, for likllikl, Krio iffiiI1l, for biitbiit, Krio 
bitbit. 
We have also seen that the opposite of intensification, ' diminution, 
may be intended (p. 467). 
Reduplication may also be used with ideophones e. g. kýngking 
cf11 'knockknock', chfpchEp 'sound of walking'. 
We must now note a distinction be Teen reduplication merely to 
'intensify' the meaning of a word, which is a general underlying function 
of the phenomenon, and reduplication to. expand its meaning, if not 
completely change it. Here are some examples: 
1. Intensification: 
(a) lililili LHLH (cf. Eng. 'little') = very little; 
(b) aksaks HF (cf. Eng. 'ask') = ask persistently; 
(c) pas as HF (cf. Eng. 'pass') = pass frequently. 
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2. 
3. 
Expansion, 
(a) btnbtn LF (cf. Eng. 'bend') = crooked; 
(b) shekshek LF (cf. Eng. 'shake') =a rattle; 
(c) wakawaka LLHL (cf. Eng. 'walkt) = promiscuous. 
Change 
(a) yandayanda HL''HL (cf. Eng. 'yonder') = the genitals; 
(b) sopsop LF (cf. Eng. 'soap') = flatter to advance one's 
selfish ends; 
(c) brabra HLH (cf. Eng. 'brother') = eunuch. 
Finally, here are some examples of semantic fields represented 
as a result of reduplication: 
1. Parts of the body 
simple form reduplicated form 
biabia LLHL (cf. Eng. 'beard') 
'beard'; 
pis F n/v 'urinate' pis is LF (cf. Eng. 'piss' 
'penis (of a child)'; 
k5S 
Z. 
, simple form reduplicated 
form 
_ leg->b LLHH 
(cf. Eng. 'gullet') 
_ 'gullet'; 
bita HL adj. 'bitter, ugly' bita-bita LLHL (cf. Eng. 'bitter') 
'gall bladder'; 
blo F v. 'breathe' bl_ LF (cf. Eng. 'blow') 
'breath'; 
bon F n. 'bone(s)' bonbon LF (cf. Eng. 'bone') 
'skeleton'; 
aY nda HL (loc. ) 'yonder' yandayanda HLHL 
(cf. Eng. 'yonder') 
_ 'the genitals'. 
Insects 
simple form reduplicated form 
bc. t F v/n 'bite' bt HF (cf. Eng. 
'bite) 
'a biting insect'; 
_ was was LF 
(cf. Eng. 'wasp') _ 'wasp 
-b gbýog LF 
(cf. Eng. 'bug') 
white ant, termite'. 
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3. Sexual Relations 
(a) copulation 
simple form 
kot F n/v (means 'copulate-, 
"copulation', in one of its 
uses) 
reduplicated form 
f_k Ek LH (cf. Eng. 'Jerk') _ 
'copulate' 
k3tk, t LF (cf. Eng. 'cut') 
'occasional lover'; 
kech Fv 'catch' kechkech LF (cf. Eng. 'catch') 
'occasional lover, one night stand'. 
(b) impotence 
Dnkul LH n. 'uncle' 2 nkulonkul LH41H (cf. Eng. 'uncle') 
biol LH int. 'behold' biolbiol LOLH (cf. 'behold) 
bra H n. 'brother' brabra HyH (cf. 'brother') 
The meaning of the above three 
examples is 'impotent man!. 
(c) promiscuity 
om F v. 'jump' om om LF 
waka HL v. 'walk' wakawaka LLHL promiscuous 
as F v. 'pass' as as LF 
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4. Rough/vigorous activity 
simple form reduplicated form 
ala HL v. 'shout' 
iomp Fv 'jump' 
kis Fv 'abuse' 
5. Food 
bin F v/adj. 'burrýt)' 
cham Fv 'chew' 
saws F adj. / 'sour' n. 
'sorrel' 
chaf F n. 'chaff' 
ala-ala LLHL (cf. 'holler') 
quarrel; 
om om LF (cf. 'jump') _ 
agile, agility; 
k: )sk--! )s LF (cf. 'curse') _ 
quarrel; 
katakata LLHH (cf. 'scatter') _ 
confusion. 
bonbon LF (cf. 'burn') = (noun) 
charred food at bottom of cooking 
pot; 
chamcham LF (cf. 'champ') _ 
snack; 
sawasawa LLHL (cf. 'sour') 
'sorrel'; 
chafchaf LF (cf. 'chaff') 
the chaff of food; 
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simple form reduplicated form 
pik F v. 'pick' pikpik LF (cf. 'pick') - snack, 
bits of food; 
roe F n. 'rope' roprop LF (cf. 'rope') - 'stringy, 
juicy mango'; 
sw. l F v, adj. 'swell, swollen' sw(. lswEl LF (cf. 'swell') _ 'vari& 
of rice which increases in size 
when cooked'. 
6. Duplicity 
simple form reduplicated form 
tin Fv 'turn' Ont2n LF (cf. 'turn) = 'deliberate 
delay for evil purposes'; 
k: )ba HL v/n 'cover' k, bak3ba LLHL (cf. 'cover') = 
'secrecy, surreptitiousness'; 
kkzin LH n 'cousin' 
oli HL adj. 'holy' 
k, zink, zin LLHH (cf. 'cousin') 
'clandestine lover pretending 
to be cousin'; 
olioli LLHH (cf. 'holy') 
'sanctimonious'. 
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This particular field has a very long list of members since 
yet another important function of reduplication seems to be to express 
the connotation of dishonesty, duplicity. 
I have in no way mentioned all the fields in which creolised 
reduplications are found. But these are some of the most important. 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
IEXICAL IN OVATIONS IN KRIO 
16. i Lexical Splits 
Two types of lexical splits may be noted. The first type 
is as a result of what Allsopp calls 
I Semantic Pitch Differentiations 
(1980,. p. 92) - two (or, in a few cases, three) words derived from 
the same cognate and distinguishable by tonal modification alone. 
The second kind has been subheaded: Change of Form without change 
of pitch/tone - doublets or triplets derived from the same cognate 
at different periods and distinguishable by other phonological means 
than by tone. In both kinds, the lexical split may bring about a 
change in word class, or, in the odd case, a radical change in 
meaning. 
16.1.1 Semantic Pitch Differentiation 
This feature has been dealt with under 'Stress-Tone Cor- 
respondences' (see Chapter 7 ). The following examples demon- 
strata the variety of possibilities: 
(i) Eng: 'belong to'> (1) blant F main verb = (2) 'plant L auxiliary = 
'belong to' 'used to'; 
(ii) 'done' > (1) don H- perfective (2) don F (ä) main verb 
auxiliary = 'have' = 'finish', 'be 
finished' (b) adverb 
= 'completely'; 
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(iii) Engi 'corner' ) (1) Iona HL - (a)noun = (2) k na IH - noun = 
'corner'. (b)verb = 'secret lover' 
'put in a tight spot' (short for 
(c) adverb a 'in the kkr kýnä, see 
corner'. 'very near' 'Reduplications'= 
(iv) 'sorrow'. > (1) sýro HL - (a) abstract (2) s, ro IH - common 
noun = 'sorrow' noun = 'sorrowful 
. 
looking person's 
(v) 'baby' > (1) bebi HL - common noun' (2) bebi IH - common 
= 'girl friend', 'at- noun = (a)'a 
tractive young woman' 
(vi) 
- viii   
(viii) " 
newly born baby', 
(b)'the pupil of 
the eye', (c) 'doll', 
(d) in negative 
constructions - n6eb 
bebI = 'not a little', 
(e) female name j 
'coral' (1) k, ral HL - common noun (2) kiral Iii - common 
='coral, imitation noun = derogatory 
coral' term for Indian, 
Syrian or Lebanesep 
'story' > (1) stori HL - noun/verb = (2) stori LH - noun = 
'a lie', 'tell lies' 'a story'; 
'loving' 7 (1) lbvin HL - adjective = (2) 13 vin LL - first 
'loving' element of com- 
pound noun, e. g. 
1, vin-i» y LL-H 
(loving boy) 
'male sweetheart'. 
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l-)vin b, mp LLF 
('loving bump') 
'Kart on the cheek' 
(3) 15vin Iii - noun ='person who is dear to one'; 
(ix) eng: 'ugly' > (1) 'gli HL (acrolectal) (2) Egli LH - noun = 
adjective = 'ugly' 'an ugly person= 
(x) "' uncle' > (1) nkul HL (familiar (2), 3nkul III = 'uncle'; 
humorous) - term of 
address to male adult 
(xi) 'Thomas' ? (1) T, m, s HL (surname) _ (2) Timis IH (first 
'Thomas' name) _ 'Thomas'; 
(xii) " 'must' > (1) mos F- auxiliary of (2) mos L- 
determination, e. g. (a)auxiliary of 
%ä m"s bit 'am ='I'm 'obligation', e. g. 
determined to beat him' a m-ps th am =`I 
ought to tell him, ' 
(b)auxiliary of 
'politeness', e. g. 
m, 3s kam ya = 
Please come' 
(c)auxiliary of 
'defiance', e. g. 
yü amens k. L ='I 
defy/dare you to 
come; 
(xiit) " 'Sunday' ) (1) Sande HL - proper (2) sonde IH -common 
noun = 'Sunday' noun = 'One's 
Sunday best(clöthes)'. 
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16.1.2 Change of Form Without Change of Pitch/Tone 
Many more instances of this kind of multiple derivation 
have been discovered. The following are some of the observations 
that may be made about them: 
(a) In most cases, doublets occur, as will be seen below. 
In a few cases, however, triplets occur, e. g.: 
English Krio 
(1) blind. (adj. /v) > (a) oldest: b1En F (i) verb, as in, 
n3 b1En ml = 'don't dazzle me', 
(ii) adjective, as in, b_ 
'you are blind'; 
(b) more recents blayn F (i) adjective (acro- 
lectal), as in: na bläyn bfgä 
_ 'he's a blind beggar'; 
(c) most recent: blaynd F verb = (in soccer) 
'to kick a ball hard against 
a player', as in: a blaynd am 
wit dl bal ='I kicked the ball 
hard against him'. 
(2) just (adv) > (a) oldests is F (i) adverb"= 'just', 
only just', e. g. ä is kam = 
'I've only just come'; 
(b) more recenta Es F (1) adverb = is 
(ii) adverb. =. 'as soon as', 
e. g. jEs as a r%h de %i bis 
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English Krio 
IýLn W3 = as soon as I arrived 
he appeared too', 
(iii) noun - first element of 
the compound jEskam LH ='a 
new-comer'; 
(c) most recent: 3s H acrolectal variant of is 
and 6s in both adverbial uses. 
Of the three forms, is is the 
most restricted in usage, tending to occur only 
with the verbs of motion kam and go. Unlike 
j: is, however, is and Es may be compounded 
with nn to give the variant forms ism and 
esn3, which, with the HL tone pattern are 
adverbials, meaning: 'just now', 'a short time 
ago'; and with the HH tone pattern, are conjunc- 
tions, meaning: 'lest', 'for fear that'. 
(3) strong (adj. ) ) (a) oldest: tranga HL (i) adjective = 'hard', 
'difficult', 'durable', 'sturdy', 
'strong', (of a person's features) 
'not smooth or delicate', 'matured'; 
(b) more recent: trop F (i) adjective = all the 
meanings of tranga apply but 
with attenuated force, since tranga 
tends to have superlative conno- 
tations. Some collocations are 
only idiomatically possible with 
trong, however, e. g.: 
(a) a want tr, ng kolmät =I want 
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a matured coconut', 
(b) i fut don tr3ng na gn = 
'his feet are now strong enough 
to support him'; 
(c) most recent: strop F (i) adjective ='powerful', 
'concentrated', 'highly connected, 
well provided for', (of drink) 
'alcoholic', hence (ii) noun = 
'(a)strong drink(s)', 
Examples: (i) as an adjective: 
tit( yü str*ng = 'girl, you are 
highly connected/well provided 
for'; (ii) as a nouns Yu g 
Et eni 
string de? = 'have you any strong 
drinks there? ' 
(4) stand up (v) ) (a) oldest: tanap HF (i) verb = 'to confront', 
archaic and 'superlative' variant 
of tinap, e. g. I tänap pan äm ff 
m, 3nf = 'he confronted him for 
his money'; 
(b) more recent: tim/nap LF (i) verb = 'to stand 
(up)', e. g. tin4p yhndä = 'stand 
over there'. 
(b) Reduplicated forms may be made from simple forms, yielding 
doublets, e. g.: 
(1) 'corner'> k3na HL/IH (corner, clandestine lover)> 
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k3nak3na LUiH (clandestine lover); 
(2) 'blow' > blo F (breathe) > bloblo LF (breath); 
(3) 'piss' ) pis F (urine, urinate)> ip spis LF (child's penis); 
or triplets, e. g.: 
(1) 'thief's of F (steal, thief)) tiftif LF (steal persis- 
tently), tifitifi' LLHL (a habitual thief); 
(2) 'pinch') pinch F (pinch) pinchpinch LF (habitually nibble), 
pinchipinchi LIHL (person who habitually nibbles 
or pinches); 
(3) 'catch' 7 kach F (get, experience), kech F( catch, seize, 
acquire) > kechkech LF (occasional lover). (See 
'Reduplications' for more examples). 
We now concentrate on doublets. Antt. la (1972, p. 102) 
claims that: 
when changes leave behind old forms without ousting them 
completely, there is a universal tendency for the inno- 
vating form to carry the primary semantic function of the 
old linguistic sign. The old form is pushed aside for 
some peripheral or secondary meaning. 
In Krio, the example of liba HL and liva HL < 'liver' may be cited 
in support of this assertion - the former and older form now being 
used to mean 'audacity' (the liver supposedly being the seat of the 
emotions) and the latter to refer to the liver of a human being or 
an animal. More examples of this pattern are noted below. 
However, other examples show that an older form may not always be 
relegated to a peripheral meaning. Examples are: 
farm 
(i) 'house' gives the old: os F and the more recent form 
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aws F. The older form refers to house in 
the primary sense of . 
'domicile', while the 
more recent aws, when not used to form com- 
pounds like awsboy LF (houseboy), awskipa LHL 
(housekeeper), refers tos (a) 'a division 
of the school . especially for sports compe- 
titions', or (b) 'the Sierra Leone House 
of Parliament'; 
(2) 'bread' gives the old form: bred F and the more recent 
form bred F. Although bred is used in some 
acrolectal idiolects to refer to 'bread (made 
of flour)', increasingly, its reference to 
'money' (daily bread) - cf British and American 
slang usage - is becoming widespread, while 
bred remains 'bread (made of flour)'. 
(3) 'grind' gives the old form: gren F and the more recent 
form grayn F. The older form retains the 
basic meaning 'to grind' while the more recent 
grayn is a colloquialism for 'to eat'. 
Other characteristics doublets demonstrate are as follows: 
(1) The later form may take derivational affixes, e. g.: 
(a) "head' ,> earlier forms ed F, later forms Ed F ., v 
din HL = 'heading'; 
(b) 'help' > F, "QF ti 
Elpin HL ='helping', 
*, l pa HL = 'helper'; 
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(c) 'self' ) earlier form: ssf F, later form: self F, ,. l 
selfish HL = 
'selfish' 
(d) 'work' ) wok F, "" wok F.., 
wokin HL = 
'working', 
wýnka HL * 'worker'; 
(e) 'drive' > drth F, drayr FrJ 
dra va HL = 
'driver', 
drayvin HL = 
'driving'. 
(2) The later form tends to be more amenable to compounding. 
Some earlier forms do become elements of compounds, 
(the other element of which is also an earlier form) but 
later forms, because of increasing decreolisation, are 
coming into Krio with more and more compounds that are 
possible with them as. first or, less commonly, second ele- 
ments. Examples are as follows: 
(a) 'bed' ) earlier form: bed F> compound forms: 
(i) bedshit LF = 'bed. sheet', 
(ii. ) bedspring LF 
'bedsprings'; 
later forms bEd F compound formst 
. 1(i) bEdpan LF = 'bed pan', 
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(ii) bedrum LF = 'bedroom', 
(iii) bEdshit LF = 'bedsheet', 
(iv) bedso LF = 'bed sores', 
(v) b¬dspred LF = 'bed spread', 
(vi) bEdspring'LF 'bedsprings'. 
(b) 'head' > earlier form: ed F; ý compound- forms: 
(i) eclat LF (head hurt) = 
'headache', 
(ii) edbon LF (head bone) 
'the skull', 
(iii) edman IH = 'heat. man' _ 
later form: Ed F> compound forms: 
(i) Man LF = 'head band', 
(ii) £. dbay HF = 'head boy', 
(iii) Edbýl HF = 'head ball', 
(iv) dý -drts LF = 'head dress', 
(v) Edek LF =' headache', 
(vi) Fdkwata HHL = 'head- 
quarters' 
(vii) Edlay HF = 'headline', 
'(viii) tdlayt HF = 'headlights', 
(ix) edmasta HHL = 'headmaster', 
(x) £dmistrE. s HHL = 'head- 
mistress'. 
(c) 'egg' > earlier forms eg F> compound form 01 
later forms F> compound forms > 
(i) £gbita HHL = 'egg-beater'. 
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(ii) sh IH = 'egg shell = 
(d) 'tooth/teeth'> earlier form: tit F> compound forms: > 
titat LF = 'tooth- 
ache'; 
later forms tuth F> compound forms: 
(i) tuthbr3sh = 
'toothbrush ', 
(ii) tuthek LF = 
'toothache', 
(iii) tuthpest LF = 
'toothpaste', 
(iv) tuthpik LF = 
'toothpick'. 
(e) 'shop' ) earlier fora: shay F compound form> 0 
later form: ship F compounds forms: > 
(i) sh, 3pb, y LF = 
'shop boy'. 
(ii) sh, 5pkipa IRL = 
'shopkeeper'. 
(iii) sh, )pmasta LHL = 
'shopmaster', 
(iv) shDplist LF = 
'shoplist'. 
(3) Some doublets only differ in collocational possibilities1e. g. 
(a) 'hard > earlier forms at F, later form; ad F= 'hard' 
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at cannot be used instead of ad in the 
following collocations: 
(i) ad d4 = 'hard day', 
(ii) äd äsh = 'hard cash', 
(iii) yf äd lä = 'hard life, 
(iv) äd layns = 'hard lines', 
(v) äd lebe _ 'hard labour', 
(vi) äd l3k = 'hard luck', 
(vii) a1 män = 'hard(difficult)man(to deal withl, 
(viii) as tayms = 'hard times'. 
(b) 'eye' > earlier form: yay F, later form: ay F= 'eye'. 
The following collocations with rya would 
be unidiomatic with : 
(i) yäy de däns (eye is dancing) = 'eye 
twitches' -a sign that a person is 
shortly to receive a message, 
ý (eye is down) _ 'person (ii) yäy d4 P 
is humble', 
(iii) yäy de na trit (eye is in the street) = 
'person is unsatisfied with home and 
finds the streets attractive', 
(iv)"yäy din öpin (eye has opened) = 
'person has become worldliwise', 
(v) yäy kam ddrj (eye has come down) _ 
(a)'sick person is looking better', 
(b)'wayward person is now behaving 
normally'. 
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Similarly, the following collocations 
with would be unidiomatic with yes 
(i) ay drops = 'eye drops', 
(ii)-äy loste n= 'eye lotion', 
(iii) ay opIna = 'eye opener', 
(iv) ay 3f pit. = 'eye of pity', 
(v) a' wftn4ts = 'eye witness'. 
(c) 'let' > earlier form: 1F- H, later form let F= 'let'. 
The following collocations with IF, would be 
unidiomatic with let: 
(i) lE ä si = 'let me see', 
(ii) 1e" G; d n" Rri (let God not agree) 
'May God forbid! '. 
n' bi (let it not be) = 'ray 
it not happen! ', 
(iv) wi se (let us say) = 'let us suppose', 
(v) 1 -wi týA (let us talk) = 'let's have 
a chat'. 
The following collocations with ]., E-t would 
be unidiomatic with 1£: 
(1) 1¬1 at sikrdt ='let out a secret', 
(ii) it aýwt (let out) = 'make dress larger 
by letting it out at the seams', 
" (iii) lit dawn (let down) = (a) 'let down, 
lower hem(of dress, to make 
it longer)' (b)'disappoint', 
(iv) itt lus (let loose) = 'become wayward', 
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(v) it 3s pre (let us pray) = (a) exhor- 
tation to prayer, 
(b) (humorous) comment on 
the profusion of obscene 
language'. 
(d) 'night' i earlier form: net F, later form: nayt F= 
'night'. The following collocations with 
nSt would be unidiomatic with na t: 
(i) nSt big (the night is big) ='amazing 
things happen at night', 
(ii) nEt böd (night bird) = 'the owl', 
(iii) nEt chach (night church) = 'night 
(church) service'. 
(iv) n&t wok (night work) = 'work done 
only at night', 
(v) nPt tim (night time) = 'the night', 
'in the night'. 
The following collocations with avt 
would be unidiomatic with net: 
(i) nä a^wl (night owl) = 'person who 
regularly stays out at night 
for social purposes', 
(ii) näyt füd (night food) = 'sexual 
intercourse', 
(iii) nä lä = 'night life', 
(iv) näyt sävis = 'night(church)service'. 
(v) nayt say1 iäan = 'night soil man'. 
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(e) 'soft' earlier form: saf F, later form: soft F= 
'soft'. The following collocations with 
saf would be unidiomatic with sifts 
(i) saf at (soft heart) _ 'tenderness of 
heart', 'tender-hearted', 
(ii) säf r9s (soft rice) = 'rice cooked'in 
too much water', 
(iii) säf bed (soft bed) = 'cosy, comfortable 
bed', 
(iv) säf gin = 'soft ground', 
(v) säf yäy = (soft eye) = 'tenderness of 
heart', 'tender-hearted'. 
The following collocations with s, ft 
would be unidiomatic with saf: 
(i) s'ft ansä (soft answer) _ 'a polite reply', 
(ii) sift drink = 'soft drink(s)', 
(iii) sift kä1ä = 'soft colour(s)', 
(iv) sift myüzik = 'soft music'. 
(v) s'ft spit = 'soft spot'. 
(4) Some doublets only differ lectally or stylistically. 
Here are exampless 
Krio , ', " English cognate Meaning 
(a)('ef*) aks F: (basilectal), 
( if*) ask F (mesolectal/ 
acrolectal) ask ask 
* of = earlier form, if = later form 
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Krio English cognate Meaning 
(b) (ef) as F (basilectal) 
(1f) 3sh F (mesolectal/ 
acrolectal) hush expression of 
sympathy 
(c) (ef) almatan LLF (basi- 
lectal) 
(lf) amatan LLF (mesolec- 
tal/acrolectal-) =. harmAttan harmattan 
(d) (ef) amaka LHL (basilectal) 
(1f) amzk LF (mesolectal/ 
acrolectal) hammock hammock 
(e) (ef) adu LH (basilectal/ 
mesolectal) 
(lf) awdu LH (acrolectal) how do how do 
(f) (ef) bElt F (basilectal) 
(lf) bglch F (mesolectal/ 
acrolectal) belch belch 
(g) (ef) branb LH (basilectal/ 
informal) 
(lf) br, df, nb LUI (meso- 
lectal/formal) brother-in-law brother- in-law 
(h) (ef) ch3stik LF (basilec- 
tal/mesolectal) 
(lf) chuinstik LLF (acrolec- 
tal) chewing-stick chewing-stick 
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Krio 
(i) (ef)-chu it HL (basilectal/ 
stylistically superla- 
tive) 
English cognate Meaning 
(if) styupid HL (mesolectal/ 
acrolectal) stupid stupid 
(j) (ef) blif F (slang) 
(lf) bl3f F (colloquial) bluff bluff 
(k) (ef) llk F (colloquial) 
(lf) layk F (affected) like like 
(1) (ef) lili HL (colloquial) 
(lf) litul HL (affected) little little 
(m) (ef) Pamayn LF (colloquial) 
(lf) pam, yl LF (affected) palm oil palm oil 
(n) (ef) natay LF (basilectal/ 
mesolectal) 
(lf) n LF (acrolectal) nut oil nut oil 
(o) (ef) tikit HL (basilectal) 
(lf) tikEt HL (mesolectal/ 
acrolectal) ticket ticket 
(5) Some doublets merely distinguish between archaic 
forms and current ones or show dialectal differences. 
Here are examples: 
Krio. ' English cognate Meaning 
(a) (ef) bErtful LLF (archaic) 
(lf) belful IMF (current) bellyful filled, well-fed 
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a 
Krio English cogn ate Meaning 
(b) (ef) asis HL (archaic) 
(if) ashis HL (current) ashes ashes 
(c) (ef) bikful LF (archaic) 
(If) bigful LF (current) big fool stupid/foolish 
(d) (ef) bus F (archaic) 
(if) bush F (current) bush bush 
(e) (ef) dayf F (archaic) 
(lf) day F (current) dive dive 
(f) (ef) distaj LF (archaic) 
(lf) dischaj LF (current) discharge discharge 
(g) (ef) fis F (archaic) 
(if) fish F (current) fish fish 
(h) (ef) gwata HL (village 
dialects) 
(lf) gata HL (Freetown 
dialects) gutter gutter 
(i) (ef) of L (archaic) 
(lf) if L (current) if if 
(j) (ef) kasara LHL (Fourah 
Bay dialect) 
(lf) kasada LHL (other 
dialects) cassava cassava 
(k) (ef). Pun F (archaic) 
(if) spun F (current) spoon spoon 
(1) (ef) shem F (archaic/ 
provincial) 
(if) sem F (current) same same 
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Krio 
(m) (ef) snek F (archaic) 
(lf) snek F (current) 
English cognate Meaning 
snake snake 
(6) Some doublets are essentially distinguishable by the 
different word classes they function in. Here are 
examples: 
0 
(a) 'bastard'> earlier forms basta HL (adjective) = 'bastard', 
'more than the usual amount, 
degree or kind of', as in: 
(i) rnm(n A bästa däg _ 
'don't mind the bastard dog' 
(applied to a person), 
(ii) ä de go slip s, m 
bästa slip = 'I'm going 
to sleep for very long, 
later forms bastad HL (noun) = 'bastard', 
as in: " mEn di bastad = 
'don't mind the bastard'; 
(b) 'best' > earlier forms bEs F (i) (verb)'act as best 
man or groomsman at a 
wedding', as ins nä tin de 
bEs Im br: 51a = 'he'll be 
bestman to his brother', 
(ii) (adjective) 'best', 
as in: nä di bEs tin ' 
'it's the best thing', 
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later form: bist F (i) (adjective) 'best', 
as in: na di bist os = 'it's 
the best house', (ii)(noun) 'the 
best', 'one's best', as in: 
ä de du A be^. st'= 'I'm doing my 
best', (iii) (adverb) 'well', 
as in: a 
ft äm bs'st = 'I enjoyed 
it very much'; 
(c)''knife' ) earlier form: nEf F (noun), 'a knife', as in: 
gý 
A n1*f ='give me a knife', 
later form: nayf F (i) (noun) (acrolectal), 
'a knife', (ii) (verb) 'to knife', 
as in: I nä äm = 'he knifed him'; 
(d) 'against' > earlier forms Bens F (verb) 'to cause a surfeit', 
as ins i gens 
mi = 'I've had 
too much of it', 
later form: age s/eZens (preposition) 'against', 
as in: i de agens A= 'he's 
against me'; 
(e) 'cost' earlier forms kos F (verb) 'to cost', as in: 
S. k: s mi tEn sEnt = 'it cost 
me ten cents', 
later form: kost F (noun) 'the cost', as in: 
na dl kost dät = 'that's the cost'; 
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(f) 'hump' ) earlier form: 3m F (verb) 'to hump', as in: 
i ým ým bäk = 'he humps his back', 
later form: o mom, F (noun) 'a hump' as in: 
A kQtl In imp = 'the camel's 
hump'; 
(g) 'down' > earlier form: d (adverb) 'down', as in: 
i de = 'he'is downstairs', 
later forms dawn (verb)(i) 'to gulp down', 
as in sä dawn 
A büz = 'I 
gulped down the booze', 
(ii) 'to put down', as ins 
din dawn A injln = 'they 
put down the engine's 
(h) 'force' > earlier form: fos F (verb) 'to force', as ins 
i fos ml _ 'he forced me', 
later form: fos F (noun) 'physical force', 
as in: 
i 
yuz fps = 'he used 
force'. 
(7) Some doublets undergo semantic differentiation. 
These form the largest subcategory. A basic meaning 
is implicit in both forms, but each form refers to 
a different aspect of the concept. Here are examples: 
(a) 'bag' > earlier forms bays F (noun) = 'old ragged 
sack', 'clothes that are dirty, 
ragged, ill-fitting', 
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later form: bad F (i) (noun) = 'a bag or 
sack', -'a paper container', 
(ii) (noun) = 'a measure of 
grain or vegetables in a sack', 
(iii) (verb) = 'to deceive'; 
(b) 'bladder' ) earlier form: b1Eda HL (noun) = 'a football 
bladder', 'any membrane that 
can be inflated like a balloon', 
later forms blada HL (noun) _ 'the human or 
animal bladder' -a humorous 
synonym for the human bladder 
is iP sbäg (pissbag); 
(c) 'breakfast') earlier forms brtkf: )s LF (noun) _ (i)'first 
meal of the day', (ii)(espe- 
cially for menial workers) 
'the luncheon meal', 'lunch 
break', 
later forms bz kfas LF (noun) = 'breakfast'= 
(d) 'breast-: ". 
pocket'> earlier form: br 3 IH (noun) 'handker- 
chief in breast pocket of coat', 
later form: brg. spokit IRL (noun) = 'the 
breast pocket of a coat'; 
(e) 'dollar' > earlier form: dala HL (noun) ý 'money'(slang), 
later forms d3la HL (noun) 'the dollar', 
'wealth'; 
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(f) 'drive' > earlier form: drib F (verb) = 'to drive 
somebody or something away', 
later form: drams F (i) (verb) "to drive a 
car', (ii) (noun) 'a drive'; 
(g) 'heavy' > earlier form: ebi HL (adjective)(i) 'weighty', 
'slow to move', (ii) 'very 
important', 'serious'(of a% 
matter), as in: d(s kes we yu 
gi A f3jzij ebi = 'this matter 
you've asked me to resolve is 
serious', (iii) 'very expensive/ 
showy' (of articles of dress), 
later form: Zvi HL (adjective) = (i) 'heavy' 
(acrolectal), (ii) 'great'(of 
music or social gathering), 
'attractive' (of a young girl), 
(iii) 'near expected date of 
delivery'(of a pregnant woman); 
(h) 'help' > earlier forms UF (verb) = (i) 'to help' 
(ii) 'to help raise to the 
head. ', 'to raise to the head', 
(iii) 'to die' (K. E. D. p. 94). 
This meaning looks like a case 
of divergence, which is dis- 
cussed below. 
later form: SIP F (verb, noun) 'to help', 
'help'; 
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(i) 'head' > earlier form: ed F (noun) _ (i) 'the head of 
a human being or animal', 
(ii)'the brain of a human being', 
(iii) 'the top or topmost part 
of anything', (iv) 'the mind', 
(v) 'cleverness', 'wisdom', 
later form: Ed F (i) (noun) = 'leader', 
'chief', 'one who sets the 
pace/gives orders', 
(ii) (verb) = (a) to lead or 
be in charge of', (b) 'to 
strike(a ball)with the head'; 
(j) 'fork' > earlier form: fak F (noun) = 'forked stick 
with rubber band, used as a 
catapult', 
later form: f: ýk F (noun) _ 'fork for 
eating's 
(k) '. fast' ? earlier form: fas F (adjective) _ 
(i) (of movement, activity) 'fast', 
'quick', '(ii) (of timepiece) 
'showing a later time than is 
correct', (iii) 'firm', 'steady', 
later form: fast F (adjective) (i) pre- 
cociously versatile', 
(ii) 'expert in getting one's 
way with the. opposite'pex'; 
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(1) 'find' > earlier form: f¬n F (verb) = (i)'to look for, 
'to find', (ii) 'to visit' -a 
case of divergence - (iii) 'to 
invite' (a quarrel), 'to try, 
to acquire' (wealth), 
later form: faynd F (verb) = 'to consider, 
think, or come to a conclusion 
about', e. g.: ä fäynd dis bük 
fAný = 'I find this book funny' ; 
(m) 'fight' > earlier forms f tt F (noun, verb) 'a fight, 
struggle', 'to fight, struggle', 
later forms fat F (noun) 'a boxing match'; 
(n) 'carry' > earlier form: kEr F (verb) = 'to take some- 
thing/somebody to', 
later form: kart HL (verb) _ 'to travel far' 
(of sound), e. g.: yu v ys de käxr 
= 'your voice travels far'. 
(o) 'court' > earlier form: kot F (noun) 'a court of law', 
e. g.: den k& am go kot = they 
took him to court'', 
later formt kot F (noun)(i) 'a court 
building/division', e. g.: 
a de na Kit Ni'mba Wan = 'I'm 
in Court No. I', (ii) 'a 
tennis court'; 
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(p) 'lime' i earlier form: 14. m F (noun) 'the lime 
fruit or tree', 
later form: laym F (noun) 'lime cordial 
drink'; 
(q) 'mat' > earlier form: mata HL (noun) = 'mat for 
spreading on the floor', 
(especially of locally grown 
raffia or cane), 
later forms mat F (noun) = 'door mat or 
table mat'; 
(r) 'nobody' > earlier form: n3b, 2di HLH (pronoun) = 'nobody', 
'no-one', 
later forms nob3di HLH (noun) = 'an 
inconsequential person'; 
(s) 'spit' > earlier form: pit F (noun, verb) = 'spittle', 
'to spit', 
later form: spit F (i) acrolectal variant 
of pit, (ii) (noun) = 'child 
who looks very much like 
his/her father/mother'; 
(t) 'street' > earlier forms trat F (noun) = 'any street 
or road', 
later form: strit F (noun) acro- 
lectal variant of trat, 
(ii)part of the name of a street', 
e. g. Ast Str1t = 'Kissy Street'; 
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(u) 'stop' > earlier forms tap F (verb) (i) to leave 
off, desist from' (ii) 'to 
reside', 
later forms stop F (i) (verb) = acrolec- 
tal variant of tap, 
(ii) (noun) = (a) 'a stop or 
ending', (b) 'a halt', (e. g. 
bus stop); 
(v) 'white' ? earlier form: wet F (adjective) = 'white', 
'whitish', 'faded', 
later form: wayt F (adjective) = 'white'. 
(8) Divergence 
In a few instances, one of the doublets has under- 
gone such a radical semantic change that genuine diver- 
gence has resulted, e. g. above (see also Anttila, 
ibid, who notes that 'when a paradigm splits into two 
there is a possibility that functions which earlier 
shared a form can become independent signs', and gives 
'shade/shadow' as an example. More examples from Krio 
" are as follows: 
(a) 'business'> earlier form: bisin HL (verb) _ 'to care, 
be concerned about', e. g.: 
a bisin b ýt mi w, k = 'I care 
about my work', 
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'business'> later form: biznE, s HL (noun) = (i) 'a 
business concern', (ii) 'one's 
affair'. e. g.: dät n'a m3 bfznls 
= 'that's my affair', 
(iii) 'a big celebration' 
e. g. wA gk biznis = 'we have 
a big celebration'; 
(b) 'both' > earlier forms bof F (nourl/verb) = 'to play 
for both sides in a game 
where there is an odd number 
of players', 'the odd player 
in such a game', 
later forms bot F (verb) = 'to gang up 
against', 'to beat by such 
a means'; 
(c) 'drop' > earlier forms drap F (verb) = 'to arrive 
(unexpectedly)' 
later form: d F. (noun/verb) a 
drop of something, (ii) 'to 
drop by accident or design', 
'to drop somebody off a vehicle', 
(iii) 'to fail an examination'; 
(d) 'jump' ) earlier forms om F (verb) = 'to jump' 
later forms' Azmp F (noun) _ 'an afternoon dance'; 
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(e) 'enough' > earlier forms n: 7f, F (adjective) _ 'many', 
'plentiful', 'much', 
later forms in3f LF (adjective) = 'just enough'; 
(f) 'stone' earlier form: ton F (noun) = 'the penis', 
later form: ston F (i) (noun) = (a) 'a stone', 
'any hard mineral substance', 
(b) 'the disease arteriosclerosis', 
(ii) (verb) = 'to throw stones at'. 
(9) Hypercorrections 
In a few cases, doublets have resulted from hyper- 
correction. The form bat F, for example, seems to 
have been regarded as the correct form for English: 'bet' 
(to wager). It gained wide currency and has apparently 
also been used to distinguish the word for 'to bite/ a bite', 
which is bEt F, from the word for 'to wager', which is 
ba t F. Recently, however, bet has also acquired the 
meaning 'to bet (wager)'. Similarly; sk, la HL (verb) 
'to hold fast by the collar' - is the hypercorrected 
form of k3la PU., (noun) 'the collar'. Also, split F is 
the earlier, hypercorrected word for 'pleats', and plat F 
the later form (see Chap*er Five on /j before 
/p, t, k/). 
....... ...................... _...... -- (i0) Items Polysemous or Homonymous in English but formally 
---------------------- - differentiated in Krio 
It is not always easy to determine whether the items 
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are clear cases of polysemy or homophony since items that 
look like simple cases of homophony may in fact historic- 
ally be polysemous. Several examples of such items have 
been noted. Here are somes 
(a) 'board' (i) 'piece of wood' > Krio: bod F, 
(ii) 'a committee' i "sb, d F. 
(b) 'break' '\, (i) 'to (cause to) separate into parts 
suddenly or violently') Krio s brok F, 
(ii) 'a pause for rest' >: b . 
It F. 
(c) 'company Iv (i) 'companionship' > Krio : k, mpin HL, 
(ii) 'a business concern' >sk mpni HL. 
(d) 'kind' ti (i) 'type' > Krio : kayl F, 
(ii) 'benign' >"s ka rid F. 
(e) 'lift' 'L (i) 'raise' > Krio : lif F, 
(ii) 'an elevator', 'a free 
ride in a vehicle' >2 lift F. 
(f) 'mind' 1/ (i) 'to care for' ? Krio : mEn F, 
(ii) 'the mental faculty' >": ma d F. 
(g) 'post' (i) 'an upright pole' Krio : ohs F, 
(ii) 'a position', 'the mail' >": post F. 
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(h) 'scratch' A/ (i) 'to; tcratch'. .'i 
Krio : krach F, 
(ii) 'an acceptable standard', 
as ins 'up to scratch' > "' : skrach F. 
(i) 'stick' 'V (i) ' a piece of stick' Krio : tik F, 
(ii) to fix' > : stik F. 
(j) 'side' I/ (i) 'a part, place or division' > Krio s say F, 
(ii) 'the human side' (part of 
the body) )"s sayd F. 
(k) 'favour' `L (i) 'resemble' > Krio : fiba HL, 
(ii) 'encouragement', 
'generous treatment' %: fev5 HL. 
(1) 'watch' '1. (i) 'a time piece' ) Krio : wach F, 
(ii) 'to watch' > of : wach F. 
16.2 Folk Etymology 
Allsopp's 'Phonological Shift in Transmission' (1980,. p. 98) 
seems an appealing alternative to 'Folk Etymology' since it accurately 
describes what happened in the early stages of the development of Krio. 
However, if we consider an example like aligeta-p UL LI. K[r-HL = 'maleguetta 
pepper', we would see that something more than a mere phonological 
shift seems to have taken place. Fyle and Jones (op. cit. p. 10) give 
the item as a case of conflation between 'maleguetta' and 'alligator'. 
'Alligator' was probably the more familiar word, and also apparently 
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seemed quite logical. As Rotimi puts it (op. cit., p. 296) this folk 
etymologising has created in aligeta-pEp£ 'a new image of. gustatory 
virulence analogised with that reptile'. 
The item: dFfinish5n LTHL = 'defamation'. -- as in the'phrase: 
dEfinlsb, n 3f käräktä = 'defamation of character', is an instance of 
what A1lsopp (ibid, p. 95) would calllmisascription, i. e. 'the ascri- 
bing of the wrong sense... to a word... of the target language ... and 
the ... adoption of such sense... in... mesolectal levels'of the creole 
language. Again, here, dEfinish, n apparently used to be more familiar 
than the incoming difämes1in. 
Other examples of folk etymology that may be genuine instan- 
ces of phonological shift in transcription to a more familiar word 
are: 
(a) b Flt F, cf 'belch' = 'belch' (see p. 505 above), -'bElt' 
'belt' was apparently more familiar; 
(b) files F, cf 'fits' = 'periods of sudden loss of con- 
sciousness'. No decreolised alter- 
native exists. fiks ( 'fix' was 
apparently more familiar; 
(c) f3lfes LF, cf 'false face' = 'a mask'. No decreolised 
alternative exists. E61 <'fowl' was 
apparently more familiar; 
(d) k3fi-, da u NL, of 'curfew order' = 'curfew'. No de- 
creolised alternative exists. k,., fi 
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'coffee' was a more familiar concepts 
(e) kongo-il IL-F, cf 'conger-eel' 'conger-eel'. No 
decreolised alternative exists. 
kongo 4 'Congo' is a more familiar 
concept; 
(f) kr s-bri LF, cf 'cross-breed' = 'cross-breed'. The 
decreolised kr sbrid has become 
more common. brij < 'bridge' was a 
more familiar concept; 
(g) pLnsul HL, cf 'pestle' _ 'pestle'. No decreolised 
alternative exists. pFnsul < 'pencil' 
was a more familiar word, though not 
necessarily concept. To distinguish 
'pestle' from 'pencil')Krios some- 
times uses lid peisul = 'lead pencil', 
and mä tä pisül = 'mortar pestle'; 
(h) potmantul LHJ, cf 'portmanteau' = 'portmanteau'. No 
decreolised alternative exists. 
mantul < 'mantle' was apparently a 
more familiar word; 
(i) plant F, cf 'plait' = 'to plait hair'. No decreolised 
alternative exists. plant < 'plant' was 
apparently the more familiar word, though 
not necessarily concept. 
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CHAPTER $EVENTEN 
SEMANTIC MODIFICATIONS 
17.1 Introduction 
Perhaps the most important observation that could be made about 
English-derived words in Krio is that a large number of them undergo some 
kind of semantic modification either in their transition to, or during 
1 
the period of their existence in Krio. It is, therefore, fitting that 
the phenomenon of Semantic Modification should be discussed in the last 
chapter of this thesis. 
We have seen how even grammatical words may undergo semantic mod- 
ifcation (e. g. t* .Z). A few further examples are: 
(1) sEf F< 'self'. Apart from being a particle that may be suffixed 
to pronouns to form reflexives, e. g. misff HF, cf. 'myself', 
dEnsef HF, cf. 'themselves', this word is also an adverb in Krio, 
meaning: 'in fact, even, also, in addition', as in: (a) ON s(f 
bin g de = 'Even Olu/Olu also went there'; 
(b) sf, we a no 
A am, a jes go= In fact, when I didn't see 
him, I just went away'. 
(2) usef HF < 'yourself'. Apart from having all the English meanings 
of 'yourself', this word also means: 'you yourself', as in, 
YüsEf no se na lay = 'You yourself know it's a lie'. Also, 
The point has been made that some words have a one to one semantic 
correspondence (see pp. 391&39'f. ). 
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if said on a low pitch and with conspicuous vowel lengthening, 
this word can mean: 'I'm surprised at you! as in: 
% tank se a go biliv yu egen. Yu:: 
s 
g:: f. _ Yu 
'Do you think I can ever believe you again! I'm surprised 
at you! ' 
(3) dis F< 'this'. As a demonstrative pronoun, this word shares 
all the meanings of its English cognate. It can also carry 
the connotation of contempt when it is used to refer to a person 
considered contemptible by the speaker, as in Dis. I ný bF 
ý, tp. 
'This so- and-so is good for nothing: ' 
We have seen ('Sources' -p. 4.00 ) that some English-derived 
words still retain meanings that are now obsolete or archaic in current 
English. Parebul LHL"('parable, for example, has the primary meaning 
of: 'proverb' in Krio -a meaning now labelled 'archaic' (in Chambers, 
p. 959), for the English cognate. Also, one of the current meanings of 
bebi LH 4 'baby' in Krio is 'a doll' -a meaning now obsolete for the 
English cognate, (ibid, p. 92). Even within Krio, English-derived words 
may undergo semantic change, acquire additional meanings or lose some 
of their meanings. There is the interesting case of smok F4 'smoke', 
for example, which, apart from corresponding to the meanings of English 
'smoke', also used. to mean: 'eat' (see, e. g. the last stanza of Gladys 
Hayford's poem: Mende 1 nyä swit 0- in Jones, 1957, p. 3). This 
meaning is now obsolete in Krio. English-derived words that are used 
as slang in Krio seem to be affected most, e. g. 
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(1) bat F< 'bat'. Apart from meaning 'bat' (the winged mammal), 
this word has been used as slang for 'prostitute', 'promis- 
cuous young woman' and 'girlfriend'. It has dropped the 
meliorative meaning of 'girlfriend' but still retains the 
pejorative meanings of the other slang denotations; 
(2) bes F ('baste'. Apart from 'stitch together', this word has 
also been used as slang for 'woo', but this meaning is now 
archaic and bt1 F (cf. Temne bflma ) is now in greater currency. 
(3) krach F< 'scratch'. This word is: (1) a noun, i. e. , a)scratch 
or mark made by scratching'; (b)'illegible writing'; (ii) 
a verb: (a), 'to scratch', (b) 'to itch', (c) 'write illegibly', 
(d) (slang) 'have sexual intercourse (with a woman)'. This last, 
slang, meaning is now archaic. 
(4) tul F <'tool'. Apart from its use as a noun, meaning: 'a tool', 
this word used to be used as a verb also, meaning: 'to copulate'. 
This meaning is now obsolete. 
In a few cases, the word itself has receded to the status of an 
archaism, as in the example: dem F ('dame', which has only been used as 
slang for: 'girl friend',. 'attractive woman'. 
An example of a word that has undergone an interesting change 
in meaning is tan ens HF c 'stand against'. The meanings of this word 
that are recorded in K. E. D. (p. 359) are the now obsolete ones: 
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1. cry used during World War II by workers 
being conveyed in open trucks with only 
standing room. Hence, 2. v. engage in esp. 
low level but remunerative job, often on 
a shifting or temporary basis. 
Tangens tim, i. e. the era of World War II, therefore, according to an 
informant, used to be a period of plenty, in which houses were even wall- 
papered (and people wrapped their tobacco)with pound notes. Nowadays, however 
few Krios below the age of thirty would know these meanings of the word. 
The current meanings are: 'old', 'old-fashioned', 'out-dated', as in: 
us käyn tangens stäyl yü wirsö? _ 'what old-fashioned style of clothes 
you are wearing'. Nevertheless, this change in meaning may not be as 
radical as it seems when one considers the historical reference of the word 
to times earlier in the century. Another example may be used to show 
why: nä din klos yä dem bIn de wEr tängens tm= 'these are the kinds 
of clothes that people wore during olden days, i. e. (presumably) World 
War II times. 
Not many examples like ta ngens have been found. What seems 
more common is the incidence of words that have recently acquired an 
additional meaning(s) while retaining their older meanings. Here are 
examples: 
(1) fent F< 'faint'. In addition to the meanings it shares with 
the English cognate, Pent has also, within the past twenty years, 
acquired the related meanings: (1) 'suspect' (ii) 'come 
into awareness of'. It sometimes collocates with pan 'upon', 
as in the following examples: 
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(a) I fent pan wi p lan = he suspects our plan'; 
(b) If yu fent let yü go sSr*i = 'if you come into awareness 
(of the situation) too late you'll be sorry! ' 
This virtually antonymous modification of the meaning 
of 'faint' is so striking that one might even consider the 
possibility of regarding it as a mere homonym of feat < 
'faint', with a possibly non-English source form. 
Another such word is: 
(2) b3l FG 'ball', which shares the following meanings with its 
cognate form: (a) 'ball to be thrown, hit or kicked', (b) 'little 
ball of food'. While in Krio, it also came to mean: (a) verb 
(1) 'to throw ball as in cricket, bowl in cricket', (2) 'to make 
uncooked food into little balls', (3) 'curl oneself up to sleep, 
sleep with a woman', (b) noun - 'a round sum of money'. Within 
the past twenty years this word has acquired patently and 
conceptually unrelated meanings: (1) verb = 'to fail an exam- 
ination'; (ii) adjective = (of 4-party, dance or social gathering) 
'great'. Examples: 
(i)'aw di £gzäm? l' Bra, a b31'. 'how did you fare in the exams? 
Brother, I failed: 
(ii) di päti bol, sä! = 'the party was- really great'. 
Again, radical change in meaning from the English 'ball' leads 
one to wonder whether we are not really dealing with a 
homonymous word from a non-English source. 
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. he following three examples are less in dispute, since the 
additional meanings are less radical: 
(3) k3nfam LF < 'confirm'. The meanings of this word and of 
its Englishcognate largely overlap. K3nfam also means: 
'be confirmed, i. e. admitted to full membership of a church'. 
Recentlylit has acquired the additional meaning, or perhaps it 
would be truer to say that it has undergone semantic extension 
to mean: 'of good quality', 'very agreeable'. It is usually 
used in negative constructions, as in: d's myüztk n" kýnfäm 
'this music is inappropriate/disagreeable'. 
(4) plan F <'plan'. Apart from tharing the meanings of the cognate 
form 'plan', plan has also lately acquired the extended meaning: 
'to dupe', as in: lnniz'1 f3 plan mi ö= 
'it's 
not easy to dupe 
me, you know'. 
(5) 3pret LF < 'operate'. Apart from the meanings this word shares 
with its cognate form, it has. recently taken on the function of 
a euphemism for 'to commit an act of violence, e. g. armed robbery 
or thuggery during electioneering', as in: nä Isttn di t3fmän 
dEn ipret nä n't = 'the thieves committed their burglary/ 
atrocities in the East End last night'.. * 
Before going on to discuss the main kinds of semantic modification 
that occur in English-derived words Ja Krio, a final word on the pattern 
observed for Examples (1) and (2) may be stated. It recalls what Alleyne 
refers to as 'the fusion of semantic opposites' (1980, p. 114-115), a 
feature 'observable in Afro-American dialects', which 'suggests a lexicosemantic 
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pattern characteristic of Afro-American dialects which bears some 
relationship to the syntactic pattern of passive conversion which itself 
involves some fusion of transitive and intransitive'. Alleyne gives the 
examples: 1E. n for 'lend' and 'borrow', wer for 'wear and 'put on', 
lan for 'learn' and 'teach'. * He suggests a possible though not definite 
relationship with West African languages, citing Mende sihä 'borrow', 
'lend'; &a 'teach', 'learn'. To emphasise the ostensible lack of 
discrimination between 'borrow' and 'lend' among some Krio speakers, bo'rö 
HL may also be used to mean 'lend'. More examples of this kind of 
fusion of semantic opposites are: (1) fen F <'find' = 'find' and 'look 
for', as in: 
(a) wetfn yu g f(n de? = %Ihat were you looking for there? ' 
(b) a dan fsn am = 'I've found it'. 
(2) kam F< 'come' = 'come' and 'go', as in: (a) ä de käm = 'I'm 
going' (This use of kam is telegraphic in the sense that it implies 'I'm 
going with the intention of coming back (soon)'); (b) ä dan käm = 
'I've come! ' 
(3) memba HL < 'remember' = 'remember' and 'remind', as in (a)ä nimrmbä = 
'I don't remember', (b) msmbä ml = 'remind me'. 
One recent such fusion has come about through the use of pafy"um 
LF . 'perfume' _ 'perfume' as a euphemism for 'bad odour'. 
Another, different, kind of 'fusion' is noted by Anttila (op. 
cit. p. 138): 'habitual linguistic collocation may become permanent, 
*but see 'Sources, p. 'foi 
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and if part of the collocation is lost, the remainder changes meaning, 
when it takes on the semantics of the earlier phrase'. Two examples 
from Kriö d not exactly fulfil this prescription, but 
orth 
noting, 
are: 
(1) shut krab HF < 'shoot crab' = 'fail in a venture'. Although 
shut has not been lost, it is possible to use krab with the 
complete meaning of shut krab. 
(2) wichkraft HF 'witchcraft' = 'witch', 'witchcraft'. Kraft 
can also be used to mean 'witch'. 
From many of the English-derived words that have been given as 
examples in this thesis, it may have been noticed that the concept and 
semantic range of the English source form are seldom congruent or coincident 
with those of the Krio cognate form - we may note, for example, the items 
that have been cited so far in this chapter; the examples of btf, tik, b18, 
p_O 1 balg, mzt and kech (p. 4-V -6 ); and further examples like: 
(1) sup F< 'soup'. English: 'soup' has the following basic meaning: 
'the nutritious liquid obtained by boiling meat or vegetables in 
stock' (Chambers, op. cit. p. 1292). Krio: sup, on the other hand, 
is a generic name for all kinds of stews, soups and sauces cooked 
in oil, water or palm-oil - hence there are, among other kinds, 
frä sü ('fry soup' (meat and/or fish fried in vegetable or 
palm oil with or without vegetables); bwel sip <(boil soup), 
PEP' sup <'pepper soup' and watasup < 'water soup' (meat and/or 
fish boiled in water with pepper, salt and onions, etc. ); 
plasäs(su'p) < 'palaver sauce (soup) (vegetables, meat, fish and 
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condiments cooked in palm oil); so, an English-type 'soup' 
is only one kind of a Krio-type sup " and not a typical 
one at that. 
(2) kom F <. 'comb'. English: 'comb' has the following basic 
meanings: (1) noun = 'a toothed instrument for separating 
and cleaning hair, wool, flax, for graining paint, etc.: 
anything of similar form: the fleshy crest of some birds: 
the top or crest of a wave, of a roof, or of a hill: an 
aggregation of cells for honey' - verb (transitive) = to 
separate, to arrange, or clean by means of a comb or as if with 
a comb: to dress, with a comb: to search thoroughly: to beat 
(5hak. ) - verb (intransitive) = 'to break with a white form, 
as the top of a wave'. (ibid, p. 259). In Krio, kom only has 
the senses of: (1) noun: a toothed instrument for separating 
and cleaning hair', (2) verb - 'to comb hair', and (3) verb - 
'to beat mercilessly' - another example of a meaning now archaic 
(if not obsolete) in English (it is recorded as Shakespearian 
usage), but current in modern Krio. 
(3) wesF ('waist'. English 'waist' has the following basic meanings: 
'the smallest part of the human trunk, between the ribs and the 
hips: a narrow middle part of an insect: the part of a garment 
that lies round the waist of the body: a woman's blouse or 
bodice (U. S. ): the narrow middle part, as of a musical instrument: 
the middle part of a ship'. (ibid, p. 1527). In Krio, the basic 
meaning of wes is 'the buttocks'. It can also mean 'the anus'. 
By extension, it can be used to refer to 'the bottom part of 
(particularly a tree )I. The Krio word commonly used to refer 
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to a person's waist is midul HL, as in: ml mfdü1 nä tätl 
_ 'my waist measures thirty'. However, acrolectal forms like: 
rawnd west < 'round waist', west band 4 'waist band' and west läyn 
('waist line' also occur. 
In some cases, even when the meanings or concepts overlap, the 
primary meaning of the word in English may be secondary, rare (e. g. highly 
acrolectal) or not found at all in Krio - wes is one such example. The 
converse is also true. This sometimes means that connotations not present 
in the English source form may develop in the Krio cognate, or, alter- 
natively, the Krio cognate may lose some of the connotations of the 
English source form. Here are examples: 
(1) basin HL<'bargain'. The EngLibh form means: (1) noun: 'a 
contract or agreement: a favourable transaction: an advantageous 
purchase' (2) verb (intransitive): 'to make a contract or 
agreement: to chaffer: to count (on), make allowance (for a 
possibility)' (3) verb (transitive): 'to lose by bad 
bargaining (with 'away')'(ibid, p. 105). In Krio, the sensesof 
'haggle' over the price of goods and of 'agreement'and'contract' 
are secondary to the sense of 'conspire', (mek bägln) and 
'conspiracy', as in dim mek bägin f3 lay pan am = 'they 
conspired to tell lies about him'. Note the pejorative 
connotation in the Krio cognate, which is absent in the English 
source form, which in fact, has mainly meliorative connotations. 
(2) ejent HL <'agent'. The English form means: (1) noun: 'a 
person or thing that acts or exerts power: any natural force 
acting on matter: one authorised or delegated to transact business 
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for another: .... a paid political party worker: a secret 
agent, spy', (2) adjective: 'acting: of an agent' (ibid, 
p. 23) In Krio, the sense of 'one authorised to transact 
business for another' is now secondary if not archaic, and the word 
now primarily means: 'person who can be relied on to demonstrate 
a particular unsavoury activity', hence a b1 ab%2di 
e1Lnt 
is a notorious busybody, a bädw2d ejent is a disgusting user 
of obscene language, a sitfäyä ej&t is aperson who is well 
known for instigating quarrels. Again, note the pejorative 
connotation in the Krio form, which is absent in the English 
source form. 
(3) gkspashiet LLLF 4 'expa. t. iate'. The English form means: 'to 
walk about: to range at large (usu. fig. ): to enlarge in 
discourse, argument, or writing' (ibid, p. 459). The Krio form 
means: 'to speak in a rude or vulgar manner', as in: 
we ldan ýkspäshtet nä In skill d3*n dEn ge fa drib am f3 bad kondikt 
'he was driven home from school for bad conduct because of his 
rude manner of speaking'. In this example, a shift in meaning 
has taken place and the result is a word with a pejorative 
connotation, again, unlike the English cognate form, which has 
a complimentary connotation. 
(4) aý lut HL ( 'galoot'. The English form is a slang word for 'a 
soldier: - a marine: a clumsy fellow '(ibid, p. -533). LThe Krio 
form is an adjective, with a complimentary connotat. on, 
meaning: 'huge'', 'hefty' (of persons). 
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(5) shak F4 'shack'. The English source form is an uncomplimentary 
word denoting 'a roughly built hut' (ibid. 1242), while the Krio 
cognate is a recently-acquired slang word for any kind of house - 
from a hut to a mansion. 
(6) ship F< 'shop': Apart from the meaning of: 'a building or 
room in which goods are sold' (ibid. 1252) (and the corresponding 
verbal usage of this nominal denotation) shared by the English 
and the Krio forms, the English form has other meanings[e. g.: 
to imprison, or cause to be imprisioned (slang): 'prison (slang)... : 
to betray (someone), e. g. to inform agains (him) to the police 
(slang)'(ibiý)] which are absent in Krio. 
(7) lay F< 'lie'. In English, 'lie' can be used as a noun, meaning: 
'a false statement made with the intention of deceiving: any- 
thing misleading or of the nature of imposture'; or as a verb 
meaning: to utter a falsehood with an intention to deceive: 
to give a false impression' (ibid, p. 759). Krio lay has the 
same meanings. In addition, it can also mean: (1) adjective - 
'nosy', 'prying' (pejorative); (2) verb - 'to gossip (in a 
meliorative sense)', 'tell juicy tales about other people'. 
% 01 tu lay = 'you are too prying'; (2) 1iä kä lay Examples: (1) yü 
= 'let me give you a juicy piece of news'. 
(8) bang F< 'bang'. English 'bang' is a noun, meaning: 'a heavy 
blow: sudden loud noise: explosion', (figuratively) 'thrill', 
burst of activity, sudden success; a transitive verb, meaning: 
'to beat: strike violently, slam, as a door: beat or surpass'; 
an intransitive 'verb, meaning: 'to make a loud noise: slam'; 
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an adverb, meaning: 'with a bang: abruptly' (ibid, p. 100). 
In Krio, bang is a noun and verb (transitive and intransitive) 
with the primary meaning 'hit or slap resoundingly', 'ibf vehicle(s) 
collide(with)'. It also has the meliorative usage: 'reach 
(of exciting news or anything desirable)'. Examples: 
(i) If ä gi yu wan bang yu go sobä = 'if I hit you you'll 
come to your senses'. 
(ii) dl m3tokä dim bang = 'the vehicles collided', 
(iii) di w->d jts bang m% = 'I've just got the exciting news'. 
(9) stawt F< 'stout'. In English, 'stout', as an adjective used to 
describe a person, has the meanings: 'resolute, dauntless: 
vigorous: enduring: robust: strong... fat' (ibid, p. 1333). 
In Krio, its cognate stawt is a complimentary word, meaning 
'fat and healthy-looking', e. g. 1ük we yü stäwt En frssh 
'look how plump and healthy-looking you are'. 
(10) krash F< 'crash'. The meaning of English 'crash' are shared 
by Krio krash as an acrolectal item. In adolescent, particularly 
student speech, krash is a recently adopted word, meaning: 
'fall asleep' (especially when studying-as a result of tiredness) 
when one does not wish to', e. g.: ä bin wan st, di to n ntn bat 
ä krash bay tw lv = 'I planned to study till daybreak but I 
fell ', asleep at about twelve'. 
Items 8 and 10 are examples of another recent development - 
the tendency for a few words which are not slang in English to acquire 
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an additional slang status when used in Krio, with their meanings 
attenuated. Other examples are: 
(1) dame HL . 'damage'. Apart from meaning: 'damage; havoc, 
destruction', this word can also be used to mean: 'broke, hard 
up', as in: bra, na ml dame] wan sidDm so = 'brother, you are 
looking at a man who's hard up. ' 
(2) wayl F< 'wild'. The English and Krio meanings of this word 
largely correspond, but wayl can also mean 'be angry' e. g. 
n3 mek ä wäyl pän yu = 'don't make me angry with you'. 
(3) provok LF < 'provoke'. Apart from: 'provoke to anger, excite', 
this word can also mean 'tease', as in: dEn kin provok am f, 
= they tease him about his old banger'. 
of bänga % 
(4) sa rss LF< 'suppress'. Apart from the English meanings of 
'suppress', this word can be used to mean 'to tease persistently; 
to try to influence a boy friend's or girl friend's life-style'; 
% . 01 example: bo 1£f fasjpres mi = 'stop teasing me so persistently/ 
stop trying to control my life'. 
(5) travul HL < 'travel'. Apart from the meanings shared by the 
English and Krio forms, this word can also mean: 'to go out 
(especially in the evening)', as in: bra, vu de trävül? 
'brother, are you going out? ' Note also that, because 
an 
older semantic extension, this word can also mean: 'to be 
in a state of transition between life and death'. 
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The main kinds of semantic modification English-derived words 
appear to undergo are: semantic extension, semantic restriction and 
semantic shift. Each is discussed separately. 
17.2 Semantic Extension 
This seems to be the most usual kind of modification. Krios 
love using similes, metaphors and ideophones. It is very common to hear 
Krio speakers use expressions like: ä b`elfül 1£k t%ifmän wEf = 
'I'm. as filled as the wife of a thief', I kol 1Fk dog nos = 'it's as 
cold as a dog's nose'. The practice is so typical that sometimes the 
object of comparison is not even mentioned, as in: I 
of lEk- J he steals 
like - ', or wet1n (what) may be substituted for it, as in: angr"l Ilk 
wetin = 'I'm as hungry as what'. This kind of use of similes is also 
possible in English, e. g. 'as cool as a cucumber', but its incidence is 
far greater in Krio. It is one of the ways in which the Krio speaker's 
penchant for the superlative is fulfilled. Examples of phrases 
with metaphors and ideophones are: (a) dä wän dA nä snek = 'he is 
a snake'; (b) I 't got füt = 'he's eaten goat's foot' - to the Krio, goats ari 
notorious for gallivanting, so if a person 'eats goat's foot' he supposedly 
becomes expert at walking about. This phrase therefore means: 'he is 
hardly ever at home'; (c) I fld m büp ='he fell to the ground with a 
loud thud'. The Krio speaker is seldom satisfied with mentioning the 
barest facts of a story. The art of storytelling, a typical Krio pastime, 
requires picturesque details. One of the ways to achieve this is by 
using phonaesthetic devices, like ideophones. All this has been taken 
a stage further and many metaphors have become frozen, hence some kinds 
of semantic extension. This is why the word bif F 'beef', for example, 
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has been extended to refer to a 'victim' (see p. 1fZ3). Another such 
word is fam F4 'farm', which, by extension means: 'an easily exploit- 
able person', since a farm is a place from which fruits can be harvested 
in plenty. Similar extensions of meaning may be noted in items like: 
(a) pikin k3fin LH HL 'a child's coffin' = 'oversized shoes'; (b) 
bebi-ed LH-L 'baby's head' = 'a fragile, unsteady thing; a sore toe'; 
(c) kak F< 'cock' (the male of a chicken) = 'a woman who can't bear (6 e) 
children'; (d) baybul HL <'Bible' = 'cow's omasum used as food' (shaped 
like a book); ' (e) supamaket LLHL <'supermarket' = 'a public dustbin' - 
which usually has an assortment of litter. 
Also, there is a limitto the number of words that can be adopted 
from another (albeit the 'lexifier') language; so, when some ideas need to 
be expressed, if a new word is not borrowed, an ecisting word assumes an 
added semantic dimension. This is another reason for semantic extension. 
It is possible to categorise the main kinds of semantic extension 
that take place, although clear-cut labels can hardly be given since overlaps 
occur and one word may qualify in more than one category. In each case, 
there acre basic meanings that are shared by the English and Krio cognates 
as well as (an) additional Krio meaning(s). The categories are: 
I. 
A. Particular -º Generic 
In some cases, the English cognate refers to a particular feature, 
concept or object, while the Krio cognate is liberally applied as a generic 
word -a superordinate term that may or may not have hyponyms. Here are 
examples: 
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(1) imbul LH <'John Bull'. The English cognate is 'a generic 
name for an Englishman' (ibid, p. 709), while the Krio cognate 
is a generic name for a white man. Synonyms for a white man are 
English-derived: wetmän <'white man', and African-derived: 
oyimbo (cf. Yoruba), which is derisive. Hyponyms for ombul 
are: Inglishmän < 'Englishman', Äyrlshmän < 'Irishman', 
M£rikInmän < 'American', etc. 
(2) s-3f F< 'surf'. The English cognate is the brand name of a 
particular soap powder, while the Krio cognate is a generic word 
for any detergent. 
r 
(3) ti F <'tea'. Even in English, 'tea' can have other meanings than 
its popular reference to the beverage. It is however distinguished 
from other beverages like 'coffee', 'cocoa', 'Ovaltine', 
etc. In Krio, however, ti may be used to refer to any non- 
alcoholic beverage. Note the following example: 
tek wän spän k3fi mek t( e: ) mi = (lit. )'take one spoonful 
of coffee to make tea for me'. 
(4) so a HL <'soldier' = 'the army'. 
Also pertinent to this category are items like parts of the body, 
e. g. an FC 'hand', futF<'foot', edF< 'head'. Allsopp's 
historical explanation for their semantic extension seems 
plausible. It states that the feature is: 
the natural result of "pidgin performance'. 
In a contact situation the almost non-functional 
distinctions between 'arm' and "HAND' , 'leg' and 
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'FOOT'', 'chest' and 'BELLY' 9 etc., make 
it a simple convenience to expand the 
semantic load of the latter (and more 
frequently occurring) members of these 
pairs) (1980, p. 92). 
chest F< 'chest' and btlE LH < 'belly' are distinguishable 
in Krio, but an < 'hand refers to the whole arm, from 
shoulder to fingertips, fut 'foot' refers to the whole leg from 
just below the hips to the toes, while ed < 'head' may include 
the face. 
B. Metaphor 
Further examples of metaphorical extensions of meaning, a 
quite common feature, are: 
(1) stiaz LF <'upstairs' _ 'the brain'; 
(2) b3ndul HL <'bundle' = 'woman's (large) hips', woman with 
such hips'; 
(3) b, 3mba HL <'bomber' = 'a big bully'; 
(4) 3bichuari LHHHL< 'obituary' = 'stale news', 'former boy or 
girl Extend'; 
(5) gngr3bi LLH < 'bumble bee' _ 'a radio' (because of the sound it 
makes when not properly tuned); 
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(6) tabaka lif LHLF < 'tobacco leaf' = 'a neck tie'. 
C. Euphemisms 
Some have come about as synonyms for taboo words, e. g. 
(1) fes F <'face' = 'the female genitals'; 
(2) kDzin LH < 'cousin' = 'a woman's menstrual cycle'; 
(3) skwat F ('squat' a . 
'to'. defaecate' j 
(4) yad F4 'yard' = 'the toilet'; 
(5) bizi HL < 'busy' = 'be having a menstrual period'. 
Others refer to daily activities, e. g. 
(6) putt F< 'put' 
(7) Si F <'give' 
(8) t3k F <, 'talk' 
'they have a 
= 'bribe'; 
= 'to tell lies'; 
% 'quarrel', as in: d gdlili th k= (lit. ) 
little talk' _ 'they have a quarrel'. 
(9) tech F <'touch' = 'beat up'; 
(10) wata LH < 'water' _ 'drink heavily'. 
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Note also expressions used by pöda podä (minibus) 
apprentices and touts to signify 'let's go'to the drivers: 
wam 
A ay£ n= (lit. ) 'warm the iron'; 
On äm = (lit. ) 'turn it'; 
it I wäkä = (lit. ) 'let it walk'; 
fin äm = (lit. ) 'find it. 
D. Hyperboles 
We have seen the recent cases of dame l, wayl, etc. with 
meanings attenuated in Krio (p. 6 (o ). Here are examples of older 
items demonstrating the feature: 
(1) drif F( 'drift' = 'to go for a walk with or without a friend'; 
(2) mas F< 'mash' = 'to tread on'; 
(3) broko HL < 'broken' = (of clothes) 'torn'; 
(4) sho F< 'show' = 'a fanciful style of dress', 'an unusual 
feature'; 
(5) f3d3m LF < 'fall down' _ 'alight from' (especially a mini-bus); 
(6) kip F < 'keep' = 'to have as a lover', as in: I kip d'. Ryäl 
'he is the girl's lover'. 
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E. Plural 4 singular deontation 
A few words with usually a plural denotation in both English 
and Krio may also be used with a singular reference in Krio, e. g.: 
(1) clef! F <'then' = 
'you know whop , as 
in: den din kämff 
dem buk J "you know who" has come for his book'. 
(2) pipul HL < 'people' = 'somebody else's, as in: pipül pikte = 
'somebody else's child'. 
F. Abstract referent personified or concretised 
This feature has already been noted (e. g. 
ICompounds I)- 
words like: angri HL < 'hungry' = 'hunger'; kol F< 'cold'; 
slip F< 'sleep' used with the verb kech F< 'catch', as in slip de ksch mi = 
'I'm sleepy'. Note also examples like: 
i'iN (1) tr: )bul HL <'tn uble', as in: yu w3w31Ek trabul you are 
as ugly as trouble'; 
(2) wed F( 'w d', as in: 
ä of 
wad = 'I'll bear in mind what you 
have said'. 
G. Extension by false analogy 
In a few casesasynonym or concept related to an English word is 
misapplied in a Krio usage, e. g.: 
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(1) kl, -)k F< 'clock' (related to 'time') - 'time' (in the 
sense of 'interest') - used in negative expressions like: 
(a) a n3' g9t in k1 k- 'I have no time for him'. 
(b) 1 nikl: ýk mi Af = 'he didn't even show any interest in me!; 
(2) r-Dtin HL < 'rotten' (synonym of 'spoilt') _ (of child) (given to too 
much crying. 
H. Items with unstated modifier 
Some words have extended meanings because their modifier is 
unstated. Examples: 
(1) dil F4 'deal' ez 'to deal with evil spirits', as in: 
de dii = he has dealings with evil spirits'; 
(2) mins F< 'means' = 'supernatural means', as in: 
i de yüz mies 
'he uses supernatural means, e. g. to get on'; 
(3) osin HL< 'person' _ 'good person', as in: 
Ölü 
nä p'sln 
'Olu is a good/decent person'; 
(4) tros F< 'trust' = 'trust person to pay for' - 'give on credit', 
as in: dtn tr,. ')s mi wan bag res - they gave me a bag of rice 
on credit'; 
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(5) w3shi HL, < 'worship' = 'worship evil spirits', as in: 
I de wýshlp = 'he worships evil spirits'. 
I. Action suggesting meaning 
(1) dr3 F4 'draw' = 'sweep' (especially hastily), as in: 
kam drrya kw`ik = 'come and sweep here quickly'; 
(2) grayn F4 'grind' = 'eat', as in: 
äA kam gräyn = 'I'm 
about to have my meal'; 
% (3) m¬lt F< 'melt' = 'behave as if shy', as in: luk we 
i de melt = 
'see how shy she looks'; 
(4) -3m F< 'jump' = 'Saturday afternoon dance', as in: 
A 
de go jimp = 'I'm going to a "jump". 
J. Result of action 
In a few cases, the word indicates a result of the action 
performed. Examples: 
(1) swat F <'sweat' = 'to put someone in an uncomfortable position 
and cause him to sweat' (especially by squeezing him by the 
scruff of his neck and bending him downwards). 
(2) a lam HL < 'pile it' = 'walk' (especially a long distance) - thus 
piling up the distance. 
rKhA rw 
K. Activity (historically) related to place of activity 
In the item: bruk F4 'brook' = 'to launder clothes', we 
have a word that refers to the place where Krios presumably used to 
launder their clothes - at the brook. Nowadays, one does not have to go 
out of one's house to carry out the activity, but the word bruk is the 
commonest, (the only one for many Krios) used to mean 'launder'. 
L. Polysemy/Overloading 
There are many items that are difficult to categorise otherwise 
than polysemous. They tend to be some of the commonest, simplest English- 
derived words. In the following examples, meanings also shared by the 
English cognates are not mentioned: 
(1) kit F ('cut' = (a)'carry out', as in: k't b13f = (lit. ) 
'carry out bluff' = 'bluff'; 
(b) 'copulate', as in: 
i kit A gyäl = 'he had 
sex with the girl'; - 
(c) 'go away', as in: ä de kit = 'I'm going away'; 
(2) big F o'big' = (a) 'old, older, elderly', as'in: a beg pas yü A = 
I'm older than you'; 
(b) 'the eldest', as in: nä 
im big na ya = 'he 
is the eldest person in this place'; 
(c) 'pregnant with meaning, full of wonder, mystery, 
suffering', as in: nt bi - 'night time is full 
of mystery'; 
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(d) 'adult', as in: 
a big = 'I'm an adult'; 
(e) 'of a high sta tu. 5'', as in: na big man 
= 'he's a highly placed man'; 
(3) dr3 F< 'draw' - (a) 'sweep' (see above, p. 9-5); 
(b) 'be thick, slimy, sticky', as in: 
di sup dr- _ 'the sauce is slimy'; 
(c) 'be scarce', as in: pEpj dr5'ria mäkIt 
'pepper is scarce at the market'; 
(d) 'move deliberately, annoyingly, slowly, 
as in: 
aw yude drýsö? _ 'why are you 
moving so slowly? ' 
(4) lik F< 'lick' _ (a) 'drink eat' as in 
ä don li'k = 'I've 
eaten (or drunk) well'; 
(b) 'do successfully', as in ä l(k 
A Fgzam 
'I did well in the examination'. 
(5) psin HL ('person' (a) 'good person' (see p. 544above); 
(b) 'lover', as in : na MI posin 
'she's my lover'; 
(c 'one', as in: easin n*ý'f% t 
;k 
'one shouldn't even speak'. 
rj I-q rT%j 
(6) b EtE HL <'better' (a) 'good, proper', as in: na b £tb tin yu 
du" so = 'it's a good thing you, 've done'; 
(b) 'prosperity', as in: bEý, te nýgofa1a am 
'he will not prosper'; 
(c) 'the best', as in: nadI bEtýwan )u tec 
= 'you took the best one'. 
M. Extension by logical association 
Some items have a logical, if peripheralgassociation with the 
basic concept of the English source form. Examples are: 
(1) of F< 'half' = (a) Zany fraction of', as in: gf ml of bre40 d n2 = 
'please give me a piece of bread'; 
(b) 'insignificant' (of a person)' as in: 
na wan 
of 
pikin so wan kam fltyäy ml = 'it's an 
insignificant young boy/girl who wants to insult me'. 
(2) swat F< 'sweet' = 'delicious, tasty, palatable, enjoyable', as 
in: dlsüp swit = 'the sauce is tasty'; 
(3) deli HL 4 'daily' = regularly, as in: mi de go ba na Libtrya deli 
'I do my shopping in Liberia regularly'; 
(4) difrP-n HL <'different' = 'as never before', as in:;, i 
d1frin nä im nik1n Im mared = 'she carried herself as never before 
at her daughter's wedding'; 
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(5) y¬ri HL 'hear' = 'to understand', as in: 
ä g7 de y&rf KriO 
_ 'I don't understand Krio'. 
17.3 Semantic Restriction 
This affects far fewer items, which have a narrower semantic 
reference than their English cognates. Here are examples: 
(1) admit LF <'admit' = 'to be admitted to hospital'; 
(2) ansa HL 'answer' = (a) 'expected (usually affirmative)- 
answer', as in: di gyäl djn änsä ml = 'the girl has said yes 
to my proposal'; 
(b) 'rude retort', as in: 
i de ansa Im mämf 
we I de tSk tö äm = 'he gives rude retorts to his mother's 
admonitions'. 
(3) kos F4 'curse' = 'abuse', as in: kos m'i = 'he has abused me'; 
(4) k2nsikw¬nshal LLHL <'consequential' = 'over-particular, as in: 
yü 
_tu 
kýnsikwshäl = 'you are too particular'; 
(5) patek HL <'partake' = 'tKethe Holy Communion, as in 
yu d, n 
bIR in pätek? =have you started taking Holy Communion? ' 
(6) prawdF 4 'proud' = 'haughty', as in: 
I tu prawd = 'he is too 
haughty'; 
(7) switat LF . 'sweetheart' _ 'illicit lover', as in: Ig w*f bjt 
kip swltät = 'he has a wife but he also has another woman'; 
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(8) wit F 'wet' = 'urine, urinate', as in: 
ä de go wEt = 
'I'm going to urinate'. 
17.4 Semantic Shift 
Two kinds of semantic shift have been noted. In the first 
kind, the basic, underlying concept is implicit but not overt in the 
English cognate. Examples are: 
(1) ske i LLH G'escapet: The English cognate means 'a prisoner 
who has escaped from prison', the Krio cognate means: 'a 
prostitute', i. e. a person who has 'escaped' from a moral code 
of conduct. 
(2) biol LF <'behold' = 'not knowing that, to my surprise', as 
in: biol na of man = to my surprise he's a thief'; 
(3) nay F< 'nerve' = 'to tremble, shake vigorously, twitch 
continuously; suffer from nervousness. The meaning of the 
English cognate (verb) is almost antonymous: 'to give strength, 
resolution or courage to. 
nä so i de naywe I s( 
im bis 
his boss'. 
An example of a Krio use is: 
= 'he was all nerves when he saw 
(4) n3f F <. 'enough' _ 'very much, very many, a great amount of', 
as in: tg n3f 
f 
nä Im fut = 'he's got a lot of hair on his 
legs'. 
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(5) kznsat HL< 'concert' - 'a dramatic play in performance' - 
the English cognate refers to a musical performance - as in: 
a de gö k'nsat - I'm going to watch a play (or dramatic 
performance). 
(6) trenin HL 4 'training' -"upbringing, good-manners' - the 
nglish cognate refers to: 'practical education in any 
profession, art, or handicraft: a course of diet and exercise 
for developing physical strength, endurance or dexterity' 
(Chambers, p. 1429) -, as in: yü nS ge' trenIn - 'You have 
no manners'. 
s tide (7) us F 'Jews' _ 'an albino', as in: 
ä s£ wan u40 
'I saw an albiwo today'; 
(8) w, ndrin HL 'wondering/wandering' = 'to be absent-minded', as 
in: Yu de wondrin? - 'are you absent-minded? ' 
The second kind of semantic shift is, strictly speaking, a 
kind of polysemy. The Krio word has at least some of the meanings of the 
English cognate, as well as shifts of meaning. This differs from the extensions 
discussed above, in that the newer meaning is markedly different from 
those of the English cognate. Here are examples: 
(1) balans HL <'balance'. The Krio word shares the following 
meanings with the English cognate: (a)'to balance, as on a scale', 
(b) 'remainder' (especially of money). It also means: (a) 
'debt', as in: 
ig balans e2 mi = he owes me some money, 
% aý bälans de01 ?_ 'do you (c) 'money in general', as in: yü 
have loose money on you? ' (d) 'to dodge', as in: If I kam fen m1 
go balans am = if he comes to visit me I'll dodge him', 
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'to mislead', as in: ä go bäläns 
äm fý yü =hI'll mislead 
him for you'. 
(2) miks F 4'mix '. Apart from most of the meanings of 'mix' 
shared by the two cognate forms, the Krio word also means: 
'be a party to'. It is usually used in negative expressions 
like: ä no miks = 'I'm not a party to'p n3 m(ks mi de 
'don't associate me with'. 
(3) soba HL ( 'sober'. Apart from the meanings of 'not drunk, 
conscious' shared by the two cognate forms, the Krio word 
OF % 
also means: 'excellent, admirable', as in: di gy 
l 
sobä 
= 'the girl is admirable'; 
(4) sok F <'soak'. Apart from the meanings of 'wet, be steeped in 
or saturated with' shared by the two cognate forms, the Krio 
word also means: 'excellent, thoroughly enjoyable', as in: 
A 
päti so"k = 'the party was thoroughly enjoyable'. 
(5) wek F< 'wake'. Apart from the meanings of 'wake from sleep; 
become alert, active', shared by the two cognate forms, the Krio 
word also means: 'excellent, very attractive', as in: 
di ch (k wek = 'the girl is very attractive'. 
Note how examples 3,4 and 5 are synonymous in Krio, while, 
although 'sober' and 'wake' may be conceptually synonymous in English, 'soak' 
is far from synonymous with them. 
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(6) tontebul LHL 4 'turntable'. The Krio cognate shares the 
meaning: 'the revolving disc which carries the record in a 
record player', with the English form. The Krio cognate also 
means: 'a roundabout at the intersection of crossroads', as 
in: dY m3toka kiem A t)ntebu1 the car went off the road 
and on to the roundabout'; 
(7) vim F< 'vim'. The two cognate forms share the meaning 'energy, 
vigour', but the Krio form can also be used as a verb, meaning: 
'to throw a stone at (something) with great force', as in: win 
vim di mangro 
i 
plt tu = 'I threw a stone at the mango with 
such force that it split into two'. 
(8) pruv F< 'prove'. The two cognate forms share the meaning: 
'to establish or ascertain as truth', but the Krio form can 
also mean: 'to publicly declare, oneself, under inner compulsion, 
to be a witch', as in: na p3sfn we dnn pruv = 'she has declared 
herself to be a witch'. 
(9) sayz F< 'size'. Apart from the meaning of: 'degree of bigness 
or smallness', shared by the two forms, the Krio word also 
01 means: 'medium-sized, average', as in: mbs bring wan sayz 
10, yams fa mi 'please bring me a medium-sized yam'; 
(10) shut F< 'shoot'. The Krio cognate form shares most of the 
popular meanings of English: 'shoot'; it also means: to make 
_a grammatical mistake' 
(especially when speaking English) as in: 
dat de shut = he is notorious for making grammatical mistakes'. 
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To end this chapter, we may note, in sum, that most English- 
derived words share most but not all of the meanings of their English 
cognate forms; many also have peculiarly Krio meanings. The following 
diagram may be used to illustrate the point: 
English Shared Krio 
meanings" meanings - mean- 
ings . 
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